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4.0

ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS

The following analyses encompass the Project study area and related APEs for the three
alternative alignments, as defined in Section 3.3, Project Characteristics and Components.
Because individual issues may involve additional areas of consideration, however, issue-specific
study areas are also identified where applicable. The evaluation of hydrology and water quality,
for example, incorporates a more extensive study area that includes associated up- and
downstream watersheds that could potentially affect or be affected by the Project.
4.1

LAND USE AND PLANNING

This section describes the existing conditions related to land use in the Project study area and
vicinity, identifies associated regulatory requirements, evaluates the potential land use and
planning impacts, and identifies mitigation measures related to each of the three alternative
roadway alignments. Land use policy consistency determinations are based on evaluations
contained in Appendix B, Land Use Goals, Objectives, and Policies Consistency Evaluation.
Land use issues are also evaluated in other sections of this EIR, where applicable, including
Sections 4.7, Noise; 4.8, Air Quality; and 4.10, Visual Quality and Aesthetics. Where
appropriate, these analyses are cross-referenced within this section.
4.1.1

Existing Conditions

Development within the Study Area
Development within the Project study area includes a mix of single-family residences, in both
suburban and semi-rural settings, agricultural operations and open space. Single-family
residences, east of the proposed roadway and southwest of the intersection of Melrose Drive and
Spur Avenue, have estate-style housing configurations on large lots, many with stables, riding
rings or other equestrian facilities. The eastern side of the existing segment of Melrose Drive,
south of North Santa Fe Avenue, is largely vacant, with some horticultural uses. A small,
unauthorized landfill with construction and agricultural debris is also evident in this area. To the
west of this segment are suburban-style, single-family residences. Agricultural (e.g., Green
Paradise Farms and Rancho Dos Palmas) occur to the north. Guajome County Park and Rancho
Guajome Adobe are also within the Project area. The portion of Guajome County Park that
borders Old Colony Road and Guajome Lake Road consists of open space, dominated by
non-native grasslands, while the portions of Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe,
on either side of North Santa Fe Avenue, support wetland vegetation along the westwarddraining Guajome Creek. At the northeast corner of the intersection of Melrose Drive and Spur
Avenue is Spring Creek, also surrounded by a small pocket of wetland vegetation.
Public roads within the Project area include Spur Avenue, Guajome Lake Road, Old Colony
Road, North Santa Fe Avenue, Willowbrook Drive, and Sagewood Drive. Glenview Lane is a
private roadway, east of the Project area within the unincorporated area of the County.
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Development Surrounding the Study Area
Surrounding development north of the existing terminus of Melrose Drive (at Spur Avenue)
includes single-family residential properties on Appaloosa Way, Seattle Slew Way and Old
Ranch Road. Spring Creek Park, located at the southwest corner of the intersection of Melrose
Drive and Old Ranch Road, is a small, neighborhood park with a playground and grass playing
field. Residential development continues on the north side of Spur Avenue, while on the south
side of the roadway, a ribbon of undeveloped land with wetland vegetation borders a
horticultural operation (Lake View Nursery) to the south. Mission Meadows Elementary School
is located east on Spur Avenue, approximately 500 feet from the existing intersection with
Melrose Drive.
Uses on either side of Guajome Lake Road include single-family residences (many with
equestrian uses), vacant parcels, commercial/agricultural operations (Lakeview Nursery) and
Guajome County Park. Lakeview Nursery is east of, and adjacent to, Green Paradise Farms,
while ranch-style residential uses with equestrian stables and riding rings are prevalent farther
east on Guajome Lake Road (in the proximity of Glenview Lane).
Suburban-style single-family residential development is located southwest of the intersection of
Melrose Drive and North Santa Fe Avenue (e.g. Parkview Homes off of Darwin Drive), and
continues along either side of Melrose Drive heading south. In addition to residential uses, Blue
Pacific Wholesale Florists, Ranch Foods, and Sundance Natural Foods are located on
Willowbrook Drive, southeast of the Project area. Directly south of the intersection of Melrose
Drive and Willowbrook Drive (on the eastern side of Melrose Drive) is a largely vacant parcel of
that apparently has been used as an informal landfill, based on the presence of construction
debris and equipment. Park Lake, a single-family residential development, is located west of the
intersection of Melrose Drive and North Santa Fe (on the north side of North Santa Fe Avenue),
and includes parcels on Glacier Lane that abut Guajome County Park. East of the intersection of
North Santa Fe Avenue and Melrose Drive is a mix of residential and agricultural/commercial
uses (K&M Flowers and Aguacate flowers and produce) on the north side of the roadway, while
Rancho Guajome Adobe borders the south side of the roadway along the Guajome Creek
drainage.
Community Character
Due to the varying uses in the Project study area, the character of the community is mixed, but
the prevailing atmosphere is semi-rural between the existing termini of Melrose Drive.
Specifically, this semi-rural character is associated with existing uses such as Green Paradise
Farms, Rancho Dos Palmas, Lake View Nursery, ranch-style residential properties with
equestrian rings and stables, and the open space parkland of Guajome County Park and Rancho
Guajome Adobe. The proximity of residential development to the existing termini of Melrose
Drive at Spur Avenue and North Santa Fe adds a suburban element in the Project vicinity, as
does the proximity of Mission Meadows Elementary School and the Home Depot at the
intersection of Melrose Drive and SR-76.
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Regulatory Setting
Several local plans regulate development of the Project area and/or identify regional
development goals and policies. In addition to the City, plans and policies of the County are
relevant because the Project area extends into the unincorporated community of Bonsall and
would affect the County’s Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe. Plans pertaining
to the Project are identified below and their applicable goals and policies are presented in detail
in Appendix B.
City of Oceanside
City of Oceanside General Plan
The current City General Plan includes the following 10 Elements: Land Use, Circulation,
Recreational Trails, Housing, Environmental Resource Management, Community Facilities
Management, Public Safety, Noise, Hazardous Waste Management and Military Reservation.
Each Element’s applicability to this Project is briefly summarized below, with associated
specific policies identified in Appendix B.
Land Use Element. The Land Use Element provides a framework to guide the physical
development of the City. It establishes land use goals, objectives, and policies to provide
decision makers and private citizens with an understanding of the City’s long-range intentions
related to its growth and development patterns. The Land Use Element designates the general
distribution and location of land uses, including residential, open space, commercial, industrial,
agricultural, institutional, environmentally sensitive, and special management (i.e., specific plan)
areas.
The City Land Use Map designates four separate land uses within the Project study area: Single
Family Detached Residential (SDF-R), Estate B Residential (EB-R), Medium Density A
Residential (MDA-R) and Open Space (OS) (Figure 4.1-1a). Allowable densities for residential
designations include 3.6 to 5.9 dwelling units per acre (DU/AC) for SDF-R, 1.0 to 3.5 DU/AC
for EB-R, and 6.0 to 9.9 DU/AC for MDA-R. The OS designation is primarily intended for
areas that are appropriate for preservation as permanent open space, but permits limited
residential, public and semi-public, commercial, agricultural and extractive uses. Land use
designations in surrounding areas include the same noted categories, as well as neighborhood
commercial (NC) to the northeast. North of SR-76, land use designations also include
Agricultural (A). Development within the noted land use designations is implemented through
the zoning ordinance, with applicable zoning designations outlined below under City of
Oceanside Municipal Code.
Circulation Element. The Circulation Element identifies the roadway system necessary to serve
the traffic generated by the land uses permitted in the Land Use Element, and the traffic
generated by development in the areas surrounding the City. The main policy tool of the
Circulation Element is the Master Transportation Plan, which serves as a guideline to
accommodate existing and future transportation needs. The main roads that are within or
adjacent to the Project area include existing segments of Melrose Drive, SR-76 (Mission
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Avenue), and North Santa Fe Avenue. Melrose Drive, from the south City limits to North Santa
Fe, is classified as a Six-Lane Major Arterial in the Master Transportation Plan. Northwards,
towards the proposed crossing of the San Luis Rey Creek, Melrose Drive is classified as a FourLane Major Arterial. SR-76 is classified as a limited access expressway. North Santa Fe
Avenue generally is classified as a Four-Lane Major Arterial, although it transitions to a
Secondary Arterial east of Melrose Drive in the City of Vista. Refer to Section 4.3, Traffic and
Circulation, for additional information regarding transportation facilities and traffic conditions in
and around the Project study area.
Recreational Trails Element. The Recreational Trails Element is a sub-element of the
Circulation Element that contains policies and objectives concerning the operation and design of
the City’s trail system for bicycles, pedestrians and equestrians. The City utilizes the
Recreational Trails Element as a means to address open space resources as they relate to
recreation, transportation and visual resources. The Element contains the master plans for
pedestrian, equestrian and bicycle facilities.
Housing Element. The Housing Element identifies and assesses the housing needs of the various
economic sectors in the City. In addition, this Element defines the goals and policies that will
guide the City’s approach to addressing its housing needs, and recommends programs to
implement these policies over a five-year period. As the Project would not include a housing
component, the Housing Element is not included in Appendix B.
Environmental Resource Management Element. The Environmental Resource Management
Element combines the Conservation and Open Space Elements of the General Plan and identifies
the physical resources of the City that are of environmental concern. This Element contains
goals and policies that address such topics as water resources, soils and erosion, coastal
preservation, mineral resources, vegetation and wildlife habitats, air quality, agricultural
resources, cultural sites, and recreation and scenic areas. Refer to Sections 4.4, Biological
Resources; 4.5, Geology and Soils; 4.6, Hydrology and Water Quality; 4.8, Air Quality; 4.12,
Cultural Resources; and 4.13, Paleontological Resources for other applicable site-specific
information related to these resources.
Community Facilities Element.
The Community Facilities Element identifies growth
management policies, citywide public facility service standards, and financing issues and
principles. It sets forth ordinances to ensure that adequate public facilities of sufficient capacity
are in place to accommodate anticipated growth, and the extension and provision of
infrastructure throughout the City. It also establishes policies that guide City officials in the
early decision making process regarding development approvals and public facility standards.
Refer to Section 4.15, Utilities and Service Systems, for other site-specific information regarding
public services.
Public Safety Element. The Public Safety Element identifies and evaluates seismic and geologic
hazards, fire hazards, flooding hazards, and civil disasters that pose a potential threat to the
public safety in the City. By identifying such hazards, this element acts as a guide in directing
the development and growth of the City to reduce injuries, loss of life, damage to property, and
economic and social displacement. The Fire Hazards and Flooding Hazards sections of the
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Element include discussions of natural and man-made hazards and identify both preventative and
mitigation measures relating to such hazards. The Seismic and Geologic Hazards section of the
Element provides a discussion of specific engineering practices, regulations and ordinances
(i.e., Grading Ordinance, Hillside Development Provisions) that can assist in the abatement of
seismic and geologic hazards. According to the Public Safety Element, the Project study area is
located in an area determined to be susceptible or very susceptible to landslides, partly within a
fire High Hazard area, and nearby to floodplain areas. Refer to Section 4.5 for summaries of the
above-listed investigations and reports, and other site-specific information regarding geology and
seismic hazards. See Section 4.6 for site-specific information related to flooding.
Noise Element. The Noise Element defines typical sources of sound in the community and the
methods of measuring noise. The goal of this element is to minimize the effects of excessive
noise in the City, with specific noise-control policies identified.
Hazardous Waste Management Element. The Hazardous Waste Management Element is
included to facilitate informed decisions regarding hazardous waste and the siting of off-site
hazardous waste facilities. The Element also applies to pollution prevention, hazardous waste
elimination, reduction, reuse, and recycling to reduce demand for hazardous waste facilities.
Included in the Element is the Hazardous Waste Management Plan which provides a framework
for preventing pollution and hazardous waste that cannot be reused or recycled on site.
City of Oceanside Master Plan of Parks and Recreation
The Master Plan of Parks and Recreation is intended to guide the development of park,
recreation and open space facilities to meet the current and projected needs of the community.
Spring Creek Park and Guajome County Park are the two parks discussed in the Master Plan that
are within the Project study area. Although Guajome County Park is considered a non-City
facility, the Park is included in the Master Plan because it is located within the City limits and
because of its capacity to provide significant recreation opportunities for residents and visitors.
City of Oceanside Bicycle Master Plan
The Bicycle Master Plan establishes a series of routes to promote the use of bicycles. The Plan
discusses the existing Class II bike lane on Melrose Drive and describes it as incomplete, due to
the lack of adequate lanes north of the intersection with Sagewood Drive and includes
recommendations for its improvement. In addition to Class II bike lanes, the Plan recommends
Class I bike paths along the proposed Melrose Drive extension and North Santa Fe Avenue
improvements.
City of Oceanside Municipal Code
The Oceanside Municipal Code provides specific regulations, such as noise limits and zoning, to
implement the goals and policies of the General Plan. The Zoning Ordinance establishes zoning
designations or classifications, each with a list of permitted uses and standards for building
setbacks, densities, heights, etc. In addition, some classifications have specific design
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guidelines. More specific requirements of the Zoning Ordinance that are applicable to the
Project are identified in Appendix B.
The Project study area is zoned for Single Family Residential (RS), Open Space (OS), and Estate
Residential B (RE-B) uses (Figure 4.1-2a). The RS zone allows single-family residential
development at a density of 3.6 to 5.9 DU per gross acre, while the RE zone allows very-low-density
single-family residential development at a density of 1.0 to 3.5 DU per gross acre. The OS zone
is intended for areas deemed appropriate for preservation as permanent open space, based on
considerations including topography, existing uses, natural resources and/or limitations for other
uses.
All the zones within the Project study area have a Scenic Park Overlay (SP); while the RS zone
also has an Equestrian Overlay (EQ).
The purposes of the SP Overlay District are to:





Conserve and protect valuable natural resources of recreational and scenic areas in and
adjacent to Guajome County Park and other public parks;
Encourage the retention of natural slopes and waterways and minimize grading and
alteration of drainage patterns;
Achieve a visually pleasing and compatible relationship between buildings and
structures, parking areas, walkways and planting areas, and the natural environment; and
Provide appropriate standards and criteria for reviewing proposals for new construction,
exterior additions and alterations, relocation of buildings, and other development subject
to the provisions of Article 22.

The purposes of the EQ Overlay District are to:





Provide for recreational opportunities by establishing an equestrian trail network around
Guajome County Park and the San Luis Rey River within the Guajome Neighborhood
Planning Area;
Provide appropriate design standards and criteria for the keeping and protection of horses
on private property;
Create, enhance and protect the equestrian and rural atmosphere within the overlay area
by integrating open space areas and urban areas with horse trails; and
Achieve a visually pleasing and compatible relationship between buildings and accessory
structures, horse trails, open space and planting areas, and the natural environment by
providing appropriate buffers between equestrian and non-equestrian uses.

Zoning designations surrounding the Project study area include Medium Density Residential
(RM-A-SP-EQ) and Estate Residential (RE-B-EQ) to the north; RE-B-SP to the south; and
RE-B-SP and OS-SP to the west. Zoning designations to the east of the Project study area are
largely within the unincorporated area of the County and are discussed below in the San Diego
County Zoning and Land Use Ordinance section. The RM zone allows single-family and
multi-family development including patio homes, duplexes, townhouses, multi-dwelling
structures, and cluster housing, which also include landscaped common open space and
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common-area facilities for residents’ use. The RM-A zone allows a density of 6.0 to 9.9 DU per
gross acre.
The Municipal Code includes a Noise Ordinance that was developed through a systematic
program to enforce existing and future noise ordinances and regulations. The City Noise
Ordinance (Municipal Code, Chapter 38, Noise Control) identifies sound level limits and
prohibited noises, as well as related enforcement measures. The Ordinance also defines exterior
property noise limits, and states that at any point on or beyond the boundary of a medium density
residential zone, the one-hour average noise level shall not exceed 50 dB(A) between the hours
of 7:00 AM to 10:00 PM, or 45 dB(A) from 10:00 PM to 7:00 AM. Refer to Section 4.7 for
other site-specific information regarding noise.
Subarea Habitat Conservation Plan
The portion of the study area within the City (except for Guajome County Park) is included in
the Draft Oceanside Subarea Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) for the Multiple Habitat
Conservation Program (MHCP) (Oceanside 2010). The goal of the MHCP is to conserve
approximately 19,000 acres of habitat, of which roughly 8,800 acres (46 percent) are already in
public ownership and contribute toward a habitat preserve system for the protection of more than
80 rare, threatened or endangered species.
The City adopted its Subarea Plan in January 2010. Approval and adoption of the Draft
Oceanside Subarea HCP by the City would result in the issuance of Federal and State
authorizations (granted by USFWS and CDFG) for the take of listed rare, threatened or
endangered species, as well as the preservation and/or restoration of habitat in some areas of the
City. The City in turn would then be able to authorize the taking of natural habitats or associated
species by public or private projects within its jurisdiction, as long as those biological resources
are adequately conserved by, and the project impacts are consistent with and covered by, the
provisions of the Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP. Adequate mitigation must also occur in the
form of preservation or restoration/creation of biological resources within designated habitat
preserve areas. Issues discussed in the Draft Subarea Plan that pertain to the Project include:






Biological Preserve Criteria;
Conservation and Buffer Requirements along Tributaries and Creeks;
Wetlands Mitigation Standards;
Wildlife Road Crossing Standards; and
Offsite Mitigation Zone II.

The Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP map shows portions of the Biological Study Area (BSA) within
unincorporated areas of the County and Guajome County Park as potential Pre-approved Mitigation
Areas (PAMAs). PAMAs are soft-line conservation areas intended to ensure connections between
existing preserves and which may ultimately be partially or fully incorporated into the preserve
system.
For details of the Draft Subarea Plan objectives and guidelines, see Section 4.4 and Appendix B.
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County of San Diego
The Project would affect areas within the unincorporated County, as well as Guajome County
Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe, which are under County jurisdiction. County plans and
policies pertaining to land use that are applicable to the Project are addressed below, with
relevant General Plan open space, conservation, recreation and circulation polices addressed in
appropriate sections of the EIR.
San Diego County General Plan
The County General Plan provides a framework for directing the long-term growth of the
County, including providing adequate services, maintaining quality of life, and preserving
natural environments for current and future residents.
Open Space Element. The Open Space Element is intended to conserve and preserve open space
within the unincorporated County. The Element contains goals and provisions to acquire lands
and develop plans in order to maintain existing natural processes, improve recreational
opportunities, enhance public health, and contribute to the formation of community identities and
differentiation by providing spatial separation and visual quality.
Regional Land Use Element. The Regional Land Use Element includes policies and objectives
to accommodate growth and facilitate its distribution while maintaining adequate services,
ensuring that rural character is preserved, protecting natural, recreational and cultural resources,
and providing equitable housing opportunities. Designating site-specific land uses is one way in
which the Regional Land Use Element influences the distribution of current and future
development. The Regional Land Use Element designates the County land that falls within the
study area as Estate Development Area. The Estate Development Area combines agricultural
and low density residential uses (parcel sizes of 2 to 20 acres).
Circulation Element. The Circulation Element contains a road system plan including both
existing and planned major roadways, and discusses corridors for public mobility and access to
meet both current and future transportation needs. These efforts are intended to coordinate the
regional development of transportation facilities. Melrose Drive is designated as a Prime
Arterial. The Circulation Element includes a supplemental Bike Network chapter which supplies
goals and policies to increase and improve bikeways and the overall bike network.
Recreation Element. The Recreation Element provides general guidance on the process of
providing recreational facilities in the unincorporated County. The overarching goals of the
Element include enhancing the well-being of residents by providing recreational opportunities,
and interconnecting various (existing and planned) recreational opportunities to enhance
enjoyment and serve the needs of citizens in their immediate environs. A recommended standard
of 30 acres of parkland per thousand residents is identified, where half of the required acreage is
devoted to regional facilities and the other half is for local parks.
Seismic Safety Element. The Seismic Safety Element includes an informational section to
describe the types of programs needed, and goals and objectives to evaluate risk and guide the
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creation of seismic safety programs. It also includes policies and action programs to reduce
seismic risk in the County. In pursuing these goals, the Element adds land use constraints to the
General Plan that supersede other elements on the subject of seismic safety.
Scenic Highway Element. The intent of the Scenic Highways Element is to recognize the
aesthetic qualities of the environment and to maintain views from designated scenic highways
and roadways leading to or passing by visual, recreational, historical, and cultural areas in the
County. The Element highlights the unique scenic, recreational and historical heritage of the
County and specifies methods for encouraging participation in the Scenic Highway Program.
The Element refers to several policies, regulations and programs that may be associated with the
goals of the Scenic Highways Element. In the area of the proposed Project, SR-76 from
El Camino Real east to Interstate 15 (I-15), is designated as a First Priority Scenic Route,
excluding the portion within the City. Refer to Section 4.10 for additional information related to
Scenic Highways.
Public Safety Element. The Public Safety Element focuses on prevention measures such as land
use constraints, building and landscape standards and identification of hazards related to the
hazard areas of geology, fire and crime. In addition to its preventative focus, the Element also
considers emergency response. The chapter on Fire discusses the effects of growth and new
development on regional fire hazards and discusses policies to minimize these hazards. Geologic
hazards include non-seismic hazards, most notably slope instability and erosion. Seismic
hazards such as floods, landslides, liquefaction, and tsunamis are discussed in the Seismic Safety
Element. The discussion of crime prevention focuses on methods to design and develop physical
spaces to reduce criminal occurrences and opportunities. The Emergency Services chapter
discusses medical emergency services in response to injury, as well as other emergency services
such as telephone communications and planning for natural disasters.
Noise Element. The Noise Element discusses the increasing noise levels experienced on many
levels throughout the County from transportation and fixed point sources. The Element
establishes noise levels considered to be appropriate for land uses that are considered sensitive to
noise. In addition, the Element recognizes that while noise attenuation measures can be
successfully incorporated into the building permit process, plans and policies are necessary on a
planning level to reduce harmful or nuisance noise levels. The Element outlines methods for
reducing noise at its source, along the transmission path and at the receiver site.
Housing Element. The Housing Element analyzes population, employment trends and household
characteristics, including living situations and special needs, and discusses regional housing
needs, possibilities, constraints, and opportunities for development. Identified goals of the
Housing Element are primarily concerned with meeting housing needs of all segments of the
population, facilitating the permitting process, and preventing deterioration of the existing
housing stock.
Conservation Element. The Conservation Element is concerned with the natural resources that
exist within the County and the means by which to conserve them. The main resource categories
discussed in the Element include water, vegetation and wildlife habitat, minerals, soil,
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astronomical dark sky, and cultural sites. Resource categories relevant to the Project study area
include all but mineral resources.
Public Facility Element. The Public Facility Element discusses the rate of population growth
within the County and the implied need for facilities to keep pace with this growth. Of the
facilities and services included in the Element, topics relevant to the proposed Project include
parks, transportation, flood control and County trails. The Element defines trails as being
located away from vehicular roads and used for recreation or for an alternative mode of
transportation. A pathway is intended for non-motorized transportation that is located within a
parkway or road right-of-way. Pathways help make connections in the trail system.
San Diego County General Plan Update – Draft General Plan
The Draft General Plan Update became available November 14, 2008. The Draft EIR was
circulated in July 2009, following public review of the Draft General Plan. The final General
Plan Update is expected to be brought before the Board of Supervisors in 2010. The following
discussion of the Update is included due to the potential for the Update to be adopted before the
Project EIR is certified.
Land Use Element. Like the existing Regional Land Use Element, the draft Land Use Element
includes policies and objectives to accommodate growth and facilitate its distribution. The
Project area is designated as Semi-Rural Residential, although the final designation will be
determined by the Board of Supervisors at the time of adoption. The Semi-Rural category
defines areas appropriate for lower-density uses and often acts as a transitional area between the
Village and Rural Lands categories. Allowable densities for the Semi-Rural Residential
designation range from 1 DU per 0.5 acre to 1 DU per 10 acres.
Mobility Element. The Mobility Element encourages a balanced multimodal transportation
system that enhances connectivity between existing and planned areas within and between
communities. The Mobility Element identifies a network of existing and planned roads to which
many of its goals and policies apply, with none of these present in the Project study area. The
nearest Mobility Element Road is the segment of Osborne Street, located approximately 0.5 mile
east of the Project study area, which is designated as a Light Collector Series between North
Santa Fe Avenue and East Vista Way (which is designated as a Major Road Series). The portion
of SR-76/Pala Road, located approximately two miles northeast of the Project study area (and
east of the Oceanside city limits), is designated as a Prime Arterial.
Conservation and Open Space Element. The Conservation and Open Space Element addresses
renewable and non-renewable resources that include biological, water, agricultural, cultural,
paleontological, mineral, and visual resources, as well as air quality, climate change, energy, and
park, open space, and recreation facilities. A primary goal is to plan development to minimize
impacts to these resources, while balancing the needs of future growth and development.
Housing Element. The Housing Element seeks to balance housing requirements with
infrastructure deficiencies, safety issues and the rural character of many of the County’s
unincorporated communities. Issues include competing land uses. Affordability is identified as
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a long-term goal because of the challenge of larger lot sizes and infrastructure costs in the
unincorporated County. Housing choice is restricted to those consistent with rural character,
namely mobile or manufactured homes, second units and farmworker housing.
Safety Element. The Safety Element includes policies for future development to minimize the
risk of personal injury, loss of life, property damage, and environmental damage associated with
natural and man-made hazards. Topic areas include wildfire, geological and seismic hazards,
flooding, hazardous materials, law enforcement, and airport hazards. The Element incorporates
policies, programs and constraints to prevent the occurrence or injury from hazards, as well as
plans and responses to emergencies should they occur.
Noise Element. The Noise Element contains standards, goals and policies to regulate the
exposure of noise-sensitive land uses to excessive noise in the environment.
San Diego County Community Trails Master Plan
The Community Trails Master Plan is the implementing document of the County Trails Program,
which is intended to implement the County trail goals and policies of the General Plan Public
Facility Element. The intent of the Program is to develop a system of interconnected regional
and community trails and pathways. The Project is not in the area of any regional trails,
although a proposed community pathway would cross through the unincorporated County and
could potentially meet the proposed equestrian trail that would be extended along North Santa Fe
Avenue as a part of the Project. A community trail is also proposed along the San Luis Rey
River that would connect with Project-related equestrian, pedestrian and bicycle facilities.
Bonsall Community Plan
Bonsall is one of several unincorporated communities within the County. The Bonsall
Community Plan contains goals and policies relating to community character, land use, housing,
circulation, public services and facilities, conservation, and parks and recreation. An
overarching theme of the community plan is the preservation of the community’s natural and
visual resources and the retention of its rural character. Land use designations in the Bonsall
Community Plan for areas within the Project study area include Estate Residential, Residential
and a small portion of public/semi-public lands (Figure 4.1-1b). The Residential designation is
intended for low density residential and minor agricultural uses, with allowable parcel sizes of
one, two or four acres, depending on slope. Allowable uses under the Estate Residential
category include minor agricultural and low density residential, with parcel sizes of two or four
acres (gross) or larger depending on criteria including slope. The Public/semi-public designation
generally encompasses areas owned by public agencies.
North County Multiple Species Conservation Program
The Natural Community Conservation Planning Act (NCCP) Act of 1991 (Section 2835) allows
CDFG to authorize take of species covered by plans in agreement with NCCP guidelines. An
NCCP initiated by the State of California under Section 4(d) of the Federal ESA focuses on
conserving coastal sage scrub to avoid the need for future Federal and State listing of coastal sage
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scrub-dependent species. The program is designed to address a habitat type of several species,
rather than focusing on one species at a time, and focuses on avoiding future conflicts over
development by conserving identified lands as protected habitat and allowing development to
occur in neighboring areas. The coastal California gnatcatcher is presently listed as threatened
under the Federal ESA, while several additional species inhabiting coastal sage scrub are
candidates for Federal and/or State listing.
A State-signed NCCP agreement with SANDAG, the City of San Diego and County of San
Diego was established when the MHCP Subregional Plan was adopted and certified in 2003.
Through this agreement, the programs sponsored by these agencies are recognized as ongoing
multi-species plans under the NCCP guidelines. The unincorporated lands of the County,
Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe would be within the boundary for the
proposed North County MSCP, once it is approved (County 2009b). Lands within the Guajome
County Park are designated as PAMAs within the proposed North County MSCP.
San Diego County Ordinances
Zoning and Land Use Ordinance. County land within the Project study area is zoned A-70,
allowing limited agriculture (Figure 4.1-2b). Civic use types that are identified as essential
services, including roadways such as the proposed Project, are permitted in this zone.
Biological Mitigation Ordinance. The Biological Mitigation Ordinance contains policies
regulating impacts to sensitive biological resources and methods of mitigating impacts.
Resource Protection Ordinance. The Resource Protection Ordinance provides definitions and
permitted uses for environmentally sensitive lands, including wetlands, wetland buffer areas,
floodways, floodplain fringe, steep slope lands, sensitive habitat lands, and significant prehistoric
or historic sites.
City of Vista
The proposed Project would utilize a portion of land within the limits of the City of Vista for
proposed improvements to North Santa Fe Avenue, including a proposed multi-purpose
equestrian/pedestrian trail. Plans and policies applicable to circulation and trails in the City of
Vista are discussed below. Detailed discussions of specific policies are included in Appendix B.
City of Vista General Plan
Circulation Element. The Circulation Element presents a plan to provide the transportation
needs for the City. It includes a summary of the major elements of the existing circulation
system, as well as the current and projected condition of the system. Plans, policies and
programs are discussed to facilitate the planning and provision of the circulation system. The
Plan identifies a segment of North Santa Fe Avenue within the Project area for improvement
from a two-lane Minor Arterial to a four-lane Major Arterial. The Element identifies Melrose
Drive, from Olive Avenue to North Santa Fe Avenue and North Santa Fe, as a scenic roadway.
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Community Facilities Element. The Community Facilities Element sets standards for public
services and facilities. Facilities discussed in Appendix B include those related to circulation
and drainage.
Community Identity and Scenic Roadways Element. This Element aims to discuss and preserve
resources that contribute to the semi-rural character of the City of Vista. Six communities are
identified and are discussed separately, with individual policies established for each. The area
within the Project study area is in the community of North Vista. Specific policies of North
Vista are identified in Appendix B. Scenic roads are considered a component of the semi-rural
character and are discussed by region. The segment of Melrose Drive leading up to the
intersection with North Santa Fe Avenue and the segment of North Santa Fe Avenue heading
east after that intersection are considered part of the scenic roadway loop discussed in the
Element. Most of this portion of the roadway loop is within the City of Oceanside’s jurisdiction;
nevertheless, specific policies are addressed in Appendix B.
Land Use Element. On-site planned land use designations in the City of Vista include General
Commercial (GC) along the north side of North Santa Fe Avenue, and Open Space/Parks (OP)
south of North Santa Fe Avenue. The GC designation includes a broad range of allowable retail
sales/services and other uses, such as community shopping centers, restaurants, financial
institutions, automotive services, and group assembly activities (e.g., churches and theatres).
The OP designation is associated with designated open space and parklands, such as Guajome
County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe, and is intended to preserve natural areas for the
health, safety and aesthetic sense of the general public and future generations (City of Vista
1988). As previously noted, both of these designations are associated with the easternmost
segment of the proposed multi-use trail along North Santa Fe Avenue.
City of Vista Zoning Ordinance
City of Vista parcels adjacent to the Project area are zoned C-1(Q) (Commercial-1 [Qualified
Development Overlay]), E-1 (Estate Residential 1), and O-S (Open Space) (Figure 4.1-2b). The
C-1 zone allows commercial development and specifies the specific uses that are permitted,
permitted by permit or prohibited. The “Q” Overlay allows the imposition of additional
standards as determined by the Planning Commission. The E-1 zoning designation allows for
rural residential to low density residential development. The O-S zoning designation is intended
to maintain natural resources existing in open space in their natural states.
4.1.2

Thresholds of Significance

The Project would have a significant impact with respect to land use and planning if
implementation would:
1. Physically divide or conflict with an established community; or
2. Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy or regulation of an agency with
jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to a general plan, specific plan,
local coastal program, or zoning ordinance); or conflict with any Habitat Conservation
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Plan/Natural Community Conservation Plan adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect.
4.1.3

Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to Significance

Alternative A
Community Compatibility
Implementation of the proposed roadway under Alternative A would impact the overall
community character, and would adversely impact adjacent residential and recreational uses.
With respect to community character, although the Project would not physically divide an
established community, it would conflict with an area that is predominantly rural and agricultural
in character. Specifically, while roadways are common features in the area, the proposed
roadway would be a major facility with large manufactured slopes that would represent a
departure from the existing, generally rural, character. In addition, Alternative A would result in
the elimination of 3.55 acres of parkland and 10 residential parcels in the area adjacent to the
proposed roadway. These conflicts with the existing community would result in a significant
impact.
Land Use Policy Consistency
The following section discusses the results of a detailed analysis of Alternative A in relationship
to the land use plans, policies and regulations that apply to the Project for each of the agencies
with jurisdiction over the Project. The detailed analysis is included in tabular form in Appendix
B. Appendix B identifies each applicable goal, objective and policy, and briefly describes the
relationship to the Project. The Project is potentially inconsistent with policies regarding traffic,
biological resources, noise, air quality, hazardous materials, cultural resources, paleontological
resources, recreation and public utilities. Conflicts would be mitigated, however, as described in
Sections 4.3; 4.4; 4.7; 4.8; 4.9, 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15, respectively. The discussion below is
focused on those conflicts identified in Appendix B, including those to land use compatibility,
visual quality/aesthetics, and agricultural resources.
City of Oceanside
Oceanside General Plan. Construction of the roadway pursuant to Alternative A would be
inconsistent with the Regional Land Use Element policies, which stipulate that land uses shall
not create negative visual impacts to the surrounding uses. As discussed above , the proposed
roadway would be a major facility with large manufactured slopes, which would represent a
departure from the existing character. The visibility of the roadway and associated manufactured
slopes would indirectly impact the visual quality from the park and surrounding residences.
Alternative A includes several features that would reduce associated impacts on the surrounding
community. Specifically, the roadway would be depressed with respect to adjacent residential and
recreational uses. This grade separation would reduce the dispersal of traffic noise and reduce the
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visibility of the road from these uses, by providing visually softened, segmented views from the
park rather than continuous roadway views. The Project would also include the recontouring of an
existing disturbed area and the landscaping of all graded surfaces to blend into the surrounding
areas. The Project would require noise attenuation barriers along Melrose Drive, however, from
Spur Avenue north to SR-76. These barriers would constitute a significant visual impact as
described in Section 4.10.
As discussed previously, Project implementation under Alternative A would remove 14 parcels
(including 10 with existing residential use) from the rural residential setting to allow for ROW
and necessary setbacks. Accordingly, Alternative A would result in a substantial disruption to an
established community and would be inconsistent with the related goals and objectives identified
in the City General Plan.
The City General Plan further specifies that structures not be permitted on slopes abutting
Guajome County Park. While the Project would include a permanent structure built partially on
the slopes of Guajome County Park, Project design would situate cut and fill slopes such that the
roadway would not be visible along its entire length (see Figures 4.10-9 through 4.10-11 of
Section 4.10 for Alternative A visual simulations). Fill slopes adjacent to Guajome County Park
would be contour graded to create an undulating 3:1 slope, which would be revegetated with
native habitat. The currently developed areas identified for parkland conversion would also be
recontoured and revegetated to create an undulating, 3:1 slope, which would blend into the
existing slopes. Finally, slopes adjacent to the park would be revegetated with native plants to
approximate natural slope conditions. In this way, encroachment into slopes abutting Guajome
County Park would be reduced to below a level of significance for Alternative A.
City of Oceanside Bicycle Master Plan. The Bicycle Master Plan recommends both Class I bike
trails and Class II bike lanes on the segments of North Santa Fe Avenue and Melrose Drive that
are within the Project area. All new roadway segments would include Class II bike lanes
designed and constructed per the guidelines contained in the Bicycle Master Plan. The Project
would construct a multi-purpose trail separated from the roadway along Melrose Drive and
potentially along North Santa Fe Avenue east of Melrose Drive. It would not construct Class I
bike trails along North Santa Fe Avenue west of Melrose Drive; however, future construction of
this trail would not be precluded by Project construction.
Oceanside Municipal Code. The Project would be consistent with the underlying zoning
designations within the area, but is potentially inconsistent with several objectives of the Scenic
Park and Equestrian Overlays because of visual changes, community character, biological
resources and topography. Measures incorporated into Project design, such as landscape
screening, habitat creation or enhancement and provisions for equestrian access and trails would
substantially reduce these potential inconsistencies with the SP and EQ overlays. Proposed noise
attenuation barriers along Melrose Drive, however (between Spur Avenue and SR-76), would alter
the scenic quality and constitute a significant visual impact to the adjacent residences and parkland,
and would therefore be inconsistent with the Scenic Park Overlay District.
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Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP. The Project would be consistent with the Draft Oceanside
Subarea HCP because it would not result in a reduction in acreage or viability of biological
habitats or sensitive species.
San Diego County
County General Plan. The Project would not conflict with the Regional Land Use, Circulation,
Recreation, Seismic Safety, Public Safety, Noise, Conservation, or Public Facilities Elements,
and therefore would be consistent with the County’s existing General Plan.
Draft County General Plan Update. Because the Project would displace an existing agricultural
operation, it would be inconsistent with the General Plan Update policies that promote the
preservation of agricultural resources for its carbon sequestration function, intrinsic value and
rural character.
The impacts to visual quality associated with noise attenuation barriers would alter the scenic
quality of the adjacent parkland and would therefore be inconsistent with two conservation goals
of the Draft County General Plan Update that require preservation of scenic landscapes.
County Zoning and Land Use Ordinance. The Project would not present any zoning designation
conflicts, would not result in significant impacts to sensitive species or habitats, is a permitted
use in a floodplain and would comply with all applicable clearing, grading, watercourse and
flood damage requirements. Therefore, the Project would be consistent with the County’s
Zoning and Land Use Ordinance.
Bonsall Community Plan. The Project would be potentially inconsistent with the Bonsall
Community Plan, because some areas would need to be raised above the floodplain to
accommodate proposed construction. The Project is a permitted use in a floodplain, however,
and would comply with all applicable Federal, State and local clearing, grading, watercourse,
flood damage and biological requirements. Therefore, the Project would be consistent with the
Bonsall Community Plan.
County Community Trails Master Plan. The Project would be consistent with the goals and
policies outlined in the County Community Trails Master Plan by maintaining existing trail
segments, providing planned trail connections and providing new trail opportunities with a
variety of distances and travel modes. The proposed trail segments and connections would be
constructed per the guidelines specified in the County Community Trails Master Plan in terms of
width, grade and material.
City of Vista
Vista General Plan. The Project would comply with the guidelines and specifications outlined in
the Circulation Element. Further, it would not conflict with the Community Facilities,
Community Character and Scenic Roads, and Land Use Elements. Therefore, it would be
consistent with all applicable policies in the Vista General Plan.
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Vista Zoning Ordinance. Project activities within the City of Vista include roadway
improvements, a multi-purpose trail and associated landscaping and soil stabilization. No
changes in land uses would occur within the City of Vista that might conflict with existing
zoning. Therefore, the Project would be consistent with the City of Vista Zoning Ordinance.
Alternative B
Community Compatibility
Alternative B would result in similar significant impacts to community character as described for
Alternative A. Specifically, these impacts would be associated with community conflicts from
constructing a major roadway, and eliminating local residential and agricultural uses.
Alternative B would result in the loss of 3.62 acres of parkland and 18 residential parcel
acquisitions.
Land Use Policy Consistency
Alternative B would share the same policy consistencies and inconsistencies as Alternative A,
except that it would result in a greater impact to housing and a lesser impact to parkland than
would Alternative A.
Alternative C
Community Compatibility
Alternative C would result in a similar, albeit somewhat lower, impact to community character as
Alternatives A and B. That is, this alternative would conflict with the local community from
construction of a major roadway and would eliminate associated residential and agricultural uses,
although the number of affected residential sites would be lower than for the previously
described alternatives. Specifically, Alternative C would result in the loss of four residential
properties, as well as 8.35 acres of existing parkland.
Land Use Policy Consistency
Alternative C would exhibit the same consistencies and inconsistencies as described for
Alternatives A and B, although (as noted above) it would result in a smaller impact to housing
and a greater impact to parkland.
Alternative C would entail greater encroachment into Guajome County Park than Alternatives A
and B. This encroachment would be offset by similar design features as described for
Alternatives A and B, as well as by the inclusion of additional parkland adjacent to the park to
ensure visual and ecologically functional contiguity.
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4.1.4

Mitigation Measures

Mitigation measures associated with other impacts addressed in this EIR would serve to reduce
land use impacts below a level of significance. These mitigation measures are listed below:









4.1.5

Traffic – 1 and 2
Biological Resources – 1 through 7
Air Quality and Climate Change– 1
Hazardous Materials – 1 and 2
Cultural Resources – 1 through 6
Paleontological Resources – 1 through 7
Recreation – 1
Public Utilities – 1 and 2
Visual Quality and Aesthetics – 1 and 2
Conclusions

The Project would conflict with an established rural community, and would therefore exceed
Threshold 1. Potential land use impacts were also identified for all three of the alternative
alignments that would conflict with applicable plans and policies and exceed Threshold 2.
Implementation of the mitigation measures identified above would reduce impacts to related to
land use policies to below a level of significance. However, impacts associated with changes
from the character of the existing community, visual impacts due to noise walls visible from
parks and public roadways, and loss of agricultural resources would remain significant.
Accordingly, implementation of the proposed Project under any of the three alternatives would
result in significant, unmitigated land use impacts.
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4.2

POPULATION AND HOUSING

This section describes existing population and housing conditions within the Project study area
and vicinity, and identifies potential related impacts that could occur as a result of
implementation of the three alternative roadway alignments.
4.2.1

Existing Conditions

City of Oceanside
Located in northwestern San Diego County, Oceanside is a growing city with a current (2008)
population of over 178,000 (City of Oceanside 2009a). Oceanside has experienced dramatic
growth since 1970, when its population was approximately 45,000. As of the 2000 census, the
population density of Oceanside was at approximately 3,967 persons per square mile,
substantially higher than the overall County, which had approximately 670 people per square
mile.
Although much of the City's 42 square miles was developed into single-family home tracts
during the 1970s and 1980s, the American Community Survey1 for 2005-2007 reports that
approximately 25 percent of the City’s housing units have been built since 1990 (U.S. Census
Bureau 2007). Residential development continues in the City today, with approximately 64,460
total housing units as of 2008, up from 59,581 in 2000 (SANDAG 2009a). Approximately 64
percent of the housing in the City is owner-occupied and 36 percent is renter-occupied.
According to SANDAG, approximately 65 percent of the City’s housing comprises single-family
units (or single-family residences [SFR]), with a vacancy rate of roughly five percent in 2008
(SANDAG 2009a). The housing stock comprises a mixture of older homes, newer suburban
tract homes, apartments, mobile homes, and rural residential, with many of the newer
developments in the City comprising multi-family residences such as townhomes and
condominiums.
The housing in the City, at and beyond, the northern and southern ends of the Project study area
is dominated by newer, single-family tract homes. In contrast, the northwest and southeast
corners of the study area, within the City of Oceanside, are designated as residential estate,
equestrian-zoned land and accommodate estate-style residences on large lots. A small
agricultural operation also is located within the northwestern corner of the study area. Although
within the City’s boundaries, the approximately 560-acre Guajome County Park is a
County-owned park occupying the western portion of the study area that is popular for its horseriding area with trails, lakes, picnic areas, and public camping facilities.

1

The American Community Survey (ACS) produces population, demographic and housing unit estimates; however,
it is the U.S. Census Bureau’s (which the ACS is a part of) Population Estimates Program that produces and
disseminates the official estimates of the population for the nation, states, counties, cities and towns and estimates of
housing units for states and counties.
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Unincorporated San Diego County
The unincorporated County had a population of approximately 491,000 in 2008. Residential
development in the unincorporated County from 2000 to 2008 grew at a similar rate as that in
Oceanside, with approximately 166,972 total housing units as of 2008, up from 152,947 in 2000
(SANDAG 2009a). In 2000, approximately 55 percent of the housing in the unincorporated
County was owner-occupied. According to SANDAG, approximately 74 percent of the
County’s housing comprises single-family units, the majority of which are at an extremely low
density of 0.8 DU per residential acre compared to the City’s 7.3 DU per residential acre. Over
six percent of the unincorporated area’s total housing units were vacant in 2008 (SANDAG
2009a). Like that of the City, the unincorporated area’s housing stock comprises a mixture of
older homes, newer suburban tract homes, condominiums, apartments, mobile homes, and rural
residential. Unlike the City, however, the unincorporated County has large areas of low-density,
large-lot, estate-style housing.
The portion of the Project study area in the unincorporated portion of the County is within the
Bonsall Community Planning Area. The land use designation for these parcels is Estate
Residential (1 DU per 2-4 acres), with the study area zoned for equestrian use. The older, estatestyle homes in the County portion of the Project study area are on large lots, several of which
front Guajome County Park. An equestrian boarding and training facility, as well as several lots
with agricultural uses, also occupy some of the County portion of the study area.
2009 SANDAG data indicate that approximate vacancy rates in the City and County have risen
since 2000, but are expected to drop in 2010.
Overall Project Study Area
As described in Section 4.1, Land Use, the Project study area includes a mix of uses, including
single-family residences, agricultural/commercial uses and open space lands within the County’s
Guajome County Park. Privately owned properties and City- and County-owned land occur
within the study area. Existing single-family, estate-style residential development and
small-scale agricultural and equestrian operations dominate the study area. Numerous public
roads are within or traverse the Project area, including Spur Avenue, Guajome Lake Road,
Majella Road, Old Colony Road, North Santa Fe Avenue, Willowbrook Drive, and Sagewood
Drive. Glenview Lane is a private roadway east of Old Colony Road that traverses the study
area. In contrast to the older, large-lot residences on County land in the northern segment, newer
tract-style residences line the western and southern edges of the southern Project segment in the
City.
Off-site land uses to the north include a single-family, small-lot subdivision (Jeffery’s Ranch)
north and east of Spur Avenue, as well as a neighborhood park (Spring Creek Park) further north
along Melrose Drive. Mission Meadows Elementary School is located along the south side of
Spur Avenue, approximately 1,100 feet from the existing intersection with Melrose Drive. A
mixture of ranch-style residential, commercial/agricultural and open space parkland uses line
Guajome Lake Road, including residences with equestrian stables and riding rings. Off-site uses
near the Project area’s southern segment include newer single-family, small-lot subdivisions
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along the west side of Melrose Drive and on the north and south sides of Sagewood Drive.
Large lots, either vacant, with single-family residences or with limited agricultural uses, line the
east side of Melrose Drive, south of North Santa Fe Avenue.
City of Oceanside General Plan
Pursuant to statewide planning and zoning law, the City has adopted a 10-element General Plan;
the elements and their applicability to this Project are briefly summarized in the Land Use
section of this EIR. Only the Housing Element is relevant in this population and housing
analysis, and is thus the only element reiterated herein.
The Housing Element identifies and assesses the housing needs of the various economic sectors
in the City. In 2004, the City of Oceanside had a housing stock of 59,581 units, To meet the
housing needs of the region, the Housing Element indicates that the City of Oceanside needs to
provide an additional 1,454 very low income units, 1,042 low income units, 1,215 moderate
income units, and 2,713 above moderate income units. Oceanside has the potential for an
additional 12,763 housing units if development occurred at reasonably allowable densities, 6,240
more than the regional share need of 6,423.
The Housing Element also defines the goals and policies that will guide the City’s approach to
addressing its housing needs, and recommends programs to implement these policies over a fiveyear period. The following are the Housing Element Goals:






Goal 1: Produce opportunities for decent and affordable housing for all of Oceanside’s
citizens.
Goal 2: Encourage the development of a variety of housing opportunities, with special
emphasis on providing:
o A broad range of housing types, with varied levels of amenities and number of
bedrooms.
o Sufficient rental stock for all segments of the community, including families with
children.
o Housing that meets the special needs of the elderly and persons with disabilities.
o Housing that meets the needs of large families.
Goal 3: Protect, encourage, and provide housing opportunities for persons of low and
moderate income.
Goal 4: Promote equal opportunity for all residents to reside in housing of their choice.

County of San Diego General Plan
The Housing Element of the General Plan (updated 2004) establishes housing goals, policies and
objectives, and focuses on provision of housing and support services. The majority of the
housing goals pertain to the County assisting housing developers and do not apply to the project.
The only goal that is applicable to this analysis is Goal 4, which states “All neighborhoods
should have adequate and coordinated public and private services and facilities, clean air, quiet
and pleasant surroundings, reasonable assurance of safety and security, and a sense of
community life.”
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The Housing Element also establishes the regional share goal (the amount of housing that need
to be provided in the County to meet the regional housing demand). The Housing Element
indicated that the unincorporated area had 1,014,859 residencies units in 1998. To accommodate
population growth, Count unincorporated areas were determined to require an additional 15,618
housing units, including 3,823 very-low income units; 2,888 low-income units; 3,600
moderate-income units; and 5,307 above-moderate units. There is enough land zoned with
service availability to accommodate the County’s 15,618 regional share allocation, including the
low-income regional share.
4.2.2

Thresholds of Significance

The Project would result in significant impacts to population and housing if the Project would:
1. Induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for example, by proposing
new homes and businesses), or indirectly (for example, through extension of roads or other
infrastructure); or
2. Displace substantial numbers of existing housing or people, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere.
The identified guidelines are based on the Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines and are
intended to assess potential impacts to and protect existing housing and residents.
4.2.3
4.2.3.1

Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to Significance
Population Growth

Alternative A
Implementation of Alternative A would not directly induce population growth because there are
no new homes or businesses proposed. Although the Project would connect two separate parts of
an existing roadway (Melrose Drive), it would not indirectly induce growth. Specifically, the
Project would not extend infrastructure to an undeveloped area (thereby inducing growth), but
rather would allow improved access by connecting North Santa Fe Avenue and SR-76 via
Melrose Drive. The existing portions of Melrose Drive to the north and south of the Project are
already substantially built out, and implementation of the roadway extension and widening
would not stimulate new housing production in the area. As such, direct and/or indirect impacts
related to population growth would not occur under any of the proposed build alternatives.
Alternative B
Identical to Alternative A, Alternative B would not provide or induce population growth. Refer
to the above Alternative A analysis for details.
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Alternative C
Identical to Alternative A and B, Alternative C would not provide or induce population growth.
Refer to the above Alternative A analysis for details.
4.2.3.2

Residential Displacement

Alternative A
Alternative A, the central alternative, was designed to balance the Project’s effects on Guajome
County Park with its effects on private property within the associated APE (refer to Figure 3-5).
If Alternative A is selected, 14 parcels along the Project corridor would be acquired by the City.
Of the 14 parcels to be fully taken under this alternative, 10 are residential and support existing
homes. All of the residences taken would be located North Santa Fe Avenue within the County.
Five parcel takes would be completed due to ROW and five would be taken do to encroachment
into the required septic system setback. Refer to Section 3.3.2.2 for a complete list of the take
parcels.
Although Alternative A would result in displacement of existing housing and residents, the
number of homes displaced (10) would not be substantial enough to necessitate the construction
of replacement housing elsewhere. In addition, the City would be required to follow the
guidelines and regulations in accordance with the Uniform Acquisition and Relocation Act in its
efforts to successfully relocate those displaced by Alternative A. As such, the displacement that
would occur under Alternative A would not be considered significant pursuant to Appendix G of
the CEQA Guidelines.
Alternative B
Alternative B, the eastern alternative, was designed to minimize the Project’s effects on Guajome
County Park to the greatest possible extent (refer to Figure 3-8). Accordingly, this alternative
would result in the most extensive impacts to privately-held parcels, the majority of which are
residential. If Alternative B is selected, 22 parcels along the Project corridor would be acquired
by the City. Of the 22 parcels to be fully taken under this alternative, 18 are residential and
support existing homes. Alternative B includes 14 direct residential takes and four indirect
residential takes, as listed in Section 3.3.3.2All of the residential parcels affected by take under
this alternative would occur north of North Santa Fe Avenue within the unincorporated County.
Similar to Alternative A, however, the number of homes (18) displaced under Alternative B
would not be substantial enough to necessitate the construction of replacement housing
elsewhere. In addition, the people displaced by Alternative B are expected to find adequate,
existing replacement housing, with assistance from the City in compliance with the Uniform
Acquisition and Relocation Act. Therefore, population and housing impacts related to
displacement under Alternative B would be less than significant.
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Alternative C
Alternative C, the western alternative, was designed to minimize, as much as possible, the
Project’s effect on private property (Figure 3-11). As a result, this alternative would have a
relatively decreased impact to residential parcels. If Alternative C is selected, seven parcels
along the Project corridor would be acquired by the City. Of the seven parcels to be fully taken
under this alternative, four are residential and support existing homes. Direct and indirect
residential parcel takes would occur under Alternative C, including one direct and three indirect
takes. All of the residential parcels affected by take under this alternative would occur north of
North Santa Fe Avenue within the unincorporated County. Refer to Section 3.3.4.2 for a
complete list of Alternative C parcel takes.
Similar to the previously described alternatives, the four homes displaced under Alternative C
would not be substantial enough to necessitate the construction of replacement housing
elsewhere, and those displaced by Alternative C are expected to find adequate, existing
replacement housing, with the assistance of the City in compliance with the Uniform Acquisition
and Relocation Act. Therefore, population and housing impacts related to displacement under
Alternative C would be less than significant.
4.2.4

Mitigation Measures

Because no significant impacts are identified, mitigation is not required.
4.2.5

Conclusions

Based on the analysis conducted herein, the Project would neither induce substantial population
growth nor displace substantial numbers of existing housing or people. Therefore, no significant
impacts related to population and housing would occur from implementation of the Project
(including all three alternative alignments), and no associated mitigation would be required.
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4.3

TRAFFIC AND CIRCULATION

This section describes existing conditions related to traffic and circulation in the Project study
area and vicinity, evaluates potential impacts, and identifies mitigation measures related to
implementation of three alternative roadway alignments and/or related operational scenarios (as
described below in Section 4.3.3). The following discussion is based on the Traffic Impact
Analysis (TIA) prepared by Linscott, Law & Greenspan (LLG) (2009), which is included as
Appendix C of this EIR.
It should be noted that the TIA was prepared to provide assistance to the City in evaluating
various traffic circulation scenarios to assist in selecting the best way to improve traffic flow in
the project area. In particular, the City was interested in the consequences of not extending
Melrose Drive north of SR-76 across San Luis Rey River to connect with North River Road.
Although this segment is included on the City’s Circulation Element, this segment may be
difficult to construct due to permits required to cross the river. As a result, the TIA evaluated
traffic impacts with and without the Melrose Drive connection to North River Road. In addition,
the TIA evaluated traffic impacts with and without the proposed extension of Melrose Drive
between Spur Avenue and North Santa Fe Road. Thus, the TIA evaluated four different
scenarios referred to as Analysis Scenarios A-D.
For the purposes of this analysis, it is considered appropriate to assume that the City’s
Circulation Element is implemented. Thus, the following analysis is based on Analysis
Scenarios C and D from the TIA. Scenario C is the “No Project” alternative which assumes that
the proposed extension between Spur Avenue and North Santa Fe Road is not completed.
Scenario D represents the Proposed Project which assumes that this segment of Melrose Drive is
completed.
4.3.1

Existing Conditions

Circulation Network
The Project study area and associated roadways predominantly fall within the jurisdiction of both
the City and the County, with limited roadways under the jurisdiction of the City of Vista and
Caltrans. The key roadways, as well as associated key intersections and segments, are identified
below. Roadway classifications are based on the City and County General Plan Circulation
Elements. In addition, the existing public transit, bicycle, and pedestrian and equestrian facilities
are discussed.
Roadway Network
College Boulevard
College Boulevard is classified as a Six-Lane Major Arterial north of SR-76 in the City’s
Circulation Element, and as a Four-Lane Major Arterial south of SR-76. Currently, it is a
Four-Lane divided roadway between North River Road and Adams Street, a Six-Lane divided
road between Adams Street and SR-76, and a Four-Lane divided roadway south of SR-76. Bus
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stops and bike lanes are also provided. The posted speed limit on College Boulevard is 50 miles
per hour (mph).
Mesa Drive
Mesa Drive is classified as a Secondary Arterial west of El Camino Real in the City’s Circulation
Element, with two lanes in each direction and a center two-way left-turn lane. It currently
provides two lanes in each direction between El Camino Real and Santa Fe Avenue. Curbside
parking is prohibited in most areas along Mesa Drive and bus stops are provided at frequent
intervals. Bike lanes are provided and the posted speed is 45 mph in most areas.
Melrose Drive
Melrose Drive is classified as a Four-Lane Major Arterial between SR-76 and North River Road,
and as a Six-Lane Prime Arterial between SR-76 and Oceanside Boulevard in the City’s
Circulation Element. Melrose Drive is also classified as a Six-Lane Expressway in the San
Diego County Circulation Element. It generally provides two lanes in each direction, with a
posted speed limit of 45 mph that reduces to 25 mph in school zones. The portion of existing
Melrose Drive between SR-76 and Old Ranch Road is currently built as a six-lane divided
roadway, with a posted speed of 45 mph. Between North Santa Fe Avenue and Sagewood Drive,
Melrose Drive is currently a two-lane undivided roadway, and transitions to a four-lane divided
roadway south of Sagewood Drive where it terminates at Spur Avenue. Parking is not allowed
north of Oceanside Boulevard. Melrose Drive currently provides one lane northbound and
southbound between Oceanside Boulevard and just south of Meadowbrook Street. Bus stops and
bike lanes also are provided.
East Vista Way
East Vista Way is classified as a Four-Lane Major Arterial in the County’s Circulation Element.
It currently provides one lane in each direction north of Osborne Street. The posted speed limit
is 50 mph.
North River Road
North River Road is classified as a Four-Lane Major Arterial in the City’s Circulation Element
and runs east/west and parallel to SR-76. It currently provides one lane in each direction with a
center two-way-left-turn lane between Vandegrift Avenue and Stallion Drive. Curb, gutter and
sidewalk are generally provided in this section of North River Road. East of Stallion Drive,
North River Road is a two-lane facility with one lane in each direction. Curb, gutter and
sidewalk are not provided in this section of North River Road. The posted speed is generally
45 mph.
State Route 76
SR-76 is classified as an Expressway west of Guajome Lake Road, and a State Highway east of
Guajome Lake Road. Between College Boulevard and East Vista Way, SR-76 is classified as a
Six-Lane Expressway, with areas further east classified as a Four-Lane Expressway. It is
generally constructed as a Four-Lane divided facility with two lanes in each direction west of
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College Boulevard. Paved shoulders are provided in this section, but no curb, gutter or sidewalk.
Between College Boulevard and Melrose Drive, SR-76 is a four-lane divided facility with two
lanes in each direction. Paved shoulders are provided in this section, but no curb, gutter or
sidewalk. SR-76 is a two-lane facility east of Melrose Drive, with one lane in each direction.
The posted speed limit on all noted segments of SR-76 is generally 55 mph.
Guajome Lake Road
Guajome Lake Road is classified as a Collector in the City’s Circulation Element and extends
south of SR-76. It currently provides one lane in each direction and has a posted speed of 25
mph. Within areas of County jurisdiction, Guajome Lake Road is identified as a NonCirculation Element Local Collector.
Jeffries Ranch Road
Jeffries Ranch Road is an unclassified residential street within the City that terminates at SR-76.
It currently provides one lane in each direction and has a posted speed of 25 mph.
Old Ranch Road
Old Ranch Road is a Residential Collector Street in the City’s Circulation Element, and runs
north of and parallel to SR-76. It currently provides one lane in each direction and has a posted
speed of 25 mph.
Old Colony Road
Old Colony Road is an unclassified residential street that extends south from Guajome Lake
Road in the study area and terminates at North Santa Fe Avenue. It includes one lane in each
direction, is undivided, and has no posted speed limit.
Glenview Lane
Glenview Lane is an unclassified residential street that extends between Guajome Lake Road and
Old Colony Road in the study area. It includes one lane in each direction, is undivided, and has
no posted speed limit.
North Santa Fe Avenue
North Santa Fe Avenue is classified as a Four-Lane Major Arterial in the City’s Circulation
Element. It currently provides two lanes in each direction west of Melrose Drive. The posted
speed is 50 mph west of Melrose Drive, and 35 mph east of Melrose Drive. Bike lanes also are
provided.
Osborne Street
Osborne Street is classified as a Light Collector in the County’s Circulation Element and
connects North Santa Fe Avenue and E. Vista Way. It currently provides one lane in each
direction and has a posted speed of 30 mph.
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Intersections
The key intersections analyzed in the TIA include the following (intersections in the
unincorporated area are labeled with an asterisk [*]):


















North River Road (Redondo Drive)/Vandegrift Boulevard
College Boulevard/North River Road
SR-76/College Boulevard
SR-76/North Santa Fe Avenue
SR-76/Guajome Lake Road
SR-76/Melrose Drive
SR-76/Jeffries Ranch
SR-76/East Vista Way*
Melrose Drive/The Depot Road
Melrose Drive/Old Ranch Road
Melrose Drive/Spur Avenue
East Vista Way/Gopher Canyon Road*
North Santa Fe Avenue/Mesa Drive
North Santa Fe Avenue/Melrose Drive
North Santa Fe Avenue/Osborne Street
Hutchison Street/Osborne Street*
East Vista Way/Osborne Street*

Roadway Segments
The key roadway segments analyzed in the TIA include the following (segments in the
unincorporated area are labeled with an asterisk [*]):
College Boulevard
 North River Road to SR-76
Melrose Drive
 SR-76 to Old Ranch Road
 Old Ranch Road to Spur Avenue
 Spur Avenue to North Santa Fe Avenue
 South of North Santa Fe Avenue
East Vista Way
 SR-76 to Gopher Canyon Road*
 Gopher Canyon Road to Osborne Street*
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SR-76
 Frazee Road to College Boulevard
 College Boulevard to North Santa Fe Avenue
 North Santa Fe Avenue to Guajome Lake Road
 Guajome Lake Road to Melrose Drive
 Melrose Drive to Jeffries Ranch Road
 West of East Vista Way*
Guajome Lake Road
 South of SR-76
Jeffries Ranch Road
 South of SR-76
Old Ranch Road
 Appaloosa Way to Melrose Drive
 Melrose Drive to Arabian Way
Spur Avenue
 Melrose Drive to Mission Meadows Drive
N. River Road
 College Boulevard to Redondo Drive
 East of Vandegrift Boulevard
North Santa Fe Avenue
 SR-76 to Mesa Drive
 Mesa Drive to Melrose Drive
 Melrose Drive to Osborne Street
 Osborne Street to Bobier Drive
Mesa Drive
 North Santa Fe Avenue to Sagewood Drive
Osborne Street
 North Santa Fe Avenue to Hutchison Street*
 Hutchison Street to East Vista Way*
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Other Roadway Facilities
Bicycle Facilities
The bike lanes currently within the Project vicinity are classified as Class II bike lanes. A Class
II bike lane is an on-street facility designated by a solid white line along the right-hand side of
the road, designated for one-way travel in the direction of motor vehicle traffic flow. In this
regard, Class II bike lanes differ from Class I bike paths, which have a right-of-way separated
from vehicular traffic. Bike lanes are designed to enhance the safety and convenience of cyclists
using the street system by defining a space on the road specifically for bicycle use and generally
form the backbone of the bikeways system. Bike lanes are typically four-to-six feet wide and are
identified by signage that states that the lane is a bicycle lane and that no parking is allowed
(City of Oceanside 2008a).
Pedestrian and Equestrian Facilities
There is a multi-purpose pedestrian/equestrian trail system maintained within the Project vicinity
and adjacent land. This public trail network is maintained by the City, and generally consists of
10-foot-wide trails used for hiking, horseback riding, etc. Existing multi-purpose trails are
located along Spur Avenue and Guajome Lake Road.
Traffic Analysis Methodology
Three types of traffic analyses were performed for the Project as part of the TIA: (1) an
intersection analysis; (2) a roadway segment analysis based on volume to capacity ratios (V/Cs);
and (3) a peak hour arterial analysis for arterials identified in the 2003 SANDAG Congestion
Management Program (CMP). All of these analyses include Level of Service (LOS) evaluation
criteria. LOS is the term used to denote the different operating conditions which occur on a
given roadway segment under various traffic volume loads. It is a qualitative measure used to
describe a quantitative analysis taking into account factors such as roadway geometries, signal
phasing, speed, travel delay, freedom to maneuver and safety. LOS provides an index to the
operational qualities of a roadway segment or an intersection. LOS designations range from A to
F, with LOS A representing the best operating conditions and LOS F representing the worst
operating conditions.
Intersection Analysis
Table 4.3-1 provides summary descriptions of LOS under various intersection conditions, while
Table 4.3-2 indicated delay times associated with specific LOS for signalized and unsignalized
intersections. Control delay includes initial deceleration delay, queue move-up time, stopped
delay, and final acceleration delay. For unsignalized intersections, LOS is determined by the
computed or measured control delay, and is defined for each minor movement rather than for the
intersection as a whole.
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Table 4.3-1
INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE (LOS) DESCRIPTIONS
LOS

Description
Occurs when progression is extremely favorable and most vehicles arrive during the
green phase. Most vehicles do not stop at all. Short cycle lengths may also contribute to
low delay.
Generally occurs with good progression and/or short cycle lengths. More vehicles stop
than for LOS A, causing higher levels of average delay.
Generally results when there is fair progression and/or longer cycle lengths. Individual
cycle failures may begin to appear in this level. The number of vehicles stopping is
significant at this level, although many still pass through the intersection without
stopping.
Generally results in noticeable congestion. Longer delays may result from some
combination of unfavorable progression, long cycle lengths or high volume-to-capacity
ratios. Many vehicles stop, and the proportion of vehicles not stopping declines.
Individual cycle failures are noticeable.
Considered to be the limit of acceptable delay. These high delay values generally
indicate poor progression, long cycle lengths and high volume-to-capacity ratios.
Individual cycle failures are frequent occurrences.
Considered to be unacceptable to most drivers. This condition often occurs with over
saturation, i.e., when arrival flow rates exceed the capacity of the intersection. It may
also occur at high volume-to-capacity ratios below 1.00 with many individual cycle
failures. Poor progression and long cycle lengths may also be major contributing causes
to such delay levels.

A
B

C

D

E

F

Source: LLG 2009

Table 4.3-2
UNSIGNALIZED AND SIGNALIZED INTERSECTION LOS
LOS
A
B
C
D
E
F

Unsignalized
Average Control Delay
(seconds/vehicle)
0-10
>10-15
>15-20
>20-35
>35-50
>50

Signalized
Average Control Delay
(seconds/vehicle)
0-10
>10-20
>20-35
>35-55
>55-80
>80

Source: LLG 2009

Roadway Segment Analysis
Street segments located within the City were analyzed based on the functional classification of
the roadway and the calculated V/Cs using the City’s Average Daily Vehicle table. The roadway
segment capacity and LOS standards used to analyze street segments are summarized in Table
4.3-3. This table provides segment capacities for different street classifications, based on traffic
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volumes and roadway characteristics. The street segments that are located in the County were
analyzed based on the capacities listed in Table 4.3-4.
Table 4.3-3
CITY OF OCEANSIDE ROADWAY CAPACITIES

LOS A

Average Daily Trips
LOS B
LOS C
LOS D

LOS E

Prime Arterial

36,000

42,000

48,000

54,000

60,000

Major Arterial
(6 lanes)
(4 lanes)

30,000
24,000

35,000
28,000

40,000
32,000

45,000
36,000

50,000
40,000

Secondary

15,000

17,500

20,000

22,500

25,000

Collector

5,250

6,125

7,000

7,875

8,750

Industrial

6,000

7,000

8,000

9,000

10,000

*
*

*
*

1,200
500

*
*

*
*

Circulation Element
Road Classification

Local Street
Notes:
*

Source:

LOS are not applied to residential streets since their primary purpose is to serve abutting lots, not carry
through traffic. LOS normally applies to roads carrying through traffic between major trip generators and
attractors.
LLG 2009

Table 4.3-4
SAN DIEGO COUNTY
ROADWAY CAPACITIES
Circulation Element Road
Classification

Average Daily Trips
LOS A

LOS B

LOS C

LOS D

LOS E

Circulation Element Roads
Expressway

<36,000

<54,000

<70,000

<86,000

<108,000

Prime Arterial

<22,200

<37,000

<44,600

<50,000

<57,000

Major Road

<14,800

<24,700

<29,600

<33,400

<37,000

Collector

<13,700

<22,800

<27,400

<30,800

<34,200

Collector (3-Lane)

<10,275

<17,100

<20,550

<23,100

<25,650

Town Collector

<3,000

<6,000

<9,500

<13,500

<19,000

Light Collector

<1,900

<4,100

<7,100

<10,900

<16,200
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Table 4.3-4 (cont.)
SAN DIEGO COUNTY
ROADWAY CAPACITIES
Circulation Element Road
Classification

Average Daily Trips
LOS A

LOS B

LOS C

LOS D

LOS E

Rural Collector

<1,900

<4,100

<7,100

<10,900

<16,200

Rural Light Collector

<1,900

<4,100

<7,100

<10,900

<16,200

Recreational Parkway

<1,900

<4,100

<7,100

<10,900

<16,200

Rural Mountain

<1,900

<4,100

<7,100

<10,900

<16,200

Residential Collector

*

*

<4,500

*

*

Residential Road
Residential Cul-de-sac or Loop
Road

*

*

<1,500

*

*

*

*

< 200

*

*

Non-Circulation Element Roads

Notes: * Levels of service are not applicable to residential streets since their primary purpose is to serve abutting lots, not
carry through traffic. LOS normally applies to roads carrying through traffic between major trip generators and
attractors.
Source: LLG 2009

Peak Hour Arterial Analysis
A peak hour arterial analysis was performed for SR-76 (refer to Section 4.3.3), which is listed in
the 2003 SANDAG CMP as a “CMP Arterial.” The LOS values calculated for this analysis are
based on vehicle speeds, which are influenced by three main factors: street environment,
interaction among vehicles and traffic control. As a result, these factors affect quality of service.
There is a distinct set of urban street LOS for each urban street class, based on prevailing speeds
and roadway (arterial) classification (Arterial Class). The Arterial Class is calculated
automatically by the Highway Capacity Software (HCS), based on the distances between
intersections and the link speeds.
Existing Roadway Segment and Intersection Conditions and LOS Analysis
Intersection Analysis
The existing average daily traffic (ADT) and traffic volumes during AM/PM peak hours for the
key Project study area intersections are depicted on Figure 4.3-1, with existing peak hour
intersection operations summarized in Table 4.3-5. As seen from these data, most of the
signalized and unsignalized intersections are calculated to currently operate at an acceptable
LOS. The following four intersections, however, are operate at LOS E or F.
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SR-76/College Boulevard (LOS E during the PM peak hour)
SR-76/Jeffries Ranch Road (LOS F during the AM peak hour and LOS E during the PM
peak hour)
SR-76/East Vista Way (LOS F during the AM peak hour and LOS E during the PM peak
hour)
North Santa Fe Avenue/Osborne Street (LOS F during the AM peak hour)
Table 4.3-5
EXISTING INTERSECTION OPERATIONS
Intersection

Control
Type

North River Rd/Vandergrift Blvd

Signal

College Blvd/North River Rd

Signal

SR-76/College Blvd

Signal

SR-76/NorthSanta Fe Ave

Signal

SR-76/Guajome Lake Rd

Signal

SR-76/Melrose Dr

Signal

SR-76/Jeffries Ranch Rd

TWSC

SR-76/East Vista Way*

Signal

Depot Rd/Melrose Dr

Signal

Old Ranch Rd/Melrose Dr

TWSC

Spur Ave/Melrose Dr

N/A

East Vista Way / Gopher Canyon Rd*

Signal

North Santa Fe Ave/Mesa Dr

Signal

North Santa Fe Ave/Melrose Dr

Signal

North Santa Fe Ave/Osborne St

TWSC

Hutchison St/Osborne St*

AWSC

East Vista Way/Osborne St*

Signal

Notes:

Source:

Peak
Hour
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM

Existing
Delay 1
LOS
19.1
B
30.4
C
21.3
C
33.0
C
35.1
D
67.4
E
24.3
C
34.7
C
19.9
B
16.4
B
11.1
B
10.1
B
76.1
F
41.6
E
82.5
F
75.0
E
14.1
B
10.1
B
20.0
C
16.9
C
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
26.7
C
25.4
C
10.3
B
11.1
B
25.9
C
18.0
B
72.9
F
11.7
B
17.5
C
20.1
C
14.7
B
19.9
B

1

Average delay expressed in seconds per vehicle.
* County intersection
N/A = Intersection does not currently exist
AWSC = All-Way Stop Controlled intersection (overall delay and LOS is reported)
TWSC = Two-Way Stop Controlled intersection (minor street left turn delay and LOS reported)
Bold indicates LOS E or F condition.
LLG 2009
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Roadway Segment Analysis
Existing average ADT volumes and LOS for the study area roadway segments are shown in
Table 4.3-6. The ADT volumes were taken from City records and other counts conducted by
LLG between June 2006 and November 2008. Under existing conditions, 14 of the roadway
segments in the study area are calculated to operate at an acceptable LOS C or better, while 10
segments operate at LOS D or worse, as shown in Table 4.3-6 and listed below.











College Boulevard between North River Road and Adams Street (LOS D)
Melrose Drive south of North Santa Fe Avenue (LOS F )
East Vista Way from SR-76 to Gopher Canyon Road (LOS E)
East Vista Way from Gopher Canyon Road to Osborne Street (LOS F)
East Vista Way south of Osborne Street (LOS F)
SR-76 from College Boulevard to North Santa Fe Avenue (LOS D)
SR-76 between North Santa Fe Avenue and Guajome Lake Road (LOS D)
SR-76 west of East Vista Way (LOS F)
North River Road from College Boulevard to Redondo Drive (LOS D)
North Santa Fe Avenue from Melrose Drive to Osborne Street (LOS E)

Table 4.3-6
EXISTING ROADWAY SEGMENT TRAFFIC VOLUMES AND OPERATIONS

Segment

Existing Roadway
Class1

LOS E
Capacity2 Count
Date3

Existing
ADT
Volume

LOS4

V/C

College Boulevard
North River Rd to Adams St
Adams St to SR-76

4-Ln Major Rd
6-Ln Major Rd

40,000
50,000

Sep-08
Sep-08

35,200
35,200

D
C

0.880
0.704

Melrose Drive
North River Rd to SR-76
SR-76 to Old Ranch Rd
Old Ranch Rd to Spur Ave
Spur Ave to North Santa Fe Ave
South of North Santa Fe Ave

N/A
4-Ln Major Rd
Collector
N/A
Collector

N/A
40,000
8,750
N/A
15,000

N/A
Feb-07
Feb-07
N/A
Sep-07

N/A
8,600
2,900
N/A
16,600

N/A
A
A
N/A
F

N/A
0.215
0.331
N/A
1.897

East Vista Way
SR-76 to Gopher Canyon Rd*
Gopher Canyon Rd to Osborne St*
South of Osborne St

Town Collector
Town Collector
Town Collector

19,000
19,000
19,000

Feb-08
Feb-08
Feb-08

15,900
23,600
23,300

E
F
F

0.837
1.242
1.226

4-Ln Expressway
4-Ln Expressway
4-Ln Expressway
4-Ln Expressway
2-Ln Highway

53,300
53,300
53,300
53,300
20,000

Feb-07
Feb-07
Feb-07
Feb-08
Jun-06

45,000
46,300
38,700
36,100
33,900

D
D
C
C
F

0.844
0.869
0.726
0.677
1.695

SR-76
College Blvd to North Santa Fe Ave
North Santa Fe Ave to Guajome Lake Rd
Guajome Lake Rd to Melrose Dr
East of Melrose Dr
West of East Vista Way*
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Table 4.3-6 (cont.)
EXISTING ROADWAY SEGMENT TRAFFIC VOLUMES AND OPERATIONS

Segment
Guajome Lake Road
South of SR-76

Existing Roadway
Class1

LOS E
Capacity2 Count
Date3

Existing
ADT
Volume

LOS

V/C

Residential Collector

<4,500

Nov-08

1,400

--4

--4

Local Collector

8,750

Nov-08

1,800

A

0.206

Major Rd
Secondary Arterial

40,000
22,500

Sep-08
Sep-08

33,300
4,700

D
A

0.833
0.209

North Santa Fe Avenue
SR-76 to Mesa Dr
Mesa Dr to Melrose Dr
Melrose Dr to Osborne St

Major Rd
Major Rd
Town Collector

40,000
40,000
19,000

Sep-07
Sep-07
Sep-07

21,900
26,000
17,800

A
B
E

0.548
0.650
0.937

Osborne Street
North Santa Fe Ave to Hutchison St*
Hutchison St to East Vista Way*

Light Collector
Light Collector

16,200
16,200

Sep-08
Feb-08

5,600
4,600

C
C

0.346
0.284

Jeffries Ranch Road
North of Old Ranch Rd
North River Road
College Blvd to Redondo Dr
East of Vandegrift Blvd

Notes:

1

Classification to which facility is currently built
Capacity of roadway at LOS E per the City’s General Plan, "Table C-2, Levels of Service for Various Street
Classifications and Traffic Volumes" or the County’s Average Daily Vehicle Trips, as appropriate.
3
Counts performed by Transportation Studies, Inc. and LLG Engineers (refer to Appendix C for further count
information)
4
LOS and V/C not applicable to Residential Collectors
* County segment
N/A = Intersection does not currently exist
V/C = Volume/Capacity Ratio
Bold indicates LOS D or worse condition.
2

Source: LLG 2009

Regulatory Setting
The Project is subject to a number of regulatory requirements and/or guidelines related to traffic
and circulation. Specific requirements and/or guidelines that are applicable to the Project
include:







Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) (SANDAG 2007)
Regional Transportation Improvement Plan (RTIP) (SANDAG 2008b)
Congestion Management Program (CMP) (SANDAG 2008a)
City of Oceanside General Plan (1986, as amended)
o Circulation Element (1995)
o Community Facilities Element (1990)
City of Oceanside Bicycle Master Plan (2008a)
San Diego County General Plan (1967, as amended)
o Circulation Element (1967, as amended)
o Public Facility Element (1991, as amended)
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San Diego County General Plan Update – Draft General Plan (2008c)
o Mobility Element (2008)

Regional
Regional Transportation Plan
The 2030 San Diego RTP was adopted by SANDAG on November 30, 2007, with the intent of
addressing challenges to mobility in the San Diego region due to population growth. It is also
intended to maintain, manage and improve the existing transportation system in the region.
Regional Transportation Improvement Program
The 2008 RTIP is a multi-year program that includes all proposed major highway, arterial, transit
and non-motorized projects in the region. The RTIP is a program designed to implement the
overall regional strategy for providing mobility and improving the efficiency and safety of the
transportation system. The 2008 RTIP was adopted in July 2008 for Fiscal Years 2008 to 2013.
Congestion Management Program
The CMP, adopted on November 22, 1991 and updated in November 2008, is intended to link
land use, transportation and air quality through LOS performance. The CMP is a State-mandated
means for monitoring roadway congestion and assessing the overall performance of the regional
transportation system. The guidelines, which were developed by SANDAG, contain specific
strategies and improvements to reduce traffic congestion and improve the performance of the
regional multi-modal system (e.g., increased emphasis on public transportation and rideshare
programs, mitigation for new development impacts, better coordination of land use and
transportation planning, etc.). The CMP requires an Enhanced CEQA Review for projects that
are expected to generate more than 2,400 ADT or more than 200 peak hour trips. While the
Project would not generate additional trips, the proposed roadway extension/connection could
change local traffic conditions through redistribution, and a CMP analysis was therefore
conducted as part of the Project TIA (with the results described below in Section 4.3.3).
City and County Plans
The City’s General Plan and Bicycle Master Plan, as well as the County’s General Plan and
General Plan Update, are discussed in Section 4.1, Land Use, of this EIR.
4.3.2

Thresholds of Significance

Because the study area covers intersections and segments located predominantly within City and
County jurisdictional areas, the thresholds of significance for traffic/circulation analyzed in this
report are derived mostly from applicable City and County criteria. The City Thresholds are
based on associated elements of the State CEQA Guidelines. County Thresholds are derived
from the Guidelines for Determining Significance, Transportation and Traffic (2007h), which
are based on the San Diego Traffic Engineers’ Council (SANTEC) and the Institute of
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Transportation Engineers (ITE, California Border Section) significance guidelines. A summary
of applicable Caltrans and City of Vista significance criteria is also provided below, to address
associated areas within these jurisdictions. These thresholds address both operational and
construction-related traffic, as applicable.
City of Oceanside
The Project would result in significant impacts on traffic or circulation within the City if it
would:
1. Cause an increase in traffic which is substantial in relation to the existing traffic load and
capacity of the street system (i.e., result in a substantial increase in either the number of
vehicle trips, the volume to capacity ratio on roads, or congestion at intersections);
2. Exceed, either individually or cumulatively, an LOS standard established for designated
roads or highways;
3. Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature or incompatible uses;
4. Result in inadequate emergency access;
5. Result in inadequate parking capacity; or
6. Conflict with adopted policies, plans or programs supporting alternative transportation.
Table 4.3-7 summarizes the criteria used to assess the first two thresholds. A significant impact
to an intersection would occur if project traffic would increase the delay by more than two
seconds. An impact on a street segment would be significant if the addition of project traffic
causes a decrease in the daily LOS to below LOS C (i.e., LOS D, E or F), or if the existing daily
LOS is worse than LOS C and a change of 0.02 or more in the V/C is incurred. Daily impacts to
street segments are not considered significant, however, if a peak hour arterial LOS of D or
better can be demonstrated.

Table 4.3-7
CITY SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLDS FOR TRAFFIC IMPACTS

LOS

Freeways

D, E & F*

V/C
0.01

Allowable Increase Due to Project Impacts
Roadway
Intersections
Ramp Metering
Segments
V/C
Delay (sec.)
Delay (min.)
0.02
2
2**

Notes: * The City considers LOS D to be acceptable for signalized intersections.
** The impact is only considered significant if the total delay exceeds 15 minutes.
Delay = Average stopped delay per vehicle measured in seconds
V/C = Volume to Capacity Ratio (capacity at LOS E should be used)
Speed = Arterial speed measured in miles per hour for CMP analyses
Source:

SANTEC 2000
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County of San Diego
Traffic/circulation impacts on intersections and roadway segments in the unincorporated County
are subject to the following County Significance Thresholds:
1. A significant transportation/traffic impact would occur if the additional or redistributed
ADT generated by the Project would:
a. Cause an adjacent or nearby (off-site) County Circulation Element road to operate
below LOS D and significantly increase congestion as identified in Table 4.3-8, or
cause an on-site County Circulation Element road to operate below LOS C;
b. Cause a residential street to exceed its design capacity; or
c. Significantly increase congestion on a Circulation Element road, State Highway or
intersection currently operating at LOS E or LOS F, as identified in Table 4.3-8.

Table 4.3-8
COUNTY SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLDS FOR
CONGESTED ROADS AND INTERSECTIONS1
LOS
E
F
LOS
E
F
Notes:

1
2

2-lane Road
>200 ADT
>100 ADT

Road Segments
4-lane Road
>400 ADT
>200 ADT
Intersections

Signalized
> 2 seconds
> 1 second, or >5 peak hour trips
on a critical movement2

6-lane Road
>600 ADT
>300 ADT

Unsignalized
>20 peak hour trips on a critical movement2
>5 peak hour trips on a critical movement

Allowable increase measured in terms of ADT
A critical movement is one that is experiencing excessive queues.
By adding Proposed Project trips to all other trips from a list of projects, these same tables are used to determine if total
cumulative impacts are significant. If cumulative impacts are found to be significant, each project that contributes any
trips must mitigate a share of the cumulative impacts.
The County also may determine that impacts have occurred on roads even when a project’s traffic or cumulative
impacts do not trigger an unacceptable LOS, when such traffic uses a significant amount of remaining road capacity.

> = greater than.
Source: County 2007h

2. A significant impact to Circulation Element roads, signalized intersections and ramps
would occur if the Proposed Project exceeds the thresholds in Table 4.3-9.
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Table 4.3-9
COUNTY SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLDS FOR CIRCULATION ELEMENT ROADS,
SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS AND RAMPS

LOS With
Project

Freeways*
Speed
(mph)
>0.01
>1
V/C

LOS E and F
Notes:

Source:

Allowable Change Due to Project Impact
Roadway
Signalized
Ramps
Segments1
Intersections
Speed
Delay (sec.)2 Delay (min.)2
V/C
(mph)
>0.02
>1
>2
-

Ramps with
>15 min. delay
Delay (min.)2
>2

1

For County arterials that are not identified in SANDAG’s RTP and CMP as regionally significant arterials,
significance may be measured based upon an increase in ADT. The allowable change in ADT due to project impacts
in this instance would be identified in Table 4.3-8.
2
Delay = Average stopped delay per vehicle measured in seconds (sec.) or minutes (min.)
* It is noted that SANDAG does not have jurisdiction over freeways. Caltrans, the agency that does have jurisdiction
over freeways within the study area, considers impacts to freeways significant if additional traffic causes the
operations to drop one letter grade. The Caltrans thresholds are used in the analysis below.
> = greater than
mph = miles per hour
County 2007h

3. A significant volume and/or LOS traffic impact on a signalized intersection would occur
if additional or redistributed ADT generated by the Project would:
a. Cause a signalized intersection to operate below LOS D and significantly increase
congestion as identified in Table 4.3-8; or
b. Significantly increase congestion on a signalized intersection currently operating at
LOS E or F as identified in Table 4.3-8.
4. A significant volume and/or LOS traffic impact on an unsignalized intersection would
occur if additional or redistributed ADT generated by the Project would:
a. Generate 20 or more peak hour trips to a critical movement of an unsignalized
intersection and cause the unsignalized intersection to operate below LOS D, or the
unsignalized intersection currently operates at LOS E;
b. Generate five or more peak hour trips to a critical movement of an unsignalized
intersection and cause the unsignalized intersection to operate below LOS E, or the
unsignalized intersection currently operates at LOS F; or
c. Generate rates lower than those specified above based on an evaluation of existing
accident rates, the signal priority list, intersection geometrics, proximity of adjacent
driveways, sight distance and/or other factors.
5. A significant impact from congestion at a freeway ramp would occur if additional or
redistributed ADT generated by the Project would exceed the thresholds in Table 4.3-9.
Other factors affecting these values would be considered, including ramp metering,
location (rural vs. urban), ramp design and the proximity of adjacent intersections.
6. A significant traffic hazard impact due to a design feature would occur if the Project
would (on a case-by-case basis):
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a. Have design features/physical configurations of access roads that would adversely
affect the safe transport of vehicles along the roadway;
b. Result in a percentage and/or magnitude of increased traffic on the road that would
affect the safety of the roadway;
c. Result in physical conditions of the project site and surrounding area, such as curves,
slopes, walls, landscaping or other barriers that could result in vehicle conflicts with
other vehicles and/or stationary objects; or
d. Not conform to the requirements of the private or public road standards, as
applicable.
7. A significant traffic hazard impact to pedestrians and/or bicyclists would occur if the
Project would (on a case-by-case basis):
a. Result in design features/physical configurations that would adversely affect the
visibility of pedestrians and/or bicyclists to drivers entering and exiting the site, and
the visibility of cars to pedestrians and bicyclists;
b. Result in an amount of pedestrian activity at the project access points that may
adversely affect pedestrian safety;
c. Result in the preclusion or substantial hindrance of the provision of a planned bike
lane or pedestrian facility on a roadway adjacent to the project site;
d. Result in a percentage and/or magnitude of increased traffic on the road due to the
Project that may adversely affect pedestrian and bicycle safety;
e. Result in physical conditions on the project site and surrounding area, such as curves,
slopes, walls, landscaping or other barriers that could result in vehicle/pedestrian,
vehicle/rider or vehicle/bicycle conflicts;
f. Not conform to the requirements of the private or public road standards, as
applicable; or
g. Result in a substantial increase in pedestrian or bicycle activity without the presence
of adequate facilities.
Caltrans and the City of Vista
Caltrans and the City of Vista use criteria similar to the noted regional SANTEC/ITE thresholds
for determining significance. Accordingly, these thresholds are used for analysis of all roadways
and intersections located in areas subject to Caltrans or City of Vista jurisdiction. The referenced
criteria assess impacts based on changes in delay periods at intersections, or changes in V/C
ratios for roadway segments. Applicable Caltrans and City of Vista criteria for determining
significance are reflected in Table 4.3-9.
4.3.3

Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to Significance

The analysis of the impacts of the proposed extension is based on a comparison of traffic
conditions with and without the extension. Unlike a typical development project, the proposed
extension would not generate any new trips. Rather, the direct connection between North Santa
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Fe Road and SR-76 created by the proposed project would result in a redistribution of trips
which are anticipated to use the local roadway network.
To determine the impact of extending Melrose Drive, this analysis is based on a comparison of
the No Project (Scenario C in the TIA) and the Proposed Project (Scenario D in the TIA).
Although an unacceptable LOS may exist at an intersection or segment with completion of the
Proposed Project, the unacceptable LOS would only constitute a significant Project impact if:
(1) the affected intersection or segment would not be expected to operate at an unacceptable
level without the extension or (2) the congestion at an intersection or segment anticipated to
operate at an unacceptable LOS without the proposed extension would be substantially worse
with the proposed extension.
No Project
The No Project scenario assumes no connection of Melrose Drive between North Santa Fe
Avenue and Spur Avenue. All other Year 2030 regional network connections and changes are
assumed to be in place.
Proposed Project
The Proposed Project scenario assumes the extension of Melrose Drive between North Santa Fe
Avenue and Spur Avenue (i.e., the proposed Melrose Drive Extension Project). All other Year
2030 regional network connections and changes are assumed to be in place.
As described in the TIA (Appendix C), any of the three alternative Project alignments identified
in Section 3.0, Project Description (i.e., A, B or C), would have identical long-term (operational)
traffic impacts.
The three Project alternatives (A, B and C) are analyzed separately for construction-related
traffic impacts, due to the fact that grading and material import/export (and thus associated truck
trips) would be different for each alternative. The assessment of potential construction-related
traffic impacts follows the discussion of Year 2030 traffic impacts.
Year 2030 Traffic Impacts
Year 2030 Assumptions and Modeling
Roadway Network Assumptions
The Year 2030 roadway network in the immediate vicinity of the Project study area is assumed
to include streets built to their ultimate Circulation Element classification, as detailed in Table
4.3-10. Jeffries Ranch Road would no longer be connected to SR-76 and would be a cul-de-sac
just south of SR-76. A section of Sagewood Drive between El Secrito and Darwin Drives would
be connected.
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Table 4.3-10
YEAR 2030 ROADWAY NETWORK
Street

Existing Roadway
Condition

Year 2030 Classification

Melrose Drive from North River Road to SR-76

Does not exist

4-Lane Major Road

Melrose Drive from Spur Ave to N. Santa Fe Ave

Does not exist

6-Lane Prime Arterial

2- to 4-Lane Major

6-Lane Prime Arterial

Melrose Drive South of North Santa Fe Ave1
SR-76 from College Boulevard to Melrose Drive

4-Lane Highway

6-Lane Expressway2

SR-76 from Melrose Drive to east of E. Vista Way

2-Lane Highway

4-Lane Highway

North Santa Fe Ave east of Melrose Drive

2-Lane Collector

4-Lane Major Road

Osborne Street

2-Lane Collector

4-Lane Major Road

E. Vista Way

2-Lane Collector

4-Lane Major Road

1
2

The portion of Melrose Drive south of North Santa Fe Drive in the City of Oceanside will be widened to six lanes,
pursuant to the City Circulation Element.
This six-lane classification is currently listed under the “unconstrained” scenario in the RTP.

Source: LLG 2009

As a result of the changes in roadway classification and configuration within the Project study
area, Year 2030 intersection geometry also would change compared to existing geometry.
Figure 4.3-2 shows the Year 2030 assumed intersection geometry, with related changes to occur
at the following intersections.










Melrose Drive/North Santa Fe Avenue
Melrose Drive/Spur Avenue
Melrose Drive/Old Ranch Road
Melrose Drive/SR-76
Osborne Avenue/North Santa Fe Avenue
Osborne Avenue/Hutchison Avenue
Osborne Avenue/East Vista Way
Gopher Canyon Road/East Vista Way
SR-76/East Vista Way

Analysis Model
The No Project and Proposed Project scenarios, as described above, were analyzed using the
Combined North County Transportation Model. The Combined North County Transportation
Model is a subset of the SANDAG Series 11.0 Model and includes the cities of Carlsbad,
Oceanside, Vista, San Marcos, Escondido and Poway. This subarea model produces current and
projected traffic volumes and travel times tailored to the traffic patterns of the six north San
Diego County cities, which are needed for travel demand forecasting.
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Forecasting Peak Hour Intersection Turning Movement Volumes
Year 2030 Series 11.0 Model plots were obtained for both of the scenarios analyzed in this
document. Intersection peak hour turning movement volumes were estimated to determine peak
hour traffic at an intersection from future ADT volumes, using the relationship between existing
peak hour turn movements and the existing ADT volumes. This same relationship can be
assumed to generally continue in the future. This relationship would likely change with the
connection of Melrose Drive between Spur Avenue and North Santa Fe Avenue and north of SR76 to North River Road. If the segment ADT on the roadway is forecast to double by the Year
2030, it is reasonable to assume that the peak hour intersection turn movement volumes will
generally double. Minor modifications to the peak hour volumes were made to account for the
removal of the Jeffries Ranch Road connection to SR-76.
Figures 4.3-3 and 4.3-4 depict forecasted traffic volumes for the No Project and Proposed Project
scenarios, respectively.
Future (2030) Intersection Conditions
The Year 2030 peak hour intersection analysis results for the No Project and Proposed Project
are summarized in Table 4.3-11 and described below.
No Project
As seen in Table 4.3-9, the following intersections are calculated to operate at LOS E or F under
Year 2030 No Project conditions (intersections in the unincorporated area are labeled with an
asterisk [*]).





SR-76/College Boulevard (LOS E during the AM peak hour and LOS F during the PM
peak hour)
SR-76/North Santa Fe Avenue (LOS E during the PM peak hour)
SR-76/East Vista Way (LOS F during the AM and PM peak hours)*
Old Ranch Road/Melrose Drive (LOS F during the AM and PM peak hours)
Table 4.3-11
YEAR 2030 INTERSECTION OPERATIONS
Intersection

Control
Type

1.

North River Rd/Vandergrift Blvd

Signal

2.

College Blvd/North River Rd

Signal

3.

SR-76/College Blvd

Signal

4.

SR-76/North Santa Fe Ave

Signal

5.

SR-76/Guajome Lake Rd

Signal
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Peak
Hour
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
4.3-20

No Project
1

Delay
22.4
38.2
23.9
38.2
57.6
> 100.0
41.4
58.1
22.8
20.0

LOS
B
D
C
D
E
F
D
E
C
C

Proposed Project
Delay 1
21.5
30.4
22.2
34.1
50.7
> 100.0
31.3
35.9
16.4
15.4

LOS
C
C
C
C
D
F
C
D
B
B
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Table 4.3-11 (cont.)
YEAR 2030 INTERSECTION OPERATIONS
Intersection

Control
Type

6.

SR-76/Melrose Dr

Signal

7.

SR-76/Jeffries Ranch Rd2

TWSC

8.

SR-76/East Vista Way*

Signal

9.

Depot Rd/Melrose Dr

Signal

10. Old Ranch Rd/Melrose Dr

TWSC4

11. Spur Ave/Melrose Dr3

Signal

12. East Vista Way/Gopher Canyon Rd*

Signal

13. North Santa Fe Ave/Mesa Dr

Signal

14. North Santa Fe Ave/Melrose Dr

Signal

15. North Santa Fe Ave/Osborne St

TWSC

16. Hutchison St/Osborne St*

AWSC

17. East Vista Way/Osborne St*

Signal

Notes:

Source:

Peak
Hour
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM

No Project
1

Delay
33.1
28.4
----95.8
> 100.0
9.6
10.0
> 100.0
50.8
----21.7
20.5
8.7
9.4
13.5
10.9
28.5
11.3
24.7
31.3
8.1
11.2

LOS
C
C
----F
F
A
B
F
F
----C
C
A
A
B
B
D
B
C
D
A
B

Proposed Project
Delay 1
32.2
35.9
----> 100.0
96.7
9.1
9.4
13.6
13.6
6.4
5.5
20.9
20.6
7.2
8.0
32.6
27.1
34.0
11.3
17.2
20.5
5.8
7.6

LOS
D
D
----F
F
A
A
B
B
A
A
C
C
A
A
C
C
D
B
C
C
A
A

1

Average delay expressed in seconds per vehicle.
Access between SR-76 and Jeffries Ranch Road is proposed to be removed in the long-term and hence this
intersection no longer exists in any Year 2030 condition.
3
Intersection does not exist under Year 2030 No Project conditions and is controlled with a signal under the proposed
Project conditions.
4
Intersection under Year 2030 No Project conditions is TWSC and is controlled with a signal under the proposed
Project conditions; installation of a traffic signal at this location would improve operations to LOS B regardless of the
status of Melrose Drive.
* County intersection
AWSC = All-Way Stop Controlled intersection; overall delay and LOS reported
TWSC = Two-Way Stop Controlled intersection, minor street left turn delay and LOS reported.
Bold indicates significant impact.
2

LLG 2009

Proposed Project
As shown in Table 4.3-11, the extension of Melrose Drive would generally improve the LOS at
affected intersections. For example, the unacceptable LOS at following two of the four
intersections operating at an unacceptable LOS without the extension (SR-76/North Santa Fe
Avenue and Old Ranch Road/Melrose Drive) would be eliminated with implementation of the
Proposed Project.
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The following two intersections would continue to operate at an unacceptable LOS with the
proposed extension of Melrose Drive: (1) SR-76/College Boulevard (LOS F during the PM peak
hour) and (2) SR-76/East Vista Way (LOS F during the AM and PM peak hours)*. However, a
comparison of the LOS at these two intersections in the No Project and Proposed Project
conditions indicates that only the intersection of SR-76/East Vista Way would be significantly
impacted by the redistribution of traffic that would result from the proposed extension. Although
the anticipated delay in the AM peak hour would be reduced by the proposed extension, the
delay in the PM peak hour would be higher with the proposed extension than without the
extension.
As identified below, the improved LOS with the Proposed Project in comparison with the No
Project condition would result on many of the roadway segments. Only the segment of SR-76,
east of Melrose Drive would experience higher volumes in comparison with the effect of not
providing a direct connection between SR-76 and North Santa Fe Road.







Lower ADT volumes on East Vista Way, between Bobier Drive and SR-76, due to the
fact that Melrose Drive would provide a parallel route to East Vista Way.
Lower ADT volumes on SR-76, between College Drive and Melrose Drive, because
traffic between the northern and southern section of Melrose Drive would not have to use
North Santa Fe Avenue and SR-76.
Lower ADT volumes on North Santa Fe Avenue, between Melrose Drive and SR-76,
because traffic between the northern and southern sections of Melrose Drive would not
have to use North Santa Fe Avenue.
Lower ADT volumes on Mesa Drive, south of North Santa Fe Avenue.
Lower ADT volumes on Osborne Street, between North Santa Fe Avenue and East Vista
Way.
Higher ADT volumes on SR-76, east of Melrose Drive, due to more convenient access to
SR-76, which would draw more traffic to Melrose Drive than would otherwise use
alternative routes.

Future (2030) Roadway Segment Conditions
The Year 2030 segment operations analysis results for the No Project and Proposed Project
scenarios are summarized in Table 4.3-12, and described below. The results of the peak hour
arterial analysis conducted for impacted segments of SR-76 are summarized in Table 4.3-13.
No Project
Table 4.3-12 shows the following segments would operate at LOS D or worse under No Project
conditions (segments in the unincorporated area are labeled with an asterisk [*]):






College Boulevard from North River Road to Adams Street (LOS E)
College Boulevard from Adams Street to SR-76 (LOS D)
SR-76 from Guajome Lake Road to Melrose Drive (LOS D)
SR-76 from east of Melrose Drive (LOS D)
SR-76 from west of East Vista Way (LOS F)*
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Table 4.3-12
YEAR 2030 STREET SEGMENT OPERATIONS
Street Segment

Roadway Class

No Project
LOS E
Capacity1 ADT2 LOS V/C

Proposed Project
ADT2

LOS

V/C

College Boulevard
North River Rd to Adams St

4-Lane Major Roadway

40,000

38,400

E

0.960

37,800

E

0.945

Adams St to SR-76

6-Lane Major Roadway

50,000

42,900

D

0.858

42,200

D

0.844

North River Rd to SR-76

4-Lane Major Roadway

40,000

9,400

A

0.235

13,100

A

0.328

SR-76 to Old Ranch Rd

6-Lane Prime Arterial

60,000

7,,900

A

0.132

22,800

A

0.380

Old Ranch Rd to Spur Ave

6-Lane Prime Arterial

60,000

3,000

A

0.018

22,800

A

0.3280

Spur Ave to North Santa Fe Ave

6-Lane Prime Arterial

60,000

---3

---3

---3

26,000

A

0.433

South of North Santa Fe Ave

6-Lane Prime Arterial

60,000

22,900

A

0.382

35,800

A

0.597

SR-76 to Gopher Canyon Rd*

4-Lane Major Road

37,000

25,800

C

0.697

20,400

B

0.551

Gopher Canyon Rd to Osborne St*

4-Lane Major Road

37,000

24,500

B

0.662

19,100

B

0.516

Osborne St to Bobier Dr

4-Lane Major Road

37,000

29,200

C

0.789

24,300

B

0.6657

6-Lane Expressway

80,000

53,000

C

0.663

51,200

C

0.640

North Santa Fe Ave to Guajome Lake Rd

6-Lane Expressway

80,000

59,600

C

0.745

54,900

C

0.686

Guajome Lake Rd to Melrose Dr

6-Lane Expressway

80,000

69,000

D

0.863

58,000

C

0.725

East of Melrose Dr

4-Lane Expressway

80,000

61,500

D

0.769

54,400

C

0.680

West of E. Vista Way*

4-Lane Expressway

53,300

54,400

F

1.021

59,500

F

1.116

Melrose Drive

E. Vista Way

SR-76
College Dr to North Santa Fe Ave
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Table 4.3-12 (cont.)
YEAR 2030 STREET SEGMENT OPERATIONS
Street Segment

Roadway Class

No Project
LOS E
1
Capacity ADT2 LOS V/C

Proposed Project
ADT2

LOS

V/C

Jeffries Ranch Road
North of Old Ranch Rd

Local Collector

8,750

400

A

0.046

400

A

0.046

South of Old Ranch Rd

Local Collector

8,750

3,000

A

0.343

2,400

A

0.274

Old Ranch Road
Appaloosa Way to Melrose Dr

Residential Collector

8,750

800

A

0.091

700

A

0.080

Melrose Dr to Arabian Way

Residential Collector

8,750

6,800

C

0.777

6,300

C

0.720

Local Collector

8,750

600

A

0.069

2,000

A

0.229

Spur Avenue
Melrose Dr to Mission Meadows Dr
N. River Road
College Blvd to Redondo Dr

4-Lane Major Roadway

40,000

28,200

C

0.705

26,800

B

0.670

East of Vandegrift Blvd

4-Lane Major Roadway

40,000

10,600

A

0.265

9,800

A

0.245

West of Melrose Dr

4-Lane Major Roadway

40,000

9,700

A

0.243

10,600

A

0.265

Melrose Dr to Sleeping Indian Rd

4-Lane Major Roadway

40,000

11,500

A

0.288

12,800

A

0.320

East of Sleeping Indian Rd

4-Lane Major Roadway

40,000

11,500

A

0.288

12,100

A

0.303

West of SR-76

4-Lane Major Roadway

40,000

5,900

A

0.148

5,400

A

0.135

SR-76 to Mesa Dr

4-Lane Major Roadway

40,000

28,000

B

0.700

20,300

A

0.508

Mesa Dr to Melrose Dr

4-Lane Major Roadway

40,000

17,200

A

0.430

13,100

A

0.328

Melrose Dr to Osborne St

4-Lane Major Roadway

40,000

17,400

A

0.435

15,400

A

0.385

Osborne St to Bobier Dr

4-Lane Major Roadway

40,000

10,100

A

0.253

12,300

A

0.308

N. Santa Fe Avenue
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Table 4.3-12 (cont.)
YEAR 2030 STREET SEGMENT OPERATIONS
Street Segment

Roadway Class

No Project
LOS E
1
Capacity ADT2 LOS V/C

Proposed Project
ADT2

LOS

V/C

Mesa Drive
North Santa Fe Ave to Sagewood Dr

Secondary Arterial

25,000

12,400

A

0.496

11,000

A

0.440

North Santa Fe Ave to Hutchison St*

Light Collector

16,200

5,900

C

0.364

2,500

B

0.154

Hutchison St to East Vista Way*

Light Collector

16,200

4,500

C

0.278

2,800

B

0.173

Osborne Street

Notes: 1 Classification to which facility is currently built.
2
Capacity of roadway at LOS E per the City’s General Plan, “Table C-2, Levels of Service for Various Street Classifications and
Traffic Volumes.”
3
Roadway segment does not exist in this scenario.
*
County segment
V/C = Volume to Capacity
Bold indicates significant impact.
Source: LLG 2009
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Proposed Project
As shown in Table 4.3-12, the extension of Melrose Drive would generally improve the LOS at
affected roadway segments. For example, the unacceptable LOS at following two of the five
segments operating at an unacceptable LOS without the extension (SR-76 from Guajome Lake
Road to Melrose Drive and SR-76 from east of Melrose Drive ) would be eliminated with
implementation of the Proposed Project.
The following three segments would continue operate at an unacceptable LOS with the proposed
extension of Melrose Drive: (1) College Boulevard from North River Road to Adams Street
(LOS E), (2) College Boulevard from Adams Street to SR-76 (LOS D), and (3) SR-76 from west
of East Vista Way (LOS F).
Although, based on the described City thresholds, impacts to the segment of SR-76, west of East
Vista Way, would be considered significant, the peak hour arterial analysis (Table 4.3-13), which
uses speed instead of V/C to calculate LOS, shows that the segment of SR-76 from Melrose
Drive to East Vista Way would operate at LOS B during the peak hour in both directions.
Operational traffic on this segment would also not exceed the County thresholds of significance
for changes in speed (i.e., a segment operating at LOS D or worse with a decrease in travel speed
by more than one mile per hour). Accordingly, no significant impact is calculated under the
CMP Arterial Analysis for this segment of SR-76 in Year 2030 conditions. For these reasons,
the project’s impact on the segment of SR-76, west of East Vista Way is not considered
significant.
Impacts to the other segments of College Boulevard and SR-76 also would be less than
significant based on the following considerations: (1) the change in V/C would be less than 0.02
over No Project conditions; and (2) vehicle speeds would increase for both westbound and
eastbound traffic on College Boulevard. In addition, many of the roadway segments in the
Project study area would exhibit improved ADT, LOS and/or V/C ratios with construction of the
Project due to the provision of Melrose Drive as an alternative route.

Table 4.3-13
PEAK HOUR ARTERIAL ANALYSIS – SR-76
No Project
Roadway Segment

Direction

AM

Proposed Project
AM

PM

PM

Speed LOS Speed LOS Speed LOS
College Dr to
North Santa Fe Ave
North Santa Fe Ave
to Guajome Lake
Rd

Speed LOS

Difference in Speed
(No Project –
Proposed Project)
AM
PM

EB
WB
EB

26.9
20.3
34.0

D
E
B

23.3
12.9
32.8

D
F
C

21.7
21.4
35.7

D
D
B

24.0
13.5
34.7

D
F
B

+3.5
+3.5
+1.6

+5.7
+1.2
+1.7

WB

29.8

C

28.0

C

33.1

C

33.8

C

+3.0

+6.3
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Table 4.3-13 (cont.)
PEAK HOUR ARTERIAL ANALYSIS – SR-76
No Project
Roadway Segment

Direction

AM

Proposed Project
AM

PM

PM

Speed LOS Speed LOS Speed LOS

Speed LOS

Difference in Speed
(No Project –
Proposed Project)
AM
PM

EB

35.2

B

35.0

B

33.7

C

26.4

D

-1.7

-8.7

Guajome Lake Rd
to Melrose Dr

WB

32.6

C

33.1

C

36.6

B

37.1

B

+3.9

+4.0

Melrose Dr to East
Vista Way

EB
WB

38.4
39.6

B
B

34.7
40.8

B
B

38.6
39.6

B
B

39.0
40.8

B
B

-0.1
-1.5

+4.1
-1.5

Notes:

Bold indicates LOS E or worse condition.

Source:

LLG 2009

Hazards
The Project has been designed per City public road standards, as the City will be maintaining the
extension and associated improvements. Design features and roadway configurations take into
account all safety precautions detailed in the City standards, including the impact of increased
traffic on roadway safety, and potential vehicle conflicts with other vehicles and/or stationary
objects as a result of the physical conditions of the project (i.e., curves, slopes, walls,
landscaping, barriers, etc.). In addition, the Project design incorporates Caltrans standards
related to appropriate sight distances for both horizontal and vertical conditions (e.g., from road
sags and crests). With the inclusion of these criteria, potential impacts related to visibility and
physical hazards (e.g., slopes and barriers) would be less than significant. The extension of
Melrose Drive also would facilitate improved access for emergency vehicles. As such, traffic
hazard impacts relating to design features would not occur as a result of the Project. Safety
considerations for bicycle, pedestrian and equestrian facilities are discussed below.
Bicycle Facilities
The City’s Bicycle Master Plan (2008a) recommends both Class I bike trails and Class II bike
lanes on the segments of North Santa Fe Avenue and Melrose Drive within the Project area. The
Project would include Class II bikeways along both sides of Melrose Drive and North Santa Fe
Avenue designed and constructed per the guidelines contained in the Bicycle Master Plan
(minimum five-foot total width). The Project would construct a multi-purpose trail separated
from the roadway along Melrose Drive and potentially along North Santa Fe Avenue east of
Melrose Drive. It would not construct Class I bike trails along North Santa Fe Avenue west of
Melrose Drive, although Project implementation would not preclude future construction of such
trails. Accordingly, impacts to bicycle facilities would not be significant.
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Pedestrian and Equestrian Facilities
Sidewalks would be provided along the proposed roadway extension, which would separate
pedestrians from vehicular traffic and increase their safety along the Project roadway. Minimum
5.5-foot-wide and ADA-compliant sidewalks would extend the length of the project in each
direction. A multi-purpose equestrian/pedestrian trail is proposed to be constructed along the
east side of Melrose Drive within the Project ROW. The 10-foot-wide, soft-paved, multipurpose trail would connect the existing and planned equestrian trail network (refer to Chapter
3.0, Project Description, and Section 4.14, Recreation). The new trail would run north-south
from Spur Avenue to North Santa Fe Avenue and would include connections to the existing trails
running along Guajome Lake Road and North Santa Fe Avenue, with new road crossings
provided. The Guajome Lake Road trail would be constructed as a 10-foot-wide equestrian trail
along the south shoulder of the road, and two alternative trail connections to Rancho Guajome
Adobe have been identified. These facilities would be separated from the roadway and
constructed per City standards, as described in Chapter 3.0. Safety features at each roadway
crossing would include painted crosswalk lines, equestrian crossings signs and flashing warning
lights. Because of these provisions, impacts to pedestrian and equestrian safety would not occur
as a result of the Project.
Parking
Parking will not be provided along the proposed roadway extension. However, there would be
little or no demand for parking on this portion of Melrose Drive, because the Project does not
provide access to adjacent land uses (i.e., residential development, recreational areas, etc.).
Therefore, no impact to parking would occur.
Construction Traffic Impacts
Project construction is anticipated to occur over a period of three to five years, between
approximately late 2011 and 2016. Construction traffic is expected to primarily access the
Project via SR-76, North Santa Fe Avenue, Guajome Lake Road, and the existing Melrose Drive.
As noted in Chapter 3.0 Project Description, grading for the three alternatives would range
between approximately 260,000 and 503,000 cubic yards (cy) of combined cut and fill with
material import/export truck trips to and/or from the site during the construction phase. Grading
and excavation could take up to 18 months (depending upon the alternative selected). An air
quality study prepared for this Project estimated a maximum of 1,151 cy of soil import/export
per day, which would equate to 64 truck trips per day at a rate of 18 cy per truck (Urban
Crossroads 2009; refer to Appendix I). Exported soil is expected to be taken to the City’s El
Corazon project site located on Rancho Del Oro Drive, between Mesa Drive and Oceanside
Drive. Although construction traffic could slow or interrupt flow along area roadways, there are
no plans to close area roads during construction or identify alternative routes for through traffic.
The extent of grading, materials export, and associated truck trips for each Project alternative are
shown in Table 4.3-14 and described below.
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Table 4.3-14
CONSTRUCTION TRUCK TRAFFIC
Alternative
A
B
C
Notes:

1
2

Cut (cy)
211,630
469,142
127,460

Fill (cy)
59,740
34,207
132,474

Net Export(Import) (cy)1
151,890
434,935
(5,014)

Truck Trips2
8,439
24,163
279

Net export calculated by subtracting cy of fill material from cy of cut material.
Truck Trips calculated using an average truck capacity of 18 cy, divided into the cy of net export (import).

Alternative A – Central Alternative
Grading associated with Alternative A would require approximately 211,630 cy of cut and
59,740 cy of fill, with 151,890 cy of net export. Based on the average capacity of 18 cy of
exported materials per truck, this would equate to approximately 8,439 truck trips. Assuming an
average of 64 truck trips per day, this alternative could have an export period of approximately
26 weeks.
The construction traffic associated with materials export could result in a temporary direct
impact (approximately six months) to the following roadway segments:
Melrose Drive
 SR-76 to Old Ranch Road
 Old Ranch Road to Spur Avenue
 South of North Santa Fe Avenue
SR-76
 College Drive to North Santa Fe Avenue
 North Santa Fe Avenue to Guajome Lake Road
 Guajome Lake Road to Melrose Drive
 Melrose to Jeffries Ranch Road
North Santa Fe Avenue
 SR-76 to Mesa Drive
 Mesa Drive to Melrose Drive
The following intersections that could be impacted by truck travel include:








SR-76/North Santa Fe Avenue
SR-76/Melrose Drive
Melrose Drive/The Depot Road
Melrose Drive/Old Ranch Road
Melrose Drive/Spur Avenue
North Santa Fe Avenue/Mesa Drive
North Santa Fe Avenue/Melrose Drive
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Impacts to these roadway segments and associated intersections would be dependent upon the
truck routes taken to transport material to and from the Project. Such impacts would be
considered significant if they occur during peak hour periods on roads with intersections and
segments operating at LOS D or worse.
Alternative B – Eastern Alternative
Grading associated with Alternative B would require approximately 469,142 cy of cut and
34,207 cy of fill, with 434,935 cy of net export. Based on the average capacity of 18 cy of
exported materials per truck, this would equate to approximately 24,163 truck trips. Assuming
an average of 64 truck trips per day, this alternative would have an export period of
approximately 76 weeks.
Construction traffic would result in a temporary direct impact (approximately 18 months) to the
same intersections and roadway segments listed above under Alternative A, although the time
period in which the impacts would occur could potentially be three times as long as under
Alternative B.
Alternative C – Western Alternative
Grading associated with Alternative C would require approximately 127,460 cy of cut and
132,474 cy of fill, with 5,014 cy of net import. Based on the average capacity of 18 cy of
exported materials per truck, this would equate to approximately 279 truck trips. Because this
alternative would have almost balanced cut and fill, transport of materials on-site would be
reduced to approximately one week, assuming an average of 64 truck trips per day.
Construction traffic for this alternative would result in a temporary direct impact to the same
intersections and roadway segments listed above under Alternative A. This impact would be less
than that described for Alternatives A and B, however, due to the lower volume of material and
related truck trips.
4.3.4

Mitigation Measures

Implementation of the following mitigation measures would reduce the operational and
construction traffic impacts of the proposed project.
Traffic - 1. Prior to opening the proposed extension, the City shall add a third eastbound and
westbound through lane and a second eastbound right-turn lane, provide northbound dual rightturn and left-turn lanes, and provide a southbound exclusive right-turn lane at the SR-76/East
Vista Way intersection, to the satisfaction of Caltrans and the County Engineer. Because
roadway improvement plans have not been developed, the impacts are not assessed in this EIR
and subsequent environmental review shall be required for these improvements, to the
satisfaction of the Director of the City Planning Department.
Traffic – 2. A construction traffic analysis shall be incorporated into the Construction
Management Plan, to the satisfaction of the City Engineer. The Project contractor shall
implement the Construction Management Plan to ensure that construction activities would
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comply with City requirements. The traffic portion of the Construction Management Program
shall include, but not be limited to:






4.3.5

Staging and timing of the Project (including duration of grading and export)
Limitations on truck traffic during peak hours, as necessary
Traffic flows and movements (including construction crew, supply delivery and import/
export of soils material)
Road safety issues
Emergency arrangements
Bicycle and pedestrian access and crossings
Conclusions

Operational Impacts
The proposed extension of Melrose Drive would generally improve traffic flow on local roads by
offering a direct connection between SR-76 and North Santa Fe Road. Roadway segments
within the study area would not operate a LOS service that would be substantially less than
would occur without the proposed extension.
However, the redistribution of traffic that would result from the proposed extension would
significantly worsen the LOS at the intersection of SR-76/East Vista Way. Although, as
illustrated in Table 4.3-11, the anticipated delay in the AM peak hour would be reduced by the
proposed extension, the delay in the PM peak hour would be higher with the proposed extension
than without the extension. Thus, it is concluded that the proposed project would have a
significant impact on this intersection.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures Traffic-1 prior to opening the proposed extension would
reduce this impact to below a level of significance. Based on the evaluation the effectiveness of
the Mitigation Measure Traffic-1, the TIA concluded that adding a third eastbound and
westbound through lane, a second eastbound right-turn lane, a northbound dual right-turn and
left-turn lanes, and a southbound exclusive right-turn lane at the SR-76/East Vista Way
intersection would allow the intersection to operate at an acceptable LOS in both the AM and
PM peak hours.
Bicycle, Pedestrian and Equestrian Impacts
Class II bicycle lanes, sidewalks and a 10-foot-wide, soft-paved multi-purpose trail would be
provided along the new roadway extension and connect to the existing network. Impacts to
bicycle, pedestrian and equestrian facilities would be less than significant.
Construction Traffic Impacts
Truck traffic from construction of the Proposed Project could have a significant impact on
intersections and segments by exacerbating traffic congestion on local roadways during peak
hour periods. Implementation of a Construction Management Plan (Mitigation Measure
Traffic – 2) would reduce construction traffic impacts to less than significant levels.
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4.4

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

This section describes the existing conditions related to biological resources in the Project area
and vicinity, identifies associated regulatory requirements, evaluates the potential impacts to
biological resources, and identifies mitigation measures related to implementation of the three
alternative roadway alignments. The section is summarized from the Biological Technical
Report (BTR) completed by HELIX (2009c) and contained in Appendix D of this EIR. The
BTR is based on vegetation mapping, a general biological survey, a jurisdictional delineation,
rare plant surveys and focused surveys for the Federal-listed threatened coastal California
gnatcatcher (Polioptila californica californica) Federal- and State-listed endangered least Bell’s
vireo (Vireo bellii pusillus) and the Federal- and State-listed endangered southwestern willow
flycatcher (Empidonax traillii extimus).
4.4.1

Existing Conditions

The biological area of potential effect (BAPE) is equal to the sum of the three grading footprints
of the Project alignment alternatives (Alternatives A, B and C). Since biological resources are
not necessarily fixed in one location, an approximately 186.1-acre biological study area (BSA)
was established for the Project to delineate the geographic area to be surveyed for such
resources. The BSA encompasses a 100-foot buffer from the BAPE, areas identified by the
USFWS and several residential properties. The BSA occurs primarily within the City and
County, with a small portion occurring within the City of Vista (Figure 4.4-1). The location of
the three proposed roadway alternatives relative to the larger BSA is shown on Figure 4.4-2. It
should be noted that the noise walls outside the BSA would occur entirely within existing
development; therefore, biological resources were not mapped.
As described further under Regional Context and Regulatory Issues below, the portion of the BSA
within the City of Oceanside (except for Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe) is
included in the Draft Oceanside Subarea Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP)/Natural Communities
Conservation Planning (NCCP) program, referred to hereinafter as the Draft Oceanside Subarea
HCP (City of Oceanside 20102009) under the Multiple Habitat Conservation Program (MHCP)
Subregional Plan (SANDAG 2003b). The portion of the BSA within the unincorporated lands of
the County, Guajome County Park, and Rancho Guajome Adobe are outside the boundaries of
the County’s Multiple Species Conservation Program (MSCP), but are within the boundary of
the Draft North County MSCP (County 2009a). BSA lands within Guajome County Park and
Rancho Guajome Adobe also are designated as Pre-approved Mitigation Areas (PAMAs; further
described below) within the Draft North County MSCP (County 2009a). BSA lands within the
City of Vista (except Rancho Guajome Adobe) would be included in the City of Vista’s MHCP
Subarea Plan once it is prepared.
Vegetation Communities
Sixteen (16) vegetation communities occur within the BSA, including 10 sensitive communities
(southern riparian forest, riparian scrub, southern willow scrub [including disturbed], freshwater
marsh, cismontane alkali marsh, mule fat scrub, pond, saltgrass grassland, Diegan coastal sage
scrub [including disturbed] and non-native grassland [including disturbed]) and six non-sensitive
communities (non-native vegetation, eucalyptus woodland, intensive and extensive agriculture,
disturbed habitat, and developed land). A brief description of each community within the BSA is
provided below and shown on Figure 4.4-2. Refer to Table 4.4-1 for a breakdown of the acreage
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of each vegetation community within the City, the unincorporated County (including Guajome
County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe) and the City of Vista.
Table 4.4-1
EXISTING VEGETATION COMMUNITIES WITHIN THE BIOLOGICAL
STUDY AREA

Vegetation Community1

City of
Oceanside

Habitat Group A4
Southern riparian forest (61300)
1.91
Southern willow scrub (including disturbed;
0.43
63320)
Riparian scrub (63300)
0.00
Mule fat scrub (63310)
0.41
Freshwater marsh (52400)
0.00
Cismontane alkali marsh (52310)
0.00
Pond (13100)
0.00
Group A Subtotal
2.75
Habitat Group B
Saltgrass grassland (42130)
0.0
Habitat Group C
Diegan coastal sage scrub (including disturbed;
3.5
32500)
Habitat Group E
Non-native grassland (including disturbed;
1.5
42200)
Habitat Group F
Non-native vegetation (11000)
0.0
Eucalyptus woodland (11100)
0.2
Agriculture - Intensive (18200)
4.9
Agriculture - Extensive (18300)
0.0
Disturbed habitat (11300)
7.3
Developed (12000)
14.6
Group F Subtotal
27.0
TOTAL
34.8

Acreage2
County of
City of
San
Vista
3
Diego

Total

5.02

0.05

6.98

11.34

0.03

11.80

0.50
0.36
2.93
1.03
1.54
22.72

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08

0.50
0.77
2.93
1.03
1.54
25.55

0.2

0.0

0.2

9.5

0.1

13.1

24.0

1.5

27.0

0.4
0.2
44.2
4.3
6.1
33.5
88.7
145.1

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.0
2.5
4.5
6.2

0.4
0.4
49.1
4.3
15.4
50.6
120.2
186.1

1

Vegetation categories and numerical codes are from Holland 1986 and Oberbauer 2008
Wetland acreages are rounded to the nearest 0.01, while upland acreages are rounded to the nearest 0.1; thus, totals
reflect rounding
3
Although Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe are within the City of Oceanside, they are owned by the
County. As such, the acreages presented in this table for the County of San Diego include acreages for Guajome
County Park, Rancho Guajome Adobe and other unincorporated areas of the County within the BSA
4
Habitat Groups refer to MHCP habitat classification system
2

Source: HELIX 2009c
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Southern Riparian Forest
Southern riparian forests are composed of winter-deciduous trees that require water near the soil
surface. The stand of riparian forest near the intersection of Melrose Drive and North Santa Fe
Avenue would normally be considered too small a patch to be identified as forest, but was
mapped as such because it exists in the context of southern willow scrub, which forms a
continuous canopy over a large section of this drainage.
Species in this vegetation community include western sycamore (Platanus racemosa), red willow
(Salix laevigata), arroyo willow (Salix lasiolepis), and California blackberry (Rubus ursinus).
Approximately 6.98 acres of southern riparian forest occur within the BSA.
Southern Willow Scrub (including disturbed)
Southern willow scrub consists of dense, broad-leaved, winter-deciduous stands of trees
dominated by shrubby willows in association with mule fat (Baccharis salicifolia). This
vegetation community occurs on loose, sandy or fine gravelly alluvium deposited near stream
channels during flood flows (Holland 1986). Within the BSA, this vegetation community is
dominated by arroyo willow and red willow, with mule fat and yerba mansa (Anemopsis
californica) as non-dominant species. Southern willow scrub is the principal vegetation
community southeast of the intersection of Melrose Drive and North Santa Fe Avenue. This
vegetation community also occurs in a small patch near the extreme southern end of the BSA.
Approximately 11.80 acres of southern willow scrub (including disturbed) occur within the BSA.
Riparian Scrub
Riparian scrub is a generic term for several shrub-dominated communities that occur along
drainages and/or riparian corridors. This vegetation community occurs in the BSA as a shrubby
thicket of San Diego goldenbush (Isocoma menziesii) mixed with stinging nettle (Urtica dioica),
saltgrass (Distichlis spicata var. stricta), California rose (Rosa californica), coyote brush
(Baccharis pilularis), and mustard (Brassica sp.). Approximately 0.50 acre of riparian scrub
occurs within the BSA, specifically in small patches within Guajome County Park north of North
Santa Fe Avenue and Rancho Guajome Adobe south of North Santa Fe Avenue.
Mule Fat Scrub
Mule fat scrub is a riparian scrub community dominated by mule fat and interspersed with
shrubby willows (Salix sp.), typically occurring along intermittent stream channels with a fairly
coarse substrate and moderate depth to the water table. Similar to southern willow scrub, this
community is maintained by frequent flooding (Holland 1986). While mule fat is the dominant
species present in this community within the BSA, coyote brush occurs as a non-dominant
species. Approximately 0.77 acre of mule fat scrub occurs within the BSA, in six patches: three
patches by Upper Pond, two patches south of Guajome Lake Road and one near the south end of
the BSA, along the east side of Melrose Drive.
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Freshwater Marsh
Freshwater marsh is dominated by perennial emergent monocots up to 12 feet in height, often
forming completely closed canopies. This vegetation community usually occurs within
drainages and ponds lacking significant current that are permanently flooded by fresh water,
which permits accumulation of deep peaty soils. Approximately 2.93 acres of freshwater marsh
occur within the BSA, specifically within the southern willow scrub near the southeast corner of
the Melrose Drive/North Santa Fe Avenue intersection. Broad-leaved cattail (Typha latifolia) is
the dominant species present in this vegetation community within the BSA.
Cismontane Alkali Marsh
Cismontane alkali marsh is characterized by wet or inundated areas dominated by low growing
emergent species. Standing water or saturated soil is present during all or most of the year, with
high evaporation rates and low input of fresh water often resulting in high salinity (Holland
1986). The approximately 1.03 acres of cismontane alkali marsh that occur in various areas
throughout the BSA is composed chiefly of yerba mansa, saltgrass and western ragweed
(Ambrosia psilostachya).
Pond
An approximately 1.54-acre, man-made pond occurs in the western portion of the BSA. Called
Upper Pond, the pond is within Guajome County Park and is surrounded by freshwater marsh
and southern willow scrub.
Saltgrass Grassland
Saltgrass grassland is a native grassland community dominated by saltgrass. One small patch of
this community occurs within the BSA, located in the southeast corner of the Melrose
Drive/North Santa Fe Avenue intersection, adjacent to the southern edge of North Santa Fe
Avenue. The approximately 0.2-acre patch of saltgrass grassland is surrounded by southern
willow scrub. Saltgrass is the dominant species present, with non-dominants including western
ragweed, mustard and rancher's fiddleneck (Amsinckia intermedia).
Diegan Coastal Sage Scrub (including disturbed)
Coastal sage scrub is one of the two major shrub types that occur in southern California,
occupying xeric (dry) sites characterized by a variety of shallow soil types. Diegan coastal sage
scrub supports numerous Federal and State endangered, threatened and rare plants, as well as several
bird, reptile and insect species that are Federally listed, including the coastal California gnatcatcher,
or are candidates for Federal listing.
Approximately 13.1 acres of Diegan coastal sage scrub (including disturbed) occur in patches
throughout the BSA and include species such as California sagebrush (Artemisia californica),
lemonadeberry (Rhus integrifolia), black sage (Salvia mellifera), coyote brush, deerweed (Lotus
scoparius), California buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum), California encelia (Encelia californica)
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and San Diego goldenbush. Disturbed Diegan coastal sage scrub contains many of the same shrub
species as undisturbed Diegan coastal sage scrub, but is sparser and has a higher proportion of nonnative annual species.
Non-native Grassland (including disturbed)
Non-native grassland is a dense to sparse cover of annual grasses, often associated with native annual
forbs. Most of the annual introduced species that comprise non-native grassland originated from the
Mediterranean region, an area with a long history of agriculture and where the climate is similar
to that in California. These two factors have contributed to the successful invasion and
establishment of these species, and the replacement of once-prolific native grassland with
annual-dominated non-native grassland. Typical invasive species common within the non-native
grassland in the BSA include black mustard (Brassica nigra), foxtail chess (Bromus madritensis ssp.
rubens) and common ripgut grass (Bromus diandrus). Disturbed non-native grassland has sufficient
cover by grasses to be considered grassland, but has a higher proportion of non-native forbs.
Approximately 27.0 acres of non-native grassland (including disturbed) occur in multiple areas
throughout the BSA, primarily within Guajome County Park.
Non-native Vegetation
Non-native vegetation is the name ascribed to cultivated plants such as hottentot fig
(Carpobrotus edulis) and Peruvian pepper tree (Schinus molle) that have become naturalized in
native habitat areas or that are remnant of previous cultivated land uses. Approximately 0.4 acre
of this vegetation community exists in one area of the BSA, south of Guajome Lake Road.
Eucalyptus Woodland
Eucalyptus woodland is dominated by eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.), an introduced species. Most
groves are monotypic, with the most common species being either blue gum (E. globulus) or red
gum (E. camaldulensis). If sufficient moisture is available, this species becomes naturalized and is
able to reproduce and expand its range. The understory within well-established groves is usually
very sparse, offering limited wildlife habitat; however, these woodlands provide excellent nesting
sites for a variety of raptors, including red-shouldered hawks (Buteo lineatus), and a large variety
of warblers may be found feeding on the insects that are attracted to the eucalyptus flowers during
the winter migration.
This vegetation community occurs in two areas within the BSA, totaling approximately 0.4 acre.
The first area occurs along the southern edge of Guajome Lake Road and is surrounded by
non-native grassland, disturbed habitat and intensive agriculture; the other area occurs along Old
Colony Road and is surrounded by non-native grassland and disturbed habitat.
Intensive Agriculture
Dairies, nurseries and chicken ranches are specialized intensive agricultural uses where land is
used primarily for production of food and fiber. Landscape associated with such uses exhibit
distinctive geometric buildings and road patterns, often with traces produced by livestock or
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mechanized equipment. Associated features of intensive agricultural operations, such as manure
stockpile areas and degraded watering ponds, may also be evident. Intensive agriculture occupies
several large areas in the northern and middle portions of the BSA, in addition to a small area at
the southern end of the BSA. These areas, covering approximately 49.1 acres, primarily
represent equine boarding/riding and nursery activities.
Extensive Agriculture
Pasture vegetation is a mix of perennial grasses and legumes that normally provide 100 percent
canopy closure over extensive fields, often associated with other agricultural land uses. Height of
vegetation varies according to season and livestock stocking levels. The mix of grasses and
legumes varies according to management practices and geographic area, but often includes nonnative grasses and clovers (Trifolium spp.) ranging from a few inches to two or more feet on fertile
soils prior to grazing. This vegetation community is a highly managed system and does not
contain natural habitat, with grading, fertilizer application and irrigation having converted these
areas to a completely different community than was originally present. Extensive agriculture
occurs in five areas east of Glenview Lane in the BSA, totaling approximately 4.3 acres. Due to
heavy grazing, plants present could not be identified at the time general biological surveys were
conducted.
Disturbed Habitat
Disturbed habitat includes unvegetated or sparsely vegetated areas, particularly where the soil has
been heavily compacted by prior development, or where agricultural lands have been abandoned.
Disturbed habitat is generally dominated by non-native weedy species that adapt to frequent
disturbance, or consists of dirt trails and roads. Species present within this habitat, which occurs
over approximately 15.4 acres throughout the BSA, include mustard, bristly ox-tongue (Picris
echoides), castor bean (Ricinus communis), annual beard grass (Polypogon monspeliensis) and
hottentot fig.
Developed Land
Developed land is where permanent structures and/or pavement have been placed, preventing the
growth of vegetation, or where landscaping is clearly tended and maintained. Within the BSA,
approximately 50.6 acres of developed land occurs, consisting of single-family homes and the
surrounding property and landscaped areas. Plants in the developed areas typically consist of
non-native cultivars and include, but are not limited to, Bougainvillea species, Jacaranda species
and hottentot fig, along with numerous shrubs and flowers.
Plant Species
One hundred forty-one (141) plant species were observed within the BSA during the vegetation
mapping and rare plant surveys conducted by HELIX in 2007, 2008 and 2009. A complete list
of plant species observed, with common and scientific names, is provided in the BTR in
Appendix D.
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Animal Species
Eighty-one (81) animal species were observed/detected within the BSA during general biological
and focused species surveys conducted by HELIX in 2007 and 2008, including 14 butterfly, one
amphibian, three reptile, 57 bird, and six mammal species. A complete list of animal
observations, with common and scientific names, is provided in the BTR in Appendix D.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps), California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG)
Jurisdictional Features, and County Resource Protection Ordinance Wetlands
The jurisdictional delineation fieldwork for the Project was conducted within the BAPE only and
did not cover the entire BSA. It should be noted, however, that areas outside the BAPE, but
within the BSA, could be jurisdictional. All areas within the BAPE with depressions, drainage
channels or wetland vegetation were evaluated for the presence of Waters of the U.S. and other
jurisdictional wetlands. Each area was inspected according to the Corps wetland delineation
guidelines. Wetland boundaries of the Corps were determined using the three criteria for
wetland delineations (vegetation, hydrology and soils) as described within the Wetlands
Delineation Manual (Environmental Laboratory 1987). Sample plots are shown on Figures
4.4-3, 4.4-4, and 4.4-5.
The following five habitats that fall under Corps and/or CDFG jurisdiction or County Resource
Protection Ordinance (RPO) wetlands were identified within the BAPE during the delineation:
southern riparian forest, southern willow scrub (including disturbed), freshwater marsh,
cismontane alkali marsh and mule fat scrub. Waters of the U.S./streambed also were identified
within the BAPE; however, these areas are not shown as a separate habitat on the Project
vegetation map (Figure 4.4-3) because these areas were mapped as being part of the umbrella
vegetation community in which they occur. The Corps regulates jurisdictional Waters of the
U.S.; streambeds with associated vegetation are regulated by CDFG. The County does not
regulate Waters of the U.S. or streambeds. Waters of the U.S./streambed within the BAPE are
identified on the jurisdictional delineation maps for the Corps and CDFG (Figures 4.4-3 and
4.4-4), respectively.
Federal (Corps) Jurisdiction
Corps jurisdictional areas within the BAPE total 1.84 acres and include 1.80 acres of wetland
and 0.04 acre of non-wetland Waters of the U.S. (Figure 4.4-3; Table 4.4-2).
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Table 4.4-2
JURISDICTIONAL AREAS
WITHIN BIOLOGICAL AREA OF POTENTIAL EFFECT
Habitat
Wetlands
Southern riparian forest
Southern
willow
scrub
(including disturbed)
Freshwater marsh
Cismontane alkali marsh
Mule fat scrub
Subtotal
Non-wetlands
Drainage/Streambed
Subtotal
TOTAL

CORPS

Jurisdiction
CDFG
RPO Wetlands

0.75

0.75

0.75

1.00

2.28

2.02

0.02
0.03
0.00
1.80

0.02
0.03
0.26
3.34

0.02
0.03
0.03
2.85

0.04
0.04
1.84

0.03
0.03
3.37

--2.85

Source: HELIX 2009c

State (CDFG) Jurisdiction
Areas under CDFG jurisdiction occur primarily along Guajome Creek, but are also located along
smaller drainages east of Melrose Drive, south of Guajome Lake Road, and south of Spur
Avenue (Figure 4.4-4). CDFG jurisdictional areas comprise a total of 3.37 acres, including 3.34
acres of wetlands and 0.03 acres of streambed (Table 4.4-2).
County RPO Wetlands
County RPO wetlands occur only within areas under the County’s jurisdiction (Figure 4.4-5).
County RPO wetlands total 2.85 acres (Table 4.4-2).
Wildlife Corridors
Wildlife corridors represent areas where wildlife movement is concentrated due to natural
constraints, such as hillsides and tributary drainages, or man-made constraints. Wildlife
corridors can be local or regional in scale, and may function in different ways depending on
species and time of year. Local corridors provide access to resources such as food, water and
shelter, and animals can use these corridors to travel among different habitats (i.e., riparian and
upland habitats); different habitats are required by some animals for activities such as breeding
and burrowing. Regional corridors also provide these functions, in addition to linking two or
more large areas of open space, and providing avenues for wildlife dispersal, migration and
contact between otherwise distinct populations.
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The Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP identifies a regional corridor for coastal California
gnatcatcher movement between northern Carlsbad and Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton (in
the northwest corner of the County). Much of this corridor is part of the City’s Wildlife Corridor
Planning Zone; the Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP requires that properties within this zone be
planned to maintain and enhance wildlife habitat value and connectivity for wildlife movement.
The BSA does not fall within the boundaries of the Wildlife Corridor Planning Zone or the
regional corridor for coastal California gnatcatcher.
The Draft North County MSCP identifies Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe as
linkages and the BSA crosses these linkages. The Draft North County MSCP does not identify
any core area within the BSA. The County defines linkages as areas of habitat that provide
connectivity between core habitat patches as well as year-round foraging, reproduction and
dispersal habitat for resident plants and animals (County 1997). A corridor or linkage is also
defined as a landscape feature, usually relatively narrow, that allows animal movement between
two patches of habitat or between habitat and geographically discrete resources (CBI 2003). The
County further defines a corridor as a “narrow connection that allows for movement and
dispersal only” (County 1997).
Local wildlife corridors exist within the BSA along Spring Creek (adjacent to Spur Avenue) and
Guajome Creek (adjacent to North Santa Fe Avenue). The Spring Creek corridor joins with
Guajome County Park, just south of SR-76 (Mission Avenue). The Guajome Creek corridor
closely follows the boundaries of Guajome County Park and extends north to the San Luis Rey
River Valley. Five existing culverts (four feet high x six feet wide x approximately 33 feet in
length) located under the intersection of North Santa Fe Avenue and Melrose Drive are almost
completely filled with sediment, resulting in a constraint to local wildlife movement that requires
terrestrial species to cross the roadway, rather than through the culverts. A culvert openness ratio
is calculated as: (culvert height x culvert width)/culvert length. If the existing culverts were clear
of sediment, the openness ratio of each of the five existing culverts would be 0.72, compared to
the 0.75 openness ratio needed for deer movement. It is expected that only small and mediumsized animals would be able to utilize the existing sediment-free culverts for movement and large
animals would not be able to pass through. Due to the sediment, only small animals can pass
through the culverts currently.
Sensitive Resources
Sensitive resources are those defined as: (1) habitat areas or vegetation communities that are
unique, are of relatively limited distribution or are of particular value to wildlife; and (2) species
that have been given special recognition by Federal, State or local government agencies and
organizations due to limited, declining or threatened populations.
Sensitive Vegetation Communities
The following vegetation communities within the BSA are considered sensitive and/or are
regulated by the resource agencies, City and/or County: southern riparian forest, riparian scrub,
southern willow scrub (including disturbed), freshwater marsh, cismontane alkali marsh, mule fat
scrub, pond, saltgrass grassland, Diegan coastal sage scrub (including disturbed) and non-native
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grassland (including disturbed). A brief discussion as to why these types of communities are
considered sensitive follows.
Wetland and Riparian Communities
Wetland and riparian communities, such as southern riparian forest, riparian scrub, southern
willow scrub (including disturbed), freshwater marsh, cismontane alkali marsh, mule fat scrub,
and pond are considered sensitive for several reasons. Wildlife diversity is normally higher in
these zones than in surrounding areas. Wetland/riparian communities serve as movement
corridors, water sources and shelter/shaded areas, and the unique microclimate supports a variety
of wildlife at all taxonomic levels. Many bird, fish and amphibian species are completely
restricted to wetland and riparian habitats, and are dependent on them for breeding. In addition,
several insect and plant species are restricted to these communities. Amphibians, reptiles, birds
and mammals also move back and forth across riparian communities into adjacent upland or
wetland communities. Wetland/riparian systems are intimately linked with adjacent upland
areas; as such, many species that are restricted to wetland/riparian habitats for breeding use
surrounding upland areas for foraging. The noted wetland and riparian communities are
protected at local, State and Federal levels, as further discussed under the regulatory discussion
below.
Saltgrass Grassland, Diegan Coastal Sage Scrub (including disturbed) and Non-native
Grassland (including disturbed)
Like wetland and riparian communities, saltgrass grassland, Diegan coastal sage scrub and nonnative grassland are considered sensitive for several reasons. Although it has been greatly
reduced from its historical distribution, the Diegan association is the dominant coastal sage scrub
in coastal Southern California. Despite this dominance, Oberbauer (1979) and Oberbauer and
Vanderwier (1991) suggest that nearly 72 percent of San Diego County’s original sage scrub
habitat has been destroyed or modified, primarily due to urban expansion. Diegan coastal sage
scrub supports a diverse suite of sensitive animal and plant species, including several that are
listed by Federal or State agencies. Furthermore, preservation of Diegan coastal sage scrub is the
pilot project for the State of California’s NCCP program, and several animal species that occur in
Diegan coastal sage scrub have been identified as primary target species for protection under the
MHCP/Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP, discussed in greater detail below. Directly and indirectly,
saltgrass grassland and non-native grasslands are key to the conservation of a large number of
MHCP- and MSCP-covered species, including a variety of narrow endemic species.
Specifically, native (including saltgrass grassland) and non-native grasslands are important
because they provide foraging habitat for raptors. They may be succeeded naturally by coastal
sage scrub or other native habitats over time.
Sensitive Plant Species
No Federal- or State-listed threatened or endangered plant species were observed within the BSA
during surveys. Two plant species considered sensitive by the California Native Plant Society
(CNPS) were observed within the BSA during general biological and rare plant surveys and
include: southwestern spiny rush (Juncus acutus ssp. leopoldii; CNPS List 4.2; County Group D)
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and small-flowered morning-glory (Convolvulus simulans; CNPS List 4.2; County Group D).
These two sensitive species are not covered under the MHCP and Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP
and are not proposed to be covered under the North County MSCP. Figure 4.4-2 depicts the
observed locations of the two southwestern spiny rush individuals and the three small-flowered
morning glory individuals. Additional information on these species is provided in the BTR (see
Appendix D), as is a list of sensitive plant species with potential to occur within the BSA.
The Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP identifies major and critical plant populations within its
boundaries. Major populations are those considered sufficiently large to be self-sustaining with a
minimum of active or intensive management intervention. Critical populations are those
locations that must be substantially conserved for a species to be considered covered by the
MHCP or a subarea plan. The Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP does not identify any major or
critical plant populations within the BSA.
Sensitive Animal Species
Six animal species considered sensitive by the resource agencies, City and/or County were
observed or detected within the BSA during surveys and include the Federal- and State-listed
endangered least Bell’s vireo (also a Bird of Conservation Concern; Draft Oceanside Subarea
HCP Covered Species; Draft North County MSCP Covered Species; a County Rare, Narrow
Endemic Species; and a County Group 1 Species), the Federal-listed threatened coastal
California gnatcatcher (also a State Species of Special Concern [SSC]; Draft Oceanside Subarea
HCP Covered Species; Draft North County MSCP Covered Species; and a County Group 1
Species), yellow-breasted chat (Icteria virens; a SSC; Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP Covered
Species; Draft North County MSCP Covered Species; and County Group 1 Species), yellow
warbler (Dendroica petechia brewsteri; a SSC; and County Group 2 Species), red-shouldered
hawk (Buteo lineatus; a County Group 1 Species) and turkey vulture (Cathartes aura; a County
Group 1 Species). In addition, an active red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis) nest was observed
within the BSA (Figure 4.4-2). Figure 4.4-2 depicts the observed or detected locations of the
least Bell’s vireo, coastal California gnatcatcher, yellow-breasted chat, yellow warbler,
red-shouldered hawk and turkey vulture. Protocol surveys for southwestern willow flycatcher
were negative. Additional information on these species is provided in the BTR (Appendix D), as
is a list of sensitive animal species (including other raptors) with potential to occur within the
BSA.
The Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP identifies major animal populations and critical locations
within its boundaries. Major populations are defined for animals as those that support enough
breeding individuals to contribute reliably to the overall metapopulation stability of the species.
Critical locations are areas that must be substantially conserved for a species to be considered
adequately conserved. The Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP does not identify any major
populations or critical locations of sensitive animal species within the BSA.
Regional Context and Regulatory Issues/Permit Requirements
Biological resources within the BSA are subject to regulatory control by the Federal
Government, State of California and local governments, including the City of Oceanside, County
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of San Diego and City of Vista. The Federal Government administers non-marine plant and
wildlife related regulations through the USFWS, while Waters of the U.S. (wetlands and nonwetland waters) are administered by the Corps. California law regarding wetland, water-related
and wildlife issues is administered by the CDFG.
Federal Government
Administered by the USFWS, the Federal Endangered Species Act (ESA) provides the legal
framework for the listing and protection of species (and their habitats) that are identified as being
endangered or threatened with extinction. Actions that jeopardize endangered or threatened
species and the habitats upon which they rely (e.g., impacts) are considered take under the ESA.
Sections 7 and 4(d) of the Federal ESA regulate actions that could jeopardize endangered or
threatened species. Section 7, administered by the USFWS, describes a process of Federal
interagency consultation for use when Federal actions may adversely affect listed species. A
Section 7 Consultation (formal or informal) is required when there is a nexus between a listed
species’ use of the BSA and impacts to Corps jurisdictional areas. A biological assessment is
required for any major construction activity, if it may affect listed species. Take can be
authorized via a letter of Biological Opinion, issued by the USFWS, for non-marine related listed
species issues. Implementation of any of the three alternatives would result in impacts to Diegan
coastal sage scrub, coastal California gnatcatcher (a Federal-listed species) and least Bell’s vireo
(Federal- and State-listed species), and Corps jurisdictional areas. It is, therefore, anticipated that
impacts to Federal-listed species would be addressed through a Biological Opinion through the
Section 7 consultation process between the Corps and USFWS.
A special rule under Section 4(d) of the ESA was finalized which authorizes take of certain
protected species under approved NCCPs, which are administered by the states. If the
Corps does not include impacts to Diegan coastal sage scrub (habitat for the listed coastal
California gnatcatcher) in the Section 7 consultation, the Project would be required to comply
with ESA requirements in an additional way, such as through a Habitat Loss Permit (HLP;
described below) in conformance with Section 4(d) of the ESA. Each enrolled jurisdiction (City
and County) is allowed a loss of up to 5 percent of its coastal sage scrub habitat if it is actively
developing a NCCP. Local jurisdictions may authorize such losses, subject to concurrence by
the USFWS and CDFG.
Identified by the USFWS, critical habitat is defined as areas of land that are considered necessary
for endangered or threatened species to recover, with the ultimate goal being to restore healthy
populations of listed species within their native habitat, so they can be removed from the list of
threatened or endangered species. No critical habitat occurs within or adjacent to the BSA.
All migratory bird species that are native to the U.S. or its territories are protected under the
Federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), as amended under the Migratory Bird Treaty
Reform Act of 2004 (FR Doc. 05-5127). The MBTA is generally protective of migratory birds,
but does not actually stipulate the type of protection required. In common practice, the MBTA is
now used to place restrictions on disturbance of active bird nests during the nesting season (generally
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February 1 to July 30). In addition, the USFWS commonly places restrictions on disturbances
allowed near active raptor nests.
Federal wetland regulation (non-marine) is guided by the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 and
the CWA. The Rivers and Harbors Act deals primarily with discharges into navigable waters,
while the purpose of the CWA is to restore and maintain the chemical, physical and biological
integrity of all Waters of the U.S. Permitting for projects filling Waters of the U.S. (including
wetlands) is overseen by the Corps under Section 404 of the CWA. Projects could be permitted
on an individual basis following a substantive individual assessment or, if it meets appropriate
conditions, a project could be covered under one of several pre-approved nationwide permits. A
Section 404 Permit would be required for the Project if impacts occur to Corps jurisdictional
areas.
State of California
California Endangered Species Act
The California ESA is similar to the Federal ESA in that it contains a process for listing of
species and regulating potential impacts to listed species. Section 2081 of the California ESA
authorizes CDFG to enter into a memorandum of agreement for take of listed species for
scientific, educational or management purposes. In addition to the Section 7 Consultation
covering the Federal listings, the least Bell’s vireo is a State-listed endangered species and
impacts to the species would require conformance to the California ESA.
Native Plant Protection Act (NPPA)
The NPPA enacted a process by which plants are listed as rare or endangered, and the collection,
transport and commerce in listed plants is regulated. The California ESA followed the NPPA
and covers both plants and animals that are determined to be endangered or threatened with
extinction. Plants listed as rare under NPPA were also designated rare under the California ESA.
California Fish and Game Code
Sections 1600 through 1603 of the California Fish and Game Code require issuance of a CDFG
Streambed Alteration Agreement for projects affecting riparian and wetland habitats. A 1602
Streambed Alteration Agreement would be required for the Project if impacts occur to CDFG
jurisdictional areas.
401 Certification
Any project that requires a CWA Section 404 Permit within the State of California also requires
a CWA Section 401 Water Quality Certification from the RWQCB to ensure the protection of
the State’s interests as regards any Federally permitted activity occurring in or adjacent to
California waters.
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Natural Community Conservation Planning Program
The NCCP Act of 1991 (Section 2835) allows CDFG to authorize take of species covered by plans
in agreement with NCCP guidelines. An NCCP initiated by the State of California under Section
4(d) of the Federal ESA focuses on conserving coastal sage scrub to avoid the need for future
Federal and State listing of coastal sage scrub-dependent species. The program is designed to
address a habitat type of several species, rather than focusing on one species at a time, and
focuses on avoiding future conflicts over development by conserving identified lands as
protected habitat and allowing development to occur in neighboring areas. The coastal California
gnatcatcher is presently listed as threatened under the Federal ESA, while several additional
species inhabiting coastal sage scrub are candidates for Federal and/or State listing. The Draft
Oceanside Subarea HCP and Draft North County MSCP, described above and further discussed
below, are intended to be completed subarea plans under the NCCP and HCP processes.
City of Oceanside
MHCP Subregional Plan
A State-signed NCCP agreement with SANDAG, the City of San Diego and County of San
Diego was established when the MHCP Subregional Plan was adopted and certified by
SANDAG Board of Directors on March 28, 2003. Through this agreement, the programs
sponsored by these agencies are recognized as ongoing multi-species plans under the NCCP
guidelines. In northern San Diego County, seven incorporated cities (including Oceanside)
working through SANDAG, make up the MHCP planning area which is a subregion of the
NCCP. Each of the seven jurisdictions within the MHCP planning area, including the City of
Oceanside, is required to implement their respective portion of the MHCP via citywide subarea
plans including the City of Oceanside.
Oceanside Subarea HCP
Pursuant to the requirements of the NCCP Act and the approved MHCP Subregional Plan, the
City of Oceanside approved and adopted thehas prepared the Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP
(2009) in January 2010. The Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP addresses the City’s plans for
conservation of natural biotic communities and sensitive plant and wildlife species, and
represents the City’s contribution to the MHCP and to regional NCCP conservation goals. The
Oceanside Subarea HCP has not yet been adopted by the City. It should be noted that this
document uses the Draft Oceanside Subarea Plan as a guideline. If the Draft Oceanside Subarea
Plan is not approved prior to Project approval, a Section 7 Consultation would be required from
the USFWS for impacts to federal listed species, HLP concurrence would be required from
CDFG for impacts to state listed species, and allocation of a portion of the County’s 5 percent
take allowance of Diegan coastal sage scrub would be required from the County.
Approval and adoption of the Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP by the City is intended to result in
issuance of Federal and State permits (granted by USFWS and CDFG) for the take of certain
listed rare, threatened or endangered species, as well as the preservation and/or restoration of
habitat in some areas of the City. The City, in turn, may then authorize the taking of natural
habitats or associated species by public or private projects within its jurisdiction, as long as those
biological resources are adequately conserved by, and the project impacts are consistent with and
covered by, the provisions of the Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP. Adequate mitigation must also
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occur in the form of preservation or restoration/creation of biological resources within designated
habitat preserve areas.
As stated above, each enrolled jurisdiction is allowed a loss of up to five percent of its coastal
sage scrub habitat if it is actively developing a NCCP. The City has reached the five percent
limit of allowable take of coastal sage scrub. As such, the City would need to apply to the
County (under County Board of Supervisors Policy I-122) for allocation of portions of the
County’s five percent take allowance of Diegan coastal sage scrub for impacts Diegan coastal
sage scrub if the Draft Oceanside Subarea Plan is not approved prior to Project approval. If the
Draft Oceanside Subarea Plan is approved prior to Project approval then impacts to Diegan
coastal sage scrub within the City would be covered by the approved Oceanside Subarea Plan.
The Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP designates preserve planning areas including, but not limited
to, the Wildlife Corridor Planning Zone and PAMAs. The Wildlife Corridor Planning Zone,
generally within the western portion of the City, encompasses those habitat parcels that
potentially contribute to the north-south regional coastal California gnatcatcher stepping-stone
corridor. PAMAs are land areas outside of the Wildlife Corridor Planning Zone that have
significant resource values and qualify for on-site mitigation credit (City of Oceanside
20102009). As previously stated, the BSA does not fall within the Wildlife Corridor Planning
Zone or the regional corridor for the coastal California gnatcatcher. The BSA does not fall
within the City of Oceanside PAMA, either; however, Guajome County Park and Rancho
Guajome Adobe are identified as a PAMA in the Draft North County MSCP (County 2009a).
As such, there are no constrained areas (i.e., areas where California gnatcatcher movement might
be inhibited by existing development or lack of scrub habitat) along gnatcatcher corridors or
priority areas for restoration identified within the BSA.
Issues discussed in the Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP that pertain to the Project are discussed
below; however, the Narrow Endemic Species standards of the Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP
are not covered because the results of the rare plant survey did not indicate the presence of City
narrow endemic plant species within the BSA.
Biological Preserve Criteria
The Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP requires conservation of at least 2,393acres of existing native
habitats as biological preserve in the City. The composition of the open space preserve system
must meet the minimum acreage criteria set forth in Table 4-1 of the Draft Oceanside Subarea
HCP. The configuration of the preserve system must also be consistent with all of the subarea
objectives.
Wetlands Mitigation Standards
The Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP addresses avoidance, minimization and mitigation measures
for wetland habitats subject to development impacts. Development projects that affect wetland
vegetation communities will be required to comply with these terms, which meet Federal and
MHCP policies of no net loss of wetland functions and values. Compliance with the terms of the
Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP would constitute the full extent of mitigation measures for the
take of wetland dependent covered species required or recommended by the USFWS and CDFG.
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The following standards and policies apply to all wetland vegetation communities within the
City:
No Net Loss Policy. For all vegetation communities listed by the MHCP as wetland vegetation
communities (see Table 5-2, Habitat Group A, in the Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP), the City
shall require, in priority order, maximum avoidance of project impacts, minimization of impacts,
and mitigation of impacts. Mitigation of unavoidable impacts shall be designed to achieve no net
loss of both wetland vegetation acreage and biological value within the City. This is consistent
with existing wetland policies of the CDFG.
Findings for Unavoidable Impacts. Any project that proposes to directly or indirectly impact
wetlands or wetland vegetation communities within Oceanside will fully disclose and analyze
such impacts in a CEQA document (such as this EIR) or in findings document prepared under a
City implementing ordinance that addresses consistency with the Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP
and MHCP. The EIR or findings document must fully analyze and factually substantiate that
impacts to wetlands were avoided and minimized, to the maximum extent possible, while
maintaining some economic or productive use of the property. Feasible alternatives to avoid the
impacts shall be described and analyzed, and reasons that these alternatives were not pursued
shall be fully described and factually substantiated.
If impacts cannot be avoided, all feasible means of minimizing encroachment into wetlands shall
be fully addressed. Road or utility projects that must cross a wetland and that are to be permitted
under the Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP will be required to demonstrate that the crossing will
occur at the least overall biologically sensitive location and that all feasible minimization
measures have been employed. In making this determination, alignment planning must consider
whether avoidance of wetland impacts would result in more significant upland impacts. The
alternative that has the fewest overall biological impacts is defined as that which has the least
impact on sensitive biological resources and preserve configuration, considering both wetland
and upland impacts together.
Mitigation for Unavoidable Impacts. To achieve the no net loss standard, mitigation for
unavoidable impacts (e.g., wetland habitat creation) should preferably occur within the BSA or
within the affected drainage and/or watershed. Off-site mitigation may occur as long as the
mitigation site contributes to the Oceanside preserve design and has biological function and
value (e.g., by adjacency to other preserve areas). All wetland mitigation sites shall be
designated as preserve lands and managed for biological values.
Conservation and Buffer Requirements along Tributaries and Creeks
Wherever development or other discretionary actions are proposed in or adjacent to riparian
habitats (not including the San Luis Rey River), the riparian area and other wetlands or
associated natural habitats shall be designated as biological open space and incorporated into the
preserve. In addition, a minimum 50-foot biological buffer plus a minimum 50-foot planning
buffer (total width of both equals 100 feet) shall be established for upland habitats, beginning at
the outer edge of riparian vegetation. The planning buffer serves as an area of transition between
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the biological buffer and specified land uses on adjoining uplands. Footpaths, bikeways and
passive recreational uses may be incorporated into planning buffers, but buildings, roads or other
intensive uses are prohibited. The following uses are prohibited in the 50-foot biological buffer:
(1) new development, (2) foot paths, bikeways, and passive recreational uses not already
planned, and (3) fuel modification activities for new development. In the event that natural
habitats do not currently (at the time of proposed action) cover the 50-foot buffer area, native
habitats appropriate to the location and soils shall be restored as a condition of project approval.
In most cases, coastal sage scrub vegetation shall be the preferred habitat to restore within the
biological buffer.
Wildlife Road Crossing Standards
Many of the many covered animal species are adversely affected by roads. A major goal of
NCCP planning is to improve habitat connectivity and reduce threats to species persistence.
Consequently, new roads or improvements to existing roads must include wildlife crossing
improvements to accommodate safe animal movement between occupied habitats on either side
of the road. Any new road should be located in the least environmentally damaging location.
Any project involving new road construction, or upgrades, realignments or improvements to
existing roads, that are adjacent to or within the existing or proposed preserve areas, must fully
disclose and analyze in a CEQA document (such as this EIR), or in findings prepared under a
City implementing ordinance, the current effects of the road(s) on habitat fragmentation, roadkill
or movements of covered species in the vicinity of the project. Any roads that currently
represent threats or impediments to covered species, or any newly proposed roads that could
present threats or impediments if constructed, shall be required to incorporate wildlife
road-crossing improvements. Such improvements shall be designed for species of concern in the
area, and may include bridges, vegetated over-crossings, enlarged culverts, or other structures
shown to be effective for wildlife movement, along with appropriate fencing to keep animals off
of roads (and funnel them to safe crossing points). Placement and design of such road crossings,
fences, and associated improvements (e.g., vegetation restoration) will be based on site-specific
wildlife movement surveys and biological criteria included as part of the CEQA process or other
appropriate implementing ordinances.
Off-site Mitigation Zone II
Offsite Mitigation Zone II consists of the portions of the City not included in the Wildlife
Corridor Planning Zone, Pre-Approved Mitigation Areas, Agriculture Exclusion Zone or Off-site
Mitigation Zone I. Impacts to biological resources within this zone must be mitigated within the
Wildlife Corridor Planning Zone or Pre-approved Mitigation Area. On-site mitigation credit is
generally not allowed within this zone, with the following exceptions:
Pre-approved Mitigation Areas. Lands designated as PAMAs that lie within Off-site Mitigation
Zone II may receive on-site mitigation credit.
Narrow Endemic Species. On-site mitigation credit may be allowed if the on site mitigation will
conserve a significant population of a narrow endemic species.
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Wildlife Agency Approved Site. Lands that contain critical wetlands, gnatcatcher habitat, or
habitat for other covered species, may receive onsite mitigation credit provided that written
approval from the resource agencies is obtained.
County of San Diego
Portions of the BSA are located within the North County MSCP planning area including Guajome
County Park, Rancho Guajome Adobe, and other unincorporated lands. The Draft North County
MSCP Subarea Plan has been circulated for public review, but it has not yet been approved. As
noted above, Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe are owned and operated by the
County even though these parks are located within the City of Oceanside and/or the City of
Vista. Regulations that pertain to the proposed Project within the County are discussed below.
North County Multiple Species Conservation Program
Landowners who negotiate hard-line preserve areas with the USFWS, CDFG and County prior to
the adoption of the North County MSCP are given certain development guarantees. A successful
negotiation would result in agreement as to which areas are to be preserved in perpetuity and
which areas can be developed. While proposed projects still have to go through a CEQA process
and must conform to all other federal, state and local requirements and permitting, the agreement
resolves the sensitive upland habitat and species issues with minimal further review. Guajome
County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe are within the proposed PAMA of the Draft North County
MSCP. It should be noted that this document uses the Draft North County MSCP as a guideline.
If the Draft North County MSCP is not approved prior to Project approval, a Section 7
Consultation would be required from the USFWS for impacts to federal listed species, HLP
concurrence would be required from CDFG for impacts to state listed species, and allocation of a
portion of the County’s 5 percent take allowance of Diegan coastal sage scrub would be required.
Habitat Loss Permit
As previously stated, the BSA lies outside the boundaries of the County’s approved MSCP, but a
portion of it is within the boundary of the Draft North County MSCP. As such, implementation
of any of the alternatives that would impact Diegan coastal sage scrub within the County, would
require a HLP with concurrence from the County USFWS and CDFG. pursuant to the 4(d) rule
of federal ESA for potential take of the coastal California gnatcatcher. A HLP is a process that
enables the County to issue "take" permits for the Federal-listed coastal California gnatcatcher, as
allowed through Section 4(d) of the ESA (discussed above). An HLP is required for parcels located
outside of the MSCP which contain coastal sage scrub. Any HLP process and approval should
occur concurrently with approval of any permits or authorizations. If the Draft North County
MSCP is approved prior to Project approval then impacts to Diegan coastal sage scrub within the
County would be covered by the approved North County MSCP, and an HLP would not be
required.
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Resource Protection Ordinance
The County regulates natural resources (among other resources) via the RPO, the regulations of
which cover wetlands, sensitive plants and animals, sensitive habitats, and habitats containing
sensitive animals or plants as sensitive biological resources. It is the intent of the RPO to
increase the preservation and protection of the County’s unique topography, natural beauty,
biological diversity, and natural and cultural resources. Areas within the BSA were considered
County RPO wetlands if they met one of the three following attributes pursuant to the RPO: (1)
at least periodically, the land supports a predominance of hydrophytes (plants whose habitat is
water or very wet places); (2) the substratum is predominantly undrained hydric soil; or (3) an
ephemeral or perennial stream is present, whose substratum is predominately non-soil and such
lands contribute substantially to the biological functions or values of wetlands in the drainage
system. Sensitive habitat lands are identified by the RPO as lands that “support unique
vegetation communities, or habitats of rare or endangered species or sub-species of animals or
plants as defined by Section 15380 of the CEQA Guidelines.”
The proposed Project is a permitted use within RPO wetlands and wetland buffers pursuant to
Section 86.604(5) of the RPO. The Project includes 50-foot wetland buffers where appropriate;
however, the majority of the RPO wetlands occur adjacent to Melrose Drive and North Santa Fe
Road and therefore, the wetland buffers overlap with the roadways.
No Net Loss Policy. For all County RPO wetlands, the County requires that mitigation of
unavoidable impacts shall be designed to achieve no net loss. This is consistent with existing
wetland policies of the CDFG.
Biological Mitigation Ordinance
The BMO is the mechanism by which the County implements the County’s approved MSCP
Subarea Plan at the project level to attain the goals set forth in the County MSCP Subarea Plan.
Although the Draft North County MSCP is not yet approved, it is assumed that the BMO would
be used to implement the Draft North County MSCP upon approval. It should be noted that
projects receiving take authorization prior to the adoption of the Draft North County MSCP will
not be required to comply with the BMO.
The BMO contains design criteria and mitigation standards, which when applied to projects
requiring discretionary permits, protect habitats and species and ensure that a project does not
preclude the viability of the MSCP Preserve System. In this way, the BMO promotes the
preservation of lands that contribute to contiguous habitat core areas or linkages.
As such, under the BMO, habitat is considered a Biological Resource Core Area (BRCA) if it
meets one of the following criteria:




It is considered a PAMA on the wildlife agencies’ PAMA map;
It contains biological resources that support or contribute to the long-term survival of
sensitive species and is adjacent to the PAMA;
It is part of a regional linkage/corridor;
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It is mapped as Very High or High on the Habitat Evaluation Map and links significant
patches of habitat;
It is part of a patch of habitat greater than 500 acres in area that contributes to the
conservation of sensitive species; or
It supports a high number of sensitive species and is contiguous to undisturbed habitats.

As stated above, BSA lands within Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe are
designated as PAMAs within the Draft North County MSCP. The portion of the BSA that is
within Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe meet the requirements of a BRCA.
Therefore, the BSA within Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe are subject to the
BMO’s avoidance and mitigation requirements. County guidelines direct that projects should
incorporate avoidance of impacts to 80 percent of local populations of County Group A and B
sensitive plants. It should be noted that no County Group A or B plant species were observed
during surveys within the BSA.
City of Vista
The City of Vista is included in the MHCP Subregional Plan (AMEC and CBI 2003), but has not
prepared a draft MHCP Subarea Plan. Any impacts to sensitive resources within the City of
Vista are subject to the thresholds of significance under CEQA (see below).
4.4.2

Thresholds of Significance

A significant biological resources impact would occur if the Project would result in any of the
following:
1. A substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on any plant
or animal species identified as a candidate, sensitive or special status species in regional
or local plans, policies or regulations, or protected by the USFWS or CDFG;
2. A substantial adverse effect on riparian habitat or any other sensitive natural community
identified in local or regional plans, policies or regulations, or protected by the USFWS
or CDFG;
3. A substantial adverse effect on Federally protected wetlands, as defined by Section 404
of the CWA, (including but not limited to marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct
removal, filling, hydrologic interruption, or other means;
4. A substantial interference with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or
wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors or
impedance of the use of native wildlife nursery sites;
5. A conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as a
tree preservation policy or ordinance; or
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6. A conflict with provisions of an adopted HCP, NCCP or other approved State, regional or
local HCP.
The identified significance thresholds are based on applicable Federal, State and local
regulations, including criteria provided in Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines (Environmental
Checklist Form), the County Guidelines for Determining Significance for Biological Resources
(County 2008b) and the Project BTR.
4.4.3

Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to Significance

The following analysis evaluates direct and indirect impacts for each of the three alternative
alignments.
Direct Impacts
Direct impacts are immediate impacts resulting from the permanent removal of habitat. The
Project’s direct impacts were quantified for each alternative alignment by overlaying the limits of
grading, proposed BMPs (e.g., bioretention areas and swales), and proposed trails on the biological
resources map of the BSA (Figures 4.4-6a through 4.4-6c).
Vegetation Communities
Table 4.4-3 depicts the total direct impacts to each vegetation community for all three alternative
alignments, regardless of municipality. Table 4.4-4 depicts the direct impacts to vegetation
communities for each alignment by municipality (City of Oceanside, County and City of Vista). It
should be noted that impacts to areas within the unincorporated portion of the County, Guajome
County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe are combined and fall under the County portion of Table
4.4-4. Table 4.4-5 further depicts direct impacts within County lands for each alternative, with
impacts broken down according to location (i.e., within Guajome County Park and Rancho
Guajome Adobe or the remaining unincorporated County).
It should be noted that the noise walls outside the BSA would occur entirely within existing
development; therefore, biological resources were not mapped.
Avoidance of wetland habitat is not practicable given the constraints of roadway widening (along
existing Melrose Drive south of North Santa Fe Avenue) and roadway extension (proposed
Melrose Drive between North Santa Fe Avenue and Spur Avenue). Minimization of wetland
habitats occur through the various alternatives. For example, Alternatives B and C impact
slightly less southern riparian forest than Alternative A while Alternatives A and C impact
slightly less southern willow scrub than Alternative B (Table 4.4-3).
Impacts to sensitive vegetation communities are considered significant while impacts to nonsensitive vegetation communities are not considered significant.
Alternative A
Implementation of Alternative A would result in direct impacts to a total of 7.0 acres of sensitive
vegetation communities, including 0.56 acre of southern riparian forest, 1.85 acres of southern
willow scrub (including disturbed), 0.02 acre of freshwater marsh, 0.03 acre of cismontane alkali
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marsh, 0.24 acre of mule fat scrub, 0.2 acre of saltgrass grassland, 1.2 acres of Diegan coastal
sage scrub (including disturbed) and 2.9 acres of non-native grassland (including disturbed)
(Figure 4.4-6a; Table 4.4-3). Impacts to non-sensitive communities would total 23.3 acres and
include direct impacts to 7.9 acres of intensive agriculture, 3.5 acres of disturbed habitat and 11.9
acres of developed land.
Alternative B
Implementation of Alternative B would result in direct impacts to a total of 6.1 acres of sensitive
vegetation communities, including 0.86 acre of southern riparian forest, 1.70 acres of southern
willow scrub (including disturbed), 0.02 acre of freshwater marsh, 0.03 acre of cismontane alkali
marsh, 0.23 acre of mule fat scrub, 0.2 acre of saltgrass grassland, 1.1 acres of Diegan coastal
sage scrub (including disturbed) and 2.0 acres of non-native grassland (including disturbed)
(Figure 4.4-6b; Table 4.4-3). Impacts to non-sensitive communities would total 28.2 acres, and
include direct impacts to 0.2 acre of extensive agriculture, 8.0 acres of intensive agriculture, 4.4
acres of disturbed habitat and 15.6 acres of developed land.
Alternative C
Implementation of Alternative C would result in direct impacts to a total of 9.9 acres of sensitive
vegetation communities, including 0.98 acre of southern riparian forest, 2.11 acres of southern
willow scrub (including disturbed), 0.02 acre of freshwater marsh, 0.02 acre of cismontane alkali
marsh, 0.25 acre of mule fat scrub, 0.2 acre of saltgrass grassland, 1.0 acre of Diegan coastal
sage scrub (including disturbed) and 5.3 acres of non-native grassland (including disturbed)
(Figure 4.4-6c; Table 4.4-3). Impacts to non-sensitive communities would total 20.2 acres, and
include direct impacts to 0.1 acre of eucalyptus woodland, 8.1 acres of intensive agriculture, 3.5
acres of disturbed habitat and 8.5 acres of developed land.
Table 4.4-3
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS TO VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
WITHIN THE BIOLOGICAL STUDY AREA
Vegetation Community2

Southern riparian forest (61300)
Southern willow scrub (including
disturbed; 63320)
Freshwater marsh (52400)
Cismontane alkali marsh (52310)
Mule fat scrub (63310)
Riparian scrub (63300)
Pond (13100)
Saltgrass grassland (42130)
Diegan coastal sage scrub
(including disturbed; 32500)
Melrose Drive Extension Project
Final EIR

Existing
in BSA
Habitat Group A3
6.98
11.80
2.93
1.03
0.77
0.50
1.54
Habitat Group B
0.2
Habitat Group C
13.1
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Acres of Impact1
Alternative
A
B

C

0.56

0.86

0.98

1.85

1.70

2.11

0.02
0.03
0.24
0.00
0.00

0.02
0.03
0.23
0.00
0.00

0.02
0.02
0.25
0.00
0.00

0.2

0.2

0.2

1.2

1.1

1.0
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Table 4.4-3 (cont.)
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS TO VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
WITHIN THE BIOLOGICAL STUDY AREA
2

Vegetation Community

Non-native grassland
(including disturbed; 42200)
Non-native vegetation (11000)
Eucalyptus woodland (11100)
Agriculture - Intensive (18200)
Agriculture - Extensive (18300)
Disturbed habitat (11300)
Developed (12000)
TOTAL

Existing
in BSA
Habitat Group E
27.0

Acres of Impact1
Alternative
A
B

C

2.9

2.0

5.3

Habitat Group F
0.4
0.0
0.4
0.0
49.1
7.9
4.3
0.0
15.4
3.5
50.6
11.9
186.1
30.3

0.0
0.0
8.0
0.2
4.4
15.6
34.3

0.0
0.1
8.1
0.0
3.5
8.5
30.1

1

Wetland acreages are rounded to the nearest 0.01, while upland acreages are rounded to the nearest 0.1; thus, totals reflect
rounding
2
Vegetation categories and numerical codes are from Holland 1986 and Oberbauer 2008
3
Habitat Groups refer to the MHCP habitat classification system
Source: HELIX 2009c

Table 4.4-4
IMPACTS TO VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
WITHIN THE BIOLOGICAL STUDY AREA BY MUNICIPALITY
Vegetation Community2

Existing
(by Municipality)

Acres of Impact1
Alternative
A
B

C

CITY OF OCEANSIDE2
Southern riparian forest (61300)
Southern willow scrub (including
disturbed; 63320)
Mule fat scrub (63310)
Diegan coastal sage scrub (including
disturbed; 32500)

Habitat Group A3
1.91
0.43
0.41
Habitat Group C
3.5

0.28
0.11

0.27
0.13

0.27
0.11

0.22

0.22

0.22

0.6

0.7

0.6

0.3

0.3

0.3

Habitat Group E
Non-native grassland (including
disturbed; 42200)
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Table 4.4-4 (cont.)
IMPACTS TO VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
WITHIN THE BIOLOGICAL STUDY AREA BY MUNICIPALITY
Vegetation Community2

Eucalyptus woodland (11100)
Agriculture - Intensive (18200)
Disturbed habitat (11300)
Developed (12000)
TOTAL
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO4
Southern riparian forest (61300)
Riparian scrub (63300)
Southern willow scrub (including
disturbed; 63320)
Freshwater marsh (52400)
Cismontane alkali marsh (52310)
Mule fat scrub (63310)
Pond (13100)
Saltgrass grassland (42130)
Diegan coastal sage scrub (including
disturbed; 32500)
Non-native grassland (including
disturbed; 42200)
Non-native vegetation (11000)
Eucalyptus woodland (11100)
Agriculture - Intensive (18200)
Agriculture – Extensive (18300)
Disturbed habitat (11300)
Developed (12000)
TOTAL
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Existing
(by Municipality)
Habitat Group F
0.2
4.9
7.3
14.6
34.8

Acres of Impact1
Alternative
A
B
0.0
1.1
2.1
5.7
10.4

0.0
1.1
3.0
5.8
11.5

C
0.0
1.2
2.2
5.6
10.5

5.02
0.50

0.28
0.00

0.59
0.00

0.71
0.00

11.34

1.73

1.57

2.01

2.93
1.03
0.36
1.54
0.2

0.02
0.03
0.02
0.00
0.2

0.02
0.03
0.01
0.00
0.2

0.02
0.02
0.03
0.00
0.2

9.5

0.5

0.4

0.3

24.0

2.5

1.6

4.9

0.4
0.2
44.2
4.3
6.1
33.5
145.1

0.0
0.0
6.7
0.0
1.3
5.6
18.9

0.0
0.0
6.8
0.2
1.3
9.0
21.8

0.0
0.1
6.9
0.0
1.2
2.1
18.5
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Table 4.4-4 (cont.)
IMPACTS TO VEGETATION COMMUNITIES
WITHIN THE BIOLOGICAL STUDY AREA BY MUNICIPALITY
Vegetation Community2
CITY OF VISTA
Southern riparian forest (61300)
Southern willow scrub (including
disturbed; 63320)
Diegan coastal sage scrub (including
disturbed; 32500)
Non-native grassland (including
disturbed; 42200)
Disturbed habitat (11300)
Developed (12000)
TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL

Existing
(by Municipality)

Acres of Impact1
Alternative
A
B

C

0.05

<0.01

0.00

0.00

0.03

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.5

0.1

0.1

0.1

2.0
2.5
6.2
186.1

0.1
0.8
1.0
30.3

0.1
0.8
1.0
34.3

0.1
0.9
1.1
30.1

1

Wetland acreages are rounded to the nearest 0.01, while upland acreages are rounded to the nearest 0.1; thus, totals reflect
rounding
2
Vegetation categories and numerical codes are from Holland 1986 and Oberbauer 2008
3
Habitat Groups refer to MHCP habitat classification system
4
Existing and impacted habitat acreages for the County of San Diego include acreages for Guajome County Park and Rancho
Guajome Adobe
Source: HELIX 2009c

Table 4.4-5
IMPACTS TO VEGETATION COMMUNITIES WITHIN
GUAJOME COUNTY PARK AND RANCHO GUAJOME ADOBE (PARK) AND
REMAINING UNINCORPORATED COUNTY AREAS
WITHIN THE BIOLOGICAL STUDY AREA
Acres of Impact
Vegetation
Community2
Southern riparian
forest (61300)
Riparian scrub
(63300)
Southern willow
scrub (including
disturbed; 63320)
Freshwater marsh
(52400)

Existing

Alternative A
Within
Outside
Park
Park

Alternative B
Within
Outside
Park
Park

Alternative C
Within
Outside
Park
Park

5.02

0.25

0.03

0.56

0.03

0.68

0.03

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

11.34

1.69

0.04

1.53

0.04

1.97

0.04

2.93

0.02

0.00

0.02

0.00

0.02

0.00
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Table 4.4-5 (cont.)
IMPACTS TO VEGETATION COMMUNITIES WITHIN
GUAJOME COUNTY PARK AND RANCHO GUAJOME ADOBE (PARK) AND
REMAINING UNINCORPORATED COUNTY AREAS
WITHIN THE BIOLOGICAL STUDY AREA
Acres of Impact
Vegetation
Community2
Cismontane alkali
marsh (52310)
Mule fat scrub
(63310)
Pond (13100)
Saltgrass grassland
(42130)
Diegan coastal sage
scrub (including
disturbed; 32500)
Non-native grassland
(including disturbed;
42200)
Non-native
vegetation (11000)
Eucalyptus
woodland (11100)
Agriculture Intensive (18200)
Agriculture –
Extensive (18300)
Disturbed habitat
(11300)
Developed (12000)
TOTAL

Existing

Alternative A
Within
Outside
Park
Park

Alternative B
Within
Outside
Park
Park

Alternative C
Within
Outside
Park
Park

1.03

0.03

0.00

0.03

0.00

0.02

0.00

0.36

0.02

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.03

0.00

1.54

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.2

0.2

0.0

0.2

0.0

0.2

0.0

9.5

0.2

0.3

0.1

0.3

0.2

0.1

24.0

2.3

0.2

1.4

0.2

4.9

0.0

0.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.0

44.2

0.0

6.7

0.0

6.8

0.0

6.9

4.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.0

0.0

6.1

0.3

1.0

0.2

1.1

0.5

0.7

33.5
145.1

0.5
5.5

5.1
13.4

0.3
4.4

8.7
17.4

0.4
9.0

1.7
9.5

1

Wetland acreages are rounded to the nearest 0.01, while upland acreages are rounded to the nearest 0.1; thus, totals
reflect rounding
2
Vegetation categories and numerical codes are from Holland 1986 and Oberbauer 2008
Source: HELIX 2009c

Biological and Planning Buffers
Implementation of any of the three alternatives would directly impact biological/planning buffers
within the City of Oceanside (Table 4.4-6). Alternatives A, B and C would impact
approximately 3.2, 3.5, and 3.3 acres, respectively, of City biological and planning buffers;
however, the majority of these impacts consist of non-sensitive areas and include agriculture,
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disturbed habitat, and developed areas. Impacts to City biological and planning buffer would be
less than significant considering the City would revise the Draft Oceanside Subarea Plan upon
approval to indicate the project is exempt from buffer requirements, and since the Draft
Oceanside Subarea Plan is not adopted.

Table 4.4-6
IMPACTS TO CITY OF OCEANSIDE BIOLOGICAL AND PLANNING BUFFERS*†
Habitat
Southern riparian forest
Southern willow scrub (including disturbed)
Saltgrass grassland
Diegan coastal sage scrub (including disturbed)
Non-native grassland (including disturbed)
Agriculture – Intensive
Disturbed habitat
Developed
TOTAL

A
0.00
0.00
0.0
0.4
0.2
0.4
0.5
1.7
3.2

Alternative
B
0.00
0.00
0.0
0.4
0.2
0.4
0.7
1.8
3.5

C
0.00
0.00
0.0
0.4
0.2
0.4
0.5
1.8
3.3

*City of Oceanside buffer includes a 50-foot biological buffer plus a 50-foot planning buffer (total width of both
equals 100 feet).
†Wetland acreages are rounded to the nearest 0.01, while upland acreages are rounded to the nearest 0.1; thus,
totals reflect rounding
Source: HELIX 2009c

Plant Species
Implementation of Alternatives A and B would directly impact a small population (three
individuals) of small-flowered morning glory (Figures 4.4-6a and 4.4-6b, respectively). This
impact would be less than significant given the low sensitivity of the species (CNPS List 4.2;
County Group D) relative to other sensitive species and the quantity impacted (three).
Alternative C would not impact the small-flowered morning glory (Figure 4.4-6c).
None of the three alternatives would impact southwestern spiny rush (Figures 4.4-6a through
4.4-6c).
Animal Species
Implementation of any of the three alternatives would impact one location where yellow warbler
(a SSC and County Group 2 Species) was observed/detected, north of the intersection of Melrose
Drive and North Santa Fe Avenue (Figures 4.4-6a through 4.4-6c). In addition, implementation
of any of the alternatives would impact habitats of all the remaining sensitive animal species
observed/detected within the BSA including the least Bell’s vireo (a Federal- and State-listed
endangered species; Bird of Conservation Concern; Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP Covered
Species; Draft North County MSCP Covered Species, County Rare, Narrow Endemic Species;
and County Group 1 Species), coastal California gnatcatcher (a Federal-listed threatened
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species; SSC; Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP Covered Species; Draft North County MSCP
Covered Species; and County Group 1 Species), yellow-breasted chat (a SSC; Draft Oceanside
Subarea HCP Covered Species; Draft North County MSCP Covered Species; and County Group
1 Species), red-shouldered hawk (a County Group 1 Species) and turkey vulture (a County
Group 1 Species). Implementation of any of the alignments would result in impacts to functional
raptor foraging habitat (non-native grassland). These impacts would be significant.
The Corps would be expected to consult with the USFWS pursuant to Section 7 of the ESA, as
this Project would affect Federal-listed endangered least Bell’s vireo and Federal-listed
endangered coastal California gnatcatcher habitat with a nexus to Corps jurisdictional areas. The
CDFG would work with the Corps, USFWS and the City to ensure that California Fish and
Game Code Section 1600 et seq. agreements are consistent with the mitigation for covered
species.
Removal of any southern riparian forest and southern willow scrub during the least Bell’s vireo
breeding season (March 15 through September 15), Diegan coastal sage scrub during the coastal
California gnatcatcher breeding season (February 15 through August 31), or eucalyptus
woodland during the tree-nesting raptor season (January 15 through August 31) would be
considered significant. In addition, any grading activity within 500 feet of an active least Bell’s
vireo, coastal California gnatcatcher or raptor nest would be considered significant. Active least
Bell’s vireo nests could be present from March 15 through September 15; coastal California
gnatcatcher nests could be present from February 15 through August 31; and active tree-nesting
raptor nests could be present from January 15 through August 31.
As discussed above, the MBTA is generally protective of migratory birds, but does not actually
stipulate the type of protection required. In common practice, the MBTA is now used to place
restrictions on disturbance of active bird nests during the nesting season (generally February 1 to July
30). As such, grading between February 1 and to July 30 would result in a significant impact to
species covered under the MBTA. Any impacts to species covered under the MBTA would be
significant.
Only one County Rare, Narrow Endemic Species was observed within the BSA: least Bell’s
vireo. As stated above, implementation of any of the three alternatives would impact habitat
within the BSA used by the least Bell’s vireo; however, suitable habitat within the BSA does not
support a core population of this species.
Although implementation of any of the three alternatives would impact habitat of listed species
(least Bell’s vireo and coastal California gnatcatcher), none of the alternatives would reduce the
likelihood of survival and recovery of listed species in the wild.
There is a very low potential for arroyo toad to occur within the BSA. This species is not known
to occur in the City of Oceanside, although it could move downstream from populations in the
Fallbrook area (City of Oceanside 20102009). As such, no impacts to arroyo toad aestivation or
breeding habitat are anticipated from Project implementation.
Potential for the golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) to forage or nest within the BSA is low as this
species typically requires solitude and is usually found at a distance from human habitation. The
BSA is likely too urbanized for this species. As such, no impacts to golden eagle foraging or
nesting habitat are anticipated. In addition, no take of eagles, eagle eggs or any part of an eagle
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pursuant to the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act is anticipated given the low potential for
this species to occur within the BSA.
Jurisdictional Areas
Corps Jurisdictional Areas
Implementation of any of the three alternatives would directly impact Corps jurisdictional areas,
including wetlands and non-wetland Waters of the U.S. (Figures 4.4-7a through 4.4-7c; Table
4.4-76). Alternative A would impact 1.18 acres of Corps jurisdictional areas, Alternative B
would impact 1.35 acres of these areas and Alternative C would impact 1.80 acres under Corps
jurisdiction. Impacts to Corps jurisdictional areas would be significant.
Table 4.4-76
IMPACTS TO CORPS JURISDICTIONAL AREAS
WITHIN THE BIOLOGICAL AREA OF POTENTIAL EFFECT
Habitat

Existing

Wetlands
Southern riparian forest
0.75
Southern willow scrub
1.00
(including disturbed)
Freshwater marsh
0.02
Cismontane alkali marsh
0.03
Subtotal
1.80
Non-wetland Waters of the U.S.
Drainage
0.04
TOTAL
1.84

Acres of Impact1
Alternative A
Alternative B Alternative C
0.32

0.63

0.75

0.78

0.64

0.99

0.02
0.03
1.15

0.02
0.03
1.32

0.02
0.02
1.78

0.03
1.18

0.03
1.35

0.02
1.80

1

Wetland acreages are rounded to the nearest 0.01, while upland acreages are rounded to the nearest 0.1; thus, totals
reflect rounding

Source: HELIX 2009c

CDFG Jurisdictional Areas
Implementation of any of the three alternatives would directly impact CDFG jurisdictional areas,
including wetlands and streambed (Figures 4.4-8a through 4.4-8c; Table 4.4-87). Approximately
2.54 acres of CDFG jurisdictional areas would be impacted by Alternative A, Alternative B
would impact 2.75 acres of these areas and Alternative C would impact 3.20 acres under the
jurisdiction of CDFG. Impacts to CDFG jurisdictional areas would be significant.
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Table 4.4-87
IMPACTS TO CDFG JURISDICTIONAL AREAS
WITHIN THE BIOLOGICAL AREA OF POTENTIAL EFFECT
Habitat

Existing
(Total)

Wetlands
Southern riparian forest
0.75
Southern willow scrub
2.28
(including disturbed)
Freshwater marsh
0.02
Cismontane alkali marsh
0.03
Mule fat scrub
0.26
Subtotal
3.31
Non-wetland Waters of the State
Streambed
0.03
TOTAL
3.37
1

Acres of Impact1
Alternative A
Alternative B
Alternative C
0.33

0.64

0.75

1.90

1.81

2.15

0.02
0.03
0.24
2.52

0.02
0.03
0.23
2.73

0.02
0.02
0.25
3.19

0.02
2.54

0.02
2.75

0.01
3.20

Wetland acreages are rounded to the nearest 0.01, while upland acreages are rounded to the nearest 0.1; thus, totals
reflect rounding

Source: HELIX 2009c

County RPO Wetlands and Buffers
Implementation of any of the three alternatives would directly impact County RPO wetlands
(Figures 4.4-9a through 4.4-9c; Table 4.4-98). Approximately 2.04 acres of County RPO
wetlands would be impacted by Alternative A. Alternative B would impact 2.26 acres of these
areas and Alternative C would impact 2.71 acres considered County RPO wetlands. Impacts to
County RPO wetlands would be significant.
Table 4.4-98
IMPACTS TO COUNTY RPO WETLANDS
WITHIN THE BIOLOGICAL AREA OF POTENTIAL EFFECT
Habitat
Wetlands
Southern riparian forest
Southern willow scrub
(including disturbed)
Freshwater marsh
Cismontane alkali marsh
Mule fat scrub
TOTAL
1

Existing
(Total)

Acres of Impact1
Alternative A
Alternative B
Alternative C

0.75

0.33

0.64

0.75

2.02

1.64

1.56

1.89

0.02
0.03
0.03
2.85

0.02
0.03
0.02
2.04

0.02
0.03
0.01
2.26

0.02
0.02
0.03
2.71

Wetland acreages are rounded to the nearest 0.01, while upland acreages are rounded to the nearest 0.1; thus, totals
reflect rounding

Source: HELIX 2009c
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In addition, implementation of any of the three alternatives would directly impact County RPO
wetland buffer (Figures 4.4-9a through 4.4-9c; Table 4.4-109). Alternatives A, B and C would
impact approximately 2.8, 2.9 and 2.7 acres, respectively, of County RPO wetland buffers;
however, the majority of these impacts consists of non-wetland areas such as agriculture,
disturbed habitat, and developed areas. Impacts to County RPO wetland buffers would be
significant.
Table 4.4-109
IMPACTS TO COUNTY RPO WETLAND BUFFERS
WITHIN THE BIOLOGICAL AREA OF POTENTIAL EFFECT
Habitat
Wetlands
Southern riparian forest
Southern willow scrub
(including disturbed)
Saltgrass grassland
Diegan coastal sage scrub
(including disturbed)
Non-native grassland
(including disturbed)
Agriculture – Intensive
Disturbed habitat
Developed
TOTAL
1

Existing

Acres of Impact1
Alternative A
Alternative B
Alternative C

0.35

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.03

0.06

0.06

0.07

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.8

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.1
0.9
1.4
5.0

<0.1
0.7
1.3
2.8

0.1
0.8
1.3
2.9

<0.1
0.7
1.3
2.7

Wetland acreages are rounded to the nearest 0.01, while upland acreages are rounded to the nearest 0.1; thus, totals
reflect rounding
< = less than
Source: HELIX 2009c

Drainage and Wetland Functions and Services
In general, the drainage and associated wetlands provide water filtration and conveyance
functions while the vegetated areas provide wildlife habitat functions such as roosting, foraging,
and nesting habitat for riparian species. Installation of larger box culverts may increase water
conveyance functions. Given that least Bell’s vireo, yellow-breasted chat, and yellow warbler
were observed on site, impacts to the drainage and associated wetlands would result in a
significant affect the functions and services of wetland habitats.
Wildlife Corridors
As stated above, the BSA does not fall within the boundaries of the Wildlife Corridor Planning
Zone or the regional corridor for coastal California gnatcatcher, identified in the Draft Oceanside
Subarea HCP. The BSA, however, does cross Guajome County Park, which is identified as a
linkage in the Draft North County MSCP. In addition, Guajome Creek potentially acts as a
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wildlife corridor for local wildlife. To the east, Guajome Creek threads through developed areas
of the City of Vista in a westward trend before passing through the BSA. From west of the BSA,
Guajome Creek drains into the San Luis Rey River to the northwest, north of SR-76.
The corridor along Guajome Creek closely follows the boundaries of Guajome County Park and
Rancho Guajome Adobe. Existing culverts located at the intersection of North Santa Fe Avenue
and Melrose Drive that take Guajome Creek under North Santa Fe Avenue are almost completely
filled with sediment. This sediment prevents most non-avian wildlife (small mammals and
reptiles) from passing through this existing artificial wildlife corridor, thus, requiring them to
cross the roadway. This poses a significant constraint and hazard to wildlife movement.
The existing 4 feet high x 6 feet wide x 33 feet long box culverts are straight and have an
openness ratio of 0.72. Deer require a minimum height of 8 feet and a minimum openness ratio
of 0.75 (Cavallaro et al 2005). In addition, bBecause of the small size of the culverts, large
mammals (such as deer or coyote) would not use the existing culverts to cross under the road.
The Project would maintain and likely improve wildlife movement at the intersection of North
Santa Fe Avenue and Melrose Drive by removing the five existing culverts under North Santa Fe
Avenue and replacing them with five box culverts. The existing box culverts are straight and
consist of 6x4-foot box culverts approximately 33 feet in length. The proposed box culverts also
would be straight and would include three, 5 feet high x10 feet wide-foot box culverts bracketed
by two, 4 feet high x10 feet wide-foot box culverts ranging between 210 and 325 feet in length
for Alternatives A and C and between 185 and 285 feet for Alternative B. The openness ratio for
the three inner culverts ranges between 0.15 and 0.27 depending on alternative selected and
length (to be determined at final design), while the openness ratio for the outer two culverts
would range between 0.12 and 0.21 depending on the alternative selected and length (to be
determined at final design). Small sized mammals (such as squirrels, rats, voles, and mice),
amphibians, reptiles, and medium sized mammals (such as opossum, skunk, raccoon, fox, or
rabbit) would be able to use the proposed culverts. Similar to existing conditions, however, the
proposed project would not provide culverts large enough to allow deer or other large mammals
to use the undercrossing. It should be noted that deer (or sign of deer such as scat) were not
observed within the BSA during surveys conducted by HELIX.
The two 4 foot high x10 foot wide-foot box culverts would include natural sky/day lighting (e.g.,
solar tubes), an elevated invert or shelf to provide dry passage during low rainfall events, for
lighting and soft bottoms to provide, providing a wildlife corridor throughout the year, except
during high-water storm events (e.g, 10-, 50-, or 100-year floods [Chang Consultants 2010).
Over a time span of 100 years, one may expect one high-water storm event exceeding the 100year flood, two events exceeding the 50-year flood, and 10 events exceeding the 10-year flood.
During the high-water storm events, water would flow through the two outer culverts. The two
outer culverts as proposed are elevated by one foot; therefore, the depth of water and velocity of
the water would be less in the outer two culverts than the inner three culverts. As such, the outer
culverts would not have water in them most of the time, as low runoff events would not result in
water high enough to inundate the outer culverts.. Given the width of the proposed culverts and
the proposed lighting, small and medium sized mammals likely would use the culverts instead of
crossing the roadway to traverse between Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe.
The proposed culverts would be maintained as standard practice. As such, replacement of the
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existing culverts would improve wildlife movement for small and medium sized mammals,
amphibians, and reptiles and would remain the same for large mammals.
Currently, there are few constraints to avian movement. Birds flying between Guajome County
Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe have to fly over approximately 80 feet of roadway at the
intersection of Melrose Drive and North Santa Fe Avenue. The Project would increase the width
at this intersection to approximately 400 feet. Although this is an increased distance, birds are
capable of flying much farther than 400 feet and the increased distance between parkland would
not be restrictive. In addition, although the elevation of proposed Melrose Drive would increase
slightly, it would not affect the avian species’ line-of-sight. As such, impacts to avian species
from implementation of the intersection improvements would be below a level of significance.
The majority of the impacts associated with the Melrose Drive extension north to Spur Avenue
would occur to agricultural and developed lands. Only small areas of sensitive habitat within
Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe would be affected. Land to the southwest,
west, and east of the proposed alignments are primarily developed. As such, implementation of
the Melrose Drive extension would not significantly affect avian species because the impacts to
habitat are small. Because Project design features for all three alternatives would alleviate an
existing constraint to non-avian wildlife movement, and would not affect avian movement,
impacts to wildlife movement are not anticipated upon implementation of the proposed Project.
In addition, although implementation of any of the three proposed alignments would impact
portions of Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe, these impacts would occur along
an existing edge of the parks. Regardless of which alignment is selected for implementation, the
Project includes restoration of the topography and habitat of existing agricultural land located
west of the Project and east of Guajome County Park. This restored area would become the
Guajome Park Conversion Area, as described in Mitigation Measure Recreation-1. In addition,
the County would continue to manage this new parkland conversion area as the rest of the park is
currently managed. The Project would (1) maintain, not prevent, wildlife access to foraging
habitat, breeding habitat, water sources, or other areas necessary for their reproduction, (2)
alleviate an existing constraint to wildlife movement and (3) continue to allow species to
continue to follow natural movement patterns. As such, Project-related impacts to wildlife
corridors would be less than significant.
The Project would not impact the viability of a core wildlife area because impacts to sensitive
habitats would occur along the edge of the linkage already constrained by development of
roadways and existing residential areas. In addition, the Project would not substantially interfere
with connectivity between blocks of habitat and would not potentially block or substantially
interfere with a local or regional wildlife corridor or linkage.
The nearest identified core area is San Marcos-Merriam Mountains approximately two miles to
the east of the BSA. The nearest linkage, other than Guajome County Park, identified in the
Draft North County MSCP is the San Luis Rey River located approximately two miles to the
northwest of the BSA. Both San Marcos-Merriam Mountains and San Luis Rey River are
generally areas of high habitat value. Given the distance of the nearest core and linkage to
Guajome County Park, the Project would not affect connectivity between areas of high habitat
values.
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The Guajome County Park wildlife linkage is just over two miles in length and is situated in a
northwest to southeast trend. The BSA crosses this linkage at an angle at the intersection of
Melrose Drive and North Santa Fe Avenue and to the north of this intersection. This linkage is
already constrained due to development including roadways and rural and dense residential uses.
Implementation of any of the three alternatives would maintain an adequate width for the
existing wildlife linkage and would not further constrain an already narrow corridor. The Project
maintains adequate visual continuity (i.e., long lines-of-sight) within the wildlife linkage given
that developed areas surround the BSA except for Guajome County Park.
Local Policies or Ordinances
There is no Habitat Management Plan or Special Area Management Plan applicable to the
Project. The Project would conform to the goals and requirements of the San Luis Rey River
Watershed Urban Runoff Management Program as further addressed in Section 4.6, Hydrology
and Water Quality.
As previously stated, City of Oceanside and County lands within the BSA are outside an
approved MSCP or MHCP Subarea Plan at the time this document was prepared. Although
iImpacts to Diegan coastal sage scrub would occur upon implementation of any of the three
alternatives. Implementation of any of the alternatives that would impact Diegan coastal sage
scrub within the City would require the City to obtain a HLP pursuant to the 4(d) rule of federal
ESA for potential take of the coastal California gnatcatcher. Given that the City has reached the
5 percent limit of allowable take of coastal sage scrub the City would need to apply to the
County (under County Board of Supervisors Policy I-122) for allocation of portions of the
County’s five percent take allowance of Diegan coastal sage scrub if the Draft Oceanside
Subarea Plan is not approved prior to Project approval. If the Draft Oceanside Subarea Plan is
approved prior to Project approval then impacts to Diegan coastal sage scrub within the City
would be covered by the approved Oceanside Subarea Plan. In addition, implementation of any
of the alternatives that would impact Diegan coastal sage scrub within the County would require
an HLP. If the Draft North County MSCP is approved prior to Project approval then impacts to
Diegan coastal sage scrub within the County would be covered by the approved North County
MSCP. , these impacts would not exceed the County’s five percent habitat loss threshold as
defined by the NCCP. Mitigation for these impacts is proposed as discussed in Section 4.4.4,
Mitigation Measures. As such, the Project would mitigate coastal sage scrub habitat loss in
accordance with Section 4.3 of the NCCP Guidelines.
The Project would not preclude or prevent the preparation of the subregional NCCP. The Draft
Oceanside Subarea Plan was circulated for public review in 2004 and revised in 2009, but has
not been approved yet. The MHCP Subregional Plan was approved March 28, 2003. The MHCP
Subregional Plan was approved March 28, 2003 and the City of Oceanside and the City of
Oceanside approved the Oceanside Subarea Plan in January 2010 (City of Oceanside 2010). The
Draft North County MSCP Subarea Plan has been circulated for public review, but it has not yet
been approved.
The Project would conform to the goals and requirements as outlined in an applicable HCP (e.g.,
Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP and Draft North County MSCP Subarea Plan). Guajome County
Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe are proposed as PAMAs in the Draft North County MSCP.
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Project implementation would impact a relatively small area of the proposed PAMA.
Construction and maintenance of County roads, including Circulation Element roads such as
Melrose Drive, are covered activities under the Draft North County MSCP. As a result, this is
not considered a conflict.
Although the Draft North County MSCP is not yet approved, it is assumed that the BMO also
would be used to implement the Draft North County MSCP upon approval. It should be noted,
however, that projects receiving take authorization prior to the adoption of the Draft North
County MSCP will not be required to comply with the BMO. As stated above, BSA lands within
Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe are designated as a PAMA within the Draft
North County MSCP. Therefore, the portion of the BSA that is within Guajome County Park and
Rancho Guajome Adobe meets the requirements of a BRCA. The Project has been designed to
minimize impacts to the proposed BRCA to the maximum extent practicable. Table 4.4-5
depicts the impacts to habitat within and outside County parkland, and therefore BRCA, within
the BSA. Specifically, Alternative A would impact 5.4 acres, Alternative B would impact 4.3
acres and Alternative C would impact 9.0 acres of BRCA.
The project would maintain existing wildlife corridors and/or habitat linkages and would not
preclude connectivity between areas of high habitat values, as discussed above. Also as
described above, the Project is a permitted use in RPO wetlands.
Only one County Rare, Narrow Endemic Species was observed within the BSA: least Bell’s
vireo. As stated above, implementation of any of the three alternatives would impact habitat
within the BSA used by the least Bell’s vireo; however, suitable habitat within the BSA does not
support a core population of this species.
Although implementation of any of the three alternatives would impact habitat of listed species
(least Bell’s vireo and coastal California gnatcatcher), none of the alternatives would reduce the
likelihood of survival and recovery of listed species in the wild.
Clearing of native vegetation during the breeding season of migratory birds (March 1 through
July 31) could result in direct impacts to migratory birds protected by the MBTA or destruction
of active nests.
As discussed above, no impacts to golden eagle are anticipated.
Indirect Impacts
Although biological resources may not initially be directly impacted, over time they may be
affected indirectly due to the relative proximity of development. Potential indirect impacts from
Project construction could include decreased water quality (i.e., through sedimentation,
contaminants or fuel release), fugitive dust, colonization of non-native plant species in previously
undisturbed areas, edge effects, construction and operational noise/animal breeding behavioral
changes, night lighting, roadkill, and human and domestic animal activity. A discussion of
potential indirect impacts follows; this discussion applies to all three alternative alignments.
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Water Quality
Short-term Construction Impacts
Water quality in riparian areas can be adversely affected by potential surface runoff and
sedimentation during construction. The use of petroleum products (fuels, oils and/or lubricants)
and erosion of cleared land during construction could potentially contaminate surface water.
Temporarily diminished water quality could adversely affect vegetation, aquatic animals and
terrestrial wildlife that depend upon these resources.
During construction, Project design measures would be implemented to control erosion,
sedimentation and pollution that could impact water resources within the Project impact area and
downstream (off-site). The Project would comply with Chapter 40, Urban Runoff and Discharge
Control, of the City’s Municipal Code, which requires erosion control measures for construction
areas within the City. The Project also would comply with Sections 87.414 and 87.417 of
Division 7 (Excavation and Grading) of the San Diego County Zoning and Land Use
Regulations, which require erosion control measures for construction areas within the County.
Prior to the commencement of grading, a Notice of Intent would be filed with the RWQCB for a
NPDES General Construction Storm Water Permit. Specific NPDES General Construction
Storm Water permit requirements include implementation of an approved Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP), which requires appropriate BMPs for construction-related water
quality concerns including erosion/sediment control, hazardous material use/storage, debris
generation, and disposal of extracted groundwater.. The SWPPP would fulfill the requirements
of RWQCB Order No. R9-2007-0001, NPDES CAS0108758, by using BMPs to eliminate and/or
minimize storm water pollution prior to and during construction. While specific BMPs would be
determined during the SWPPP process based on site-specific characteristics, they would likely
include the following types of standard industry measures and guidelines contained in sources
such as the NPDES Construction Permit text, related City and County regulations, and the
Project Storm Water Mitigation Plan (SWMP). Additional discussion of potential water quality
impacts and associated BMPs is provided in Section 4.6, Hydrology and Water Quality.
Erosion and Sediment Control. Specific construction-related erosion and sediment control BMPs
would likely include: (1) seasonal/areal grading restrictions and enhanced protection during
precipitation events; (2) use of temporary silt fences, fiber rolls, gravel bags, slope stabilization,
street sweeping/vacuuming, inlet/outlet protection, stockpile/solid waste management, dust
control, stabilized ingress/ egress points and paving/grinding controls; (3) appropriate employee
training in BMP installation/maintenance; and (4) implementation of applicable monitoring,
reporting and maintenance efforts.
Construction-related Hazardous Materials. Specific BMPs for construction-related hazardous
materials such as vehicle/equipment fuels would likely include: (1) minimizing the use of
hazardous materials; (2) proper storage, location, containment, inventory documentation and
disposal of all hazardous materials; (3) appropriate employee training in hazardous material
use/handling; and (4) implementation of applicable monitoring, reporting and maintenance
efforts.
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Demolition Debris Generation and Disposal of Extracted Groundwater. Specific measures
related to construction-related debris generation and groundwater disposal would likely include:
(1) erosion/sediment controls as noted above; (2) proper disposal and (if applicable) recycling of
construction materials; (3) implementation of appropriate sampling/analysis and worker
protection programs; and (4) applicable testing, treatment and disposal of potentially hazardous
debris and extracted groundwater.
Long-term Operational Impacts
In addition, a number of Project design BMPs are identified in the Project SWMP to control
post-development runoff, erosion potential and contaminant generation. Specifically, these
include efforts to: (1) mimick the natural hydrologic regime to the maximum extent practicable
through means such as preserving vegetation, protecting slopes, enhancing revegetation efforts
(e.g., by reusing native soils) and minimizing irrigation; (2) avoiding/minimizing contaminant
generation through efforts such as providing educational signs/literature, implementing regular
street sweeping, and conducting appropriate drainage facility inspection/maintenance; and
(3) providing appropriate treatment of project site runoff through measures such as the use of
biofiltration facilities, media filters and hydrodynamic separators.
Because the Project consists of roadway improvement and construction, it would not draw down
the groundwater table three feet or more from historical low groundwater levels to the detriment
of groundwater dependent habitat.
Given the aforementioned Project design measures, no significant impacts to biological resources
related to diminished water quality are anticipated during construction or operation of any of the
three alternatives.
Fugitive Dust
Dust produced by construction could be deposited on native vegetation adjacent to Project
construction areas. A continual cover of dust could reduce the overall vigor of individual plants
by reducing their photosynthetic capabilities and increasing their susceptibility to pests or
disease. This in turn could affect animals dependent on these plants (e.g., seed-eating rodents).
Dust also could make plants unsuitable as habitat for insects and birds.
Dust dispersal during Project construction would be substantially controlled by standard
measures such as applications of water three times per day or use of chemical palliatives,
covering haul vehicles, replanting disturbed areas as soon as practical, and restricting vehicle
speeds on unpaved roads up to 15 miles per hour or less, to control fugitive dust. Because active
construction areas and unpaved surfaces would be watered, pursuant to City and County grading
permit requirements to minimize dust generation, impacts on biological resources would be less
than significant for all three alternatives.
Colonization of Non-native Plant Species
The California Invasive Plant Inventory prepared by the California Invasive Plant Council (CalIPC; 2006), Table 5-5 (Common Invasive Plant Species Prohibited for Planting within 1,000
Feet of Preserve Areas Within the Wildlife Corridor Planning Zone) in the Draft Oceanside
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Subarea Plan, and Table 2 of Appendix G (Common Non-native Invasive Species) of the Draft
North County MSCP identify non-native plant species that should not be included in the
proposed project’s landscape plans. In addition, Section 17.1(g)(4) of the City of Oceanside’s
Municipal Code states, “Any tree, plant, vine, or foliage, whether living, dormant, or dead, that
is otherwise noxious, dangerous, or injurious to people or to city trees, or that interferes with the
maintenance or inspection of a city tree, or that constitutes a danger to public safety by creating a
fire and/or flood hazard, including, but not limited to, the following types of plants: arundo
(Arundo donax), pampas grass (Cortaderia selloana and C. jubita) and tamarisk (Tamarix
chinesis, T. gallica, T. parviflora and T. ramsissima)” shall be abated.
Non-native plants could colonize areas disturbed by construction and potentially spread into
adjacent native habitats. Many non-native plants are highly invasive and can displace native
vegetation (thereby reducing native species diversity), potentially increase flammability and fire
frequency, alter ground and surface water levels, and adversely affect native wildlife dependent
on the native plant species. It should be noted that non-native plant colonization is already a
significant issue, as a result of existing agricultural activities within the BSA. Impacts to native
habitat from invasive plants associated with the proposed project within a landscape plan would
be significant.
Habitat Fragmentation/Edge Effects
Removal of existing native habitats within the BSA would result in some habitat fragmentation
and an increase in associated edge effects. Fragmentation is the breaking up of larger,
contiguous parcels of habitat into smaller, discontiguous patches. Potential edge effects from
such fragmentation include the invasion of non-native plant species into what was unfragmented,
native habitat, and access by predators (native and non-native) to prey that would otherwise be
protected in an unfragmented parcel of habitat. In addition, secondary extinctions through
disruption of predator-prey, parasite-host and plant-pollinator relations can occur (Soulé, ed.
1986). Edge effects can be particularly significant; for example, nest parasites such as the
brown-headed cowbird (Molothrus ater) could expand their population and could be allowed
easier access to bird nests.
Although implementation of any of the three proposed alignments would impact portions of
Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe, these impacts would occur to varying
degrees along an existing edge of the parks. Regardless of which alignment is selected for
implementation, the Project also includes restoration of the topography and habitat of existing
agricultural land located west of the Project and east of Guajome County Park. This restored
area would become the Guajome Park Conversion Area. In addition, the County would continue
to manage this new parkland conversion area as the rest of the park is currently managed. This
restoration and management of currently disturbed land along the edge of the parkland would
adequately compensate for the additional fragmentation that would occur as a result of Project
implementation. As such, impacts resulting from habitat fragmentation/edge effects would be
less than significant.
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Construction and Operational Noise/Animal Breeding Behavioral Changes
Construction Noise
Noise from construction-related sources such as grubbing, clearing and grading, as well as
construction-related vehicular traffic, would impact local wildlife and the adjacent wildlife
linkage within Guajome County Park according to the acoustical analysis prepared by HELIX
(2009). Noise-related impacts would be considered significant if sensitive species (such as
coastal California gnatcatchers, least Bell’s vireo or raptors) are displaced from their nests and
failed to breed. Birds nesting within any area impacted by noise exceeding 60 dB hourly average
(Leq) or ambient levels (if ambient is greater than 60 dB Leq) may be significantly impacted.
Operational Noise
In addition, implementation of the Project could potentially result in impacts to local wildlife and
the adjacent wildlife linkage within Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe as a
result of operational (i.e., traffic) noise. As with construction noise, operational noise-related
impacts would be considered significant if sensitive species (such as coastal California
gnatcatchers, least Bell’s vireo, or raptors) are displaced from their nests and fail to breed.
According to the acoustical analysis prepared by HELIX (2009), operational noise levels at
sensitive species habitat would exceed 60 dB CNEL by up to 8.9 dB CNEL depending on the
alternative. As such, noise walls of varying heights are proposed to reduce project noise impacts
to sensitive species habitat to less than significant levels. Refer to Section 4.7 for more
information.
Night Lighting
Night lighting has the potential to spill over into adjacent native habitats, which could both
interfere with wildlife movement and provide nocturnal predators with an unnatural advantage
over their prey. Such indirect effects could cause an increased loss in native wildlife. Existing
outdoor lighting sources within the Project study area include those associated with the
developed portions of the corridors. Specifically, existing streetlights occur along Melrose Drive
south of North Santa Fe Avenue and north of Spur Avenue. Exterior residential lighting,
generally of low wattage, is associated with houses along Melrose Drive and North Santa Fe
Avenue, as well as with residential properties along Old Colony Road and Glenview Lane. There
is a potential for night lighting at staging areas during construction, and permanent night lighting
would be provided along the proposed roadway for safety. All Project-related lighting would be
required to adhere to Chapter 39, Light Pollution Regulations of the City Municipal Code and
Division 9 of the County Light Pollution Code. Short-term and permanent lighting within the
Project footprint adjacent to preserved habitat would be of the lowest illumination allowed for
human safety, selectively placed, shielded and directed away from preserved habitat. As such,
no significant impacts from night lighting would occur.
Roadkill
Increases in roadkill could occur as a result of the proposed roadway connection and the related
addition of traffic to existing roads within the Project vicinity. As previously stated, local
wildlife corridors exist along Spring Creek and Guajome Creek, and the existing culverts under
the North Santa Fe Avenue/Melrose Drive intersection are full of sediment, constraining wildlife
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movement. Installation of larger culverts at this intersection is a part of the Project. These
proposed culverts would allow continued and improved use of the creek as a local wildlife
corridor. The proposed roadway would be elevated to a degree to allow for connectivity between
Spur Avenue and North Santa Fe Avenue; however, the project would not impact the existing
culvert associated with Spring Creek, nor would it improve this culvert. The Project design also
proposes a bridged crossing of Guajome Lake Road and an associated unnamed drainage, which
would allow for continued use of that drainage as a local wildlife corridor. Noise walls would be
constructed along a substantial portion of the alignment, also reducing potential roadkill. As
such, impacts from roadkill may be adverse, but less than significant, due to the improved
wildlife crossing scenarios that would result.
Human and Domestic Animal Activity
Increases in human activity in the area could result in degradation of sensitive species through
the creation of unauthorized trails and removing existing vegetation. In addition, illegal
dumping of lawn and garden clippings, trash and other refuse could occur. Resulting
degradation of habitat of sensitive species in open space would be a significant impact. Given
that this is a roadway project and not a residential project, no increase in potential for nuisance
species and domesticated animals (e.g., cats and dogs) to impact native wildlife is not
anticipated. Impacts from human and domestic animal activity could potentially result in a
significant impact.
4.4.4

Mitigation Measures

Implementation of any of the three alternatives would result in impacts to sensitive vegetation
communities and species, as described above. Implementation of the following mitigation
measures would reduce impacts to biological resources to below a level of significance.
Mitigation ratios were taken from Table 5-2 of the Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP (for vegetation
communities within the City) and from Table 5 of the County Guidelines for Determining
Significance (2009b) for vegetation communities within the County. As indicated below,
mitigation may occur in the form of acquiring mitigation credits in an approved mitigation bank.
Several potential mitigation banks are available in the area including Heights of Palo Mesa
Conservation Bank, Pilgrim Creek Mitigation Bank or North County Habitat Bank.
Direct Impacts
Biological Resources – 1. Prior to clearing, grubbing or grading, impacts to southern riparian
forest, southern willow scrub (including disturbed), freshwater marsh, cismontane alkali marsh
and mule fat scrub shall be mitigated at a 3:1 ratio through creation and enhancement of suitable
habitat in consultation with the Corps, CDFG and County as shown in Table 4.4-110. If feasible,
wetland habitat mitigation would occur within Guajome County Park or Rancho Guajome
Adobe. If mitigation cannot occur in either of these areas, it shall take place at an approved
mitigation bank in consultation with the County and resource agencies.
Biological Resources – 2. Prior to clearing, grubbing or grading, impacts to saltgrass grassland
shall be mitigated at a 3:1 ratio through creation and enhancement of suitable habitat or
acquisition of suitable credits at an approved mitigation bank in consultation with the County and
resource agencies.
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Table 4.4-110
MITIGATION SUMMARY FOR IMPACTS TO VEGETATION COMMUNITIES1
Vegetation Community2
Southern riparian forest
(61300)
Southern willow scrub
(including disturbed; 63320)
Freshwater marsh (52400)
Cismontane alkali marsh
(52310)
Mule fat scrub (63310)
Saltgrass grassland (42130)
Diegan coastal sage scrub
(including disturbed; 32500)

Impact (acres)
Alternative
A
B
C
Habitat Group A4

Mitigation (acres)
Alternative
Ratio
A
B
C
3

0.56

0.86

0.98

3:15,6

1.68

2.58

2.94

1.85

1.70

2.11

3:15,6

5.55

5.10

6.33

0.02

0.02

0.02

3:15,6

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.03

0.03

0.02

3:15,6

0.09

0.09

0.06

0.23
0.25
Habitat Group B
0.2
0.2
0.2
Habitat Group C

3:15,6

0.72

0.69

0.75

3:17,8

0.6

0.6

0.6

1.2

2:15,8

2.4

2.2

2.0

0.24

1.1

1.0

Habitat Group E
Non-native grassland
(including disturbed; 42200)
TOTAL

2.9

2.0

5.3

0.5:15,8

1.5

1.0

2.7

7.0

6.1

9.9

--

12.6

12.3

15.4

1

Wetland acreages are rounded to the nearest 0.01, while upland acreages are rounded to the nearest 0.1; thus, totals reflect
rounding
2
Vegetation categories and numerical codes are from Holland (1986) and Oberbauer (2008)
3
Mitigation ratios are consistent with (1) standards in the Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP for a project that is located within OffSite Mitigation Zone II for areas within the City, and (2) standards in Table 5 of the Guidelines for Determining Significance for
Biological Resources (County 2009b) for areas within the County, as appropriate
4
Habitat Groups refer to MHCP habitat classification system
5
Mitigation ratio is the same for both the City and County
6
At least one unit of mitigation shall involve wetland habitat creation. The balance may be wetland restoration or enhancement
7
Mitigation ratio is for impacts to areas within the County only
8
Mitigation may include acquisition of actual habitat and/or mitigation credits as well as habitat creation
Source: HELIX 2009c

Biological Resources – 3. Prior to clearing, grubbing or grading, impacts to Diegan coastal sage
scrub (including disturbed) and non-native grassland shall be mitigated at a 2:1 and 0.5:1 ratio,
respectively, through creation and enhancement of suitable habitat or acquisition of suitable
credits at an approved mitigation bank in consultation with the County and resource agencies. In
addition, the City shall obtain approval from the County’s Board of Supervisors to use a portion
of the County’s allocation of the five percent take allowance of Diegan coastal sage scrub prior
to clearing, grubbing or grading.
Biological Resources – 4. Prior to clearing, grubbing or grading, impacts to Corps, CDFG and
County RPO jurisdictional areas including southern riparian forest, southern willow scrub
(including disturbed), freshwater marsh, cismontane alkali marsh and mule fat scrub shall be
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mitigated at a 3:1 ratio (Tables 4.4-121, 4.4-132 and 4.4-143, respectively) through creation and
enhancement of suitable habitat in consultation with the Corps, CDFG and County. If feasible,
mitigation for jurisdictional impacts would occur within Guajome County Park or Rancho
Guajome Adobe. If mitigation cannot occur in either of these areas, it shall take place at an
approved mitigation bank in consultation with the County and resource agencies.
Table 4.4-121
MITIGATION SUMMARY FOR CORPS JURISDICTIONAL AREAS

Habitat Type

Southern riparian forest
Southern willow scrub
(including disturbed)
Freshwater marsh
Cismontane alkali marsh
Subtotal
Drainage
TOTAL

Impact (acres)
Alternative
A
B
C
Wetlands
0.32
0.63
0.75
0.78

0.64

0.99

Ratio1

Mitigation (acres)
Alternative
A
B

C

3:1

0.96

1.89

2.25

3:1

2.34

1.92

2.97

0.06
0.09
3.45

0.06
0.09
3.96

0.06
0.06
5.34

0.03
3.48

0.03
3.99

0.02
5.36

0.02
0.02
0.02
3:1
0.03
0.03
0.02
3:1
1.15
1.32
1.78
-Non-wetland Waters of the U.S.
0.03
0.03
0.02
1:1
1.18
1.35
1.80
--

1

At least one unit (1:1) of mitigation shall involve wetland habitat creation. The balance (2:1) may be wetland restoration or
enhancement.

Source: HELIX 2009c

Table 4.4-132
MITIGATION SUMMARY FOR CDFG JURISDICTIONAL AREAS (Acres)
Habitat Type
Southern riparian forest
Southern willow scrub
(including disturbed)
Freshwater marsh
Cismontane alkali marsh
Mule fat scrub
Streambed
TOTAL

Impact
Alternative
A
B
C
0.33
0.64
0.75

3:1

Mitigation
Alternative
A
B
C
0.99
1.92
2.25

1

Ratio

1.90

1.81

2.15

3:1

5.70

5.43

6.45

0.02
0.03
0.24
0.02
2.54

0.02
0.03
0.23
0.02
2.75

0.02
0.02
0.25
0.01
3.20

3:1
3:1
3:1
1:1
--

0.06
0.09
0.72
0.02
7.58

0.06
0.09
0.69
0.02
8.21

0.06
0.06
0.75
0.01
9.58

1

At least one unit (1:1) of mitigation shall involve wetland habitat creation. The balance (2:1) may be wetland restoration or
enhancement.

Source: HELIX 2009c
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Table 4.4-143
MITIGATION SUMMARY FOR COUNTY RPO WETLANDS (Acres)

Habitat Type
Southern riparian forest
Southern willow scrub
(including disturbed)
Freshwater marsh
Cismontane alkali marsh
Mule fat scrub
TOTAL
1

Impact
Alternative
A
B
C
0.33
0.64
0.75

3:1

Mitigation
Alternative
A
B
C
0.99
1.92
2.25

1

Ratio

1.64

1.56

1.89

3:1

4.92

4.68

5.67

0.02
0.03
0.02
2.04

0.02
0.03
0.01
2.26

0.02
0.02
0.03
2.71

3:1
3:1
3:1
--

0.06
0.09
0.06
6.12

0.06
0.09
0.03
6.78

0.06
0.06
0.09
8.13

At least one unit (1:1) of mitigation shall involve wetland habitat creation. The balance (2:1) may be wetland restoration or
enhancement.

Source: HELIX 2009c

Biological Resources – 5. Direct and indirect loss of sensitive animal species habitat shall be
mitigated through implementation of Mitigation Measures Biological Resources – 1, 2, and 3.
Evidence that all applicable federal and state endangered species permits have been obtained shall
be provided to the City prior to issuance of any grading permit.
Indirect Impacts
Biological Resources – 6. Prior to clearing, grubbing or grading, a landscape plan shall
prepared, to the satisfaction of the Directors of the City of Oceanside Planning Department,
County Department of Planning and Land Use, and County Department of Parks and Recreation.
The landscape plan shall avoid installation of plant species included in the California Invasive
Plant Inventory prepared by the California Invasive Plant Council (Cal-IPC 2006), Table 5-5
(Common Invasive Plant Species Prohibited for Planting within 1,000 Feet of Preserve Areas
Within the Wildlife Corridor Planning Zone) in the Draft Oceanside Subarea HCP (City of
Oceanside 20102009), and/or in Table 2 of Appendix G (Common Non-native Invasive Species)
of the Draft North County MSCP. Any landscaping within existing or proposed County
parklands shall consist solely of native species and shall be subject to approval by the Director of
the County Department of Parks and Recreation.
Biological Resources – 7. No grubbing, clearing or grading shall occur within 500 feet of
occupied Diegan coastal sage scrub during the breeding season of the coastal California
gnatcatcher, least Bell’s vireo or tree-nesting raptors as defined in Table 4.4-154. All grading
permits and improvement plans shall specify these restrictions.
If grubbing, clearing or grading must occur during the coastal California gnatcatcher, least Bell’s
vireo and/or raptor breeding season, a pre-grading survey shall be conducted within 10 calendar
days prior to the start of construction to determine if these species occur within the areas directly
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impacted by grading or indirectly impacted by noise. The results of this survey must be
submitted to the City for review and approval prior to initiating any construction activities. If
there are no sensitive avian species nesting (includes nest building or other breeding/nesting
behavior) within this area, development shall be allowed to proceed. However, if any of these
birds are observed nesting or displaying breeding/nesting behavior within the area, construction
shall be postponed until (1) all nesting (or breeding/nesting behavior) has ceased or until after
September 15; or (2) a temporary or permanent noise barrier or berm is constructed at the edge
of the development footprint (not within existing open space [i.e., Guajome County Park and/or
Rancho Guajome Adobe]) to reduce noise levels below 60 dB Leq or ambient (if ambient is
greater than 60 dB Leq). Alternatively, the duration of construction equipment operation could
be controlled to keep noise levels below 60 dB Leq or ambient in lieu of or in concert with a wall
or other sound attenuation barrier.

Table 4.4-154
SUMMARY OF BREEDING SEASONS FOR SENSITIVE AVIAN
SPECIES AND RAINY SEASON
Avian Species/Rainy Season
Coastal California gnatcatcher
Least Bell’s vireo
Tree-nesting raptors
MBTA-protected bird species
Rainy Season

Breeding Season
February 15 through August 31
March 15 through September 15
January 15 through August 31
March 1 through July 31
October 1 through April 30

Biological Resources – 8. To ensure compliance with the MBTA, clearing of native vegetation
shall occur outside of the breeding season of migratory birds, as specified in Table 4.4-154.
Clearing during the breeding season of MBTA-covered species (migratory birds that are native
to the U.S. or its territories) could occur if it is determined that no nesting birds (or birds
displaying breeding or nesting behavior) are present within three days prior to clearing. A pregrading survey shall be conducted to determine if breeding or nesting MBTA-covered avian
species occur within areas directly affected by grading or indirectly affected by noise. If any of
these birds are observed nesting or displaying breeding/nesting behavior within the area,
construction shall be postponed until (1) the nest is abandoned or the young have fledged or (2)
after July 31.
Biological Resources – 9. Prior to clearing, grubbing or grading, construction and construction
staging area limits shall be clearly demarcated with temporary construction (orange blaze)
fencing under the supervision of a qualified biologist to ensure that construction activity remains
within the defined limits of work. This fencing shall demarcate areas where human and equipment
access and disturbance from grading are prohibited. All site preparation near these interfaces shall be
monitored by a qualified biologist during construction activities. A qualified biologist shall inspect
the demarcated areas during regularly scheduled construction monitoring visits.
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4.4.5

Conclusions

Implementation of the Project would directly and/or indirectly exceed significance thresholds
relative to sensitive vegetation communities, Corps and CDFG jurisdictional areas, County RPO
wetlands and wetland buffers, and sensitive wildlife species regardless of which alternative
alignment is selected for implementation. Direct impacts would be mitigated through acquisition
of mitigation credits, or creation and/or restoration of appropriate habitat in consultation with the
City, County and resource agencies. Indirect impacts to sensitive bird species would be
mitigated by avoiding breeding seasons and/or controlling construction noise, if construction
cannot avoid the breeding seasons. The proposed mitigation measures would reduce Projectrelated direct and indirect impacts to biological resources to below a level of significance.
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Vegetation and Sensitive Resources Map
MELROSE DRIVE EXTENSION EIR
Figure 4.4-2
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Corps Jurisdictional Areas
MELROSE DRIVE EXTENSION EIR
Figure 4.4-3
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CDFG Jurisdictional Areas
MELROSE DRIVE EXTENSION EIR
Figure 4.4-4
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County RPO Wetlands
MELROSE DRIVE EXTENSION EIR
Figure 4.4-5
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Alternative A Vegetation Communities and Sensitive Resources/Impacts Map
MELROSE DRIVE EXTENSION
Figure 4.4-6a
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Alternative B Vegetation Communities and Sensitive Resources/Impacts Map
MELROSE DRIVE EXTENSION EIR
Figure 4.4-6b
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Alternative C Vegetation Communities and Sensitive Resources/Impacts Map
MELROSE ROAD EXTENSION EIR
Figure 4.4-6c
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Alternative A Corps Jurisdictional Areas/Impacts
MELROSE DRIVE EXTENSION EIR
Figure 4.4-7a
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Alternative B Corps Jurisdictional Areas/Impacts
MELROSE DRIVE EXTENSION EIR
Figure 4.4-7b
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Section 4.5
Geology and Soils

4.5

GEOLOGY AND SOILS

This section describes existing geologic conditions within the Project study area and vicinity,
identifies associated regulatory requirements and industry standards, evaluates potential impacts
and identifies mitigation measures related to implementation of the three alternative roadway
alignments. A Geologic Reconnaissance Report was prepared for the Project by GEOCON,
Incorporated (GEOCON) (2002a), with two subsequent letter reports providing updates related
to site conditions, Project design and technical review (GEOCON 2002b, and 2008b). All of
these studies are summarized below along with other applicable data, with the referenced
GEOCON reports included in Appendices E.1 and E.2 of this EIR.
4.5.1

Existing Conditions

The study area used for this analysis includes approximately 150 acres in the vicinity of the
existing Melrose Drive and North Santa Fe Avenue intersection, as depicted on Figure 4.5-1.
The noted area encompasses the three alternative roadway alignments, as well as associated areas
potentially subject to impacts to/from the Project.
Geologic Setting
Regional Geology/Topography
The Project study area is within the Peninsular Ranges Geomorphic Province, a region
characterized by northwest-trending structural blocks and intervening fault zones. Typical
lithologies in the Peninsular Ranges include a variety of igneous, intrusive rocks associated with
the Cretaceous age (between approximately 65 and 135 million years old) southern California
Batholith (a large igneous intrusive body). In western San Diego County, batholithic rocks are
often intruded into Jurassic age (between approximately 135 and 195 million years old)
metavolcanic and/or metasedimentary units, with these basement rocks locally overlain by
Tertiary age (between approximately two and 65 million years old) marine and non-marine
sedimentary strata. Tertiary rocks in the western portion of the County are associated primarily
with a number of sea level advance and retreat cycles over approximately the last 55 million
years, including sedimentary units in the study area and vicinity, as described below.
Topographically, the Peninsular Ranges Province is composed of generally parallel ranges of
steep-sloping hills and mountains separated by alluvial valleys. More recent uplift and erosion
has produced the characteristic canyon and mesa topography present today in western San Diego
County, as well as the deposition of surficial materials including Quaternary age (less than
approximately two million years old) alluvium, colluvium and topsoil.
Study Area Geology/Topography
Study area geology is dominated by Cretaceous granitic rocks and the Tertiary Santiago
Formation. These units are mapped in much of the central and southern portions of the study
area and underlie the entire property and adjacent areas at depth. These geologic formations are
locally overlain by Quaternary alluvium, a number of Holocene age (less than approximately
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11,000 years old) native topsoil deposits, and recent fill materials. Additional description of
geologic and surficial units in the study area and vicinity is provided below under Stratigraphy.
Topographically, study area is characterized by generally level to moderately sloping terrain in
developed properties, with more extensive slopes present in open space areas such as Guajome
County Park. Specifically, the southern portion of the study area exhibits level or moderately
sloped surfaces which grade down to the north towards an alluvial valley within Guajome
County Park. The northern and central portions of the study area exhibit more varied
topography, with primarily level areas in the noted alluvial valley, level to rolling terrain in a
number of estate residential properties, and moderate slopes along portions of the alluvial valley
margins and several properties to the east. Study area elevations range from approximately 140
feet AMSL along the described alluvial valley near the existing Melrose Drive/Spur Avenue
intersection, to 340 feet AMSL near the east-central boundary.
Stratigraphy
Surficial and geologic exposures within the study area and vicinity include recent undocumented
fill and fill associated with existing roadway and residential development (previously placed fill),
Holocene native topsoils, Quaternary alluvium, Tertiary Santiago Formation, and Cretaceous
granitic rocks (Appendix E.1). All of these units are described below in order of increasing age,
with mapped study area deposits (except topsoils) shown on Figure 4.5-1.
Previously Placed Fill (Qppf)
The areas mapped as previously placed fill are associated with existing roadway and residential
development, including segments of Melrose Drive and North Santa Fe Avenue. The
designation of previously placed fill typically represents materials placed in accordance with
applicable engineering and industry standards, although no known documentation of
geotechnical testing and observation exists for the described deposits (Appendix E.1).
Previously placed fill deposits within the study area were apparently derived from local
exposures of the Santiago Formation and Cretaceous granitic rocks, and encompass silt and clay
materials (Santiago Formation) and silty/clayey sands (granitic rocks).
Undocumented Fill (Qudf)
Undocumented fill (undocumented for conformance with applicable engineering and regulatory
standards) is located in various portions of the study area, and generally consists of loose soil
deposits with varying amounts of boulders and construction debris, as well as localized deposits
of soil, straw and manure.
Native Topsoils (Unmapped)
Topsoil mapping within the study area and vicinity has been conducted by the U.S. Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS, formerly the U.S. Soil Conservation Service [SCS]
1973). Ten soil series represented by 13 different soil types are mapped within and adjacent to
the study area, with summary descriptions of soil characteristics provided in Table 4.5-1.
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Table 4.5-1
DESCRIPTION OF STUDT AREA SOIL PROPERTIES
Soil Type
Bonsall Sandy
Loam (2 to 9
percent
slopes)
Bosanko Clay
(9 to 15
percent
slopes)
Diablo Clay
(15 to 30
percent
slopes)
Fallbrook
Sandy Loam
(9 to 15
percent
slopes)
Fallbrook
Sandy Loam
(15 to 30
percent
slopes)
Las Flores
Loamy Fine
Sand (5 to 9
percent
slopes)
Las Flores
Loamy Fine
Sand (9 to 15
percent
slopes,
eroded)
Placentia
Sandy Loam
(5 to 9 percent
slopes)

Physical
Characteristics/Location

Expansion
(shrink-swell)
Potential

Reactivity

Well-drained sandy loam with a
clay loam subsoil derived from
granitic rock. Occurs in the
northernmost study area.

High

Slightly acidic to
mildly alkaline
(pH 6.1-7.8)

Well-drained clay derived from
granitic rock. Occurs in the
central study area.

High

Slightly acidic to
moderately alkaline
(pH 6.1-8.4)

Moderate

Well-drained clay derived from
calcareous shale and sandstone.
Occurs along the west end of N.
Santa Fe Drive.

High

Neutral to mildly
alkaline (pH 6.67.8)

Slight to
moderate

Well-drained sandy loam derived
from granitic rock. Occurs
adjacent to the northeastern study
area.

Moderate

Slightly acidic to
neutral (pH 6.17.3)

High

Well-drained sandy loam derived
from granitic rock. Occurs in the
central study area.

Moderate

Slightly acidic to
neutral (pH 6.17.3)

High

Moderately well-drained loamy
fine sand with a sandy clay
subsoil derived from marine
sandstone. Occurs in the northern
study area.

High

Moderately acidic
to neutral (pH 5.67.3)

Moderate to
high

Moderately well-drained loamy
fine sand with a sandy clay
subsoil derived from marine
sandstone. Occurs in the
northwestern study area.

High

Moderately acidic
to neutral (pH 5.67.3)

Moderate to
high

High

Moderately acidic
to moderately
alkaline
(pH 5.6 to 8.4)

High

Well-drained sandy loam derived
from granitic alluvium. Occurs
in the central study area.
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Table 4.5-1 (cont.)
DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA SOIL PROPERTIES
Soil Type
Salinas Clay
Loam (0 to 2
percent
slopes)
Salinas Clay
Loam (2 to 9
percent
slopes)
Steep Gullied
Land
Tujunga Sand
(0 to 5 percent
slopes)
Visalia Sandy
Loam (2 to 5
percent
slopes)

Physical
Characteristics/Location

Expansion
(shrink-swell)
Potential

Well-drained clay loam formed
in eroded sediment. Occurs in
the northern study area.

Moderate

Well-drained clay loam formed
in eroded sediment. Occurs in the
southern study area.

Moderate

Steep
and
eroded
areas
associated with alluvium and
bedrock.
Excessively-drained
sands
derived from granitic alluvium.
Occurs in the southernmost study
area.

Erosion
Potential

Reactivity
Neutral to
moderately
alkaline (pH 6.67.8
Neutral to
moderately
alkaline (pH 6.68.4)

Moderate

Moderate

Variable

N/A

High

Low

Neutral
(pH 6.6 to 7.3)

High

Low

Slightly acidic
(pH 6.1 to 6.5)

High

Well-drained sandy loam derived
from granitic alluvium. Occurs
in the northernmost study area.

N/A = Not available or not applicable.
Source: SCS 1973

Alluvium (Qal)
Alluvial deposits are mapped within the study area along two relatively large drainages located
near the southern end of the northern segment of existing Melrose Drive (Spring Creek), and
adjacent to North Santa Fe Drive (Guajome Creek). On-site alluvium generally consists of
unconsolidated sandy deposits with variable amounts of clay, silt and cobble size grains.
Santiago Formation (Tsa)
The Eocene age (approximately 55 to 38 million years old) Santiago Formation is mapped in
portions of the central and (to a lesser extent) southern study area, and likely underlies the entire
property at depth. This unit also occurs extensively to the west and south of the study area
(California Geological Survey [CGS], formerly the California Division of Mines and Geology
[CDMG] 1996). Observed occurrences of the Santiago Formation consist of poorly consolidated
and poorly bedded fine- to medium-grained sandstone, with interbeds of siltstone and claystone.
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Bonsall Tonalite (Kg[b])
Cretaceous granitic rock identified as Bonsall Tonalite is mapped in the central and southern
portion of the study area, and likely underlies the entire property at depth. Weathered portions of
this unit near the surface are characterized by granitic rocks of variable hardness that excavate as
fine- to coarse-grained sand with gravel, cobble and boulder size fragments. The Bonsall
Tonalite becomes harder, less weathered, and more difficult to excavate with depth.
Groundwater
The Project study area is within or adjacent to the Mission Subbasin of the San Luis Rey
Groundwater Basin. The San Luis Rey Groundwater Basin generally parallels the San Luis Rey
River, with the Mission Subbasin exhibiting an average aquifer depth of approximately 150 feet
(California Department of Water Resources [DWR] 2003; San Diego County water Authority
[SDCWA] 1997, refer to Section 4.6 of this EIR for additional discussion of regional/local
groundwater conditions). The Project Geologic Reconnaissance Report, while not identifying
any specific aquifer locations, also notes that groundwater depths within the study area may vary
seasonally with conditions such as precipitation and irrigation levels, and that perched water
tables may develop (Appendix E.1). Perched groundwater generally consists of one or more
shallow aquifers separated from the permanent water table by impermeable or semi-permeable
strata.
Structure/Seismicity
The study area is within a broad, seismically active region characterized by a series of
northwest-trending faults associated with the San Andreas Fault System. No active or potentially
active faults are mapped or known to occur within or adjacent to the study area, with the closest
such structures associated with offshore portions of the Newport-Inglewood/Rose Canyon Fault
Zone, approximately 11 miles to the west (Figure 4.5-2). Active faults are defined as those
exhibiting historic seismicity or displacement of Holocene materials, while potentially active
faults have no historic seismicity and displace Pleistocene age (between approximately 11,000
and 2 million years old) strata, but not Holocene strata.
No Earthquake Fault Zones or other seismic hazard designations identified by the CGS, City, or
County are present within the study area and vicinity (CGS 2007, City 1975, County 2007c).
The closest seismic hazard designations are CGS Earthquake Fault Zones and County Special
Study Zones located along the Elsinore Fault Zone, approximately 18 miles northeast of the
study area. The described CGS Earthquake Fault Zones designations are generally intended to
“[r]egulate development near active faults so as to mitigate the hazard of surface fault rupture”
(CGS 2007).
A number of additional major active faults are located within approximately 55 miles of the
study area, with associated seismicity and peak ground acceleration (or ground shaking) values
identified in the Geologic Reconnaissance Report (Appendix E). Based on these analyses, the
maximum peak horizontal ground acceleration level anticipated within the study area is
estimated at 0.23g, in association with a magnitude 6.9 earthquake along proximal (offshore)
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segments of the Newport-Inglewood Fault (where g equals the acceleration due to gravity). A
summary of location and seismicity data for the faults considered most likely to affect the study
area is shown in Table 4.5-2. The study area (like all of San Diego County) is within Seismic
Zone 4, which is generally interpreted as an area with a one in 10 chance of experiencing a 0.4g
peak ground acceleration level within the next 50 years.

Table 4.5-2
REGIONAL FAULT LOCATIONS AND SEISMICITY DATA
Fault Name
Newport-Inglewood
Rose Canyon
Elsinore-Temecula
Elsinore-Julian
Coronado Bank
Elsinore-Glen Ivy
Palos Verdes
San Jacinto-Anza
Earthquake Valley
San Jacinto-San Jacinto
Valley
Chino-Central Ave.
(Elsinore)
Newport-Inglewood (LA
Basin)
San Jacinto-Coyote Creek
Whittier
San Jacinto-San Bernardino

Distance/Direction
From Site (Miles)
11/NW
12/WSW
17/NE
17/ESE
28/WSW
28/NNE
39/WNW
39NE
40ESE

Estimated Maximum
Magnitude (Mw)
6.9
6.9
6.8
7.1
7.4
6.8
7.1
7.2
6.5

Peak Site
Acceleration (g)
0.23
0.21
0.14
0.17
0.11
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.03

40NE

6.9

0.05

44NNW

6.7

0.04

46NW

6.9

0.04

46ESE
48NW
55N

6.8
6.8
6.7

0.03
0.03
0.02

Source: GEOCON 2002a

Regulatory Setting
The Project is subject to a number of regulatory requirements and/or guidelines related to
potential geologic and soil issues. These standards typically involve measures to evaluate risk
and address potential hazards through design and construction techniques. Specific requirements
and/or guidelines that are applicable to the Project include: (1) the California Seismic Hazards
Mapping Act; (2) the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act; (3) the International Code
Council (ICC) International Building Code (IBC) (ICC 2006); (4) the related California Building
Code (CBC; California Code of Regulations [CCR], Title 24, Part 2); (5) the Greenbook
Committee Standard Specifications for Public Works Projects (Greenbook 2009); (6) City
standards including the General Plan Public Safety Element (1975), Grading Ordinance
(Ordinance Nos. 81-20, 92-15, and 82-41), and excavation requirements (Oceanside City Code;
Chapter 31, Article II); and (7) County standards including the General Plan Seismic Safety
Element (1975), Guidelines for Determining Significance of Geologic Hazards (2007c), and
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related excavation and grading requirements (e.g., San Diego County Code of Regulatory
Ordinances; Title 8, Division 7 - Excavation and Grading). The listed regulatory requirements
and industry standards are summarized below and discussed as applicable under the evaluation
of potential Project effects in Section 4.5.3. Discussion of erosion control (and other)
requirements under the NPDES and related City/County erosion control standards is provided in
Section 4.6, Hydrology and Water Quality, of this document, due to the relationship between
these issues and water quality concerns.
California Seismic Hazards Mapping Act
The California Seismic Hazards Mapping Act (Public Resources Code; Division 2, Chapter 7.8,
§2690 et seq.) provides a statewide seismic hazard mapping and technical advisory program to
assist local governments in protecting public health and safety relative to seismic hazards. The
act provides direction and funding for the State Geologist to compile seismic hazard maps and to
make those maps available to local governments. The Act, along with related standards in the
Seismic Hazards Mapping Regulations (CCR; Title 14, Division 2, Chapter 8, Article 10, §3270
et seq.), also directs local governments to require the completion and review of appropriate
geotechnical studies prior to approving development projects. These requirements are
implemented on a local level through means such as general plan directives and regulatory
ordinances, including the referenced City and County standards.
Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act
The Alquist-Priolo Act (Public Resources Code §2621 et seq.) is intended to prevent the
construction of buildings used for human occupancy on the surface trace of active faults. The
law requires the State Geologist to establish regulatory zones known as Earthquake Fault Zones
(previously called Special Studies Zones and Fault-Rupture Hazard Zones) around the surface
traces of active faults, and to distribute maps of these zones to all affected cities, counties and
State agencies. The Act also requires completion of a geologic investigation prior to Project
approval, to demonstrate that applicable structures will not be constructed across active faults,
and/or that appropriate set backs from such faults (generally 50 feet) are included in the Project
design.
IBC and Greenbook Standards
The IBC and Greenbook standards are produced by industry groups such as the ICC and
American Public Works Association (APWA) to provide standard specifications for engineering
and construction activities, including measures related to geologic issues. The referenced
guidelines, while not comprising formal regulatory requirements, are widely accepted by
regulatory authorities and are routinely included in related standards such as local grading codes.
The IBC and Greenbook guidelines are regularly updated to reflect current industry standards
and practices, including criteria such as ASTM International (formerly known as the American
Society for Testing and Materials). ASTM International produces industry standards for a wide
variety of materials and procedures, including geologic criteria such as soil borings and
sampling; fill composition, compaction and moisture content; and laboratory analyses.
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CBC Standards
The CBC encompasses a number of requirements related to geologic issues, including seismic
safety (Chapter 23); foundation and retaining wall design (Chapter 29); site demolition and
excavation (Chapter 33); and grading, drainage and erosion control (Chapter 70). The CBC is
based on the previously described IBC, with appropriate amendments and modifications to
reflect site-specific conditions in California.
City/County Standards
In addition to the previously referenced general plan safety and seismic elements, local City and
County guidelines include excavation and grading requirements, building codes, CEQA
Guidelines, and County significance guidelines, as summarized below.
Local excavation and grading requirements are implemented through the issuance of grading
permits, which apply to most projects involving more than a minor amount of material grading
and excavation. Specific requirements for larger grading operations typically include the use of
qualified engineering and geotechnical consultants to design and implement grading plans,
implementation of appropriate measures related to issues such as manufactured slope design and
construction, and conformance with applicable erosion and storm water controls (as described in
Section 4.6, Hydrology and Water Quality).
Local building code standards related to geotechnical concerns typically encompass applicable
portions of the IBC and CBC, along with specific local jurisdictional requirements. Building
codes are implemented through issuance of building permits, which may encompass
requirements such as the preparation of soils reports and implementation of structural loading
and drainage criteria.
4.5.2

Thresholds of Significance

Project related impacts associated with geology and soils would be significant if the Project
would:
1. Construct any building or structure to be used for human occupancy (or other applicable
purposes) over or within 50 feet of the trace of an Alquist-Priolo fault or County Special
Zone fault;
2. Be located within a Seismic Zone 4 or a County Near-Source Seismic Shaking Zone, and
not conform to the IBC;
3. Expose people or structures to substantial adverse effects related to liquefaction;
4. Expose people or structures to substantial adverse effects involving landslides;.
5. Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Section 1802.3.2 of the IBC (2006), and not
conform to the IBC;
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6. Expose people or structures to substantial adverse effects related to compressible
soils/differential settlement; unstable manufactured slopes or retaining walls; or corrosive
soils; or
7. Be substantially constrained by the presence of shallow groundwater/drainage or shallow
bedrock, or the generation of oversize material.
The identified significance thresholds are based on applicable State and local regulations,
including criteria identified in Appendix G of the CEQA Checklist Guidelines and the referenced
County Guidelines for Geologic Hazards (2007c), as well as Project-related geotechnical
investigations and the additional regulatory requirements/industry standards discussed above in
this section. Specifically, Significance Threshold Nos. 1 and 2 are based on State and County
hazard zone designations and IBC standards. Significance Threshold Nos. 3 through 5 are based
on the CEQA Checklist Guidelines, IBC standards and County Guidelines, with Significance
Threshold No. 5 specifically related to conformance with IBC expansive soil standards.
Significance Threshold Nos. 6 and 7 are derived from the CEQA Checklist Guidelines. All of
these thresholds are intended to ensure conformance with existing regulatory and industry
standards, as well as to protect public safety and private property from geologic and related
hazards.
4.5.3

Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to Significance

The Geologic Reconnaissance Report (Appendix E.1) concludes that “No soil or geologic
conditions…exist at the site that would preclude construction of the proposed roadway.” This
conclusion involves a number of assumptions regarding future geotechnical
investigation/observation of the study area, as well as implementation of recommendations
related to issues including seismic hazards, grading, manufactured slopes, and drainage.
Specifically, a detailed geotechnical investigation would be conducted for the Project prior to
final design and construction to assess site-specific geologic conditions and associated design
elements, as well as to identify construction and design requirements for related geologic hazards
(i.e., measures to address potentially significant geology and soils impacts). Accordingly,
completion of a detailed geotechnical analysis is identified in Section 3.3.1.7 of this EIR as an
environmental design measure for all three alternative alignments, based on recommendations in
the Geologic Reconnaissance Report. Implementation of this design measure (along with
associated geotechnical requirements) would effectively avoid or reduce all potentially
significant impacts related to geologic hazards below a level of significance, as outlined in the
following analysis.
Alternative A
Alternative A represents the “central” corridor among the three alignment options, with the
location of this alternative alignment shown in green on Figure 4.5-1.
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Seismic Hazards
Ground Rupture
No significant impacts related to seismically-induced fault rupture are anticipated in association
with implementation of Alternative A. This conclusion is based on the following considerations:
(1) no known active or potentially active faults are located within or adjacent to the Alternative
A alignment; (2) the proposed development does not include structures for human habitation or
occupancy (e.g., entertainment facilities), potentially hazardous facilities (i.e., if subject to
ground rupture) such as dams/reservoirs or nuclear power plants, or civic uses such as hospitals;
and (3) as noted under Existing Conditions, the study area and vicinity are not within or adjacent
to any CGS Earthquake Fault Zones or similar City or County designations (CGS 2007, City
1975, County 2007c). While the potential for effects related to seismic ground rupture cannot be
totally discounted (unknown faults could potentially occur within the corridor, for example), the
probability for seismically-induced ground rupture or related effects within the Alternative A
alignment is considered low.
Ground Acceleration (Ground Shaking)
The potential ground acceleration levels identified in Section 4.5.2 could result in significant
impacts to proposed facilities such as pavement, footings and utilities. The Geologic
Reconnaissance Report concludes that the site “[c]ould be subject to moderate to severe ground
shaking…”, and recommends that “[s]eismic design of the improvements be performed in
accordance with the…Uniform Building Code…” (now the IBC). Specific IBC seismic design
criteria that would be incorporated into the design for Alternative A include pertinent ground
acceleration values, as well as parameters related to the seismic zone, subsurface profile types,
seismic and near-source coefficients for acceleration and velocity, and the seismic source. Based
on the incorporation of these (or other applicable) criteria into the Project design (based on the
results/recommendations of the detailed geotechnical investigation identified in Section 3.3.1.7),
potential impacts related to seismic ground acceleration from development of Alternative A
would be avoided or reduced below a level of significance.
Liquefaction
Liquefaction is the phenomenon whereby soils lose shear strength and exhibit fluid-like flow
behavior. Loose, granular soils with relative densities of less than approximately 70 percent are
most susceptible to these effects, with liquefaction generally restricted to saturated or
near-saturated soils at depths of less than approximately 50 feet. Liquefaction most typically
results from seismic ground acceleration, with the related loss of support potentially resulting in
significant impacts to surface and subsurface facilities such as foundations and underground
utilities.
The Geotechnical Reconnaissance Report does not identify liquefaction as a potential geologic
hazard, and the study area (including the Alternative A alignment) is not within any areas with
potential liquefaction hazards identified by the City or County (City 1975, County 2007c). As
described under Existing Conditions, however, the study area (including the Alternative A
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alignment) includes alluvium and other loose and sandy deposits (e.g., undocumented fill), and
may encompass shallow groundwater (including seasonally perched aquifers). Based on these
conditions, it is conceivable that potentially significant liquefaction impacts may be identified
during the detailed geotechnical investigation described in Section 3.3.1.7. If liquefiable
deposits are encountered during such analysis, associated potential hazards would be addressed
through implementation of standard measures such as replacement of unsuitable materials with
engineered fill, use of surface/subsurface drains to avoid or reduce saturation, and/or placement
of foundation structures (e.g., piles) below liquefiable materials. The use of such measures, if
required, would avoid or reduce potential liquefaction impacts to below a level of significance.
Landslides/Slope Instability
The occurrence of landslides and other types of slope failures is influenced by a number of
factors, including slope grade, geologic and soil characteristics, moisture levels, and vegetation
cover. Landslides can be triggered by one or more specific or combination of events, such as
seismic activity, gravity, fires, and precipitation. The Geologic Reconnaissance Report
(Appendix E.1) concludes that “No ancient landslides are known to exist at the site or in the
immediate vicinity, and none were encountered during the course of the investigation”. In
addition, no landslide deposits, slide-prone formations, or high/moderate areas of landslide or
soil-slip susceptibility are mapped within or adjacent to the study area in the County Guidelines
for Determining Significance of Geologic Hazards (2007c). Based on this information, no
significant impacts related to landslides or other seismic-related slope instabilities are anticipated
from implementation of Alternative A. If landslide or landslide-prone deposits are encountered
during the detailed geotechnical investigation identified in Section 3.3.1.7, associated potential
hazards would be addressed through standard measures such as replacement of unsuitable
materials with engineered fill; installation of stabilizing features such as buttressing or stability
fills; and use of protective devices such as fences or barriers. The implementation of these types
of measures, if required, would avoid or reduce potential landslide/slope instability impacts
below a level of significance.
Non-seismic Hazards
Erosion/Sedimentation
The Alternative A alignment encompasses a number of topsoils and other surficial materials with
moderate to high erosion potential. A detailed discussion of potential short- and long-term
erosion/sedimentation impacts, regulatory requirements and associated design/remedial measures
is provided in Section 4.6, Hydrology and Water Quality, of this EIR, due to the relationship
between these issues and water quality concerns. As described therein, the Project would
conform with applicable existing requirements related to erosion/sedimentation issues, including
applicable elements of the NPDES General Construction/Municipal permits and associated City
and County standards. Specifically, this would entail implementing a SWPPP and related BMPs
for proposed construction, as well as conformance with the Storm Water Management Plan
(SWMP) and associated long-term BMPs. As noted in Section 4.6, conformance with applicable
NPDES and City/County standards would avoid or reduce all impacts related to
erosion/sedimentation below a level of significance.
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Expansive Soils
Expansive (or shrink-swell) behavior is attributable to the water-holding capacity of clay
minerals and can adversely affect the integrity of facilities such as pavement and underground
utilities. The Alternative A alignment encompasses a number of surficial materials with
moderate to high expansion potential. The Geologic Reconnaissance Report (Appendix E.1)
identifies measures to address the potential occurrence and use of expansive materials in
association with the Project, including replacement with engineered fill and appropriate
treatment/placement in fill deposits (e.g., proper compaction/moisture conditioning and burial at
least three feet below finish grade). The implementation of such measures, if required (along
with the site-specific results/recommendations of the detailed geotechnical investigation
identified in Section 3.3.1.7), would avoid or reduce potential hazards related to expansive soils
to below a level of significance. Specifically, this would include conformance with applicable
regulatory/industry standards such as the IBC/CBC.
Compressible Soils/Settlement/Differential Settlement
The Alternative A alignment includes a number of surficial materials that may be susceptible to
compression under load, including undocumented fill, native topsoils, and alluvium. Settlement
and/or differential settlement (i.e., varying amounts of settlement over short distances) of such
materials could result in significant impacts to facilities including pavement and utilities. The
Geologic Reconnaissance Report (Appendix E.1) identifies standard measures to address these
potential concerns, including the replacement of unsuitable deposits with engineered fill, and, if
applicable, implementation of a settlement monitoring program. Implementation of these
recommendations
and
standards,
if
required,
along
with
the
site-specific
results/recommendations of the detailed geotechnical investigation identified in Section 3.3.1.7,
would avoid or reduce potential compression and settlement impacts to below a level of
significance.
Manufactured Slope Instability and Retaining Walls
Alternative A would involve the construction of cut and fill slopes extending to maximum
heights of approximately 70 and 28 feet, respectively. The Geologic Reconnaissance Report
recommends that manufactured (cut and fill) slopes be constructed at maximum grades of 2:1
(horizontal to vertical) in the Santiago Formation (primarily in the central portion of the study
area, refer to Figure 4.5-1), and that cut slopes in granitic rock be constructed at maximum
grades of 1.5:1 (unless steeper grades are specifically approved by the geotechnical engineer).
Manufactured slopes would also incorporate applicable design/maintenance standards, including
the use of benching, proper drainage and drought-tolerant vegetation (refer to the analysis of
erosion/sedimentation in Section 4.6, Hydrology and Water Quality). Implementation of the
identified design elements and standards along with the site-specific results/recommendations of
the detailed geotechnical investigation identified in Section 3.3.1.7, would avoid or reduce
potential impacts related to manufactured slope stability to below a level of significance.
The Project design also includes a number of retaining walls that would be subject to potential
instability effects from excessive moisture or hydrostatic pressure. These potential issues would
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be addressed through standard measures such as: (1) use of appropriate backfill and wall design
criteria to accommodate anticipated soil bearing pressures; (2) provision of drainage systems for
all retaining walls that are adequate to prevent excess hydrostatic pressures, including features
such as waterproofing, weep holes (if appropriate for local drainage conditions) or interior drains
(e.g., perforated polyvinyl chloride [PVC] pipe within the backfill); and (3) proper design of
footings and (if applicable) shear keys to provide appropriate resistance to lateral loads.
Implementation of these types of measures, or other applicable requirements from the detailed
geotechnical investigation identified in Section 3.3.1.7, would avoid or reduce potential impacts
related to the stability of retaining walls to below a level of significance.
Corrosive Soils
As noted in Table 4.5-1, mapped soils within Alternative A exhibit pH levels ranging from 5.6
(moderately acidic) to 8.4 (moderately alkaline). Project facilities may potentially be subject to
corrosive effects related to pH levels, as well as from additional conditions, including sulfate
content, resistivity (i.e., electrical resistance) and chloride content. If potentially hazardous
corrosive conditions are encountered, or determined to be present, during subsequent
field/laboratory investigation or construction (per the detailed geotechnical investigation
identified in Section 3.3.1.7), standard industry remedial measures would be employed,
including: (1) removal of unsuitable deposits and replacement with non-corrosive fill, (2) use of
corrosion-resistant construction materials and (3) installation of cathodic protection devices.
Conformance with applicable industry standards and regulatory guidelines related to corrosive
soils (as well as other applicable recommendations in the detailed geotechnical investigation), if
applicable, would avoid or reduce associated potential impacts to below a level of significance.
Shallow Groundwater/Drainage
Shallow groundwater may occur within the Alternative A alignment, particularly in the vicinity
of larger drainages. The occurrence of shallow groundwater could potentially affect construction
activities such as excavation and grading, by requiring temporary dewatering to allow access by
construction equipment and/or personnel. Associated dewatering activities would require
conformance with the applicable NPDES permit requirements discussed in Section 4.6 of this
EIR. The presence of shallow groundwater could also potentially affect the stability of proposed
excavations (e.g., trench walls), resulting in safety impacts to construction workers and
equipment from caving. Such excavations would be designed in accordance with applicable
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and the California Division of OSHA
(CAL/OSHA) standards (e.g., 29 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] Part 1926, Occupational
Health Standards-Excavations), including the use of shoring. Conformance with the described
requirements (along with other applicable recommendations from the detailed geotechnical
investigation identified in Section 3.3.1.7) would avoid or reduce potential impacts related to
shallow groundwater to below a level of significance.
Uncontrolled or improperly designed surface or subsurface drainage can result in adverse
impacts to proposed development through effects such as ponding, saturation of surficial
deposits on slopes or adjacent to foundations, or erosion of slopes or other areas. The Geologic
Reconnaissance Report identifies a number of recommendations to address potential surface
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drainage issues, including: (1) providing and maintaining positive drainage to direct on-site
surface flows away from improvements/slopes and into controlled drainage structures; (2) use of
subdrains in applicable areas to prevent saturation and (3) minimizing irrigation and properly
designing and maintaining irrigation systems. Implementation of these types of measures (along
with other applicable recommendations from the detailed geotechnical investigation identified in
Section 3.3.1.7) would avoid or reduce potential impacts related to the described drainage issues
to below a level of significance. It should also be noted that these types of measures would not
substantially alter on- or of-site surface and subsurface flow characteristics, with additional
discussion of hydrologic considerations provided in Section 4.6.
Oversize Materials
Proposed grading and excavation would encounter the Bonsall Tonalite and the Santiago
Formation in several areas of the Alternative A alignment, with the potential to generate oversize
materials (larger than 12 inches in maximum dimension). The presence of oversize materials in
engineered fill can result in effects such as differential compaction and settlement, with related
adverse effects to overlying pavement, utilities or drainage. The Geologic Reconnaissance
Report (Appendix E.1) provides the following recommendations related to oversize material use
and disposal: (1) oversize materials between 12 inches and four feet in maximum dimension will
be kept at least 15 horizontal feet away from slope faces, five feet below finish grade or three
feet below the deepest utility, whichever is deeper; and (2) the use of oversize materials greater
than four feet in maximum dimension will be evaluated by the Project geotechnical engineer on a
case-by-case basis. Implementation of the described measures (along with other applicable
recommendations from the detailed geotechnical investigation identified in Section 3.3.1.7)
would avoid or reduce impacts associated with oversize materials to below a level of
significance.
Alternative B
Alternative B represents the “eastern” corridor among the three alignment options, with the
location of this alternative alignment shown in blue on Figure 4.5-1.
Based on the location, underlying geology and nature of proposed development for this
alternative, associated potential impacts and mitigation measures related to geology and soils are
essentially the same as those described above for Alternative A. Specifically, no soil or geologic
conditions are known or anticipated that would preclude construction of the proposed roadway
within the Alternative B alignment, provided that applicable geotechnical recommendations are
implemented to ensure conformance with pertinent regulatory guidelines and industry standards.
Such conformance would be evaluated in a detailed geotechnical investigation to be conducted
for the Project, with associated recommendations to be incorporated into Project design and/or
construction as appropriate.
Alternative C
Alternative C represents the “western” corridor among the three alignment options, with the
location of this alternative alignment shown in red on Figure 4.5-1.
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Based on the location, underlying geology and nature of proposed development for this
alternative, associated potential impacts and mitigation measures related to geology and soils are
essentially the same as those described above for Alternative A. Specifically, no soil or geologic
conditions are known or anticipated that would preclude construction of the proposed roadway
within the Alternative C alignment, provided that applicable geotechnical recommendations are
implemented to ensure conformance with pertinent regulatory guidelines and industry standards.
Such conformance would be evaluated in a detailed geotechnical investigation to be conducted
for the Project, with associated recommendations to be incorporated into Project design and/or
construction, as appropriate.
4.5.4

Mitigation Measures

As described in the above analysis for Alternatives A through C, no soil or geologic conditions
are known or anticipated that would preclude construction of the Project. Based on this
conclusion and the requirement identified in Section 3.3.1.7 of this EIR to conduct a detailed
geotechnical investigation prior to final design/construction, no significant impacts related to
geology and soils would occur from implementation of the Project (including all three alternative
alignments). Because no significant impacts are identified, mitigation is not required.
4.5.5

Conclusions

The Geologic Reconnaissance Report (Appendix E.1) concludes that “No soil or geologic
conditions…exist at the site that would preclude construction of the proposed roadway.” Based
on this conclusion and the requirement identified in Section 3.3.1.7 of this EIR to conduct a
detailed geotechnical investigation prior to final design/construction, no significant impacts
related to geology and soils would occur form implementation of the Project (including all three
alternative alignments), and no associated mitigation would be required.
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4.6

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY

This section describes existing hydrologic and water quality conditions within the proposed
alignments and applicable up- and downstream areas, identifies associated regulatory
requirements and industry standards, evaluates potential impacts, and identifies mitigation
measures related to implementation of the Project. Related technical studies completed for the
Project include a Preliminary Drainage Report and a SWMP prepared by Project Design
Consultants (PDC) (2009a and 2009b), and a Sediment Transport Analysis conducted by Chang
Consultants (2009). These studies are summarized below along with other applicable data, with
the Drainage Report and Sediment Transport Analysis included as Appendices F.1 and F.2 of
this EIR, and the SWMP included as Appendix G.
4.6.1

Existing Conditions

The three alternative alignment corridors and adjacent areas are collectively referred to as the
Project study area in the following analysis. Specifically, the Project study area encompasses
approximately 150 acres, and generally corresponds to the geologic study area depicted on
Figure 4.5-1 of this EIR. Because the Project study area is part of a larger watershed area that
includes drainage from several upstream basins, a study area for hydrology/water quality is also
identified in this section, and encompasses approximately 1,416 acres (including the described
Project study area, refer to Exhibit D in Appendix F.1 for the study area boundary). The study
area is referenced below in association with regional watershed and drainage descriptions, while
site-specific analyses are focused primarily on the 150-acre Project study area or the individual
alternative alignment corridors contained therein. Due to the nature of potential hydrology/water
quality impacts, the following analysis also includes discussion of applicable downstream areas
(e.g., downstream segments of Guajome Creek and the San Luis Rey River).
Watershed and Drainage Characteristics
The study area is located within the San Luis Rey Hydrologic Unit (HU 903), one of 11 major
drainage areas identified in the RWQCB Water Quality Control Plan for the San Diego Basin
(1994). The San Luis Rey HU is a generally rectangular shaped area that encompasses
approximately 565 square miles, and extends from the eastern boundary of the San Diego Basin
to the City of Oceanside (Figure 4.6-1). The HU is divided into a number of hydrologic areas
and subareas based on local drainage characteristics, with the study area located within the
Lower San Luis Hydrologic Area (HA) and the Mission Hydrologic Subarea (HSA). Drainage
within the San Luis Rey HU is through the San Luis Rey River and associated tributaries, with
the river located approximately one mile north of the Project study area at its closest point. The
San Luis Rey River continues generally west-southwest from the Project study area for
approximately 10 miles and enters the San Luis Rey River Estuary/Pacific Ocean in the City of
Oceanside. Average annual precipitation in the San Luis Rey HU varies from approximately 12
in at the coast to over 45 in near Palomar Mountain, with the Project study area and vicinity
receiving approximately 13.7 in per year (RWQCB 1994, weather.com 2008).
Topography within the Project study area is characterized by generally level to moderately
sloping terrain in developed properties, with more extensive slopes present in nearby open space
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areas such as Guajome County Park (refer to Section 4.5 for additional discussion of
regional/local topography). The Project study area and vicinity are mostly developed, with
existing facilities including segments of Melrose Drive and North Santa Fe Avenue (as well as
other local roadways), variable density residential properties, agricultural sites (including high
density greenhouse/nursery uses and open areas used for field crops), and an equestrian facility.
Undeveloped portions of the Project study area encompass patches of native habitats and
previously disturbed (but not graded or developed) properties, including areas within Guajome
County Park. Surface drainage within the Project study area occurs as both point (confined) flow
in storm drain facilities and natural drainages, and as non-point (overland) flow within vegetated
and paved areas. Drainage in the southern portion of the Project study area moves generally
north towards Guajome Creek (near North Santa Fe Avenue), which continues northwest for
approximately one mile to Guajome Lake and the San Luis Rey River. A small dam and
reservoir (Upper Pond) is present along Guajome Creek approximately 1,500 ft northwest
(downstream) of the existing Melrose Drive/North Santa Fe Avenue intersection, within
Guajome County Park. Drainage from most other portions of the site flows primarily south and
west to Guajome Creek and continues west-northwest as previously described. Minor portions
of the northern Project study area drain generally west via a small unnamed creek located south
of Guajome Lake Road, with this flow continuing west-northwest for approximately 500 ft
before entering Guajome Creek. Existing calculated 100-year peak flow within the described
hydrology/water quality study area is approximately 1,734 cubic ft per second (cfs), while
100-year peak flow from each of the three alternative alignment corridors is approximately 328.4
cfs (PDC 2009c).
As noted above, the Project study area and immediate vicinity are mostly developed, with local
facilities including roadways, residential sites and agricultural properties. Principal existing
drainage facilities within and adjacent to the Project study area include a series of five, six-foot
wide by four-foot high reinforced concrete box culverts that convey flows in Guajome Creek
beneath North Santa Fe Avenue (just east of the Melrose Drive/North Santa Fe Avenue
intersection), and a detention basin at the northeast corner of the Melrose Drive/Spur Avenue
intersection. Downstream drainage facilities include the previously described Upper Pond
within Guajome Creek, as well as crossing structures along the San Luis Rey River at locations
such as College Boulevard, Douglas Drive and I-5.
Flood Hazards
The Project study area and vicinity have been mapped for flood hazards by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). The entire Project study area and adjacent properties
are mapped as Zone X, or areas outside of identified 100- and 500-year floodplains (FEMA
1997). The closest mapped 100-year floodplain is located approximately 0.7 mile to the west
and is associated with downstream portions of Guajome Creek. The described culverts beneath
North Santa Fe Avenue exhibit substantial blockage, however, with this situation resulting in
flooding along North Santa Fe Avenue and adjacent up- and downstream areas during larger
storm events (Appendix F.1). Accordingly, the Project Drainage Report included a hydraulic
engineering center-river analysis system (HEC-RAS) model to identify flood elevations
associated with the described conditions along Guajome Creek. HEC-RAS is a graphically
based computer program developed by the USACOE Hydrologic Engineering Center to model
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flow, and includes information such as channel cross-sectional geometry, roughness coefficients,
and water surface elevations. Additional information on HEC-RAS modeling and the Project
hydraulic methodology is provided in Appendix F.1. As depicted on Exhibit E of Appendix F.1,
up to approximately 320 linear ft of North Santa Fe Avenue (as well as adjacent areas) are
currently subject to flooding during a 100-year storm event. The described HEC-RAS model
also identified post-development flood elevations, with this information included in the
discussion of potential flood-related impacts in Section 4.6.3.
The only major water body upstream of the Project study area is Lake Henshaw, which is located
approximately 30 miles to the east within the San Luis Rey River corridor. Based on mapping
provided in the City of Oceanside General Plan Public Safety Element (1975), the approximate
inundation zone associated with a catastrophic failure of the Lake Henshaw Dam would not
extend within or adjacent to the Project study area.
Groundwater
The Project study area is within the areal extent of the Mission Subbasin of the San Luis Rey
Groundwater Basin. The San Luis Rey Groundwater Basin generally parallels the San Luis Rey
River, and consists primarily of shallow alluvial aquifers. Recharge of these aquifers in the
Project vicinity is derived primarily from stream flow and irrigation runoff, with groundwater
movement generally down-gradient towards Guajome Lake and the San Luis Rey River
(California Department of Water Resources [DWR] 2003; San Diego County Water Authority
[SDCWA] 1997). Two existing groundwater wells are present in the east-central and
northwestern portions of the Project study area, with the former well used intermittently for
agricultural irrigation and the latter well currently inoperable (Mikamo 2008, Quesada 2008).
No known data regarding groundwater production or depths are available for either of the noted
wells. As described in Section 4.5, Geology and Soils, shallow groundwater may be present
locally, particularly near larger drainages, although no specific shallow aquifers are identified
within the Project study area and vicinity. Additionally, the referenced text notes that local
groundwater depths may vary seasonally with conditions such as precipitation and irrigation
levels, potentially resulting in shallow, perched water tables (GEOCON 2002a).
Water Quality
Surface Water
Surface water within the Project study area consists predominantly of intermittent flow from
storm events and irrigation runoff from local and upstream urban/agricultural development. No
known water quality data are available for the Project study area or immediate vicinity, with
storm flows and irrigation runoff subject to variations in water quality due to conditions such as
volume/velocity and land use. A summary of typical contaminant sources and loadings for
various land use types is provided in Tables 4.6-1 and 4.6-2. Based on the urban or agricultural
nature of most existing local and upstream development, surface water quality within the study
area is expected to be generally moderate to poor.
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Table 4.6-1
SUMMARY OF TYPICAL CONTAMINANT SOURCES
FOR URBAN STORM WATER RUNOFF
Contaminant

Typical Contaminant Sources

Sediment and Floatables
Pesticides and Herbicides
Organic Materials
Oxygen-demanding
Substances
Metals
Oil and
Grease/Hydrocarbons
Bacteria and Viruses
Nitrogen and Phosphorus

Streets, driveways, landscaping, construction, atmospheric deposition,
erosion
Landscaping, roadsides, utility right-of-ways, soil wash-off
Landscaping, trash collection/disposal areas, animal wastes, streets
Landscaping, animal wastes, trash collection/disposal areas, leaky
sanitary sewer lines or septic systems
Automobiles, bridges, atmospheric deposition, industrial areas, soil
erosion, corroding metal surfaces, combustion processes
Roads, driveways, parking lots, vehicle maintenance areas, gas stations,
illicit dumping to storm drains
Landscaping, roads, leaky sanitary sewer lines or septic systems, sanitary
sewer cross-connections, animal wastes
Landscaping fertilizers, atmospheric deposition, automobile exhaust, soil
erosion, animal wastes, detergents

Source: City of Oceanside 2002a; EPA 1999

Table 4.6-2
TYPICAL CONTAMINANT LOADINGS IN RUNOFF FOR VARIOUS LAND USES
(pounds/acre/year)
Land Use

TSS

TP

TKN

NH3 – N

NO2 +
NO3 – N

BOD

COD

Pb

Zn

Cu

Commercial
Parking Lot
HDR
MDR
LDR
Freeway
Industrial
Park
Construction

1000
400
420
190
10
880
860
3
6000

1.5
0.7
1
0.5
0.04
0.9
1.3
0.03
80

6.7
5.1
4.2
2.5
0.03
7.9
3.8
1.5
N/A

1.9
2
0.8
0.5
0.02
1.5
0.2
N/A
N/A

3.1
2.9
2
1.4
0.1
4.2
1.3
0.3
N/A

62
47
27
13
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

420
270
170
72
N/A
N/A
N/A
2
N/A

2.7
0.8
0.8
0.2
0.01
4.5
2.4
0
N/A

2.1
0.8
0.7
0.2
0.04
2.1
7.3
N/A
N/A

0.4
0.04
0.03
0.14
0.01
0.37
0.5
N/A
N/A

HDR = High Density Residential; MDR = Medium Density Residential; LDR = Low Density Residential. N/A =
Not available; insufficient data to characterize. TSS = Total suspended solids; TP = Total Phosphorus; TKN = Total
Kjeldahl Nitrogen; NH3 – N = Ammonia – Nitrogen; NO2 + NO3 – N = Nitrite + Nitrate Nitrogen; BOD =
Biochemical Oxygen Demand; COD = Chemical Oxygen Demand; Pb = Lead; Zn = Zinc; Cu = Copper
Source: EPA 1999

As previously described, the principal downstream surface waters include Guajome Creek/Lake,
the San Luis Rey River, and the San Luis Rey River Estuary/Pacific Ocean. Existing water
quality data for these areas include quantitative monitoring/testing and biological assessment
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(bioassessment) studies; as well as qualitative bi-annual evaluations conducted by the State
Water Quality Control Board (SWRCB) and RWQCB. All of the noted monitoring efforts and
databases are associated with requirements under regulatory standards including the federal
Clean Water Act (CWA), National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), and
RWQCB Basin Plan, with summary descriptions provided below.
Quantitative Surface Water Quality Data
Quantitative water quality data available for downstream areas include the following sources:
(1) wet weather monitoring at the San Luis Rey River mass loading station (MLS); (2) dry
weather monitoring at various locations; (3) ambient bay and lagoon monitoring/testing at the
San Luis Rey River Estuary; and (4) bioassessment studies along the San Luis Rey River.
Wet and Dry Season Monitoring. Monitoring at the San Luis Rey River MLS (located at Benet
Road, approximately six miles west of the Project study area) covered three storm events each
for the 2001/2002 through 2006/2007 storm seasons, and four storm events for the 2007/2008
season (22 total events). These monitoring events involved numerous physical, chemical and
bacterial constituents of concern (COCs), with monitoring results summarized below (Weston
Solutions, Inc. [Weston] 2009, 2008, 2007, 2005; MEC Analytical Systems {MEC] 2005, 2004,
2003).


Water quality standards regularly exceeded (15 or more out of 22 events) for COCs
including total dissolved solids (TDS) and fecal coliform.



Water quality standards frequently exceeded (6 to 14 out of 22 events) for COCs
including turbidity and enterococci.



Water quality standards occasionally exceeded (1 to 5 out of 22 events) for COCs
including pH, BOD, TSS, total coliform, diazinon and chlorpyrifos (pesticides), and
toxicity to select aquatic organisms.

Dry weather sampling was conducted during the period of 2003 through 2007 at several sites
located downstream of the Project study area. This program was focused on collecting dry
season samples from storm drain facilities to identify urban pollutants and sources. Data from
these sampling efforts documented that water quality objectives were most commonly exceeded
for turbidity, with objectives for other COCs including nitrate, ammonia and total coliform
exceeded less frequently (but variable by year).
The City conducted water quality monitoring between November 1993 and July 2001 at three
locations along the San Luis Rey River, including crossings at SR 76 (Mission Road)
approximately 1.5 miles northeast of the Project study area, Douglas Drive approximately 3.5
miles west of the Project study area, and the previously described Benet Road station. Data from
these monitoring efforts are included in the San Luis Rey River Watershed Urban Runoff
Management Program (WURMP), with this study noting “consistently high concentrations” for
bacterial indicators, TDS, chloride, magnesium, iron, and manganese (City of Oceanside 2003).
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Ambient Bay and Lagoon Monitoring. Ambient bay and lagoon monitoring was conducted for
several local coastal waters between 2002 and 2005. Samples from the San Luis Rey River
Estuary exhibited generally high individual and overall (i.e., relative to other sampled
embayments) quality rankings for sediment chemistry and toxicity (although the data suggest
that toxic constituents are present), and moderate rankings for benthic community structure. The
latter ranking was attributed to possible conditions including a larger proportion of fine-grained
sediment at one of the test sites (MEC 2005).
Bioassessment Monitoring. Bioassessment monitoring involves evaluation of the taxonomic
richness (i.e., number of taxonomic groups) and diversity (i.e., species diversity within
taxonomic groups) of benthic macroinvertebrate (BMI) communities. Bioassessment monitoring
has been conducted at several locations along the San Luis Rey River, including: (1) the
previously described Benet Road site, tested in May and October of 2002 through 2006, May
2007 and May 2008; (2) Mission Road (approximately 1.5 miles upstream of the Project study
area), tested in May and October of 2002 through 2006, and May 2007; and (3) Camino Del Rey
(approximately 3.6 miles upstream of the Project study area), tested in May 2008. Test results
for all of these sites document very poor rankings relative to other tested locations, with these
results attributable (at least in part) to poor water quality in surrounding areas.
Bi-annual Clean Water Act Assessments
The SWRCB and RWQCB produce bi-annual qualitative assessments of statewide and regional
water quality conditions. These assessments are focused on CWA Section 303(d) impaired water
listings and scheduling for assignment of total maximum daily load (TMDL) requirements. The
most current (2006) approved assessment identifies the following impaired waters within
applicable portions of the San Luis Rey River watershed: (1) 33 acres of Guajome Lake listed
for eutrophic conditions (excess nutrients); (2) the lower 13 miles of the San Luis Rey River
(including all reaches downstream of the study area) listed for chloride and TDS; and (3) 0.49
mile of Pacific Ocean shoreline at the mouth of the San Luis Rey River listed for indicator
bacteria. Identified TMDL completion dates include 2005 for the Pacific Ocean shoreline, and
2019 for Guajome Lake and the San Luis Rey River (SWRCB 2008).
Surface Water Quality Summary
Surface water quality in the Project study area and vicinity is considered generally moderate to
poor, based on the described monitoring data, existing urban/agricultural development levels,
and impaired water listings.
Groundwater
Based on available data, groundwater quality in the San Luis Rey Valley Basin is considered
generally poor. Specifically, this conclusion is based on reported average TDS levels of 1,258
mg/l in 2002, and historical (1960s) average TDS levels of 3,000 mg/l (SWRCB 2003,
GEOCON 2003). While no known groundwater quality data are available for the Project study
area or vicinity, local groundwater quality is expected to be generally moderate to poor based on
the noted data and the previous description of local surface water quality.
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Regulatory Setting
The proposed Project is subject to a number of Federal, State and local regulatory requirements
related to potential hydrologic and water quality issues. Specifically, this would include
applicable elements of the federal CWA and NPDES, RWQCB Basin Plan and City/County
standards as summarized below.
CWA/NPDES Standards
Specific NPDES requirements applicable to the Project include the following: (1) the General
Construction Activity Storm Water Permit (Construction Permit, NPDES No. CAS000002); (2)
the General Groundwater Extraction Waste Discharge Permit For Discharge To Surface Waters
in the San Diego Region Except For San Diego Bay (Groundwater Permit, NPDES No.
CAG919002); and (3) the NPDES Municipal Permit (NPDES No. CAS0108758) and related
City/County standards.
General Construction Activity Permit
Conformance with the Construction Permit is required prior to Project development for
applicable sites exceeding one acre, with this permit issued by the SWRCB pursuant to Order
No. 99-08-DWQ. Specific conformance requirements include implementing a SWPPP and
monitoring program, as well as a Storm Water Sampling and Analysis Strategy (SWSAS) for
applicable projects (i.e., those discharging directly into impaired waters or involving non-visible
contaminants that may exceed water quality objectives). These plans identify detailed measures
to prevent and control the off-site discharge of contaminants in storm water runoff, and are
specifically intended to protect receiving waters (including impaired waters), maintain beneficial
uses, and provide conformance with applicable water quality objectives (as outlined below under
Basin Plan Requirements). Specific pollution control measures typically involve the use of best
available technology (BAT) and/or best conventional pollutant control technology (BCT), with
these requirements implemented through BMPs. While site-specific measures vary somewhat
with conditions such as proposed grading/construction parameters and slope/soil characteristics,
detailed guidance for construction-related BMPs is provided in the permit text and the
City/County Storm Water Standards (City of Oceanside 2008, County of San Diego 2008a).
Additional sources for general construction related BMPs that may be applicable to the Project
include the Storm Water Best Management Practices Handbooks (California Stormwater Quality
Association 2003), and EPA Nationwide Menu of Best Management Practices for Storm Water
Phase II (USEPA 2009).
A new General Construction Permit (Order No. 2009-0009-DWQ) was adopted by the SWRCB
on September 2, 2009, with an effective date of July 1, 2010. Accordingly, the Project would
likely be subject to applicable criteria under the new General Construction Permit. The new
permit includes a number of requirements beyond those noted for the existing permit, including
technology-based effluent limitations and action levels, risk-based assessment, minimum BMP
requirements, enhanced monitoring and reporting, and mandatory training. Determination of
specific requirements under this permit would be made after completion of Project plans and
application submittal to the SWRCB and RWQCB.
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General Groundwater Extraction Waste Discharge Permit
Conformance with the noted Groundwater Permit is required by the RWQCB prior to disposal of
extracted groundwater, pursuant to Order No. R9-2008-0002 for the Project study area. This
requirement is generally applicable to all groundwater discharge regardless of volume, with
certain exceptions as noted in the permit text. Specific requirements for permit conformance
include: (1) submitting a Notice of Intent to the RWQCB; (2) implementing an appropriate
sampling and analysis/monitoring program; (3) providing at least 30 days notification to the
appropriate local agency prior to discharging to a municipal storm drain system; (4) conforming
with applicable water quality standards (e.g., through appropriate BMPs), including, but not
limited to, the Basin Plan, CWA, State Antidegradation and Implementation policies, PorterCologne Water Quality Control Act, and Ocean Plan; and (5) submittal of applicable monitoring
reports.
Municipal Storm Water Permit
The Municipal Permit (RWQCB Order No. R9-2007-0001) is intended to protect
environmentally sensitive areas and provide conformance with pertinent hydrology and water
quality standards. Associated requirements involve using applicable planning, design, operation,
treatment, and enforcement measures to maintain predevelopment runoff volume and velocity
levels to the maximum extent practicable (MEP), avoid/address potential hydromodification1
impacts, and reduce pollutant discharges to the MEP. Specifically, these measures include:
(1) using jurisdictional controls to regulate flows and protect water quality; (2) requiring
coordination between individual jurisdictions to provide watershed-based hydrology/water
quality protection; (3) implementing applicable site design/low impact development (LID2),
source control, priority project, and/or treatment control BMPs to avoid, reduce and/or mitigate
effects including increased erosion and sedimentation, hydromodification and the discharge of
contaminants in urban runoff; and (4) using appropriate monitoring, reporting and enforcement
efforts to ensure proper implementation, documentation and (as appropriate) modification of
permit requirements.
The Municipal Permit also requires copermittees (e.g., the City and County) to fund and
implement Urban Runoff Management Plans (URMPs) to reduce runoff and contaminant
discharges to the MEP. The URMPs were conducted on a jurisdictional basis for the first two
years, and included a watershed-based approach for subsequent efforts. The watershed-based
approach for URMPs has been implemented in the Project study area watershed through the
previously referenced San Luis Rey River WURMP (City of Oceanside 2003). Pursuant to the
described Municipal Permit requirements, the City and County participated in developing the
Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plan (SUSMP), prepared local SUSMPs, and have
adopted related storm water standards and ordinances as described below under City/County
Standards.
1

Hydromodification is defined in the Municipal Permit as the change in natural watershed hydrologic processes
and runoff characteristics (infiltration and overland flow) caused by urbanization or other land use changes that
result in increased stream flows, sediment transport, and morphological changes in the channels receiving the
runoff.

2

The LID process is intended to mimic predevelopment hydrologic conditions by using design practices and
techniques to effectively capture, filter, store, evaporate, detain and infiltrate runoff close to its source.
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Basin Plan Standards
The RWQCB San Diego Basin Plan establishes beneficial uses and water quality objectives for
surface and groundwater resources (per associated requirements in the State Porter-Cologne
Water Quality Control Act). Beneficial uses are generally defined in the Basin Plan as “the uses
of water necessary for the survival or well being of man, plus plants and wildlife.” Identified
beneficial uses for inland reaches of the San Luis Rey River within the Mission HSA include:
agricultural supply (AGR); industrial service supply (IND); hydropower generation (POW),
contact water recreation (REC-1); warm freshwater habitat (WARM); wildlife habitat (WILD);
and rare, threatened, or endangered species (RARE). Identified beneficial uses for local coastal
waters include REC-1, non-contact water recreation (REC-2), WILD, RARE, marine habitat
(MAR), and migration of aquatic organisms (MIGR). Identified beneficial uses for groundwater
in the Lower San Luis HA include municipal and domestic supply (MUN), AGR and IND.
Water quality objectives identified in the Basin Plan are based on established beneficial uses, and
are defined as “the limits or levels of water quality constituents or characteristics which are
established for the reasonable protection of beneficial uses.” Water quality objectives identified
for surface and groundwater resources in the Lower San Luis HA and Mission HSA are
summarized in Table 4.6-3.
Table 4.6-3
SURFACE AND GROUNDWATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES FOR THE
LOWER SAN LUIS HYDROLOGIC AREA AND THE MISSION HYDROLOGIC SUBAREA1
SURFACE WATER
Lower San Luis Hydrologic Area
Constituent (mg/l or as noted)
TDS
500

Cl
250

SO4
250

% Na
60

N&P
--

Fe

Mn

MBAS

B

2

0.3
0.05
0.5
0.75
GROUNDWATER
Mission Hydrologic Subarea3

Turb Color
(NTU) Units
None
20
20

Odor

F
1.0

Constituent (mg/l or as noted)
TDS

Cl

SO4

% Na

NO3

Fe

Mn

MBAS

B

1,500

500

500

60

45

0.85

0.15

0.5

0.75

1
2
3

Turb Color
(NTU) Units
None
5
15

Odor

F
1.0

Concentrations not to be exceeded more than 10% of the time during any one-year period; refer to
Figure 4.6-1 for local hydrologic designation locations.
Shall be maintained at levels below those which stimulate algae and emergent plant growth.
Standards do not apply west of the eastern boundary of Interstate 5.
Abbreviation Key: TDS = total dissolved solids; Cl = Chlorides; SO4 = Sulfate; Na = Sodium;
N&P = Nitrogen and Phosphorus; NO3 = Nitrate; Fe = Iron; Mn = Manganese; MBAS = Methylene
Blue Activated Substances (e.g., commercial detergent); B = Boron; Turb = Turbidity (measured in
Nephelometric Turbidity Units [NTU]); F = Fluoride.

Source: RWQCB 1994
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City/County Standards
City of Oceanside Standards
Grading Ordinance. The City Grading Ordinance (Ordinance Nos. 81-20, 92-15 and 82-43) and
excavation standards (Oceanside City Code, Chapter 31, Article II) require approval of
applicable grading and excavation activities, including measures to control erosion and
sedimentation pursuant to NPDES Construction Permit and associated City standards.
Specifically, this entails implementing erosion control (and related) measures such as:
(1) preserving native habitats and natural hydrologic features wherever feasible; (2) properly
conveying and directing runoff (e.g., to avoid flows on graded slopes); (3) minimizing grading
during the rainy season (October 1 to April 30); (4) implementing phased grading to reduce the
amount of disturbed area; (5) installing/implementing appropriate erosion and sediment control
BMPs to avoid/minimize erosion and the discharge of sediment and other pollutants from the
property; (6) stabilizing slopes; and (7) conforming with appropriate standards for fill placement
and composition.
Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plan. As described above for the NPDES Municipal
Permit, the City adopted a local SUSMP in November 2002, with a revised local Interim SUSMP
adopted in 2008 to reflect requirements in the current (2007) NPDES Municipal Permit. The
current City SUSMP addresses post-development water quality issues for both “standard” and
“priority projects”, and provides guidance for regulatory conformance, as well as the selection,
design and implementation of appropriate BMPs. The Project is a priority project under the
SUSMP guidelines, as it encompasses hillside development and more than 5,000 square ft of
new impervious (paved) roadway. Requirements identified in the City SUSMP for priority
projects include submittal and approval of a SWMP to: (1) evaluate anticipated pollutants and
conditions of concern associated with the proposed development and associated downstream
receiving waters; (2) identify appropriate site design, LID, source control, priority project, and/or
treatment control BMPs to avoid/minimize pollutants in site runoff to the MEP; and
(3) implement long-term maintenance procedures and mechanisms for appropriate BMPs to
ensure proper function.
Urban Runoff Management and Discharge Control Ordinance. The Urban Runoff Ordinance
(Oceanside City Code. Chapter 40) is intended to protect water resources and public health,
reduce contaminant discharges, and ensure compliance with applicable State and Federal
requirements. Specific requirements identified in the ordinance include: (1) prohibiting polluted
non-storm water from entering the storm water conveyance system from sources such as illicit
discharges (e.g., waste oil or polluted wash water); (2) establishing minimum requirements for
urban runoff management, including applicable BMPs to prevent and reduce urban runoff
pollution; (3) establishing requirements for the management of storm water flows from
development projects to prevent/reduce erosion and sedimentation and protect/enhance
water-dependent habitats; (4) using off-site facilities to supplement on-site storm water
management practices at new development sites; (5) adjusting storm water and non-storm water
management requirements when necessary; and (6) implementing applicable elements of the
Urban Runoff Standards Manuals attached to the Ordinance.
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County of San Diego Standards
Pursuant to the NPDES Municipal Permit, the County has adopted the following requirements:
(1) the Watershed Protection, Stormwater Management and Discharge Control
Ordinance/Stormwater Standards Manual (Ordinance No. 9926, 2008a); (2) the LID Handbook
(2007b); and (3) the County SUSMP (2008b). These regulations provide direction for applicants
to determine if and how they are subject to County and related Municipal Permit standards, and
identify requirements for the inclusion of permanent site design, LID, source control, priority
project, and/or treatment control BMPs. The County Storm Water Ordinance/Manual also
requires construction-related BMPs to address issues including erosion and sedimentation. The
County may, at its discretion, require the submittal and approval of a SWPPP to address
construction-related storm water issues prior to site development (with such requirements in
addition to the NPDES SWPPP criteria described above).
The San Diego County Hydrology Manual (2003) identifies procedures for analyzing flood and
storm water conditions in the County. Specifically, these procedures include methods to
estimate storm flow peaks, volumes, and time distributions. These data are used in the design of
storm water management facilities to ensure appropriate dimensions and capacity (typically
100-year storm flow volumes), pursuant to applicable requirements in the San Diego County
Design and Procedure Manual (1993).
The County Significance Guidelines for issues related to Hydrology (2007c) and Surface Water
Quality (2007d) provide direction for evaluating environmental effects related to hydrologic and
water quality concerns. Specifically, these guidelines address topics including drainage
alteration, increased water surface elevations, increased runoff velocities and peak flow rates,
flooding, local water quality, regulatory standards, and typical adverse effects. The referenced
guidelines also identify significance guidelines for the noted issues, along with standard
mitigation/design considerations and reporting requirements.
4.6.2

Thresholds of Significance

Project-related impacts associated with hydrology and water quality would be significant if:
1. The project would substantially alter existing drainage patterns, including the alteration
of a stream or river resulting in substantial on- or off-site erosion or siltation;.
2. The project would increase velocities and peak flow rates from the Project study area,
resulting in downstream flooding or causing the capacity of on- or off-site storm water
drainage facilities to be exceeded;
3. The project would place structures within a 100-year floodplain or flood hazard zone,
resulting in potential flood hazards to people or structures, or substantial alteration of
associated floodway boundaries or floodwater elevations (including an increase of 2/10
of a foot or more in height for the San Luis Rey River);
4. The project would substantially alter on- or off-site groundwater aquifer levels or the
ability to use such aquifers through activities including groundwater extraction;
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5. The project would drain to a tributary of an impaired water body as listed on the CWA
Section 303(d) list, and would contribute substantial additional pollutant(s) for which the
receiving water body is already impaired;
6. The project would contribute pollution in excess of that allowed by applicable State or
local water quality objectives or would cause or contribute to the degradation of
beneficial uses; or
7. The project would not conform to applicable Federal, State or local water quality statutes
or regulations, including but not limited to the following: Federal CWA; NPDES;
California Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act; City of Oceanside Interim SUSMP
and Urban Runoff Management and Discharge Control Ordinance; and County of San
Diego Watershed Protection, Stormwater Management, and Discharge Control
Ordinance/Stormwater Standards Manual.
The identified significance thresholds are based on applicable Federal, State and local
regulations, including criteria provided in Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines (Environmental
Checklist Form), the referenced County Significance Guidelines for Hydrology and Surface
Water Quality, the Project Drainage Report and SWMP, and the additional regulatory
requirements/industry standards discussed above in this section (including applicable elements of
the CWA/NPDES and related City/County requirements). Specifically, Significance Threshold
Nos. 1 through 4 are based on CEQA Checklist Guidelines and related City/County
requirements, while Significance Threshold Nos. 5 through 7 are based on the CEQA Guidelines
and Federal, State and local water quality standards. These thresholds are intended to ensure
conformance with existing regulatory and industry standards, as well as to protect public safety,
private property and environmental resources from hydrologic and water quality related effects.
4.6.3

Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to Significance

Alternative A
Alternative A represents the “central” corridor among the three alignment options, with the
location of this alternative alignment shown in green on Figure 2-3 (refer also to Exhibit A in
Appendix F.1).
Drainage Alteration
As described under Existing Conditions, surface drainage within the Project study area
(including the Alternative A alignment) is somewhat variable in direction, with runoff ultimately
conveyed to Guajome Creek via point and overland flow. Guajome Creek extends both up- and
downstream of the Project study area, and receives flows from upstream watersheds within the
previously defined hydrology/water quality study area. Downstream of the Alternative A
alignment, Guajome Creek enters Guajome Lake and the San Luis Rey River approximately one
mile to the northwest, with the river then continuing west-southwest for approximately 10 miles
to the coast. Implementation of this alternative would involve grading, excavation and
construction activities to accommodate the Project, with some related alteration of on-site
drainage patterns (e.g., through the proposed replacement of the existing culverts in Guajome
Creek at the Melrose Drive/North Santa Fe Avenue intersection). These modifications would be
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predominantly temporary (construction-related) and/or minor in nature, with the overall existing
drainage patterns and directions to remain essentially unchanged. Specifically, all postdevelopment flow from the Alternative A site would continue to enter Guajome Creek before
ultimately reaching the San Luis Rey River and the ocean. It should also be noted that the
proposed replacement of the existing culverts in Guajome Creek would result in a flow regime
that more closely matches the original creek hydrology, prior to the current level of blockage in
the existing culverts. Additional discussion of the projected post-development flow conditions
in Guajome Creek is provided below, as well as under the following evaluations of runoff
volumes/velocities and flooding.
The proposed replacement of the culverts under North Santa Fe Avenue, while improving local
flow conditions and more closely emulating the natural creek hydrology, could also potentially
result in increased downstream sediment transport, due to the restricted capacity of the existing
culverts, which reduces flow volume/velocity and creates a depositional environment.
Accordingly, a Sediment Transport Analysis was conducted to assess potential post-development
sediment loads and related effects in downstream areas (Appendix F.2). The Sediment Transport
Analysis identifies pre-development sediment loading for both actual (i.e., with restricted culvert
flow) and “free-flowing” (without culvert blockage) conditions in the creek, as well as calculated
post-development sediment loading and related potential downstream impacts. The assessment
of post-development sediment transport and downstream impacts is focused on the previously
described Upper Pond, due to the flow regulating (and energy reducing) conditions at this
reservoir and the associated potential for increased sediment deposition. The Sediment
Transport Analysis incorporates applicable data from the previously described HEC-RAS model,
a Sediment Sample Analysis conducted by GEOCON (2008b), and other pertinent sources. This
information was evaluated in a mathematical model (the FLUVIAL-12 Model) to assess pre- and
post-development conditions in the creek, including sediment scour and deposition, related
channel geometry, and downstream sediment delivery. The results of this analysis determined
that post-development sediment delivery to the downstream Upper Pond would be slightly
greater than the existing condition with partially blocked culverts, and would be slightly less
than the existing condition with free-flowing culverts (Appendix F.2). These determinations
were based on the following considerations: (1) the existing, partially blocked, condition of the
culverts results in more sediment deposition upstream (and less delivery to the pond); (2) the
location of the proposed new culverts at an elevation above the existing creek channel bed,
would act as a drop structure (with associated sediment removal upstream of the impoundment);
(3) the placement of riprap downstream of the proposed culverts would avoid substantial
erosion/scour and associated sediment loading; and (4) the distance between the proposed
culverts and the downstream impoundment would minimize related sediment delivery, due to
natural deposition as the creek moves towards flow/loading equilibrium. Accordingly, the
Sediment Transport Analysis concludes that “[n]one of the proposed project alignments will
have a significant impact on sediment delivery to the pond.” (Appendix F.2).
Based on the described retention of the principal on-site drainage features and flow
directions/patterns within Guajome Creek and associated up- and downstream areas, as well as
the analysis of related sediment transport, implementation of Alternative A would not
substantially alter on- or off-site drainage patterns/directions, or generate substantial related onor offsite erosion or siltation. Accordingly, no associated significant impacts would result.
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Runoff Volumes/Velocities
As previously noted, existing peak 100-year storm flow from the Alternative A alignment is
approximately 328.4 cfs, while peak 100-year flow in the study area is approximately 1,734 cfs
(PDC 2009c). Implementation of the Project would result in the construction of impervious
surfaces (pavement) within the alignment, with the addition of such areas increasing associated
runoff volumes and velocities. Specifically, calculated post-development peak 100-year storm
flow from the Alternative A alignment is approximately 406.3 cfs (PDC 2009c), with an
associated increase of approximately 78 cfs (or approximately 4.5 percent of the study area
flow). Based on the linear nature of the alignment and the fact that it exhibits numerous drainage
outlet points, on-site detention is not considered feasible, although the following existing features
and proposed measures would effectively address the described increase in post-development
volumes/velocities: (1) the proposed bioretention facilities described below in this section under
long-term water quality issues would provide some flow regulation through velocity reduction
and temporary ponding and/or infiltration of design storm flows; (2) energy dissipation facilities
(e.g., riprap aprons) would be provided at all Project storm water outlets (including the proposed
new culverts in Guajome Creek) to slow and disseminate flows; (3) the previously described
downstream Upper Pond in Guajome Creek provides downstream flow regulation via ponding
and controlled release of storm water drainage through a spillway structure; (4) native and/or
drought-tolerant landscaping varieties would be used to reduce irrigation requirements; and
(5) irrigation management techniques would be used to minimize and control water applications
(as described below under Water Quality). The Project Drainage Report also recommends that
more detailed hydrologic and hydraulic analyses be conducted during final engineering to verify
preliminary results and conclusions regarding energy dissipation (and related erosion protection)
at proposed drainage outlets. Accordingly completion of detailed hydrologic/hydraulic analyses
is identified in Section 3.3.1.7 of this EIR as an environmental design measure. With completion
of these detailed analyses and incorporation of the results as appropriate, along with the
considerations noted above, no significant impacts from increased flow volume/velocity levels or
associated flooding would occur from implementation of this alternative (PDC 2009c).
It should also be noted that Alternative A is exempt from the Interim Hydromodification Criteria
identified in City/County storm water requirements and the Municipal Permit, based on the fact
that the Project would disturb less than 50 acres (Appendix F.1). Accordingly, implementation
of this alternative would not result in significant impacts related to hydromodification.
Storm Drain Capacity/Flooding
As previously described, implementation of Alternative A would generate increased storm flows
due to the construction of additional impervious surfaces. The effects of these increased flows
would be addressed through the considerations described above, with all proposed storm drain
facilities to be designed to accommodate a 100-year storm event. The previously described
HEC-RAS Model also assessed post-development flood boundaries/elevations for the Project,
including Alternative A (refer to Exhibit F in Appendix F.1). Based on this analysis, the Project
Drainage Report concludes that “[t]he post-project floodplain will not affect adjacent or
upstream properties, and will also eliminate the roadway overtopping during the 100-year
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storm.” The Project Drainage Report also recommends, however, that more detailed hydrologic
and hydraulic analyses be conducted during final engineering to verify preliminary results and
conclusions regarding storm drain retrofit or relocation. Accordingly completion of detailed
hydrologic/hydraulic analyses is identified in Section 3.3.1.7 of this EIR as an environmental
design measure. With completion of these detailed analyses and incorporation of the results as
appropriate, along with the considerations noted above, no significant impacts related to the
capacity of on- or off-site storm drain facilities and associated flooding hazards are anticipated
from implementation of Alternative A.
As described under Existing Conditions, the Project study area (including the Alternative A
alignment) is not located within or adjacent to any mapped 100-year floodplain or flood hazard
(dam inundation) zone boundaries. Accordingly, no associated potential impacts would result
from the implementation of this alternative.
Groundwater
Based on information provided under Existing Conditions and in Section 4.5 of this EIR, shallow
groundwater has not been observed within the Project study area (including the Alternative A
alignment). Shallow groundwater may be present locally, however, particularly near larger
drainages, and local groundwater depths may vary seasonally with conditions such as
precipitation and irrigation levels (potentially resulting in shallow, perched water tables)
(GEOCON 2002a). Implementation of Alternative A would not involve the extraction of local
groundwater for purposes such as consumption or irrigation, with no associated impacts to
groundwater resources. The project would entail the construction of impervious surfaces that
would slightly reduce local infiltration/recharge capacity, although no associated significant
impacts are anticipated due to the minor areas involved.
Shallow groundwater could potentially be encountered during Project construction, with
associated temporary dewatering efforts subject to pertinent NPDES requirements. Additional
discussion of these requirements is provided above under Regulatory Framework and in the
following assessment of water quality. Based on the temporary nature of potential construction
dewatering and the fact that associated discharge would likely be within local recharge areas
such as Guajome Creek, no significant impacts related to local groundwater resources, such as
aquifer drawdown or depletion, are anticipated from this alternative.
Water Quality
Potential water quality impacts related to this alternative are associated with both short-term
construction activities and long-term operation and maintenance. Project-related activities would
not result in any direct effects to groundwater quality through activities such as underground
storage of hazardous materials. Accordingly, potential impacts to groundwater quality would be
limited to the percolation of surface runoff and associated contaminants generated within the
Alternative A alignment. The following assessment of potential water quality impacts is
therefore applicable to both surface and groundwater resources.
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Short-term Construction
Potential water quality impacts related to construction of this alternative include
erosion/sedimentation, the on-site use and storage of construction-related hazardous materials
(e.g., fuels, etc.), demolition activities, and the disposal of extracted groundwater (if required).
Erosion and Sedimentation. Proposed excavation, grading and construction activities within the
Alternative A alignment could potentially result in related erosion and off-site sediment transport
(sedimentation). Specifically, Project activities would involve: (1) removal of surface
stabilizing features such as vegetation; (2) excavation of existing compacted materials from cut
areas; (3) redeposition of excavated (and/or imported) material as fill in on-site; (4) potential
sediment generation from paving and demolition activities; and (5) potential erosion from
disposal of extracted groundwater (if required). Project-related erosion could result in the influx
of sediment (and other contaminants such as hydrocarbons that tend to adhere to sediment
particles) into on-site and downstream receiving waters, including segments of the San Luis Rey
River listed as impaired for TDS (refer to Section 4.6.1).
Erosion and sedimentation are not considered to be significant long-term concerns for this
alternative, because developed areas would be stabilized through the installation of pavement
and landscaping. The Project would also incorporate long-term water quality controls pursuant
to regulatory requirements, including measures such as the use of filtering and biofiltration
devices, irrigation controls, and drainage facility maintenance (i.e., to remove accumulated
sediment). Additional discussion of long-term water quality measures is provided below under
Long-term Operation and Maintenance. Based on the results of the Sediment Transport Analysis
(Appendix F.2) described above under the discussion of Drainage Alteration, this alternative
would also not result in significant impacts related to downstream sediment delivery in Guajome
Creek.
Potential short-term water quality effects from erosion and sedimentation would be addressed
through conformance with the NPDES Construction Permit and associated City and County
standards outlined above under Regulatory Framework. Specifically, this would include
implementing a SWPPP for proposed construction, including (but not limited to) erosion and
sedimentation BMPs. While specific BMPs would be determined during the SWPPP process
based on site-specific characteristics, they would likely include standard industry measures and
guidelines contained in sources such as the NPDES Construction Permit text, related City and
County regulations, the Project SWMP, and the additional regulatory and industry references
listed under Regulatory Framework.
The Project SWMP identifies a list of preliminary construction BMPs, including
erosion/sediment control measures such as the use of silt fence, fiber rolls, gravel bags,
temporary slope stabilization, street sweeping/vacuuming, inlet protection, stockpile/solid waste
management, stabilized ingress/ egress points, and paving/grinding controls (Appendix G).
Based on these suggested measures and guidelines from the above noted regulatory and industry
sources, typical erosion and sediment control measures to be implemented as part of the SWPPP
for this alternative would likely include the BMPs listed in Table 4.6-4.
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Table 4.6-4
POTENTIAL MEASURES TO AVOID OR MINIMIZE IMPACTS
RELATED TO EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION


Comply with seasonal grading restrictions during the rainy season (October 1 to April 30) for
applicable locations/conditions, including work in active drainage courses.



Prepare and implement a “weather triggered” action plan for construction activities
conducted during the rainy season to provide enhanced erosion and sediment control
measures prior to predicted storm events (i.e., 40 percent or greater chance of rain).



Use phased grading schedules to limit the area subject to erosion at any given time.



Use erosion control/stabilizing measures, including geotextiles, mats, fiber rolls, soil binders,
or temporary hydroseeding (or other plantings), in appropriate areas such as disturbed areas
and graded slopes.



Use sediment controls to protect the construction site perimeter and prevent off-site sediment
transport, including measures such as temporary inlet filters, silt fences, fiber rolls, gravel
bags, temporary sediment basins, check dams, street sweeping/vacuuming, energy
dissipators, stabilized construction access points/sediment stockpiles, and properly fitted
covers for sediment transport vehicles.



Store BMP materials in applicable on-site areas to provide “standby” capacity adequate to
provide complete protection of exposed areas and prevent off-site sediment transport.



Provide appropriate training for personnel responsible for BMP installation and maintenance.



Use solid waste management efforts such as proper containment/disposal of construction
debris.



Comply with local dust control requirements.



Install permanent landscaping, with emphasis on native and/or drought-tolerant varieties, as
soon as feasible during or after construction.



Implement appropriate monitoring and maintenance efforts (e.g., prior to and after storm
events) to ensure proper BMP function and efficiency.



Implement sampling/analysis, monitoring/reporting and post-construction management
programs per NPDES and/or City/County requirements.

 Implement additional BMPs as necessary to ensure adequate erosion and sediment control.
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Based on implementation of appropriate erosion and sediment control BMPs as part of (and in
conformance with) the project SWPPP and associated City/County standards, constructionrelated erosion/sedimentation impacts from this alternative would be less than significant.
Erosion and sedimentation BMPs implemented for Alternative A would be further defined
during the SWPPP and City/County permitting process, with the resulting measures taking
priority over the more general types of BMPs described above.
Construction-related Hazardous Materials. Construction of Alternative A would involve the onsite use and/or storage of hazardous materials such as fuels, lubricants, solvents, concrete, paint,
and portable septic system wastes. The accidental discharge of such materials during project
construction could potentially result in significant impacts if such materials reach downstream
receiving waters, particularly materials such as petroleum compounds that are potentially toxic to
aquatic species in low concentrations. As described above for erosion/sedimentation (and under
Regulatory Framework), implementation of a SWPPP would be required under NPDES and
City/County guidelines, and would include detailed measures to avoid or mitigate potential
impacts related to the use and potential discharge of construction-related hazardous materials.
While specific BMPs would be determined as part of the NPDES/SWPPP process based on
individual Project and site parameters, they would likely include standard measures from the
project SWMP, NPDES Permit, City/County regulations, and the previously referenced
regulatory/industry sources. Typical control measures for construction-related hazardous
materials that would be implemented as part of the SWPPP for this alternative would likely
include the BMPs listed in Table 4.6-5.
Based on implementation of appropriate BMPs as part of (and in conformance with) the Project
SWPPP and associated City/County standards, construction-related hazardous material impacts
from this alternative would be less than significant. Construction-related hazardous material
BMPs implemented for Alternative A would be further defined during the SWPPP and
City/County permitting process, with the resulting measures taking priority over the more
general types of BMPs listed in Table 4.6-5.

Table 4.6-5
POTENTIAL MEASURES TO AVOID OR MINIMIZE IMPACTS RELATED TO THE
USE AND DISCHARGE OF CONSTRUCTION-RELATED HAZARDOUS MATERIALS


Minimize the amount of hazardous materials used and stored on-site, and restrict storage/use
locations to areas at least 50 ft from storm drains and surface waters.



Use raised (e.g., on pallets), covered and/or enclosed storage facilities for all hazardous
materials.



Maintain accurate, up-to-date written inventories and labels for all stored hazardous
materials.



Use berms, ditches, impervious liners, or other applicable methods in material storage and
vehicle/equipment maintenance and fueling areas, to provide a containment volume of 1.5
times the volume of stored/used materials and prevent discharge in the event of a spill.
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Table 4.6-5 (cont.)
POTENTIAL MEASURES TO AVOID OR MINIMIZE IMPACTS RELATED TO THE
USE AND DISCHARGE OF CONSTRUCTION-RELATED HAZARDOUS MATERIALS


Place warning signs in areas of hazardous material use or storage and along drainages and
storm drains (or other appropriate locations) to avoid inadvertent hazardous material
disposal.



Restrict paving operations during wet weather and use sediment control devices downstream
of paving activities.



Properly contain and dispose of paving wastes and slurry (e.g., by using properly designed
and contained concrete washout areas).



Properly maintain all construction equipment and vehicles.



Provide training for applicable employees in the proper use, handling and disposal of
hazardous materials, as well as appropriate action to take in the event of a spill.



Store absorbent and clean-up materials in readily accessible on-site locations.



Properly locate, contain and maintain on-site trash and wastewater facilities.



Use recycled or less hazardous materials wherever feasible.



Post regulatory agency telephone numbers and a summary guide of clean-up procedures in a
conspicuous location at or near the job site trailer.



Regularly (at least weekly) monitor and maintain hazardous material use/storage facilities
and operations to ensure proper working order.



Implement a SWSAS program pursuant to regulatory guidelines, if applicable.



Restrict construction debris storage areas to appropriate locations, and use proper storage
facilities such as watertight dumpsters with covers, impervious liners and surface
containment features (e.g., berms) to preclude precipitation contact, run-on and runoff.



Employ a licensed waste disposal operator to regularly (at least weekly) remove and dispose
of construction debris at an authorized off-site location.

Demolition-related Debris Generation. This alternative would involve the demolition of existing
facilities, including houses, agricultural buildings, other structures and pavement. Such activities
would generate variable amounts of construction debris, potentially including concrete, asphalt,
glass, metal, drywall, paint, insulation, fabric, wood, and other materials. Demolition activities
could also generate particulates (e.g., dust from structure razing or pavement demolition), as well
as contaminants related to hazardous materials including lead-based paint and asbestos
insulation.
The introduction of demolition-related particulates or hazardous material
contaminants into the local drainages or storm drains could potentially result in significant
downstream water quality impacts.
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Construction of Alternative A would be subject to a number of regulatory controls related to
demolition, including NPDES/SWPPP requirements and related City/County criteria. The
SWPPP would include measures to address potential effects associated with contaminant
generation from demolition activities, with detailed requirements to be determined as part of the
SWPPP process. A number of standard BMPs would likely be applicable, however, as
summarized in Table 4.6-6. Based on the use of appropriate BMPs as part of a SWPPP under
applicable NPDES and City/County guidelines, no significant impacts from demolition-related
debris generation would occur from implementation of this alternative. Additional discussion of
regulatory controls related to lead-containing paints (LCPs) and asbestos-containing materials
(ACMs) is provided in Section 4.9 Hazards and Hazardous Materials of this EIR.

Table 4.6-6
POTENTIAL MEASURES TO AVOID OR MINIMIZE IMPACTS RELATED TO THE
GENERATION OF DEBRIS DURING DEMOLITION ACTIVITIES


Recycle appropriate (i.e., non-hazardous) construction debris for on- or off-site use whenever
feasible.



Use dust-control measures such as watering to reduce particulate generation for pertinent
locations/activities (e.g., concrete removal).



Use appropriate erosion prevention and sediment control measures downstream of all
demolition activities.



Conform with applicable requirements related to the removal, handling, transport and
disposal of hazardous materials generated during demolition, including efforts such as
implementing appropriate sampling and monitoring procedures; proper containment of
contaminated materials during construction; providing protective gear for workers handling
contaminated materials; ensuring acceptable exposure levels; and ensuring safe and
appropriate handling, transport and disposal of hazardous materials generated during project
construction.

Disposal of Extracted Groundwater. As previously described, shallow groundwater could be
encountered during excavation and construction activities conducted for Alternative A. Disposal
of extracted groundwater into drainages or storm drains could potentially generate significant
water quality impacts through erosion/sedimentation (i.e., if discharged onto graded or
unstabilized areas), or the occurrence of contaminants in local aquifers.
Construction of Alternative A would require conformance with applicable NPDES criteria prior
to disposal of extracted groundwater, as outlined under Regulatory Framework. While specific
BMPs to address potential water quality concerns from disposal of extracted groundwater would
be determined based on site-specific parameters, they would likely include the following types of
standard measures derived from the NPDES Permit text and the previously referenced
regulatory/industry sources:
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Use erosion/sedimentation controls similar to those described above in Table 4.6-4.



Test extracted groundwater for appropriate contaminants prior to discharge.



Treat extracted groundwater prior to discharge, if required, to provide conformance with
applicable discharge criteria (e.g., through methods such as filtration, aeration,
adsorption, disinfection, and/or conveyance to a municipal wastewater treatment plant).



Remove contaminated groundwater for off-site treatment and disposal by a licensed
operator in conformance with applicable legal requirements.

Based on implementation of appropriate BMPs as part of (and in conformance with) NPDES
standards, construction-related groundwater extraction/disposal impacts from this alternative
would be less than significant. Associated BMPs implemented for Alternative A would be
further defined during the NPDES permitting process, with the resulting measures taking priority
over the more general types of BMPs listed above.
Long-term Operation and Maintenance
Potential long-term water quality impacts from Alternative A are associated with the generation
of contaminants from roadway operation and maintenance. The project SWMP (Appendix G)
identifies pollutants/conditions of concern and appropriate control measures related to site
development, based on procedures identified in the NPDES Municipal Permit and related
City/County requirements. The analysis of long-term water quality control in the project SWMP
is summarized below, with additional detail provided in Appendix G.
The Project (including Alternative A) is identified as a priority project, with anticipated
contaminants including sediment, nutrients, heavy metals, organic compounds, trash and debris,
oxygen demanding substances, oil and grease, and pesticides. Additional information regarding
the nature, typical sources and concentrations (or loadings) of these contaminants is provided in
Appendix G and Tables 4.6-1 and 4.6-2. Long-term roadway operation and maintenance could
result in the generation and off-site transport of identified contaminants, with associated
potentially significant effects such as increased turbidity, oxygen depletion and toxicity to
attendant species in receiving waters (including impaired reaches of Guajome Lake, the San Luis
Rey River and associated coastal waters). As previously described, this alternative would be
required to conform with applicable NPDES and City/County requirements, with such
conformance to include the use of appropriate post-construction site design/LID, source control,
priority project, and/or treatment control BMPs. Proposed BMPs are summarized below,
followed by a discussion of associated monitoring and maintenance activities.
Site Design/LID BMPs. Site design/LID BMPs are intended to control post-development runoff,
erosion potential and contaminant generation by mimicking the natural hydrologic regime to the
MEP, and capturing, filtering, storing, evaporating, detaining, and/or infiltrating runoff close to
its source. Specific site design/LID BMPs identified in the project SWMP include the following:


Preserve existing vegetation whenever feasible (including larger trees and shrubs), and
incorporate native and/or drought-tolerant vegetation varieties into all project
landscaping efforts.
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Minimize erosion on slopes through efforts such as avoiding disturbance on slopes
wherever feasible; minimizing cut and fill areas to reduce slope lengths; using retaining
walls to reduce slope grades or heights; using benches, terraces and/or rounding/shaping
techniques to reduce flow concentrations on slopes; and collecting concentrated flows in
stabilized drains and channels (including brow ditches along the uphill side of applicable
trail segments).



Minimize soil compaction and increase infiltration in landscaped areas through
techniques such as restricting equipment access and precluding the use of impervious
surfaces.



Improve soil quality and vegetation health in landscaped areas through efforts such as
reusing native soils where feasible and incorporating appropriate soil amendments.



Employ “smart” irrigation systems to reduce/control associated flows and runoff,
including measures such as the use of automated and tailored watering schedules (i.e., to
avoid over-watering), and installing moisture/pressure sensors and shutoff valves to
reduce or terminate irrigation under appropriate conditions (e.g., during/after
precipitation events or in the event of broken pipes or sprinkler heads).



Route drainage from applicable portions of the alignment into bioretention facilities.

All of the above described site design/LID BMPs would help reduce long-term contaminant
generation by retaining permeable areas and limiting increases in site runoff volume/velocity,
reducing irrigation requirements/runoff, reducing erosion potential, increasing filtering and
infiltration potential, and minimizing chemical applications (i.e., pesticides, herbicides and
fertilizers).
Source Control BMPs. Source control BMPs are intended to avoid or minimize the introduction
of contaminants into storm drains and natural drainages by reducing on-site contaminant
generation and off-site contaminant transport to the MEP. Specific source control BMPs
identified in the project SWMP include the following:


Install “no dumping” stencils, tiles and/or signs (per current City/County guidelines) at
all proposed on-site storm drain inlets, catch basins and public access points along
channels and creeks to discourage illicit contaminant discharge.



Manage irrigation to minimize runoff from landscaped areas as described above under
Site Design/LID BMPs.



Conduct regular mechanical street sweeping to remove accumulated particulates and
associated contaminants before they are picked up by site runoff.



Implement regular drainage facility inspection and maintenance.
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All of the above-described source control BMPs would help improve long-term water quality
within and downstream of the Alternative A alignment by avoiding or minimizing runoff,
contaminant generation and exposure of potential contaminants to storm flows at the source.
Treatment Control BMPs. Treatment control (or structural) BMPs are designed to remove
pollutants from runoff to the MEP through means such as filtering, treatment or infiltration. As
indicated above and in Appendix G, the use of identified site design/LID and source control
BMPs is intended to reduce treatment requirements, by preserving existing hydrologic conditions
and preventing pollutants from entering storm water runoff to the MEP. Treatment control
BMPs would still be required for this alternative, however, with specific proposed measures
including bioretention facilities, media filters and hydrodynamic separators, as outlined below
(refer to Attachments D and E of Appendix G for proposed treatment control BMP locations and
specifications).


Bioretention Facilities - Bioretention facilities provide both surface and subsurface
filtration, and exhibit high removal efficiencies for trash and debris, organic materials,
and medium- to fine-grained sediments (along with attached pollutants such as nutrients,
oil and grease, and metals). Bioretention facilities are typically designed to include
gently sloping areas of vegetation and/or sand to filter and slow incoming flows, and a
ponding area with a substrate mixture of soil, sand and peat. Additional bioretention
features generally include an overflow catch basin, outlet structure and (depending on
site-specific conditions) a series of subdrains. Design storm water flows are directed into
the bioretention areas and allowed to pond for up to 72 hours, during which time
pollutant removal occurs through settling and infiltration. Ponding depths are typically
restricted to six in or less, to avoid vector related issues such as the creation of mosquito
breeding habitat.



Media Filters - Media filters are designed to capture and retain contaminants including
trash and debris, sediment, petroleum hydrocarbons, nutrients, and heavy metals, and
typically employ a multi-stage process involving screening, gravity settling, oil and
grease separation, and filtration. A potential media filter option identified in the project
SWMP is the ClearWater SolutionsTM ClearWater BMP Inlet Filter. This device
encompass a multi-staged treatment train with features including: (1) multiple screening
and gravity settling to remove larger materials (trash and debris) and sediment; (2) an oil
and grease separator; (3) a synthetic mesh filter; and (4) a column of porous media
comprised of natural zeolites, perlite and activated carbon. Independent testing of the
ClearWater filter has documented high removal efficiencies for sediment, trash and
debris, heavy metals, and oil and grease, and medium removal efficiencies for nutrients,
organic compounds and oxygen demanding substances. All media filters would be sized
to treat flows from an appropriate design storm (per applicable regulatory requirements),
with additional design, cost, and operation/performance data provided in Appendix G.



Hydrodynamic Separators - Hydrodynamic separators are flow-through devices that
employ centrifugal motion to provide generally moderate removal efficiencies for trash
and debris, sediment and attached pollutants such as nutrients, oil and grease, and metals.
Specific designs vary by manufacturer, but generally include screens to remove and
collect larger materials, and separate chambers to capture sediment and associated
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contaminants removed by centrifugal force, as flows move through the device in a
“swirling” pattern.
All of the above described treatment control BMPs would help improve long-term water quality
within and downstream of the Alternative A alignment by treating/removing contaminants from
associated runoff prior to off-site discharge.
Post-construction BMP Monitoring/Maintenance Schedules and Responsibilities. All projectrelated BMPs would be located within the Project study area, with implementation, monitoring
and/or maintenance of BMP facilities, programs and activities to be the responsibility of the City.
A summary of pertinent monitoring and maintenance efforts is provided below, with additional
information included in the project SWMP (Appendix G).


Inlet Stenciling/Tiles and Informational Signs - These facilities would be inspected
annually prior to the rainy season, with inlets to be cleared of all trash and debris, and
stencils, tiles and signs replaced as necessary to maintain legibility.



Landscaping and Related Irrigation Systems - Project landscaping and associated
irrigation systems would be regularly maintained, including efforts such as weeding and
vegetation replacement in landscaped areas, and inspection and as-needed repair of
irrigation systems.



Runoff Diversion and Energy Dissipation Structures - Runoff diversion structures (e.g.,
brow ditches and slope drains) and energy dissipators would be inspected annually prior
to the rainy season, with applicable areas cleared of all trash and debris, and repairs
implemented as necessary to ensure proper function.



Bioretention Facilities - Bioretention facilities would be regularly (biannually or
quarterly) inspected to ensure proper function, with associated maintenance conducted on
an as-needed basis. Specific maintenance efforts would include pruning/weeding and
vegetation replacement in applicable areas, removal of dead or diseased vegetation,
removal of vector habitat (e.g., standing water), repair of eroded areas, unclogging of
inlet/outlet facilities and subdrains, and soil replacement/amendment (e.g., for pH
balance).



Media Filters - Monitoring and maintenance efforts for these facilities typically include:
(1) biannual inspections of drainage inlets (prior to and at the end of the rainy season) and
removal of trash and debris during each inspection; (2) removal of accumulated sediment
per manufacturer’s specifications (typically when sediment accumulation reaches a
specified level); and (3) inspection of filter media at least three times per year (once
before and twice during the rainy season), with filters and/or other media to be cleaned or
replaced as needed (and per manufacture’s specifications).



Hydrodynamic Separators- Monitoring and maintenance for hydrodynamic separators
typically involves biannually or quarterly inspections (with more frequent inspections
during the first year of operation), and removal of accumulated debris and sediment per
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manufacturer’s specifications (with sediment removal normally conducted when
sediment accumulation reaches a specified level).
Alternative B
Alternative B represents the “eastern” corridor among the three alignment options, with the
location of this alternative alignment shown in blue on Figure 2-3 (refer also to Exhibit B in
Appendix F.1).
Based on the location and design of this alternative alignment, some minor differences would
occur for potential impacts related to drainage alteration, runoff volumes/velocities, storm drain
capacity/flooding, and water quality, relative to those described above for Alternative A.
Specifically, this alternative would entail somewhat modified requirements related to flow
directions (e.g., based on minor differences in topographic profiles), grading, impervious
surfaces, storm drain facilities, discharge volumes/velocities, downstream sediment transport,
contaminant generation/loading, and associated BMP design and location. Calculated peak
100-year storm flow for this alignment is approximately 362.7 cfs, with an associated increase of
approximately 34.3 cfs (or approximately 2 percent of the study area flow). Because this
alternative is located within or adjacent to the Alternative A Project study area, is similar in
design (including the proposed culvert replacement in Guajome Creek), and would largely
maintain pre-development drainage conditions (as noted for Alternative A), the differences in
associated impacts would be minor. Accordingly, all potential hydrology and water quality
impacts associated with Alternative B would be less than significant, as described for Alternative
A, assuming conformance with associated applicable regulatory requirements (including the
completion of detailed hydrologic/hydraulic analyses identified in Section 3.3.1.7 of this EIR as
an environmental design measure).
Alternative C
Alternative C represents the “western” corridor among the three alignment options, with the
location of this alternative alignment shown in red on Figure 2-3 (refer also to Exhibit C in
Appendix F.1).
Based on the location and design of this alternative alignment, some minor differences would
occur for potential impacts related to drainage alteration, runoff volumes/velocities, storm drain
capacity/flooding, and water quality, relative to those described above for Alternative A.
Specifically, this alternative would entail somewhat modified requirements related to flow
directions (e.g., based on minor differences in topographic profiles), grading, impervious
surfaces, storm drain facilities, discharge volumes/velocities, downstream sediment transport,
contaminant generation/loading, and associated BMP types/locations. Calculated peak 100-year
storm flow for this alignment is approximately 377.3 cfs, with an associated increase of
approximately 48.9 cfs (or approximately 2.8 percent of the study area flow). Because this
alternative is located within or adjacent to the Alternative A Project study area, is similar in
design (including the proposed culvert replacement in Guajome Creek), and would largely
maintain pre-development drainage conditions (as noted for Alternative A), the differences in
associated impacts would be minor. Accordingly, all potential hydrology and water quality
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impacts associated with Alternative C would be less than significant, as described for Alternative A,
assuming conformance with associated applicable regulatory requirements (including the
completion of detailed hydrologic/hydraulic analyses identified in Section 3.3.1.7 of this EIR as
an environmental design measure).
4.6.4

Mitigation Measures

Because no significant impacts were identified, mitigation is not required.
4.6.5

Conclusions

Implementation of the Project, including all three identified alternative alignments, would result
in a number of potential impacts related to hydrologic and water quality concerns, including the
generation of additional runoff, short-term water quality issues (e.g., erosion/sedimentation) and
the long-term generation of roadway-related water quality contaminants. The project design
would encompass and conform with applicable regulatory requirements related to hydrology and
water quality, including City, County, CWA, NPDES, and RWQCB standards. Based on the
mandatory conformance with these standards (including the completion of detailed
hydrologic/hydraulic analyses identified as environmental design measures in Section 3.3.1.7),
all identified potential impacts related to hydrology and water quality issues would be avoided or
reduced to below a level of significance.
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4.7

NOISE

This section describes the existing conditions related to noise in the Project study area and
vicinity, identifies associated regulatory requirements, evaluates potential impacts and identifies
mitigation measures related to implementation of the three alternative roadway alignments. The
following discussion is based on acoustical analysis report prepared by HELIX (2009a) included
as Appendix H of this document.
4.7.1

Existing Conditions

Noise Descriptors
Sound is mechanical energy transmitted by pressure waves in a compressible medium, such as
air. Noise is generally defined as unwanted or annoying sound that is typically associated with
human activity which interferes with or disrupts normal activities. The response of individuals to
similar noise events is diverse and influenced by the type of noise and its appropriateness in the
setting, the time of day and the sensitivity of the individual hearing the sound. The sound pressure
level is the most common descriptor used to characterize the loudness of ambient noise. All
noise level or sound level values presented herein are expressed in terms of decibels (dB). Since
the human ear is not equally sensitive to all sound frequencies within the entire noise spectrum,
noise levels at maximum human sensitivity (e.g., middle "A" and its higher harmonics) are
factored more heavily into sound descriptions in a process called "A-weighting," abbreviated as
dBA. In practice, the level of a noise source is conveniently measured using a sound level meter
that includes a filter corresponding to the dBA curve.
Time-averaged noise levels are expressed by the symbol “LEQ” unless a different time period is
specified; LEQ is implied to mean a period of one hour. Some of the data also may be presented
as octave-band-filtered and/or A-octave-band-filtered data, which are a series of sound spectra
centered about each stated frequency, with half of the bandwidth above and half below each
stated frequency. This data is typically used for machinery noise analysis and barriereffectiveness calculations.
Because community receptors are more sensitive to unwanted noised during evening and
nighttime hours, an artificial dB increment is added to noise levels during these hours in a
descriptor called the Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL). The CNEL is a 24-hour
average, where sound levels during the evening hours of 7 PM to 10 PM have an added 5 dB
weighting, and sound levels during the nighttime hours of 10 PM to 7 AM have an added 10 dB
weighting. This is similar to the Day-Night Sound Level (LDN), which is a 24-hour average with
10 dB added weighting on the same nighttime hours, but no added weighting on the evening
hours. Sound levels expressed in CNEL are always based on A-weighted decibels. These data
unit metrics are used to express noise levels for measurements and municipal noise ordinances
and regulations, land use guidelines, and enforcement of noise ordinances.
Noise-Sensitive Land Uses
Noise-sensitive land uses (NSLUs) are those associated with indoor and/or outdoor activities that
may be subject to stress and/or significant interference from noise. They typically include
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residential dwellings, mobile homes, hotels, motels, hospitals, nursing homes, educational
facilities (i.e., classrooms) and libraries, as well as recreational, biological preserve and open
space areas. Much of the Project study area is disturbed or otherwise developed with residential,
commercial and agricultural uses, which are dominated by horticultural, disturbed and/or
ornamental landscaping. Upland habitats, however, support pockets of Diegan coastal sage
scrub, a sensitive vegetation community that supports the Federal-listed threatened coastal
California gnatcatcher, which is generally thought to be sensitive to noise (refer to Section 4.4,
Biological Resources). The portion of Guajome County Park within the Project study area
includes wetland habitat that supports the Federal- and State-listed endangered least Bell’s vireo,
upland habitat, multi-use trails, and recreational facilities that also would be considered noisesensitive. Near the intersection of Melrose Drive and Spur Avenue is a creek channel
surrounded by a small pocket of wetland vegetation.
Single-family residential developments within the Project study area are located north of Spur
Avenue; off of Appaloosa Way, Seattle Slew and Old Ranch Road; east of Guajome County
Park; and south of North Santa Fe Avenue. Spring Creek Park, located at the southwest corner
of the intersection of Melrose Drive and Old Ranch Road, is a small, neighborhood park with a
playground and grass playing field. Meadows Elementary School is located along the south side
of Spur Avenue, approximately 500 feet from the existing intersection with Melrose Drive.
Refer to Section 2.0, Environmental Setting, for additional descriptions of the surrounding land
uses.
Existing Noise Sources and Conditions
To determine the existing noise conditions, ambient noise measurements and noise modeling
were completed. A comparison between the measured and modeled noise levels was made to
evaluate the accuracy of the numbers. The results of these analyses are summarized below.
The existing ambient sound levels recorded on-site are presented in Table 4.7-1. As illustrated in
this table, ambient noise levels range between 47 and 65.6 dBA LEQ. The observed existing
dominant noise source was from the nearby traffic activities (e.g., North Santa Fe Avenue and
Melrose Drive) and infrequent distant sound sources.
Table 4.7-1
CALCULATED VERSUS MEASURED TRAFFIC NOISE DATA
Roadways
Melrose Drive
(South of North Santa Fe Avenue)
Melrose Drive
(North of Spur Avenue)
End of Old Colony Road
Notes:

Measured

Calculated

Difference

Correction

65.6 dBA LEQ

65.7 dBA LEQ

0.1 dBA LEQ

None Applied

59.1 dBA LEQ

59.6 dBA LEQ

0.5 dBA LEQ

None Applied

47.0 dBA LEQ*

--

--

None Applied

Noise measurements taken on September 24, 2007. Conditions included clear skies, temperature in the low 80s
with low humidity, winds from the west at 1 to 2 miles per hour.
* This was a background measurement and was not used for model calibration. No noise modeling was completed
at this location.

Source: HELIX 2009a
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Traffic Noise Model (TNM) software was used to estimate existing noise levels based on present
traffic volumes on local roads. Current traffic volumes for the roadway segments within the
Project study area are shown in Table 4.3-6 in this EIR. Calculated noise levels ranged from
59.6 to 65.7 dBA LEQ.
A comparison between the TNM modeling and field measurements is presented in Table 4.7-1.
The results of the comparison show that the measured and calculated noise levels are similar, and
the numbers are therefore assumed to be accurate.
Regulatory Setting
The Project study area includes land located within the City and County. Since the Project
would have potential impacts to areas located within these jurisdictions, noise regulations and
standards from the both City and County are described below. The USFWS criteria to assess
noise impacts on sensitive wildlife also are included, as sensitive bird species are present (refer
to Section 4.4).
City of Oceanside
The City has established noise guidelines in the Noise Element of the General Plan, and the
Noise Control standards of the Municipal Code. These guidelines identify compatible exterior
noise levels for various land use types, as well as construction noise standards. The relevant
noise regulations and standards are summarized below.
General Plan Noise Element
The City’s Noise Element of the General Plan establishes noise standards for various land uses.
The policies contained in this element serve as guides for identifying noise levels and reducing
or avoiding adverse noise effects on residents. In addition, it states that noise shall be intercepted
by barriers or dissipated by space where the source cannot be controlled. With regard to
construction noise, the Noise Element of the General Plan identifies the maximum noise level for
individual pieces of construction equipment as 85 dB at a distance of 100 feet. Although the
General Plan does not explicitly identify desirable noise levels for specific types of land use, City
staff indicated that the City normally establishes exterior noise level limits at 65 CNEL for
residential areas, and 60 CNEL for recreational, biological preserve and open space areas
(personal communication, Jerry Hittleman 2009). As an active, recreational/alternative
transportation use, multi-use trails adjacent to roadways are not subject to these noise level
limits.
Noise Control Ordinance
The Noise Control Ordinance of the City’s Municipal Code identifies acceptable noise level
standards for individual zoning districts within the community. Certain noise sources are
prohibited and enforced under this ordinance. The ordinance is used to implement the goals and
policies contained in the Noise Element of the General Plan. Article III. Sound Level Limits
includes five sections that provide regulation and guidance for measuring sound levels, general
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sound level limits and exemptions to the standards. These standards are primarily applicable to
land uses other than transportation, and thus are only partially applicable to the Project.
Construction noise is regulated within the City by Section 38.17(h) of the Noise Control
standards, which prohibits construction between the hours of 10:00 PM and 7:00 AM, Monday
through Saturday. Construction outside of those hours is allowed by permit.
County of San Diego
The County addresses two separate types of noise sources, mobile and stationary. In the context of
the noise analysis, transportation noise levels are regulated by Policy 4b of the Noise Element in the
County General Plan. Construction noise levels are governed by the County Noise Ordinance
Section 36.409. The relevant noise regulations and standards are summarized below.
General Plan Noise Element
The County has adopted interior and exterior noise standards as part of the Noise Element of the
General Plan for assessing the compatibility of land uses with transportation-related noise
impacts. For assessing noise impacts to sensitive residential land uses, the County requires an
exterior noise level of 60 CNEL or less for outdoor living areas and an interior noise standard of
45 CNEL. Interior noise level standards are taken from the CCR Title 24, Part 2, of the
California Building Code.
Noise Ordinance
The County Noise Ordinance primarily provides guidance for stationary noise sources, and
serves to protect, create and maintain an environment free from noise and vibration that may
jeopardize health or welfare, or degrade the quality of life. The ordinance does not, however,
include any non-stationary guidance for noise, and therefore would not apply to the operational
traffic noise that would be generated by the Project.
Section 36.409 of the Noise Ordinance controls construction equipment noise and establishes a
75 dBA LEQ standard between 7:00 AM and 7:00 PM, Monday through Saturday at the property
line of off-site residences during on-site construction. For temporary activities, the County
considers the 75 dBA average to be based on a period of eight hours.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
In addition to the City and County regulations, noise generated by the proposed Project is
regulated by the USFWS and CDFG if it could adversely affect a Federal- or State-listed
endangered species. Resource agencies have theorized that elevated noise levels can potentially
mask songs of various bird species, which are used to attract mates and defend territories. The
USFWS bases its regulations on the 1990 SANDAG Comprehensive Species Management Plan
for the least Bell’s vireo, which estimates that noise levels above 60 dBA LEQ in the species’
breeding areas may sufficiently mask the vireo’s song and potentially impact this species during
its breeding season (March 1 to September 1). Other sensitive bird (i.e., coastal California
gnatcatchers and raptors) breeding and nesting on site may also be affected by noise exceeding
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60 dBA LEQ. Therefore, 60 dBA LEQ is used as the noise criterion to assess noise impacts on
sensitive wildlife.
4.7.2

Thresholds of Significance

City of Oceanside
The following thresholds are based in part on the standards found in the City General Plan Noise
Element and the Municipal Code Noise Control Ordinance, supplemented by project-specific
direction provided by the City Planning Department. A significant noise impact would occur if
the Project would:
1. Exceed noise levels from surrounding traffic noise sources of 60 CNEL in recreational,
biological preserve or open space areas;
2. Increase exterior noise levels at existing residences to 65 CNEL or greater;
3. Cause noise levels within the breeding and/or nesting habitat of the least Bell’s vireo, coastal
California gnatcatcher or raptors to exceed 60 dBA LEQ; or
4. Exceed construction noise levels of 85 dBA at a distance of 100 feet.
County of San Diego
The following thresholds are based on the County Guidelines for Determining Significance and
Report Format and Content Requirements for Noise (County 2009c). A significant noise impact
would occur if the Project would:
1. Expose on- or off-site, existing or planned noise sensitive land uses to exterior noise
(including road noise) in excess of 60 CNEL or an increase of 10 CNEL over pre-existing
conditions;
2. Expose on- or off-site, existing or planned noise-sensitive land uses to interior noise in
excess of 45 CNEL. For rooms in the noise sensitive areas, which are usually occupied
only part of the day (i.e., schools, libraries, or similar uses), the interior one-hour average
sound level due to outside noise should not exceed 50 CNEL;
3. Elevate noise levels above the County 60 CNEL standard, unless the existing noise level
without project is 58 dBA or greater, when a 3 dBA increase is allowed up to a maximum
permitted by FHWA Standards;
4. Generate noise that exceeds the standards listed under the San Diego County Code,
Section 36.404, Sound Level Limits, at or beyond the property line (50 dBA Leq between
7 a.m. and 10 p.m. and 45 dBA Leq between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. for the A70 zoning
designation); or
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5. Generate construction noise that exceeds the standards listed in the San Diego County
Code, Section 36.409, Sound Level Limitations on Construction Equipment (75 dBA
Leq).
4.7.3

Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to Significance

Operational Noise Impacts
The project would introduce additional traffic noise to areas along the Melrose Drive corridor.
The greatest noise impacts would be located along the Melrose Drive segment between
Sagewood Drive and SR-76 given that the greatest traffic increases would occur along this
segment. The NSLUs that exist or may exist in the future along this segment include residential,
recreational and open space. In addition, sensitive bird species are present. As such, the project
has the potential to significantly impact NSLUs. To determine if the project would significantly
impact surrounding NSLUs, a transportation noise impact analysis was completed. The
Acoustical Analysis Report (Appendix H) considered three segments: the proposed extension
corridor, north of the proposed extension corridor (north of Spur Avenue); and south of the
proposed extension corridor (south of North Santa Fe Avenue). The results of this analysis are
summarized below by these three segments. Since the proposed extension corridor has three
alternative alignments, each of these alignment impacts are presented separately below.
Proposed Extension Corridor
Alternative A
The NSLU receiver locations and expected project noise impacts for Alternative A are shown in
Table 4.7-2. This table provides a description of each potential noise receiver and an estimate of
the noise levels. As shown in the table, future traffic noise levels would range from 57.0 to 69.4
CNEL at receiver locations. A total of 15 receiver locations would experience noise above the
applicable thresholds under the Year 2030 plus project conditions. These receiver locations
include single-family residences, potential future single-family residences, Guajome County
Park, and biological open space areas. The project impacts to these five City receivers and 10
County receivers are considered significant.
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Table 4.7-2
FUTURE CNEL LEVELS AT SPECIFIED RECEIVER LOCATIONS
ADJACENT TO ALTERNATIVE A
Receiver
ID1

Jurisdiction

WP 01
WP 02
WP 03
WP 04
WP 05
WP 063
WP 073
WP 083
WP 09
WP 10
WP 11
WP 12
WP 13
WP 14
WP 15

City
City
County
County
County
County
County
County
County
County
City
City
County
City
City

WP 16

City

ER 01

County

ER 02

County

ER 03

County

ER 04

County

Notes:

Receiver Description
Southern willow scrub
Non-native grassland
2

Equestrian arena
Equestrian arena2
Equestrian arena2
Equestrian arena2
Equestrian arena2
Equestrian arena2
2

Single-family residence
2
Single-family residence
Coastal sage scrub
Non-native grassland
2

Agricultural uses
2
Agricultural uses
Single-family residence

Southern riparian forest
Agricultural uses4
(2511 North Santa Fe
Avenue)
Agricultural uses4
(2275 Glenview Lane)
Single-family residence
(2365 Glenview Lane)
Single-family residence
(2405 Old Colony Road)

Noise Level
With 5-foot
Barrier
(CNEL)

Projected
Noise Level
(CNEL)

Applicable
Threshold
(CNEL)

Exceedance
(CNEL)

68.9
69.4
68.7
68.7
68.2
59.3
57.0
57.6
63.4
64.2
66.8
66.7
67.9
65.1
63.9
60.7

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
65

8.9
9.4
8.7
8.7
8.2
---3.4
4.2
6.8
6.7
7.9
5.1
--

60

0.7

-59.5

62.7

60

2.7

50.3

61

60

1.0

50.9

58.6

60

--

--

64

60

4.0

51.3

44.5
44.4
43.9
43.8
42.4

---47.9
48.4
48.0
47.8
50.9
52.4

1

WP – West Park, ER – East Residential; ID numbers correspond to receiver locations on Figure 4.7-1
The proposed project would take this parcel and potentially convert it to park land, which is a NSLU with a threshold of 60
dBA.
3
As shown in Figure 4.7-1, this receiver is not located directly adjacent to the roadway. This is due to the fact that the
location next to the roadway does not represent a worst-case scenario. As noise travels in a straight line, the worst-case
scenario is located further west of the roadway where the topography is not as steep.
4
While no residences exist, the zoning allows for residential uses. Since residences could be constructed on this property,
this analysis conservatively uses the applicable residential noise threshold.
2

Source: HELIX 2009a
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Alternative B
The receiver locations and expected noise impacts for Alternative B along the proposed Melrose
Drive extension are shown in Table 4.7-3. As shown in the table, future traffic noise levels
would range from 56.5 to 70.5 CNEL at receiver locations. A total of 12 receiver locations
would experience noise above the applicable thresholds under the year 2030 plus project
conditions. These receiver locations include single-family residences, potential future singlefamily residences, Guajome Park, and biological open space areas. The project impacts to these
three City receivers and nine County receivers are considered significant.

Table 4.7-3
FUTURE CNEL LEVELS AT SPECIFIED RECEIVER LOCATIONS
ADJACENT TO ALTERNATIVE B
Receiver
ID1

Receiver
Description

Jurisdiction

RG 01
WP 01
WP 02
WP 03
WP 04
WP 05
WP 06
WP 07
WP 08
WP 09
WP 10
WP 11
WP 12
WP 13

City
County
County
County
County
County
County
County
County

Non-native grassland
Park2
Park2
Park2
Park2
Park2
Park2
Park2
Park2

City
County
County
County

WP 14

City

WP 15

County

WP 16

City

Coastal sage scrub
Park2
Park2
Park2
Park2
Single-family
residence
Park2
Southern riparian
forest (near active
red-tailed hawk nest)

County

Notes:

1
2

Projected
Noise Level
(CNEL)

Applicable
Threshold
(CNEL)

Exceedance
(CNEL)

62.7
70.5
70.0
68.9
58.4
56.8
56.5
59.9
63.2
68.7
63.7
67.9
68.4
64.2

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

2.7
10.5
10.0
8.9
----3.2
8.7
3.7
7.9
8.4
4.2

Noise Level
With 5-foot
Barrier
(CNEL)
52.2
55.2
54.0
53.3
----59.3
56.7
54.9
55.1
54.7
51.5

63.6

65

--

--

68.4

60

8.4

54.6

60.4

60

0.4

50.7

RG – Residence Guajome, WP – West Park; ID numbers correspond to receiver locations on Figure 4.7-2.
The proposed project would take this parcel and potentially convert it to park land.

Source: HELIX 2009a
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Alternative C
The receiver locations and expected noise impacts for Alternative C along the proposed Melrose
Drive extension are shown in Table 4.7-4. As shown in the table, future traffic noise levels
would range from 58.2 to 67.8 CNEL at receiver locations. A total of 17 receiver locations
would experience noise above the applicable thresholds under the year 2030 plus project
conditions. These receiver locations include single-family residences, potential future singlefamily residences, Guajome Park and biological open space areas. The project impacts to these
six City receivers and 11 County receivers are considered significant.
North and South of the Proposed Roadway
The noise levels at NSLU receivers along Melrose Drive, south of North Santa Fe Avenue and
north of Spur Avenue, are shown in Table 4.7-5. Existing 5.5- to 6-foot tall noise walls were
incorporated into the model (Figure 4.7-5). Year 2030 noise levels without the project were
determined to be between 53.2 and 67.2 CNEL. Receivers EP 21 to 25, EP 27, EP 31, EP 32,
EP 34, EP 35, EP 36, and SEP 1 would exceed the applicable threshold under the Year 2030
without project scenario.
With the addition of the project, future noise levels to the north and south of the proposed
roadway extension would range from 56.1 to 71.9 CNEL. A total of 49 receiver locations to the
north and south of the proposed roadway extension area would exceed the applicable threshold
under the Year 2030 plus project conditions. These receiver locations include single-family
residences, multi-family residences, Rancho Guajome Adobe, Spring Creek Park and biological
open space areas. All of these impacts are within the City and are considered significant.
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Table 4.7-4
FUTURE CNEL LEVELS AT SPECIFIED RECEIVER LOCATIONS
ADJACENT TO ALTERNATIVE C
Receiver

ID

Jurisdiction

Receiver Description

Projected
Noise Level
(CNEL)

WP 01
WP 02
WP 03
WP 04
WP 05
WP 06
WP 07
WP 08
WP 09
WP 10
WP 11
WP 15
WP 16
EP 01
EP 02

City
City
County
County
County
County
City
City
City
City
County
City
City
County
County

Southern willow scrub
Non-native grassland
Park2
Park2
Park2
Park2
Non-native grassland
Non-native grassland
Non-native grassland
Non-native grassland
Park2
Single-family residential
Southern riparian forest
Residence3
Residence3

62.3
67.4
67.5
67.4
67.0
67.8
64.2
61.2
61.2
60.8
66.7
63.0
60.7
63.1
61.6

1
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Applicable
Threshold
(CNEL)

Exceedance
(CNEL)

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
65
60
60
60

2.3
7.4
7.5
7.4
7.0
7.8
4.2
1.2
1.2
0.8
6.7
-0.7
3.1
1.6

Mitigation
Noise
Barrier
Level
With
Height
(feet)
Barrier
(CNEL)
5.0
5.0
5.5
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
-5.0
7
5.0

56.5
58.7
59.7
58.4
56.8
57.9
55.9
53.7
53.8
55.9
59.6
-59.2
59.8
57.2
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Table 4.7-4 (cont.)
FUTURE CNEL LEVELS AT SPECIFIED RECEIVER LOCATIONS
ADJACENT TO ALTERNATIVE C
Receiver

1

ID

EP 03
EP 04
EP 05
EP 06
EP 07

Jurisdiction
County
County
County
County
County

Receiver Description

Projected
Noise Level
(CNEL)

Applicable
Threshold
(CNEL)

Exceedance
(CNEL)

Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence

64.8
62.9
58.2
62.7
60.3

60
60
60
60
60

4.8
2.9
-2.7
0.3

Mitigation
Noise
Barrier
Level
Height
With
(feet)
Barrier
(CNEL)
5.0
5.0
-5.0
5.0

55.7
57.6
-59.1
58.2

Notes: 1 WP – West Park, EP – East Park; ID numbers correspond to receiver locations on Figure 4.7-3.
2
3

The proposed project would take this parcel and potentially convert it to park land.
While this area is currently developed with agricultural uses, the zoning allows for residential uses. Since noise-sensitive residences could be constructed
on this property in the future, this analysis conservatively assumes the future use to be residential.

Source: HELIX 2009a
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Transportation Noise Impacts to Sensitive Biological Resources
Noise from vehicular traffic would have an impact on local wildlife. Noise-related impacts
would be considered significant if breeding activities of sensitive species (such as coastal
California gnatcatchers, least Bell’s vireo or raptors) were significantly interrupted by roadway
noise. As discussed earlier, breeding activities of sensitive birds could be significantly impacted
by noise exceeding 60 dB Leq. As determined in the above Operational Noise Impact Analysis
and Section 4.4, impacts to biological open space in excess of 60 dB Leq would occur under the
Year 2030 plus project conditions. These impacts to sensitive biological resources are
considered significant.
Construction Noise Impacts
Impacts to Noise-Sensitive Land Uses
Construction of the Project is expected to be completed over an estimated period of three to five
years, from late 2011 to 2016. Noise from construction activities may intermittently dominate
the noise environment in the immediate vicinity of the Project. Project construction typically
would be limited to the hours of 7:00 AM to 7:00 PM Monday through Saturday, although
construction during other times may occur.
Project construction activities would result in a short-term, temporary increase in the ambient
noise level in the immediate area of construction. The magnitude of the impact is dependent
upon the type of construction activity and equipment generating the noise; the duration of the
construction stage; and the distance between the noise source and the receptor. Table 4.7-6
summarizes noise levels produced by construction equipment that could be used during
construction of the Project. Construction equipment would be expected to generate noise levels
ranging from 70 to 90 dBA at a distance of 50 feet, and noise generated by construction
equipment would be reduced over distance at a rate of approximately six dBA per doubling of
distance away from the source (Harris 1998).
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Table 4.7-5
FUTURE CNEL LEVELS AT SPECIFIED RECEIVER LOCATIONS NORTH AND SOUTH OF THE
NEW ROADWAY EXTENSION

ID

Receiver Description

Year
2030 (No
Project)

WP 01
WP 02
WP 03
WP 04
WP 05
WP 06
WP 07
WP 08
WP 09
WP 10
WP 11

Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*

59.7
59.3
59.6
60.1
61.7
61.9
62.5
61.2
62.1
61.7
62.0

Year
2030
(Plus
Project)
61.7
61.3
61.6
62.0
63.7
63.9
64.5
63.3
64.1
63.7
64.0

WP 12

Single-family residence*

63.9

65.9

65

0.9

W2

WP 13
WP 14
WP 15
WP 16
WP 17
WP 18
WP 19
WP 20
WP 21
WP 22
WP 23
WP 24

Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*

62.0
58.1
58.1
58.9
57.9
57.6
56.8
56.5
55.4
54.9
56.6
55.5

64.0
60.1
60.1
60.9
59.9
59.6
58.8
58.5
57.4
62.9
63.7
56.1

65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

W2
W2
W2
W2
W2
W2
W2
W2
W2
W3
W3
W3

1
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Criterion
(CNEL)

Exceedance
(CNEL)

Barrier
Number

65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

W1
W1
W1
W1
W1
W1
W2
W2
W2
W2
W2

Barrier
Height
(feet)
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
Increase
wall to 6
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Mitigated
Noise
Level
(CNEL)
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
64.8
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
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Table 4.7-5 (cont.)
FUTURE CNEL LEVELS AT SPECIFIED RECEIVER LOCATIONS NORTH AND SOUTH OF THE
NEW ROADWAY EXTENSION

ID1

Receiver Description

Year
2030 (No
Project)

WP 25
WP 26
WP 27
WP 28
WP 29

Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*
Single-family residence*

55.5
55.4
56.4
56.3
56.4

Year
2030
(Plus
Project)
56.5
56.4
56.5
64.6
64.5

WP 30

Single-family residence*

57.5

65.8

65

0.8

W4

WP 31

Single-family residence*

58.9

66.4

65

1.4

W4

WP 32

Single-family residence*

57.1

65.3

65

0.3

W4

WP 33

Single-family residence*

58.6

66.9

65

1.9

W 4/5

WP 34
WP 35
WP 36
WP 37
WP 38
WP 39
WP 40
WP 41
WP 42
WP 43
EP 01
SEP 01
BIO 01
EP 02

Spring Creek Park
Spring Creek Park
Spring Creek Park
Spring Creek Park
Single-family residence
HOA resident use area
HOA resident use area
HOA resident use area
Multi-family residences
Multi-family residences
Single-family residence*
Rancho Guajome Adobe
Southern willow scrub
Single-family residence

57.4
56.4
56.4
58.2
64.0
59.7
63.9
64.8
64.7
65.0
58.3
65.7
55.6
53.2

65.7
64.5
64.2
65.3
69.0
64.5
68.6
69.4
69.3
69.6
60.3
67.6
64.1
61.1

60
60
60
60
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
60
60
65

5.7
4.5
4.2
5.3
4.0
NA
3.6
4.4
4.3
4.6
NA
7.6
4.1
NA

W5
W5
W5
W 5/6
W7
W8
W8
W8
W8
W8
E1
E2
E3
E3
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Criterion
(CNEL)

Exceedance
(CNEL)

Barrier
Number

65
65
65
65
65

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

W3
W3
W3
W4
W4

Barrier
Height
(feet)
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
Increase
wall to 6
Increase
wall to 6
Increase
wall to 6
Increase
wall to 7
5
5
5
5
7
NA
5
5
5
5
NA
5
5
NA

Mitigated
Noise
Level
(CNEL)
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
64.3
64.8
64.2
64.8
59.1
57.5
56.7
59.4
64.9
NA
60.9
62.6
62.5
63.9
NA
58.9
55.8
NA
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Table 4.7-5 (cont.)
FUTURE CNEL LEVELS AT SPECIFIED RECEIVER LOCATIONS NORTH AND SOUTH OF THE
NEW ROADWAY EXTENSION

ID1

Receiver Description

Year
2030 (No
Project)

EP 03
EP 04
EP 05
EP 06
EP 07
EP 08
EP 09
EP 10
EP 11
EP 12
EP 13
EP 14
EP 15
EP 16
EP 17
EP 18
EP 19
EP 20
EP 21
EP 22
EP 23
EP 24
EP 25
EP 26
EP 27
EP 28
EP 29
EP 30

Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
Single-family residence
HOA resident use area
HOA resident use area
HOA resident use area
HOA resident use area

55.2
57.8
61.6
61.5
60.5
61.1
61.4
60.8
60.1
59.6
59.2
58.8
58.3
59.3
60.7
61.6
62.4
62.7
65.4
66.1
66.6
67.2
65.8
62.7
65.4
63.6
63.3
63.6
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Year
2030
(Plus
Project)
62.8
66.3
70.1
70.1
69.0
69.6
69.9
69.3
68.5
67.9
67.5
67.0
66.3
67.4
68.8
69.4
68.9
68.9
70.5
70.9
71.3
71.9
70.5
67.4
70.1
68.3
68.0
68.3
4.7-15

Criterion
(CNEL)

Exceedance
(CNEL)

Barrier
Number

Barrier
Height
(feet)

65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65

NA
1.3
5.1
5.1
4.0
4.6
4.9
4.3
3.5
2.9
2.5
2.0
1.3
2.4
3.8
4.4
3.9
3.9
5.5
5.9
6.3
6.9
5.5
2.4
5.1
3.3
3.0
3.3

E3
E3
E3
E4
E4
E4
E4
E4
E4
E4
E4
E4
E4
E4
E4
E4
E4
E4
E5
E5
E5
E5
E5
E6
E6
E6
E6
E6

NA
5
6.5
6
6.5
5.5
6.5
5.5
5.5
5
5
5.5
5
5.5
7.5
12.5
10.5
9
6
5.5
5.5
6
5
5
5
5
5
5

Mitigated
Noise
Level
(CNEL)
NA
64.1
64.0
64.8
64.4
64.8
64.3
64.1
64.5
64.5
64.6
64.8
64.6
65.0
64.5
63.9
64.6
65.0
64.9
64.3
64.6
64.7
64.8
64.8
64.8
63.1
64.2
64.6
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Table 4.7-5 (cont.)
FUTURE CNEL LEVELS AT SPECIFIED RECEIVER LOCATIONS NORTH AND SOUTH OF THE
NEW ROADWAY EXTENSION

ID1

Receiver Description

Year
2030 (No
Project)

EP 31
EP 32
EP 33
EP 34
EP 35
EP 36

Multi-family Residential
Multi-family Residential
Multi-family Residential
Multi-family Residential
Multi-family Residential
Multi-family Residential

65.4
66.2
64.6
66.2
65.2
65.6

Notes:

Year
2030
(Plus
Project)
70.0
70.8
69.2
70.8
69.8
70.2

Criterion
(CNEL)

Exceedance
(CNEL)

Barrier
Number

Barrier
Height
(feet)

65
65
65
65
65
65

5.0
5.8
4.2
5.8
4.8
5.2

E6
E6
E7
E7
E7
E7

5
5.5
5
5.5
5
5.5t

Mitigated
Noise
Level
(CNEL)
64.9
64.3
64.5
65.0
64.5
63.9

* These receivers have an existing 5.5- to 6-foot-tall noise wall.
1
BIO – Biological Easement, EP – East Park, SEP – Southeast Park, WP – West Park; ID numbers correspond to receiver locations on Figures 4.7-4 and 4.7-5.
NA = Not applicable because a barrier already exists.
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Table 4.7-6
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT NOISE
Maximum Noise Level at 50 feet
(dBA)
89
85
88
80
85
82

Equipment
Scrapers
Bulldozers
Heavy Trucks
Backhoe
Pneumatic Tools
Concrete Pump
Source: Federal Transit Administration 1995

The heavy equipment has been estimated conservatively to be in operation eight hours per day
and six days per week. Maximum noise levels at 50 feet would range from approximately 75 to
90 dBA for the type of equipment normally used for this type of project. At distances greater
than 200 feet from the construction, all construction noise would normally be in compliance with
applicable ordinances. These maximum noise levels would apply to construction activities
associated with major grading activities in areas of new road construction between North Santa
Fe Avenue and Spur Avenue. There would, however, be no residences in close proximity to
these major grading activities. Roadway widening and other Project construction activities
would be in compliance with all applicable ordinances. As a result, construction noise impacts
to residences are considered less than significant.
Construction blasting can generate maximum noise levels of approximately 94 dBA at a distance
of 50 feet (HELIX 2009a). The geology/soil report prepared for the Project (see Appendix E)
does not provide specific construction requirements for the Project alternatives. However, the
report identifies a portion of the Project area in which hard rock would be encountered during
construction, often at fairly shallow depths. It is reasonable to anticipate that blasting would be
required in the southern half of the Project area for all of the alternatives. For Alternative B in
particular, it is anticipated that a significant amount of blasting would be required. Because of
the infrequent nature of blasting (i.e., approximately one to a maximum of two blasts per day),
however, this noise level would be less than significant at residences located more than
approximately 50 feet from the blast area with proper pre-blast notices to the residents.
Impacts to Sensitive Biological Resources
Construction noise impacts would be considered significant if sensitive species (such as coastal
California gnatcatchers, least Bell’s vireo or raptors) would be displaced from their nests and fail
to breed. Birds nesting within any area impacted by noise exceeding 60 dB Leq may be
significantly impacted. Collectively, the breeding seasons for potentially present sensitive bird
species is expected to extend from January 1 through September 15. Any construction activity
within 500 feet of an active coastal California gnatcatcher, least Bell’s vireo or tree-nesting
raptor nest would be significant.
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4.7.4

Mitigation Measures

Mitigation for construction noise, as well as traffic noise, could be achieved through construction
of noise attenuation barriers. These barriers must be constructed of materials which would
adequately attenuate sound. Typically, attenuation is achieved through one or a combination of
the following techniques: masonry wall, acrylic panes or earthen berms. Barrier heights are
determined based on the distance between the NSLU and the roadway, as well as the intervening
topography.
Traffic Noise
Noise – 1. Prior to opening of the roadway, the City shall construct noise barriers along the
proposed Melrose Drive extension. The heights of required walls may vary from 5 to 7 feet, as
illustrated on Figures 4.7-1 through 4.7-3, and Tables 4.7-2 to 4.7-4 of the EIR, dependent upon
the ultimate alignment selection, unless subsequent noise analysis is performed that indicates
alternative heights and/or locations would achieve the applicable standard. Barriers shall be
constructed to the satisfaction of the Director of the City Planning Department (within the City’s
jurisdiction) and the Director of the County Department of Planning and Land Use (within the
unincorporated area).
Noise – 2. Prior to opening of the roadway, the City shall construct sound attenuation barriers
along Melrose Drive from Spur Avenue to SR-76 and from Sagewood Drive to North Santa Fe
Avenue(refer to Figures 4.7-4 to 5), to the satisfaction of the Director of the City Planning
Department. These barriers shall range from 5 to 12.5 feet tall, as indicated in Table 4.7-5.
Construction Noise
To mitigate for potential construction noise impacts to sensitive bird species, the applicant shall
complete Mitigation Measure Biological Resources -– 67 and 8.
4.7.5

Conclusions

Future traffic noise impacts from the Project on the surrounding residential, recreational and
open space areas would exceed the City and/or County noise standards. Implementation of
Mitigation Measure Noise – 1 would reduce traffic noise impacts along the proposed segment of
Melrose Drive to below a level of significance. Implementation of Mitigation Measure Noise – 2
would reduce traffic noise impacts along the existing segment of Melrose Drive, north of Spur
Avenue and south of North Santa Fe Avenue, to below a level of significance. Implementation
of Mitigation Measure Biological Resources - 4 would reduce construction noise impacts on
sensitive bird breeding to below a level of significance.
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Noise Barrier Mitigation - Alternative A
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Figure 4.7-1

Alternative B APE
Mitigation Barrier
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Alternative C APE
Mitigation Barrier
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Figure 4.7-3
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Noise Barrier Mitigation - South of North Santa Fe Avenue
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Figure 4.7-4
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Noise Barrier Mitigation - North of Spur Avenue
MELROSE DRIVE EXTENSION EIR
Figure 4.7-5
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4.8

AIR QUALITY AND CLIMATE CHANGE

This section describes existing conditions related to air quality and climate change in the Project
study area and vicinity, identifies associated regulatory requirements, evaluates potential
impacts, and identifies mitigation measures related to implementation of the three alternative
roadway alignments. The Melrose Drive Extension Air Quality, Climate Change, Health Risk
Assessment, and Energy Impact Analysis was prepared by Urban Crossroads (2009) and is
contained in Appendix I. The results and conclusions are summarized herein.
4.8.1

Existing Conditions

Climate and Meteorology
The Project is located within the San Diego Air Basin (SDAB). The climate of the SDAB is
dominated by a semi-permanent high pressure cell located over the Pacific Ocean. This cell
influences the direction of prevailing winds (westerly to northerly) and maintains clear skies for
much of the year. The high pressure cell also creates two types of temperature inversions that
may act to degrade local air quality.
Subsidence inversions occur during warmer months as descending air associated with the Pacific
high pressure cell comes into contact with cool marine air. The boundary between the two layers
of air creates a temperature inversion that traps pollutants. Radiation inversions develop on
winter nights when air near the ground cools by heat radiation and air aloft remains warm. As
pollutants become more concentrated in the atmosphere, photochemical reactions occur that
produce ozone, commonly known as smog.
Criteria Pollutants
Criteria pollutants are pollutants that are regulated through the development of human
health-based and/or environmentally-based criteria for setting permissible levels. Criteria
pollutants and examples of sources and effects are identified below:
Carbon Monoxide (CO). Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless, tasteless, and toxic gas
resulting from the incomplete combustion of fossil fuels. CO interferes with the blood’s ability
to carry oxygen to the body’s tissues and results in numerous adverse health effects. CO is a
criteria air pollutant.
Sulfur Oxides (SOx). Sulfur oxides are typically strong-smelling, colorless gases that are formed
by the combustion of fossil fuels. Sulfur dioxide (SO2) and other sulfur oxides contribute to the
problem of acid deposition. SO2 is a criteria air pollutant.
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx). Nitrogen oxides consist of nitric oxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
and nitrous oxide (N2O) and are formed when nitrogen (N2) combines with oxygen (O2). Their
lifespan in the atmosphere ranges from one to seven days for nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide, to
170 years for nitrous oxide. Nitrogen oxides are typically created during combustion processes,
and are major contributors to smog formation and acid deposition. NO2 is a criteria air pollutant,
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and may result in numerous adverse health effects; it absorbs blue light, resulting in a brownishred cast to the atmosphere and reduced visibility.
Ozone (O3). Ozone is a strong-smelling, pale blue, reactive toxic chemical gas consisting of
three oxygen atoms. It is a product of the photochemical process involving the sun’s energy.
Ozone exists in the upper atmosphere ozone layer as well as at the earth’s surface. O3 is a
criteria air pollutant. It is a major component of smog.
PM10 (Particulate matter less than 10 microns). PM10 is a major air pollutant consisting of tiny
solid or liquid particles of soot, dust, smoke, fumes, and aerosols. The size of the particles
allows them to easily enter the lungs where they may be deposited, resulting in adverse health
effects. PM10 also causes visibility reduction and is a criteria air pollutant.
PM2.5 (Particulate matter less than 2.5 microns). PM2.5 is a similar air pollutant consisting of tiny
solid or liquid particles which are 2.5 microns or smaller (often referred to as fine particles).
These particles are formed in the atmosphere from primary gaseous emissions that include
sulfates formed from SO2 release from power plants and industrial facilities and nitrates that are
formed from NOx release from power plants, automobiles and other types of combustion sources.
The chemical composition of fine particles highly depends on location, time of year and weather
conditions. PM2.5 is a criteria air pollutant.
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs). Volatile organic compounds are hydrocarbon compounds
(any compound containing various combinations of hydrogen and carbon atoms) that exist in the
ambient air. VOCs contribute to the formation of smog through atmospheric photochemical
reactions and/or may be toxic. Compounds of carbon (also known as organic compounds) have
different levels of reactivity; that is, they do not react at the same speed or do not form ozone to
the same extent when exposed to photochemical processes. VOCs often have an odor, and some
examples include gasoline, alcohol and other solvents used in paints. Compounds of carbon that
are exceptions to the VOC designation include CO, carbon dioxide (CO2), carbonic acid, metallic
carbides or carbonates, and ammonium carbonate. VOCs are criteria pollutants since they are a
precursor to O3, which is a criteria pollutant.
Reactive Organic Gases (ROGs). Similar to VOCs, ROGs are also precursors in forming ozone
and consist of compounds containing methane (CH4), ethane, propane, butane, and longer chain
hydrocarbons, which are typically the result of some type of combustion/decomposition process.
Smog is formed when ROGs and nitrogen oxides react in the presence of sunlight. ROGs are a
criteria pollutant since they are a precursor to O3, which is a criteria pollutant.
Lead (Pb). Lead is a heavy metal that is highly persistent in the environment. In the past, the
primary sources of lead in the air were emissions from vehicles burning leaded gasoline. As a
result of the removal of lead from gasoline, there have been no violations at any of the San Diego
Air Pollution Control District (SDAPCD) regular air monitoring stations since 1982. Currently,
emissions of lead are largely limited to stationary sources such as lead smelters. Pb is a criteria
air pollutant.
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Greenhouse Gases
Naturally occurring greenhouse gases include water vapor, CO2, methane (CH4) and nitrous
oxide (N2O). These gases allow solar radiation (sunlight) into the Earth’s atmosphere, but
prevent radiative heat from escaping, thus warming the Earth’s atmosphere. The natural
accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere has a positive effect on the Earth’s
temperature. Without these natural greenhouse gases, the Earth’s temperature would be about
61º Fahrenheit cooler (California Environmental Protection Agency 2006).
In addition to the naturally occurring gases, man-made compounds also act as greenhouse gases;
common examples include hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs) and sulfur
hexafluoride (SF6). These compounds are the result of a number of activities including vehicular
use, energy consumption/production, manufacturing and cattle farming. These man-made
compounds increase the natural concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere are and are
commonly believed to result in a phenomenon referred to as “global warming”.
Regulatory Setting
Federal Regulations
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is responsible for setting and enforcing
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for O3, CO, NOx, SO2, PM10, PM2.5, and Pb.
The EPA has jurisdiction over emissions sources that are under the authority of the Federal
government, including aircraft, locomotives and emissions sources outside State waters (Outer
Continental Shelf). The EPA also establishes emission standards for vehicles sold in states other
than California. Automobiles sold in California must meet the stricter emission requirements of
the California Air Resources Board (CARB).
The Federal Clean Air Act (CAA) was first enacted in 1955, and has been amended numerous
times in subsequent years. The CAA establishes the NAAQS and specifies future dates for
achieving compliance. The CAA also mandates that states submit and implement State
Implementation Plans (SIPs) for local areas not meeting these standards. These plans must
include pollution control measures that demonstrate how the standards will be met.
The most recent (1990) amendments to the CAA that identify specific emission reduction goals
for areas not meeting the NAAQS require a demonstration of reasonable further progress toward
attainment and incorporate additional sanctions for failure to attain or to meet interim milestones.
The sections of the CAA most directly applicable to the Project include Title I (Non-Attainment
Provisions) and Title II (Mobile Source Provisions).
Title I provisions were established with the goal of attaining the NAAQS for O3, CO, NO2, SO2,
PM10, PM2.5, and Pb. The NAAQS were amended in July 1997 to include an additional standard
for O3 and to adopt a NAAQS for PM2.5. Table 4.8-1 summarizes national and state standards.
Mobile source emissions are regulated in accordance with Title II provisions. These provisions
require the use of cleaner burning gasoline and other cleaner burning fuels such as methanol and
natural gas. Automobile manufacturers are also required to reduce tailpipe emissions of
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hydrocarbons and NOx. NOx is a collective term that includes all forms of nitrogen oxides (NO,
NO2, NO3) which are emitted as byproducts of the combustion process.
California Regulations
The CARB, which became part of the California EPA in 1991, is responsible for ensuring
implementation of the California CAA, responding to the Federal CAA, and for regulating
emissions from consumer products and motor vehicles. The California CAA mandates
achievement of the maximum degree of emissions reductions possible from vehicular and other
mobile sources in order to attain the state ambient air quality standards by the earliest practical
date. The CARB established the California Air Quality Standards (CAAQS) for all pollutants
for which the Federal government has NAAQS and, in addition, establishes standards for
sulfates, visibility, hydrogen sulfide, and vinyl chloride. At this time, however, hydrogen sulfide
and vinyl chloride are not measured at any monitoring stations in the SDAB because they are not
considered to be a regional air quality problem. Generally, the CAAQS are more stringent than
the NAAQS. Table 4.8-1 shows both the CAAQS and NAAQS.

Table 4.8-1
AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS
Pollutant

Averaging
Time

California Standards
Concentration
Method

1 Hour
O3
8 Hour
PM10

PM2.5

24 Hour
Annual
Arithmetic Mean
24 Hour
Annual
Arithmetic Mean
8 Hour

CO

NO2

1 Hour
8 Hour
(Lake Tahoe)
Annual
Arithmetic Mean
1 Hour

0.09 ppm
(180 g/m3)
0.070 ppm
(137g/m3)
50 g/m3
20 g/m

3

Gravimetric or Beta
Attenuation

No Separate State Standard
Gravimetric or Beta
12 g/m3
Attenuation
9.0 ppm
(10 mg/m3)
Non-Dispersive
20 ppm
Infrared Photometry
(23 mg/m3)
6 ppm
(7 mg/m3)
0.030 ppm
(57 g/m3)
Gas Phase
Chemiluminescence
0.18 ppm
(339 g/m3)

Annual
Arithmetic Mean

--

24 Hour

0.04 ppm
(105g/m3)

SO2
3 Hour

--

1 Hour

0.25 ppm
(655 g/m3)
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Ultraviolet
Photometry

Ultraviolet
Fluorescence

4.8-4

Primary
--

Federal Standards
Secondary
Method
Same as
Primary
Standard

Ultraviolet
Photometry

Same as
Primary
Standard
Same as
Primary
Standard

Inertial Separation
and Gravimetric
Analysis
Inertial Separation
and Gravimetric
Analysis

9 ppm
(10 mg/m3)
35 ppm
(40 mg/m3)

None

Non-Dispersive
Infrared Photometry

--

--

--

Same as
Primary
Standard

Gas Phase
Chemiluminescence

--

--

--

--

--

0.5 ppm
(1300 g/m3)

Spectrophotometry
(Pararosaniline
Method)

--

--

--

0.075 ppm
(147 g/m3)
150 g/m3
-35 g/m3
15.0 g/m3

0.053 ppm
(100 g/m3)
-0.030 ppm
(80 g/m3)
0.14 ppm
(365 g/m3)
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Table 4.8-1 (cont.)
AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS
Pollutant
Pb

Visibility
Reducing
Particles

Averaging
Time

California Standards
Concentration
Method

30 Day Average

1.5 g/m3

Calendar Quarter

--

8 Hour

Primary
--

Atomic Absorption

Extincion coefficient of 0.23 per
kilometer – visibility of ten miles or more
(0.07 – 30 miles or more for Lake Tahoe)
due to particles when relative humidity is
less than 70 percent.
Method: Beta Attenuation and
Transmittance through Filter Tape.
Ion Chromatography
25 g/m3
0.03 ppm
Ultraviolet
Fluorescence
(42 g/m3)
0.01 ppm
Gas Chromatography
(26 g/m3)

1.5 g/m3

Federal Standards
Secondary
Method
-Same as
Primary
Standard

-High Volume
Sampler and
Atomic Absorption

No Federal Standards

Sulfates
24 Hour
Hydrogen
1 Hour
Sulfide
Vinyl
24 Hour
Chloride
Notes: ppm= parts per million
g/m3 = micrograms per cubic meter
mg/m3= milligrams per cubic meter
Source: CARB 2008

Local air quality management districts, such as the SDAPCD, regulate air emissions from
commercial and light industrial facilities. All air pollution control districts have been formally
designated as attainment or non-attainment for each CAAQS. Serious non-attainment areas are
required to prepare air quality management plans that include specified emission reduction
strategies, in an effort to meet clean air goals.
In September 2006, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger signed Assembly Bill (AB) 32, the
California Climate Solutions Act of 2006. In general, AB 32 directs the CARB to do the
following:


On or before June 30, 2007, the CARB shall make publicly available a list of discrete
early action greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction measures that could be made
enforceable by January 1, 2010;



By January 1, 2008, the CARB shall determine the statewide levels of GHG emissions in
1990, and adopt a statewide GHG emission limit that is equivalent to the 1990 level (an
approximate 25 percent reduction in existing statewide GHG emissions);



On or before January 1, 2010, the CARB shall adopt regulations to implement the early
action GHG emission reduction measures;



On or before January 1, 2011, the CARB shall adopt quantifiable, verifiable and
enforceable emission reduction measures by regulation that will achieve the statewide
GHG emissions limit by 2020, to become operative on January 1, 2020 at the latest. The
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emission reduction measures may include direct emission reduction measures, alternative
compliance mechanisms and potential monetary and non-monetary incentives that reduce
GHG emissions from any sources or categories of sources that the CARB finds necessary
to achieve the statewide GHG emissions limit; and


The CARB will monitor compliance with and enforce any emission reduction measure
adopted pursuant to AB 32.

AB 32 also takes into account the relative contributions of each source or source category to
protect adverse impacts on small businesses and others by requiring the CARB to recommend a
de minimis threshold of GHG emissions below which emissions reduction requirements would
not apply. AB 32 also allows the Governor to adjust the deadlines mentioned above for
individual regulations or the entire State to the earliest feasible date in the event of extraordinary
circumstances, catastrophic events or threat of significant economic harm.
On April 20, 2007, the CARB published Proposed Early Actions to Mitigate Climate Change in
California. A total of 36 measures were proposed, including three new GHG-only regulations
that meet the legal definition of “discrete early action greenhouse gas reduction measures.” The
remaining 33 proposed measures consist of 23 GHG emission reduction measures on which the
CARB is initiating work, and 10 conventional air pollution control measures. The 23 additional
GHG emissions reduction measures are not considered “discrete early action measures” because
they may not be adopted by January 1, 2010. However, they are expected to be adopted by early
2010.
Executive Order #S-3-05, signed by Governor Schwarzenegger on June 1, 2005, calls for a
reduction in GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020 and for an 80 percent reduction in GHG
emissions by 2050. Executive Order #S-3-05 also calls for the California EPA to prepare
biennial science reports on the potential impact of continued global warming on certain sectors
of the California economy. The first of these reports, “Scenarios of Climate Change in
California: An Overview,” was published in February 2006.
The Climate Scenarios report uses a range of emissions scenarios developed by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change to project a series of potential warming ranges (i.e.,
temperature increases) that may occur in California during the 21st century: lower warming
range (3.0-5.5°F); medium warming range (5.5-8.0°F); and higher warming range (8.0-10.5°F).
The Climate Scenarios report then presents analysis of future climate in California under each
warming range.
As shown above, each emissions scenario would result in substantial temperature increases for
California. According to the report, substantial temperature increases would result in a variety of
impacts to the people, economy and environment of California associated with a projected
increase in extreme conditions, with the severity of the impacts depending upon actual future
emissions of GHG and associated warming. Under the emissions scenarios for the Climate
Scenarios report, the impacts of global warming in California are anticipated to include, but are
not limited to, public health, biology, rising sea levels, hydrology and water quality, and water
supply.
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San Diego County Regulations
The SDAPCD and SANDAG are responsible for developing and implementing the clean air plan
for attainment and maintenance of the ambient air quality standards in the SDAB. The San
Diego County Regional Air Quality Strategy (RAQS) was initially adopted in 1991, and is
updated on a triennial basis. The RAQS outlines the SDAPCD’s plans and control measures
designed to attain the State air quality standard for O3. The SDAPCD has also developed the air
basin’s input to the SIP, which is required under the Federal Clean Air Act for areas that are out
of attainment with air quality standards. The SIP includes the SDAPCD’s plans and control
measures for attaining the NAAQS for O3.
The RAQS relies on information from the CARB and SANDAG, including mobile and area
source emissions, as well as information regarding projected growth in the County, to project
future emissions and determine from such projections the strategies necessary for the reduction
of emissions through regulatory controls. The CARB mobile source emission projections and
SANDAG growth projections are based on population and vehicle trends and land use plans
developed by the cities and by the County as part of the development of the County’s General
Plan. As such, projects that propose development consistent with the growth anticipated by the
general plans would be consistent with the RAQS. In the event that a project would propose
development that is less dense than anticipated within the general plan, the project would
likewise be consistent with the RAQS. If a project proposes development that is greater than that
anticipated in the general plan and SANDAG’s growth projections, the project might be in
conflict with the RAQS and SIP, and might have a potentially significant impact on air quality.
The SIP relies on the same information from SANDAG to develop emission inventories and
emission reduction strategies that are included in the attainment demonstration for the air basin.
The SIP also includes rules and regulations that have been adopted by the SDAPCD to control
emissions from stationary sources. These SIP-approved rules may be used as a guideline to
determine whether a project’s emissions would have the potential to conflict with the SIP and
thereby hinder attainment of the NAAQS for O3.
In addition, to determine whether a project would (1) result in a violation of an air quality
standard or contribute substantially to an existing or projected violation, or (2) result in a
cumulatively considerable net increase of particulate matter or exceed quantitative thresholds for
O3 precursors, NOX and VOCs, it is necessary to look at the quantitative emission thresholds
established by the SDAPCD. As part of its air quality permitting process, the SDAPCD has
established thresholds in Rule 20.2 for the preparation of Air Quality Impact Assessments
(AQIAs). For CEQA purposes, these screening criteria can be used as numeric methods to
demonstrate whether a project’s total emissions would result in a significant impact to air
quality. Since the SDAPCD does not have AQIA thresholds for emissions of VOCs and PM2.5,
the thresholds for ROCs and PM2.5 from the CEQA Air Quality Handbook for the South Coast
Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) (1993) were used (Urban Crossroads 2009). The
screening thresholds are included in Table 4.8-2.
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Table 4.8-2
SCREENING-LEVEL CRITERIA FOR AIR QUALITY IMPACTS
Pollutant
NOx
PM10
PM2.5*
SOx
CO
VOCs*

Pounds/Day
250
100
55
250
550
75

Tons/Year
40
15
10
40
100
13.6

Note: * Thresholds for VOCs and PM2.5 are based on the threshold of significance from the SCAQMD for the Coachella Valley.
Source: Urban Crossroads 2009

In the event that emissions exceed these screening-level thresholds, modeling would be required
to determine whether or not the project’s total air quality impacts result in ground-level
concentrations that are below CAAQS and NAAQS, including appropriate background levels.
For toxic air contaminants (TAC), the SDAPCD identifies an excess individual cancer risk of
one in one million to be a minimal risk. Risk levels of up to ten in one million are considered
acceptable if toxics best available control technology (T-BACT) is used. Any individual cancer
risk from project-related TACs of less than one in one million would be considered a less than
significant risk.
City of Oceanside Regulations
The Environmental Resource Management Element of the City General Plan identifies one longrange policy direction objective with regard to air quality:
1. Cooperate with County, State and Federal agencies in continuing programs of air quality
improvement.
This objective is reflected in the City’s Action Program in which the City asserts that it will
continue to cooperate with the SDAPCD. This will include participation in the implementation
of the RAQS through cooperation with the SDAPCD planning team.
Existing Air Quality
Existing air quality is measured based upon ambient air quality standards. These standards are
the levels of air quality that are considered safe, with an adequate margin of safety, to protect the
public health and welfare. The NAAQS and CAAQS currently in effect are shown in Table 4.8-1,
above. The determination of whether a region’s air quality is healthful or unhealthful is
determined by comparing contaminant levels in ambient air samples to the State and Federal
standards. The air quality of a region is considered to be in attainment by the State if the
measured ambient air pollutant levels for O3, CO, SO2, NO2, PM10, and PM2.5 are not equaled or
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exceeded at any time in any consecutive three-year period; and the Federal standards (other than
O3, PM10, PM2.5, and those based on annual averages or arithmetic mean) are not exceeded more
than once per year. The O3 standard is attained when the fourth highest eight-hour concentration
in a year, averaged over three years, is equal to or less than the standard. For PM10, the 24-hour
standard is attained when 99 percent of the daily concentrations, averaged over three years, are
equal to or less than the standard.
Regional Air Quality
The SDAPCD monitors levels of various criteria pollutants at 30 monitoring stations throughout
the air district. In 2006, the Federal and State standards were exceeded on one or more days for
O3, PM10 and PM2.5 at most monitoring locations. No areas of the SDAB exceeded Federal or
State standards for NO2, SO2, CO, sulfates, or Pb. See Table 4.8-3 for attainment designations
for the SDAB.

Table 4.8-3
SAN DIEGO COUNTY AIR BASIN ATTAINMENT STATUS BY POLLUTANT
Pollutant
O3
PM10
PM2.5
CO
NO2
Lead
SO2
Sulfates
Hydrogen Sulfide
Visibility-Reducing
Particulates
Notes:

Averaging Time
1 Hour
8 Hour
Annual Arithmetic Mean
24 Hour
Annual Arithmetic Mean
24 Hour
Annual Arithmetic Mean
8 Hour
1 Hour
Annual Arithmetic Mean
1 Hour
30 Day Average
Calendar Quarter
Annual Arithmetic Mean
24 Hour
1 Hour
24 Hour
1 Hour
8 Hour
(10 AM to 6 PM, PST)

California Standards

Non-attainment
Non-attainment
No State Standard
No State Standard
Non-attainment

Federal Standards
No Federal Standard
Basic Non-attainment
No Federal Standard
Unclassified
Unclassified
Attainment
Attainment

Attainment

Maintenance Area

No State Standard
Attainment
Attainment
No State Standard
No State Standard
Attainment
Attainment
Attainment
Unclassified

Attainment
No Federal Standard
No Federal Standard
Attainment
Attainment
Attainment
No Federal Standard
No Federal Standard
No Federal Standard

Unclassified

No Federal Standard

Non-attainment

Data reflects status as of March 19, 2007
Unclassifed: indicates data are not sufficient for determining attainment or nonattainment.
Maintenance area: any geographic region of the United States previously designated nonattainment pursuant to the
CAA Amendments of 1990 and subsequently redesignated to attainment subject to the requirement to develop a
maintenance plan under section 175A of the CAA, as amended.

Source: County 2007b
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Local Air Quality
The nearest long-term air quality monitoring data for O3, PM10, PM2.5, CO, and NO2 were
obtained from the SDAPCD’s Escondido East Valley Parkway monitoring station, located
approximately 13 miles southeast of the Project site. Since the Escondido monitoring station is
located in an area where there is substantial traffic congestion, it is likely that pollutant
concentrations measured at that monitoring station are higher than concentrations that would be
measured in the Project area, and would thus provide a conservative estimate of background
ambient air quality data. Data for SO2 has been omitted from this analysis as attainment is
regularly met in the SDAB and few monitoring stations measure SO2 concentrations. The three
years of data in Table 4.8-4 show the number of days that standards were exceeded for the study
area. The Federal 8-hour standard for O3 was exceeded on 6 days in 2006, 3 days in 2007 and 12
days in 2008. The Federal standard for PM2.5 was exceeded on only 1 day in 2007, and the
Federal and State standards for CO, NO2 and PM10 were not exceeded during the noted 3-year
period.
Table 4.8-4
PROJECT AREA AIR QUALITY MONITORING SUMMARY 2006-2008*
Pollutant

Standard

Ozone
Maximum 1-Hour Concentration (ppm)
-Maximum 8-Hour Concentration (ppm)
-Number of Days Exceeding Federal 1-Hour Standard
> 0.12 ppm
Number of Days Exceeding Federal 8-Hour Standard
> 0.075 ppm
Number of Days Exceeding Health Advisory
> 0.15 ppm
Carbon Monoxide
Maximum 1-Hour Concentration (ppm)
-Maximum 8-Hour Concentration (ppm)
-Number of Days Exceeding State 1-Hour Standard
> 20 ppm
Number of Days Exceeding Federal/State 8-Hour
> 9.0 ppm
Standard
Number of Days Exceeding Federal 1-Hour Standard
>35 ppm
Nitrogen Dioxide
Maximum 1-Hour Concentration (ppm)
-Annual Arithmetic Mean Concentration (ppm)
-Number of Days Exceeding State 1-Hour Standard
> 0.18 ppm
Respirable Particulates
3
-Maximum 24-Hour Concentration (g/m )
Number of Samples
-Number of Samples Exceeding Federal Standard
> 150 g/m3
Fine Particulate Matter
-Maximum 24-Hour Concentration (g/m3)
3
-Annual Arithmetic Mean (g/m )
Number of Samples Exceeding Federal 24-Hour Standard
> 35 g/m3

2006

Year
2007

2008

0.108
0.096
0
6
0

0.094
0.077
0
3
0

0.116
0.098
0
12
0

5.7
3.6
0

5.2
3.2
0

4.6
2.8
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.071
0.017
0

0.072
0.016
0

0.073
0.015
0

51
61
0

68
62
0

82
43
0

40.6
11.47
0

37.7
13.31
1

31.3
12.25
0

Note: * Escondido-East Valley Parkway Monitoring Station
Source: Urban Crossroads 2009
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4.8.2

Thresholds of Significance

Based on Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, the Project would have a significant direct,
indirect or cumulative impact to air quality if the Project would:
1. Conflict with or obstruct the implementation of the San Diego RAQS or applicable
portions of the SIP;
2. Result in emissions, during or following project construction, that would violate any air
quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or projected air quality
violation;
3. Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which the
SDAB is non-attainment under an applicable Federal or State ambient air quality standard
(e.g., PM2.5, PM10 or exceed quantitative thresholds for O3 precursors, NOX and VOCs);
4. Expose sensitive receptors (including, but not limited to, schools, hospitals, resident care
facilities, or day-care centers) to substantial pollutant concentrations;
5. Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people;
6. Generate GHG emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a significant impact
on the environment; or
7. Conflict with any applicable plan, policy or regulation of an agency adopted for the
purpose of reducing the emissions of GHGs.
4.8.3 Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to Significance
As discussed previously in this EIR, three alternative alignments are under consideration for their
various constraints and potential Project impacts. For the purposes of this air quality analysis,
these three alignments are considered for potential impacts related to the construction activity
within the Project corridors. For operational activity, air quality impacts would be highly related
to traffic patterns. As discussed in Section 4.3, Traffic, however, any of the three alignments
would have identical traffic impacts. Accordingly, two scenarios were analyzed in Section 4.3 to
determine potential traffic patterns that might develop, with these same two scenarios used for
the evaluation of potential operational effects to air quality (as described below and referred to as
Analysis Scenarios C and D, respectively, in Appendix I).
No Project
The No Project scenario assumes a bridge crossing of the San Luis Rey River and the extension
of Melrose Drive to North River Road, but no connection of Melrose Drive between North Santa
Fe Avenue and Spur Avenue. All other Year 2030 regional network connections and changes
are assumed to be in place.
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Proposed Project
The Proposed Project scenario assumes a bridge crossing of the San Luis Rey River and the
extension of Melrose Drive to North River Road, as well as the extension of Melrose Drive
between North Santa Fe Avenue and Spur Avenue (i.e., the proposed Melrose Drive Extension
Project). All other Year 2030 regional network connections and changes are assumed to be in
place.
Alternative A
Construction Impacts
Construction activities associated with the Project would result in emissions of ROGs, CO2, CO,
VOCs, NOx, SOx, PM10 and PM2.5. Construction of the proposed roadway alignment would
generate short-term air quality impacts during grading and construction operations. The
short-term air quality analysis considers cumulative construction emissions in combination with
Project emissions. Temporary impacts from the Project and cumulative activities would include
particulate (fugitive dust) emissions from clearing and grading activities on-site; exhaust
emissions and potential odors from the construction equipment used on-site, as well as vehicles
used to transport materials to and from the site; and exhaust emissions from motor vehicles of the
construction crew.
These emissions from increases in use of power and vehicle operation are generated during
construction activities. Potential odors generated from the use of diesel construction equipment
and asphalt off-gassing during construction operations are temporary in nature and are not
considered to be a significant impact. It should also be noted that emissions produced during
grading and construction activities are “short-term” in nature, as they occur only for the duration
of construction. Table 4.8-5 shows projected emissions associated with construction activities of
Alternative A.
Fugitive Dust
Construction activities are a source of fugitive dust (PM10 and PM2.5) emissions that may have a
substantial temporary impact on local air quality and may be a nuisance to those living and
working within the Project vicinity. Fugitive dust emissions are associated with land clearing,
ground excavation, cut and fill operations, and truck travel on unpaved roadways, including
demolition activities. Fugitive dust from grading and construction is generally expected to be
short-term and would cease upon Project completion. Fugitive dust material is mostly comprised
of inert silicates, rather than complex organic particulates released from combustion sources,
which are most harmful to health. Dust which is larger than 10 microns generated by such
activities usually becomes a local nuisance rather than a serious health problem. However, a
serious health concern is the amount of PM10 generated as a result of fugitive dust emissions.
While clearing and grading activities comprise the major sources of construction dust emissions,
traffic and general disturbance of soil also generate significant dust emissions. PM10 and PM2.5
emissions can vary greatly depending on the level of activity, the specific operations taking
place, the equipment being operated, local soils, weather conditions and other factors, making
quantification difficult. The highest potential for construction dust impacts would occur during
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the late spring, summer and early fall months when soils are dry. Despite this variability in
emissions, experience has shown that there are a number of feasible control measures that can be
reasonably implemented to significantly reduce PM10 and PM2.5 emissions from construction
activities. However, the daily construction emissions would exceed the established thresholds
and, therefore, would be considered significant.
Climate Change and Greenhouse Gases
Climate change is defined by the State of California as a global effect, not susceptible to full
mitigation by any proposed project within the State. There is no de minimus threshold
established for the reduction of GHG on a project level, and no comprehensive program, even on
a statewide level, specifically targeting the emission of GHG, or exposure to risks associated
with global warming, in which the Project could participate. In the absence of such yardsticks to
measure effective participation in the effort to reduce climate change risks, the incremental
contribution during construction of the Project is considered potentially significant and
unavoidable. GHG emissions shown in Table 4.8-5 include ROGs, NOx and CO2.
Construction Exhaust
Exhaust emissions from construction activities include emissions associated with the transport of
machinery and supplies to and from the Project site, emissions produced on-site as the equipment
is used, and emissions from trucks transporting excavated materials from the Project site and fill
soils to the Project site. Emitted pollutants would include CO, VOCs, SOx, NOx, PM10 and
PM2.5. Construction equipment exhaust would cause an exceedance of the Screening Level
Thresholds previously identified for construction activity without these measures.
Assuming a worst-case scenario for construction activity in which the entire Project corridor is
disturbed in a single day, the estimated maximum daily construction emissions for Alternative A
are summarized in Table 4.8-5. Under the assumed worst case conditions, emissions resulting
from Project construction would exceed criteria pollutant thresholds established by the County
for PM10 and PM2.5. Assuming measures are taken to limit the maximum area disturbed per day,
impacts to air quality from construction emissions would be less than significant, as summarized
in Table 4.8-6 (with associated mitigation measures outlined below in Section 4.8.4).
Table 4.8-5
ALTERNATIVE A EMISSIONS SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION
(WITHOUT MITIGATION)

Pollutant
ROG
CO
NOx
CO2

Grubbing
/Land
Clearing
(lbs/day)
26.3
125.5
243.6
23,726.1

Project Phases
Drainage/
Grading/
Utilities/
Excavation
Sub-Grade
(lbs/day)
(lbs/day)
30.6
14.8
187.2
59.8
239.9
110.8
25,451.5
11,130.0
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Paving
(lbs/day)
16.6
60.4
95.4
9,137.0

4.8-13

Maximum
(lbs/day)

Threshold
(lbs/day)

Significant?

Total (tons/
construction
project

30.6
187.2
243.6
25,451.5

75
550
250
n/a

NO
NO
NO
n/a

9.3
49.4
74.1
7,755.6
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Table 4.8-5 (cont.)
ALTERNATIVE A EMISSIONS SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION
(WITHOUT MITIGATION)

Pollutant
PM10
Exhaust
Fugitive Dust
Total PM10
PM2.5
Exhaust
Fugitive Dust
Total PM2.5
Notes:

Grubbing
/Land
Clearing
(lbs/day)

Project Phases
Drainage/
Grading/
Utilities/
Excavation
Sub-Grade
(lbs/day)
(lbs/day)

Paving
(lbs/day)

Maximum
(lbs/day)

Threshold
(lbs/day)

Significant?

Total (tons/
construction
project

10.2
289.0
299.2

12.0
289.0
301.0

6.3
289.0
295.3

8.4
8.4

12.0
289.0
301.0

100
100
100

NO
YES
YES

3.9
97.3
101.2

9.2
60.1
69.4

10.8
60.1
71.0

5.7
60.1
65.8

7.7
7.7

10.8
60.1
71.0

55
55
55

NO
YES
YES

3.5
20.2
23.8

Project start year: 2010
Project length (months): 36
Total Project corridor area (acres): 28.9
Maximum area disturbed per day (acres): 28.9
Total soil imported/exported (cubic yards [yd3]/day): 1,151
PM10 and PM2.5 estimates assume 50 percent control of fugitive dust from watering and associated dust control
measures, per SDAPCD requirements

Source: Urban Crossroads 2009

Table 4.8-6
ALTERNATIVE A EMISSIONS SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION
(WITH MITIGATION)

Pollutant
ROG
CO
NOx
CO2
PM10
Exhaust
Fugitive Dust
Total PM10
PM2.5
Exhaust
Fugitive Dust
Total PM2.5
Notes:

Grubbing
/Land
Clearing
(lbs/day)
8.9
38.7
73.2
6,820.5

Project Phases
Drainage/
Grading/
Utilities/
Excavation
Sub-Grade
(lbs/day)
(lbs/day)
13.7
5.6
106.0
21.0
89.9
37.0
9,579.9
3,600.9

Maximum
(lbs/day)

Threshold
(lbs/day)

Significant?

Total (tons/
construction
project

6.3
22.3
34.0
3,265.2

13.7
106.0
89.9
9,579.9

75
550
250
N/A

NO
NO
NO
N/A

3.7
22.9
24.9
2,558.3

Paving
(lbs/day)

3.2
90.0
93.2

4.4
90.0
94.4

2.2
90.0
92.2

3.0
-3.0

4.4
90.0
94.4

100
100
100

NO
NO
NO

1.3
30.3
31.6

2.9
18.7
21.7

4.0
18.7
22.7

2.0
18.7
20.7

2.8
-2.8

4.0
18.7
22.7

55
55
55

NO
NO
NO

1.2
6.3
7.5

Project start year: 2010
Project length (months): 36
Total Project corridor area (acres): 28.9
Maximum area disturbed per day (acres): 9.0
Total soil imported/exported (yd3/day): 1151
PM10 and PM2.5 estimates assume 50 percent control of fugitive dust from watering and associated dust control
measures, per SDAPCD requirements

Source: Urban Crossroads 2009
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Diesel Particulate Matter
The CARB identified diesel engine particulate matter as a TAC in 1998. Mobile sources
(including trucks, buses, automobiles, trains, ships and farm equipment) are by far the largest
source of diesel emissions. Diesel exhaust is emitted from a broad range of on- and off-road
diesel engines. The exhaust from diesel engines includes hundreds of different gaseous and
particulate components, many of which are toxic. Diesel exhaust is comprised of two phases,
gas and particulate – both contribute to the risk. The gas phase is composed of many of the
urban hazardous air pollutants such as acetaldehyde, acrolein, benzene, 1,3-butadiene,
formaldehyde and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. The particulate phase has many different
types that can be classified by size of composition. The size of diesel particulates of greatest
health concern is fine and ultrafine particles. These particulates may be composed of elemental
carbon with absorbed compounds such as organic, sulfates, nitrates, metals and other trace
elements.
Health risk assessments for diesel engine particulate matter are typically conducted for areas that
would expose sensitive receptors to high concentrations of diesel engine particulate over a long
period of time. Per guidelines of the Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment and the
California Air Pollution Control Officers Association, estimating the cancer risk from diesel
engine particulate is typically not required for construction activities, as they occur for a short
period of time and therefore would not measurably increase cancer risk. However, to provide a
conservative analysis of construction impacts, a screening analysis was performed using the
EPA-approved SCREEN3 model.
Construction vehicle pollutant emission generators would consist primarily of haul truck
activities such as earthwork haulage, graders, pavers, contractor vehicles and diesel-electric
generators. Construction emissions utilized within the SCREEN3 model were taken from the
Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District’s (SMAQMD) construction outputs
for the Project. According to the construction emissions modeling, the greatest PM10 emissions
level for Alternative A was a total of 301.0, including 12.0 pounds per day of diesel exhaust.
Typically, the greatest amount of diesel engine particulate matter is generated during grading or
earthwork activities. Emissions were utilized for the screening analysis as a worst-case scenario.
Based upon the on-site emission levels, the aggregate emission rate previously identified was
input into the SCREEN3 model. The worst case assessment of the impacts to sensitive receptors
resulted in a predicted pollutant concentration of 8.756 g/m3 and a calculated cancer risk of
0.002627 per one million. This figure falls below the previously identified one in one million
significance threshold and would therefore not be significant.
Cumulative Impacts
As the Project exceeds the screening-thresholds for criteria pollutant emissions during short-term
construction activity assuming the worst-case scenario, it is expected that construction activities
associated with Alternative A would result in a significant short-term cumulative impact. If
limits were to be imposed on the allowable area disturbed per day, criteria pollutant emissions
from construction activity would not be cumulatively considerable.
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As discussed above in regards to GHGs and climate change, there is no established threshold for
a cumulatively considerable effect from exposure to climate change risks. Therefore,
incremental contribution of GHG emissions related to construction is, therefore, potentially
significant and unavoidable when assessed cumulatively.
Operational Impacts
Long-term CO Emissions (CO Hotspots)
CO is a primary criteria pollutant. Unlike ozone, it is directly emitted from mobile sources. For
this reason, CO concentrations are usually indicative of local air quality generated by a roadway
network and are used as an indicator of its impacts on local air quality. Comparisons of levels
with the State and Federal CO standards indicate the severity of the existing concentrations for
receptors within the Project area. As discussed in Section 4.8.1, the SDAB has been
redesignated as an attainment area for Federal CO standards. The redesignation indicates that
the SDAB has not exceeded standards within the last five years.
In order to determine the Project’s impacts to the surrounding area, a comparison study was used
instead of CO modeling. The 2007 Air Quality Management Plan, prepared by the SCAQMD,
analyzed and measured CO levels at the most congested intersections in Los Angeles County
with an ADT volume of approximately 100,000 vehicles per day. Even at the most congested
intersection in Los Angeles County, the threshold for one- and eight-hour concentrations was not
exceeded. Future daily volumes within the Project study area are much lower. Therefore,
impacts associated with long-term operational CO emissions would be considered less than
significant.
Mobile Source Air Toxics (MSATs)
Mobile source air toxics are a subset of the 188 air toxics defined by the federal CAA. The
MSATs are compounds emitted from highway vehicles and non-road equipment. Some toxic
compounds are present in fuel and are emitted to the air when the fuel evaporates or passes
through the engine unburned. Other toxics are emitted from the incomplete combustion of fuels
or as secondary combustion products. Metal air toxics also result from engine wear or from
impurities in oil or gasoline.
The EPA is the lead federal agency for administering the federal CAA and has certain
responsibilities regarding the health effects of MSATs. The EPA issued a Final Rule on
Controlling Emissions of Hazardous Air Pollutants from Mobil Sources. In this rule, the EPA
examined the impacts of existing and newly promulgated mobile source control programs,
including its reformulated gasoline program, its national low emission vehicle standards, its Tier
2 motor vehicle emissions standards and gasoline sulfur control requirements, and its proposed
heavy duty engine and vehicle standards and on-highway diesel fuel sulfur control requirements.
Between 2000 and 2020, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) projects that, even with
a 64 percent increase in vehicle miles traveled (VMT), these programs will reduce on-highway
emissions of benzene, formaldehyde, 1,3-butadiene and acetaldehyde by 57 percent to 65
percent, and will reduce on-highway diesel PM emissions by 87 percent. As a result, EPA
concluded that no further motor vehicle emissions standards or fuel standards were necessary to
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further control MSATs. The agency is preparing another rule under authority of the CAA that
will address these issues and could make adjustments to the full 21 and the six primary MSATS.
The EPA is in the process of assessing the risks of various kinds of exposures to these pollutants.
The EPA Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS) (EPA 2009a) is a database of human health
effects that may result from exposure to various substances found in the environment. The
following toxicity information for the six prioritized MSATs was taken from EPA’s IRIS
databases and represents the Agency’s most current evaluations of the potential hazards and
toxicology of these chemicals or mixtures.


Benzene is characterized as a known human carcinogen.



The potential carcinogenicity of acrolein cannot be determined because the existing data
are inadequate for an assessment of human carcinogenic potential for either the oral or
inhalation route of exposure.



Formaldehyde is a probable human carcinogen, based on limited evidence in humans, and
sufficient evidence in animals.



1,3-butadiene is characterized as carcinogenic to humans by inhalation.



Acetaldehyde is a probable human carcinogen based on increased incidence of nasal
tumors in rats and laryngeal tumors in hamsters after inhalation exposure.



Diesel exhaust is likely to be carcinogenic to humans by inhalation from environmental
exposures. Diesel exhaust, as reviewed in this document, is the combination of diesel
particulate matter and diesel exhaust organic gases. Diesel exhaust also results in chronic
respiratory effects, possibly the primary non-cancer hazard from MSATs. Prolonged
exposures may impair pulmonary function and could produce symptoms such as cough,
phlegm and chronic bronchitis. Exposure relationships have not been developed from
these studies.

Any effort to accurately predict project-specific health impacts is encumbered by limitations of
available technical tools as they relate to models of estimating emissions, dispersion and
exposure. Due to these uncertainties, a quantitative assessment of the effects of air toxic
emissions impacts on human health cannot be made at the project level. It is possible, however,
to project MSAT emissions and compare emissions by scenario. Table 4.8-7 summarizes the
MSAT emissions along the proposed Melrose Drive Extension and the redistribution effects
along North Santa Fe Avenue. As shown on Table 4.8-7, the No Project scenario would result in
slightly higher MSAT levels along the Melrose Drive extension, and slightly lower MSAT levels
along North Santa Fe Drive, than for the Proposed Project scenario (refer to Appendix I for
calculations).
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Table 4.8-7
2030 MSAT EMISSIONS IN THE PROJECT AREA
Pollutant
Condition

Base Year
(Existing)
No Project
Proposed
Project
Note:

Roadway

Melrose Drive
North Santa Fe
Ave
Melrose Drive
North Santa Fe
Ave
Melrose Drive
North Santa Fe
Ave

Diesel
PM
(pounds
[lbs]/day)
0

Benzene
(lbs/day)

1,3
Butadiene
(lbs/day)

Acetaldehyde
(lbs/day)

Acrolein
(lbs/day)

Formaldehyde
(lbs/day)

0

0

0

0

0

0.0350

0.0205

0.0034

0.0057

0.0008

0.0175

0.1208

0.0707

0.0116

0.0198

0.0027

0.0604

0.0232

0.0136

0.0022

0.0038

0.0005

0.0116

0.1889

0.1106

0.0181

0.0310

0.0042

0.0944

0.0176

0.0103

0.0017

0.0029

0.0004

0.0088

Portions of Melrose Drive include the area between Spur Avenue and North Santa Fe Avenue

Source: Urban Crossroads 2009

Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Change Impacts
For operational GHG emissions, the methodology is similar to that used for the MSAT emissions
comparison of alternatives. Specifically, the CO2 Emission Analysis for Project-Level Analysis
Using the ARB EMFAC Model and the UCD Mobile Source Air Toxics Spreadsheet was utilized.
As the proposed Project would not result in new trips, the Project would not have a significant
impact with respect to climate change. Table 4.8-8 summarizes the GHG emissions in the
Project area both along the proposed Melrose Drive Extension, and the redistribution effects
along North Santa Fe Avenue.

Table 4.8-8
GHG EMISSIONS IN THE PROJECT AREA
Condition

Roadway

Base Year
(Existing)

Melrose Drive
North Santa Fe Ave
Melrose Drive
North Santa Fe Ave
Melrose Drive
North Santa Fe Ave

No Project
Proposed
Project
Note:

CO2
0
111.4951
0
73.7583
601.7993
56.1764

Pollutant
N 20
0
23.7528
0
15.7134
128.2066
11.9678

CH4
0
38.0484
0
15.7134
128.2006
11.9678

Portions of Melrose Drive include the area between Spur Avenue and North Santa Fe Avenue

Source: Urban Crossroads 2009
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Cumulative Impacts
Since Alternative A would not result in a significant impact related to operational activity on the
Project-specific level, and since the Project is not expected to result in increased emissions, a less
than significant cumulative operational climate change impact is expected for both identified
scenarios.
Alternative B
Construction Impacts
Considerations for fugitive dust, GHGs and global warming, and construction exhaust under
Alternative B would be similar to those described for Alternative A. Assuming a worst-case
scenario for construction activity in which the entire Project corridor is disturbed in a single day,
the estimated maximum daily construction emissions for Alternative B are summarized in Table
4.8-9. Under the assumed worst case conditions, emissions resulting from Project construction
would exceed criteria pollutant thresholds established by the County for PM10, PM2.5 and NOx.
Assuming measures taken to limit the maximum area disturbed per day, impacts to air quality
from construction emissions would be less than significant, as summarized in Table 4.8-10.
Table 4.8-9
ALTERNATIVE B EMISSIONS SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION
(WITHOUT MITIGATION)

ROG
CO
NOx
CO2

Grubbing
/Land
Clearing
(lbs/day)
31.1
150.6
292.6
28,769.9

Exhaust
Fugitive Dust
Total PM10

12.2
331.0
343.2

Pollutant

Project Phases
Drainage/
Grading/
Utilities/
Excavation
Sub-Grade
(lbs/day)
(lbs/day)
45.7
18.8
344.7
77.9
341.3
146.0
37,189.3
14,969.9

Paving
(lbs/day)
19.2
69.9
110.8
10,604.9

Maximum
(lbs/day)

Threshold
(lbs/day)

Significant?

Total (tons/
construction
project

45.7
344.7
341.3
37,189.3

75
550
250
n/a

NO
NO
YES
n/a

12.8
79.5
99.9
10,686.4

100
100
100

NO
YES
YES

5.0
11.4
116.4

PM10
16.1
331.0
347.1

8.0
331.0
339.0

9.8
9.8

16.1
331.0
347.1

PM2.5
Exhaust
11.0
14.6
7.3
9.0
14.6
55
NO
4.5
Fugitive Dust
68.8
68.8
68.8
68.8
55
YES
23.2
Total PM2.5
79.9
83.4
76.1
9.0
83.4
55
YES
27.7
Notes: Project start year: 2010
Project length (months): 36
Total Project corridor area (acres): 33.1
Maximum area disturbed per day (acres): 33.1
Total soil imported/exported (yd3/day): 3295
PM10 and PM2.5 estimates assume 50 percent control of fugitive dust from watering and associated dust control
measures, per SDAPCD requirements
Source: Urban Crossroads 2009
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Table 4.8-10
ALTERNATIVE B EMISSIONS SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION
(WITH MITIGATION)

ROG
CO
NOx
CO2

Grubbing
/Land
Clearing
(lbs/day)
8.9
38.7
73.2
6,820.5

Exhaust
Fugitive Dust
Total PM10

3.2
90.0
93.2

Pollutant

Project Phases
Drainage/
Utilities/
Sub-Grade
(lbs/day)
23.3
5.6
73.2
37.0
139.3
37.0
15,741.6
3,600.9

Grading/
Excavation
(lbs/day)

Maximum
(lbs/day)

Threshold
(lbs/day)

Significant?

Total (tons/
construction
project

6.3
34.0
34.0
3,265.2

23.3
236.2
139.3
15,741.6

75
550
250
N/A

NO
NO
NO
N/A

5.2
43.5
32.7
3,543.3

3.0
-3.0

6.2
90.0
96.2

100
100
100

NO
NO
NO

1.6
30.3
31.9

Paving
(lbs/day)

PM10
6.2
90.0
96.2

2.2
90.0
92.2

PM2.5
Exhaust
2.9
5.5
2.0
2.8
5.5
55
NO
1.5
Fugitive Dust
18.7
18.7
18.7
-18.7
55
NO
6.3
Total PM2.5
21.7
24.2
20.7
2.8
24.2
55
NO
7.8
Notes: Project start year: 2010
Project length (months): 36
Total Project corridor area (acres): 33.1
Maximum area disturbed per day (acres): 9.0
Total soil imported/exported (yd3/day): 3295
PM10 and PM2.5 estimates assume 50 percent control of fugitive dust from watering and associated dust control
measures, per SDAPCD requirements
Source: Urban Crossroads 2009

Diesel Particulate Matter
According to the construction emissions modeling, the greatest PM10 emissions level for
construction of Alternative B was a total of 347.1, including 16.1 pounds per day of diesel
exhaust. Typically, the greatest amount of diesel engine particulate matter is generated during
grading or earthwork activities. Emissions were utilized for the screening analysis as a worstcase scenario. Based upon the on-site emission levels, the aggregate emission rate previously
identified was input into the SCREEN3 model. The worst case assessment of the impacts to
sensitive receptors resulted in a predicted pollutant concentration of 10.58 g/m3 and a
calculated cancer risk of 0.003174 per one million. This figure falls below the previously
identified one in one million significance threshold and would therefore not be significant.
Cumulative Impacts
Considerations of construction-related cumulative impacts under Alternative B would be similar
to those described for Alternative A.
Operational Impacts
For operational impacts associated with both identified scenarios, see the discussion of
operational impacts for Alternative A.
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Alternative C
Considerations for fugitive dust, GHGs and global warming, and construction exhaust under
Alternative C would be similar to those described for Alternatives A. Assuming a worst-case
scenario for construction activity in which the entire corridor area is disturbed in a single day, the
estimated maximum daily construction emissions for Alternative C are summarized in Table 4.8-11.
Under the assumed worst-case conditions, emissions resulting from Project construction would
exceed criteria pollutant thresholds established by the County for PM10 and PM2.5. Assuming
measures taken to limit the maximum area disturbed per day, impacts to air quality from
construction emissions would be less than significant, as summarized in Table 4.8-12.

Table 4.8-11
ALTERNATIVE C EMISSIONS SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION
(WITHOUT MITIGATION)

ROG
CO
NOx
CO2

Grubbing/
Land
Clearing
(lbs/day)
26.3
125.5
243.6
23,726.1

Exhaust
Fugitive Dust
Total PM10

10.2
288.0
298.2

Pollutant

Project Phases
Drainage/
Grading/
Utilities/
Excavation
Sub-Grade
(lbs/day)
(lbs/day)
25.6
14.8
119.6
59.8
214.2
110.8
22,251.3
11,130.0

Maximum
(lbs/day)

Threshold
(lbs/day)

Significant?

Total (tons/
construction
project

16.6
60.4
95.4
9,137.0

26.3
125.5
243.6
23,726.1

75
550
250
n/a

NO
NO
NO
n/a

8.6
38.7
70.0
7,248.7

8.4
8.4

11.1
288.0
299.1

100
100
100

NO
YES
YES

3.7
96.9
100.7

Paving
(lbs/day)

PM10
11.1
288.0
299.1

6.3
288.0
294.3

PM2.5
Exhaust
9.2
10.1
5.7
7.7
10.1
55
NO
3.4
Fugitive Dust
59.9
59.9
59.9
59.9
55
YES
20.2
Total PM2.5
69.2
70.0
65.6
7.7
70.0
55
YES
23.6
Notes: Project start year: 2010
Project length (months): 36
Total Project corridor area (acres): 28.8
Maximum area disturbed per day (acres): 28.8
Total soil imported/exported (yd3/day): 38
PM10 and PM2.5 estimates assume 50 percent control of fugitive dust from watering and associated dust control
measures, per SDAPCD requirements
Source: Urban Crossroads 2009
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Table 4.8-12
ALTERNATIVE C EMISSIONS SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION
(WITH MITIGATION)

ROG
CO
NOx
CO2

Grubbing/
Land
Clearing
(lbs/day)
8.9
38.7
73.2
6,820.5

Exhaust
Fugitive Dust
Total PM10

3.2
95.0
98.2

Pollutant

Project Phases
Drainage/
Grading/
Utilities/
Excavation
Sub-Grade
(lbs/day)
(lbs/day)
8.8
5.6
38.5
21.0
64.4
37.0
6,396.9
3,600.9

Maximum
(lbs/day)

Threshold
(lbs/day)

Significant?

Total (tons/
construction
project

6.3
22.3
34.0
3,265.2

8.9
38.7
73.2
6,820.5

75
550
250
N/A

NO
NO
NO
N/A

5.2
43.5
32.7
3,543.3

3.0
-92.2

3.6
95.0
3.0

100
100
98.6

NO
NO
NO

1.6
30.3
31.9

Paving
(lbs/day)

PM10
3.6
95.0
98.2

2.2
95.0
98.6

PM2.5
Exhaust
2.9
3.3
2.0
2.8
3.3
55
NO
1.5
Fugitive Dust
18.7
19.8
18.7
-19.8
55
NO
6.3
Total PM2.5
21.7
23.0
20.7
2.8
23.0
55
NO
7.8
Notes: Project start year: 2010
Project length (months): 36
Total Project corridor area (acres): 28.8
Maximum area disturbed per day (acres): 9.5
Total soil imported/exported (yd3/day): 38
PM10 and PM2.5 estimates assume 50 percent control of fugitive dust from watering and associated dust control
measures, per SDAPCD requirements
Source: Urban Crossroads 2009

Diesel Particulate Matter
According to the construction emissions modeling, the greatest PM10 emissions level for
construction of Alternative C was a total of 299.1, including 11.1 pounds per day of diesel
exhaust. Typically, the greatest amount of diesel engine particulate matter is generated during
grading or earthwork activities. Emissions were utilized for the screening analysis as a
worst-case scenario. Based upon the on-site emission levels, the aggregate emission rate
previously identified was input into the SCREEN3 model. The worst case assessment of the
impacts to sensitive receptors resulted in a predicted pollutant concentration of 8.318 g/m3 and
a calculated cancer risk of 0.002495 per one million. This figure falls below the previously
identified one in one million significance threshold and would therefore not be significant.
Cumulative Impacts
Considerations of construction-related cumulative impacts under Alternative C would be similar
to those described for Alternative A.
Operational Impacts
For operational impacts associated with both identified scenarios, see the discussion of
operational impacts for Alternative A.
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4.8.4

Mitigation Measures

The following mitigation measures would reduce direct air quality and climate change impacts as
well as direct and cumulative air quality impacts, but would not be sufficient to reduce the
cumulative climate change impacts to below a level of significance for any of the three identified
project alternative alignments.
Air Quality and Climate Change– 1. Prior to grading, the following measures shall be included
in the notes of the grading plan and implemented during construction, to the satisfaction of the
City Engineer:


Adhere to BMPs, which shall include the application of water on disturbed soils three
times per day (3.2-hour watering interval), covering haul vehicles, replanting disturbed
areas as soon as practical, and restricting vehicle speeds on unpaved roads to 15 miles per
hour or less, to control fugitive dust.



All paved streets from which site access is taken shall be swept on a daily basis to
remove dirt carried from the site to the street in order to keep vehicles from pulverizing
the dirt into fine particles.



All vehicles shall be covered with tarps when hauling dirt to or from the site on public
roadways, unless additional moisture is added to prevent material blow-off during
transport.



During construction activities, construction equipment shall be properly maintained to
ensure proper timing and tuning of engines. Equipment maintenance records and
equipment design specification data sheets shall be kept on-site during construction
activity.



During grading activities, chemical soil stabilizers shall be applied to inactive areas to
reduce fugitive dust emissions where applicable.



During construction activities, the contractor shall ensure that all equipment on-site will
not idle for more than five minutes.



Contractor shall adhere to all SDAPCD Rules and Regulations.



Contractor shall ensure use of low-sulfur diesel fuel in construction equipment as
required by the CARB.



Disturbed areas shall be limited to 9.0 acres per day.

4.8.5

Conclusions

The Project would result in significant emissions of criteria air pollutants during the construction
phases of the Project. Even with BMPs, the Project-generated emissions would have the potential
to violate Federal and State ambient air quality standards during short-term construction activity
because emissions of PM10, PM2.5 and, in the case of Alternative B, NOx during the site
preparation phase of construction would exceed the daily significance threshold. Short-term
impacts emissions would also be cumulatively considerable and would result in cumulative
impacts. The mitigation measures identified above in Section 4.8.4, including limits to the daily
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disturbed area, would reduce potential direct and cumulative impacts to below a level of
significance.
Aside from fugitive dust during short-term construction activitiesWith
implementation of the proposed mitigation measures, the Project would not expose sensitive
receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations, nor would a substantial number of people be
affected by Project-generated odors. Because the Project is not anticipated to result in trip
increases, it would not exceed regionally-anticipated emissions levels and would therefore be
consistent with the RAQS and SIP.
No significant Project impacts would occur during the operational phase. No new sources of
criteria air pollutants would be generated during operation of the proposed project because
extension of Melrose Drive would redistribute trips that would already be traveling through the
Project area.
The slight increases in GHG emissions associated with Project construction would yield
incremental contributions to climate change, which would constitute a significant impact. No
Project-level mitigation exists to reduce the cumulative effects of climate change to below a level
of significance.
As with criteria air pollutants, the operation phase of the project would not produce any new
source of greenhouse gas emissions. Thus, no significant climate change impacts would occur as
a result of project operation.
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4.9

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

This section describes existing conditions related to hazards/hazardous materials in the Project
study area and vicinity, identifies associated regulatory requirements, evaluates potential
impacts, and identifies mitigation measures related to implementation of the three alternative
roadway alignments. A Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) was originally conducted
for the project in 2003 (GEOCON 2003), with an updated Phase I ESA completed in 2009 along
with an associated Pesticide Analysis (GEOCON 2009a, 2009b). All of the identified studies are
summarized below along with other applicable data, with the referenced reports included in
Appendices J.1 through J.3 of this EIR. Specifically, Appendix J.1 includes the 2003 Phase I
ESA, Appendix J.2 includes the 2009 Phase I ESA, and Appendix J.3 includes the Pesticide
Analysis.
4.9.1

Existing Conditions

Study Area Setting
The study area used for this analysis includes approximately 150 acres in the vicinity of the
existing Melrose Drive and North Santa Fe Avenue intersection, and generally corresponds to the
geologic study area depicted on Figure 4.5-1 of this EIR. The noted area encompasses the three
alternative roadway alignments, as well as associated adjacent and nearby areas potentially
subject to hazards/hazardous materials impacts to or from the Project. Due to the nature of this
issue, the following analysis also includes discussion of applicable properties outside of the study
area (i.e., within the search radii for regulatory agency database listings). Local topographic,
geologic and hydrologic conditions are summarized below, with additional information provided
in Sections 4.5, Geology and Soils, and 4.6, Hydrology and Water Quality, of this EIR.
Phase I ESAs and Pesticide Analysis
The referenced Phase I ESAs included reconnaissance of the study area and vicinity; an
evaluation of site history through review of historic maps and aerial photographs; and review of
regulatory agency records regarding the use, storage, unauthorized release, and remediation of
hazardous materials. The Pesticide Analysis involved soil sampling/testing for agriculturalrelated pesticide residues in applicable areas, and evaluation of associated health risks and
regulatory compliance. Summary descriptions of the noted investigations are provided below,
with additional information provided in Appendix J.
Phase I ESAs
Site Reconnaissance
The study area was reconnoitered on January 3, 2003 and December 3, 2008 in association with
the referenced Phase I ESA investigations. Documented conditions were similar during both of
these reconnaissance efforts, and included the following observations:
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No significant chemical odors, pools of liquid, drums, stained soil, indicators of
underground storage tanks (USTs), distressed vegetation, pits, or ponds were observed
during either of the noted reconnaissance efforts.



Three propane gas above-ground storage tanks (ASTs) were observed in association with
single-family residences along Glenview Lane and Willowbrook Drive in the central and
southern portions of the study area. The most recent Phase I ESA concludes that “The
ASTs appeared to be in good condition, with no visual evidence of spillage or leakage.”
(GEOCON 2009a).



An apparently unmonitored and unpermitted trash/debris dump site was observed on the
southeast corner of Melrose Drive and Willowbrook Drive (in the southern portion of the
study area), with this deposit referred to as a “landfill” in the 2003 Phase I ESA.
Observed materials at the dump site included discarded tires, furniture, scrap metal, PVC
pipe, miscellaneous trash, and a metal AST (with no associated markings indicating the
current or previous AST content[s]).

Off-site Observations
No visible signs of hazardous material issues or concerns were documented for nearby off-site
areas in either of the Phase I ESAs. Both investigations noted the following conditions in
adjacent and surrounding areas: (1) residential, roadway and commercial development to the
north, east and south; (2) agricultural uses to the south, east and west; and (3) Guajome County
Park to the west.
Site History
Historical research was conducted for the study area and vicinity during both Phase I ESAs, with
these efforts including review of current and historic U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps
and aerial photographs. A summary of observations from these sources regarding historical land
use is provided below, with additional detail provided in Appendices J.1 and J.2.


Topographic maps dated 1901 and 1904 depict the study area and vicinity as generally
undeveloped, except for portions of North Santa Fe Avenue and a few undescribed
structures.



A 1928 aerial photograph depicts mostly “[v]acant land covered with native vegetation”
although it was also noted that the study area “Appeared to be utilized for agricultural
activity (presence of linear ground patterns)…” and included “Structures indicative of
agricultural and residential use…” and “…unimproved roadways.” (GEOCON 2003).



Topographic maps and aerial photographs dated between 1946 and 1968 depict North
Santa Fe Avenue and additional local roadways including portions of Melrose Drive,
Guajome Lake Road, Willowbrook Drive, Glenview Lane, and Old Colony Road. A
number of additional (undescribed) structures are also present, along with unspecified
“[a]gricultural land in the center of the site,” areas of visible “crop production” and a
“[p]ond…on the eastern portion of the property.” (GEOCON 2009a, 2003).
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1970s through mid 1990s topographic maps and aerial photographs depict generally
similar conditions as noted for the 1946-1968 sources, although additional development
is noted. Specific ongoing development includes features such as roadways (with the
existing portions of Melrose Drive constructed in the study area “[s]ometime between
1987 and 1995.” GEOCON 2009a); residential structures and related amenities such as
swimming pools; and agricultural-related ponds, structures and cultivation.



Review of topographic maps and aerial photographs dated between 1997 and 2005
indicated continued roadway, residential, commercial, and agricultural development, with
an interpretation of the 2005 aerial photograph as “The site resembles present-day
conditions.” (GEOCON 2009a).

Review of Regulatory Agency Records
A search of applicable Federal, State and local hazardous material databases was conducted as
part of the referenced Phase I ESAs, with the specific databases used for this effort identified in
Appendices J.1 and J.2 (and the databases varying between the two Phase I ESAs). The searches
included the study area and applicable surrounding properties based on search radii varying
between 0.125 and 1.0 mile, depending on individual list criteria. A total of 10 mapped listings
encompassing seven individual sites were identified during the noted searches (with several sites
occurring on multiple listings). Four of the individually listed sites are located within the study
area and three are located on surrounding properties. Fifteen additional non-geocoded
(unmapped) sites were also identified, with all noted sites discussed below. Additional
information was obtained from sources including state/local regulatory agency and utility staff,
with the results of these efforts also summarized below (and additional information provided in
Appendices J.1 and J.2).


The County Department of Environmental Health (DEH) online database was searched
for information regarding hazardous wastes/materials and USTs at properties within the
study area as part of the current Phase I ESA analysis (GEOCON 2009a). While no
listed records were found, a request was submitted to DEH staff regarding records for the
previous Omori Farms property located at 2512 Willowbrook Drive (just south-southeast
of the Melrose Drive/Willowbrook Drive intersection). Information received from DEH
indicated that a 1,000-gallon gasoline UST was previously used at the Omori Farms
property, and that the UST “is likely in place at this time.” (GEOCON 2009a). The status
of this UST was given as “exempt, with this designation applied to USTS with capacities
of 1,000 gallons or less that are used to fuel farm equipment.” Because DEH apparently
does not require permitting, monitoring or record keeping for exempt USTs, it is possible
that gasoline releases occurred at the Omori Farms property but were never reported.
Because the described UST is no longer used for agricultural purposes, it is no longer
exempt from regulatory requirements and would be subject to DEH permit requirements
for removal. The noted UST at Omori Farms was also identified in listings searched
during the 2003 Phase I ESA, as described below.



The San Diego RWQCB Spills, Leaks, Investigation, and Cleanup (SLIC) database
identified two properties located approximately 0.5 mile from the study area.
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Specifically, these include an agricultural site at 2465 North Santa Fe Avenue, and the
“Richardson Property” at 2405 North Santa Fe Avenue. No specific description of
potential issues at these properties is provided, although it is noted that “Both site cases
have been completed and closed.” (GEOCON 2009a).


The San Diego County Site Assessment and Mitigation (SAM) Program includes all
underground tank release and hazardous substance cases and projects that are actively
under review. This database identified two cases involving potential underground tank
releases at properties located approximately 0.5 mile from the study area. Specifically,
these include the agricultural site and Richardson Property noted above, with this list also
concluding that “Both site cases have been completed and closed.” (GEOCON 2009a).



The California Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) Site Mitigation and
Brownfields Reuse Program (SMBRP) EnviroStor database identifies sites that have
known contamination or sites for which there may be reason for further investigation.
This database identified two sites located approximately 0.5 to 1.0 mile from the study
area, including the previously noted Richardson Property and the Camino Largo
Elementary School to the east. The Richardson Property case is listed as completed and
closed as previously noted. The Camino Largo school site is listed as occurring on land
previously used for agriculture (row crops), although the case status is given as “currently
inactive.” Accordingly, this site could potentially encompass residual contamination
from sources such as chemical pesticides and/or fertilizers.



The Registered UST/AST (REG UST/AST), Leaking Underground Storage Tank (LUST)
and PERMITS databases searched as part of the 2003 Phase I ESA identified the
previously described 1,000-gallon UST at the Omori Farms property, as well as a
1,000-gallon UST and a 10,000-gallon UST at Sundance Natural Foods (2231
Willowbrook Drive). The Omari Farms UST is likely still in place as previously noted,
while the two USTs at the Sundance Natural Foods property are listed as closed and
removed (GEOCON 2009a).



The Green Paradise Farms property (2555 Guajome Lake Road) is identified on the San
Diego County Fire Department (Hazardous Materials Division) PERMITS database as a
facility “[s]toring chemicals typically associated with agricultural operations.”
Specifically, this includes chemical pesticides and herbicides, with additional information
given below under the discussion of contacts with the County of San Diego Department
of Agriculture, Weights and Measures.



Non-geocoded, or unmapped, sites include properties with incomplete address
information that cannot be specifically plotted. Fifteen non-geocoded sites were
identified in the searched databases, including uses/facilities (and listings) such as USTs
(SWEEPS UST), hazardous material transport (HAZNET), dry cleaning establishments
(DRYCLEANERS), sites removed from listing (NFRAP), reported releases (ERNS),
LUSTs (LUST), known contamination sites (ENVIROSTOR), landfills (SWF/LF,
SWIS), waste management facilities (WMUDS/SWAT), potentially contaminated school
sites (SCH), recycling facilities (SWRCY) and underground tank release (SAN DIEGO
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CO SAM). These sites are all interpreted to be located a minimum of 0.125 mile from
the study area in the current Phase I ESA (GEOCON 2009a), with most of the sites
located more than one mile from the study area (based on available address data). The
majority of the non-geocoded site listings also encompasses uses/facilities that would not
likely generate substantial off-site contaminant migration (e.g., facilities with surface/soil
contamination only) and/or are located down-gradient from the study area. Accordingly,
the Phase I ESA concludes that “…there is a low risk that these facilities present an
environmental concern to the Site at the current time.” (GEOCON 2009a).


Review of California Department of Conservation-Division of Oil and Gas (DOG) maps,
as well as contacts with City staff, did not identify any oil and gas wells, municipal
drinking water wells, or reported water contamination problems in the study area or
vicinity.



General discussions were conducted with San Diego Gas and Electric Company
(SDG&E) regarding the potential occurrence of polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB)
compounds in pole-mounted transformers. Based on a statistical sampling and testing
program reportedly conducted by SDG&E, it was concluded that while some older (pre1980s) transformers may have been inadvertently been contaminated with PCBs by the
manufacturers, transformers within the SDG&E service area are unlikely to contain PCBs
(GEOCON 2003).



The County Department of Agriculture, Weights and Measures was contacted to obtain
information regarding pesticide use records for properties within the study area. There
was no record of restricted pesticide use within the study area over the last four years
(i.e., the time period such pesticide records are maintained). It should be noted, however,
that interviews with local agricultural owners/operators conducted as part of the project
Agricultural Study identified the use and/or storage of agricultural-related chemicals on
two properties within the study area over the past 20 to 30 years (refer to Appendix L).
Specifically, these included Green Paradise Farms (2555 Guajome Lake Road) and a
nursery site (2701 Guajome Lake Road), with associated chemical use involving
Pyrellin® E.C. (insecticide), Orthene® 75S (insecticide), Avid® 0.15EC (miticide/
insecticide), Roundup® (herbicide), Deadline® T&O (snail bait), and other chemicals
(Nishio 2008, Mikamo 2008). The Green paradise Farms property is also listed on the
PERMITS database as previously noted.

Pesticide Analysis
Based on the local agricultural history described above, a Pesticide Analysis was conducted to
collect soil samples from agricultural use areas within the study area and perform associated
laboratory analyses for pesticide residues (GEOCON 2009b). This investigation involved
collecting nine auger samples at locations associated with current and previous agricultural
operations (refer to Figure 2 of Appendix J.3 for specific soil sample locations). The described
soil samples were collected at depths of between 0.5 and 2.5 feet below the surface, and were
analyzed for organochlorine and organophosphorus pesticides using USEPA Test Methods
8081A and 8141A, respectively. Organochlorine pesticides were detected in two of the nine
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samples, while no organophosphorus pesticides were detected in any of the study area samples.
The two samples testing positive for organochlorine pesticides were located in the central and
northern portions of the study area (Boring Nos. B2 and B8, refer to Appendix J.3). Specifically,
4,4’-dichlorodiphenyldichloroethylene (DDE) and 4,4’-dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT)
were detected in Boring B2 at concentrations of 16 and 8.1 micrograms per kilogram (μg/kg),
respectively, while DDE was detected in Boring B8 at a concentration of 2.5 μg/kg. The EPA
(Region 9) Preliminary Remediation Goals (PRGs) for residential soil are often used as a
screening-level threshold to evaluate the need for further evaluation of sites with detectable
concentrations of known cancer and non-cancer causing substances (GEOCON 2009b), with
additional information on PRGs provided below under the discussion of Regulatory Setting. The
EPA PRG for DDE and DDT is 1,700 μg/kg, with all study area samples therefore below the
noted threshold. Based on this information, the project Pesticide Analysis concludes that the
concentrations of DDE and DDT detected in study area soils “[d]o not pose a risk to public
health or underlying groundwater.”
Regulatory Setting
Federal Requirements/Standards
The handling, storage and remediation of hazardous materials are regulated on the Federal level
by the EPA. The principal legislative/regulatory vehicles for this process include the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA) as amended, and the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA), as amended.
RCRA established a comprehensive regulatory system for investigating and addressing past,
present and potential future contamination at hazardous waste treatment, storage and disposal
sites. This process includes a system for “cradle to grave” regulation of hazardous wastes,
wherein such materials are required to be tracked from the generating facility to the final
disposal site (including transport).
CERCLA provides a system to investigate and remediate “uncontrolled or abandoned hazardous
waste sites and to address future releases of hazardous substances into the environment.” This
legislation was amended in 1986 by the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
(SARA). Under Title III of SARA, a nationwide emergency planning and response program
established reporting requirements for businesses that store, handle or produce significant
quantities of hazardous or acutely toxic substances as defined under Federal laws. Title III of
SARA also required each State to implement a comprehensive system to inform Federal
authorities, local agencies and the public when a significant quantity of hazardous or acutely
toxic substances are stored or handled at a facility.
The EPA also establishes quantitative thresholds and testing procedures for hazardous materials.
Related criteria applicable to the study area investigation include the (Region 9) PRGs and
testing methods for organochlorine pesticides (Test 8081A) and organophosphorus pesticides
(Test 8141A), as previously noted. Hazardous material PRGs are defined by the EPA as
“…[r]isk-based tools for evaluating and cleaning up contaminated sites,” with the (Region 9)
PRGs combining current agency toxicity values with “standard” exposure factors to estimate
contaminant concentrations in environmental media (soil, air and water) that are considered
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protective of humans, including sensitive groups, over a lifetime. Accordingly, PRGs represent
conservative figures due to their use of long-term exposure scenarios for risk calculations, with
individuals exposed for shorter durations expected to be subject to correspondingly lower risks
(Appendix J.3).
State and Local Requirements/Standards
Regulatory criteria related to the classification of a waste as “California hazardous” for handling
and disposal purposes are provided in CCR Title 22, Division 4.5, Chapter 11, Article 3, Section
66261.24. Waste that is classified as hazardous in California requires management as a
hazardous waste and disposal at an approved facility, pursuant to Code specifications.
Government Code Section 65962.5 (the “Cortese List”) provides a compilation of applicable
hazardous waste/materials sites, including (but not limited to) hazardous waste facilities subject
to corrective action, lands designated as hazardous waste property, and hazardous waste disposal
sites. The list is updated annually by the DTSC, with disclosure of Cortese List sites required
prior to project approval under CEQA.
California Proposition 65, the Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986,
identifies and provides regulatory and enforcement standards for “chemicals known to the state
to cause cancer or reproductive toxicity.” Proposition 65 generally prohibits the discharge or
release of chemicals that could affect drinking water sources, and precludes any person in the
course of doing business from knowingly and intentionally exposing any individual to such
chemicals without first giving clear and reasonable warning.
A number of State requirements are associated with the safe handling, removal and disposal of
ACMs and LBP, including Section 9021.5 of the state Labor Code; CCR Title 8, Section 1532.1;
CCR Title 17, Division 1, Chapter 8; and CCR Title 22, Division 4.5. These requirements are
intended to protect the health and safety of workers associated with the removal and disposal of
ACMs and LBP during demolition or remodeling operations.
The San Diego RWQCB is responsible for implementing Waste Discharge Requirements
(WDRs), including requirements related to the on-site reuse (e.g., as fill) of former agricultural
soil containing residual pesticides. Such reuse of agricultural soil typically requires the submittal
of a Report of Waste Discharge (ROWD) to the RWQCB, with the agency then either issuing a
permit, a permit waiver, or a denial of the ROWD (e.g., if the subject soil exhibits pesticide
concentrations exceeding California hazardous threshold limits).
Rule 361.145 of the SDAPCD provides guidance for the handling and disposal of ACMs,
including specific requirements for notification and emissions control.
The DEH Voluntary Assistance Program (VAP) provides staff consultation, project oversight,
and technical or environmental report evaluation and concurrence (when appropriate) for
projects pertaining to properties contaminated with hazardous substances. Specifically, DEH
will evaluate proposed soil reuse or disposal actions that are conducted for the protection of
human health, and will issue a concurrence letter if the associated technical information, findings
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and recommendations demonstrate that human health, water resources and the environment are
adequately protected. DEH also maintains listings of hazardous materials and well sites within
the County, as previously described in the discussion of the project Phase I ESAs.
4.9.2

Thresholds of Significance

Project-related impacts associated with hazards and hazardous materials would be significant if:
1. The project is located on or within one-quarter mile of a site identified on a regulatory
database compiled pursuant to Government Code 65962.5 (Cortese List), or is otherwise
known to have been the subject of a release of hazardous substances, and as a result the
project may result in a significant hazard to the public or the environment;
2. The project could result in human or environmental exposure to soils or groundwater that
exceed USEPA (Region 9) PRGs, Cal/EPA California Human Health Screening Levels
(CHHSLs), or Primary State or Federal Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) for
applicable contaminants and the exposure would represent a hazard to the public or the
environment;
3. The project would involve the demolition of commercial, industrial or residential
structures that may contain ACM, LBP and/or other hazardous materials and as a result,
the project would represent a significant hazard to the public or the environment; or
4. The project would expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death
involving wildland fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or
where residences are intermixed with wildlands.
The listed thresholds are derived from Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines and applicable County
Significance Determination Guidelines for Hazardous Materials and Existing Contamination
(County 2007d). These thresholds are intended to ensure conformance with the applicable
regulatory requirements listed above under Regulatory Setting, and to protect public
health/safety from impacts related to hazards and hazardous materials.
4.9.3

Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to Significance

Alternative A
Potential issues related to hazards and hazardous materials for this alternative are associated
predominantly with the possible occurrence of hazardous materials in local soil, groundwater or
structures that could be encountered during project construction, collectively referred to as
recognized environmental conditions (RECs). Applicable hazards and hazardous materials
issues from the operation and maintenance of this alternative would be limited to the potential
generation of roadway-related contaminants, with this issue evaluated in Section 4.6, Hydrology
and Water Quality, of this EIR.
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Hazardous Materials Impacts from On-site Use, Storage or Unauthorized Release
As described under Existing Conditions, no evidence of potential issues related to on-site
hazardous material use, storage or release was encountered during site reconnaissance, historical
review or record searches of regulatory databases conducted as part of the current Phase I ESA
(refer to Appendix J.2). Potential was identified for soil and/or groundwater contamination
associated with the previously exempt 1,000-gallon gasoline UST at the former Omori Farms site
in the 2003 Phase I ESA, as well as in regulatory agency contacts conducted as part of the Phase
I ESA (refer to Appendices J.1 and J.2). Specifically, proposed excavation and grading for this
alternative would encompass the former Omori Farms site, and could potentially encounter the
described UST and/or related contamination from unreported release(s). Such a scenario would
result in an REC and associated significant impacts. Should contamination be suspected
elsewhere during construction/demolition, such activities would cease and appropriate health and
safety procedures would be implemented, in accordance with applicable regulatory requirements.
Hazardous Materials Impacts from Off-site Use, Storage, or Unauthorized Release
Based on the regulatory agency record searches conducted for Alternative A during the Phase I
ESAs, it was concluded that “[c]onditions indicative of releases or threatened releases of
hazardous substances…to the site were…not identified.” (GEOCON 2009a). Specifically, while
a number of listed and non-geocoded (unmapped) sites were encountered in off-site areas within
the associated search radii, none of the associated sites were concluded to pose significant
impacts to Alternative A. This conclusion was based on considerations including the nature
and/or status of these sites (e.g., sites with releases limited to shallow soils, or exhibiting no or
minor releases; and cases listed as “completed and closed”), the intervening distances to the
study area, and/or the location of listed sites relative to local groundwater flow directions (i.e.,
sites located down-gradient). Based on these conditions, no RECs or significant impacts related
to the off-site use, storage or unauthorized release of hazardous materials would be associated
with/occur from implementation of this alternative, pursuant to Significance Threshold Nos. 1
and 2.
Hazardous Materials Impacts from On-site Chemical Pesticide Residues
Based on the previously described Pesticide Analysis (Appendix J.3) conducted within the
project study area for chemical pesticide residues (including the Alternative A alignment), the
current Phase I ESA concludes that the concentrations of DDE and DDT detected in study area
soils “[d]o not meet or exceed…PRGs for residential soil…” and “[d]id not pose a risk to public
health or underlying groundwater.” (GEOCON 2009a). Based on this conclusion, no RECs or
associated significant impacts would be associated with/occur from the implementation of
Alternative A.
Impacts from the Release of ACMs and/or LBP During Demolition of On-site Structures
The study area contains a number of existing residential and agricultural structures that would be
removed under this alternative and potentially contain ACMs and/or LBP due to their
construction dates (i.e., prior to 1978). Removal of these structures could potentially result in
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RECs and associated significant impacts related to construction worker/public health and safety
from the release of ACMs and/or LBP.
Impacts from Wildland Fire Hazards
No significant impacts related to wildland fire hazards are anticipated from implementation of
Alternative A, based on the following considerations: (1) project implementation would not
involve facilities or operations that are subject to substantial risk of loss, injury or death from
wildland fires (e.g., residential structures or high-occupancy facilities such as schools or
hospitals); (2) project implementation would not involve facilities or operations with substantial
potential to generate or induce wildland fires (e.g., recreational uses or large areas of
combustible vegetation/materials); and (3) the majority of the study area is not located within or
adjacent to areas with substantial risks related to wildland fires.
Alternative B
Potential issues related to hazards and hazardous materials for this alternative are associated
predominantly with the possible occurrence of hazardous materials in local soil, groundwater or
structures that could be encountered during project construction. Applicable hazards and
hazardous materials issues from the operation and maintenance of Alternative B would be
limited to the potential generation of roadway-related contaminants, with this issue evaluated in
Section 4.6, Hydrology and Water Quality, of this EIR.
Based on the location and design of this alternative alignment, potential impacts related to
hazards and hazardous materials issues would be essentially the same as those described above
for Alternative A. Specifically, this alternative alignment is located within or adjacent to the
Alternative A corridor, is similar in design, and would be subject to the same potential on- and
off-site hazards/hazardous material conditions as described for Alternative A. Accordingly,
implementation of Alternative B would result in RECs and associated significant potential
impacts related to the possible occurrence of a gasoline UST and related soil/groundwater
contamination at the former Omori Farms site, as well as the generation of ACMs and/or LBP
from the demolition of existing on-site structures.
Alternative C
Potential issues related to hazards and hazardous materials for this alternative are associated
predominantly with the possible occurrence of hazardous materials in local soil, groundwater or
structures that could be encountered during project construction. Applicable hazards and
hazardous materials issues from the operation and maintenance of Alternative C would be
limited to the potential generation of roadway-related contaminants, with this issue evaluated in
Section 4.6, Hydrology and Water Quality, of this EIR.
Based on the location and design of this alternative alignment, potential impacts related to
hazards and hazardous materials issues would be essentially the same as those described above
for Alternative A. Specifically, this alternative alignment is located within or adjacent to the
Alternative A corridor, is similar in design, and would be subject to the same potential on- and
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off-site hazards/hazardous material conditions as described for Alternative A. Accordingly,
implementation of Alternative C would result in RECs and associated significant potential
impacts related to the possible occurrence of a gasoline UST and related soil/groundwater
contamination at the former Omori Farms site, as well as the generation of ACMs and/or LBP
from the demolition of existing on-site structures.
4.9.4

Mitigation Measures

The following mitigation measures would reduce direct hazards and hazardous materials impacts
to below a level of significance for any of the three identified project alternative alignments.
Hazards/Hazardous Materials -1. Upon ROW acquisition of Assessor’s Parcel Nos. 15940021
and 15911247 and prior to grading, a geophysical survey and/or hand excavation program shall
be conducted at the potential UST site within the former Omori Farms property, to the
satisfaction of the DEH. This program shall be implemented to confirm whether the noted UST,
associated soil/groundwater contamination or other related concerns exist at the site. If this
program identifies the potential occurrence of USTs, associated contamination or other related
issues, a Registered Engineer or Professional Geologist shall complete a Soil Management Plan
prior to Project construction that provides guidance and procedures for: (1) identifying
contaminated soils; (2) segregating and sampling soil generated during construction activities;
(3) identifying proposed public access to the site that could be affected by the presence of
contaminated soils; (4) defining disposal requirements for soil transported off site; and
(5) obtaining an approved permit from DEH to remove USTs from the site. The plan shall
specify that if unknown contamination or other buried hazards are encountered during grading,
remediation must be carried out under the oversight of the DEH VAP. Evidence of satisfaction
of the above condition shall consist of a letter to the City from the DEH VAP (or other applicable
oversight agency) providing concurrence on the content of the plan, and a letter to the City from
a Registered Engineer or Professional Geologist indicating that they will provide appropriate
oversight to ensure implementation of the plan during site development activities.
Hazards/Hazardous Materials -2. Prior to demolition, an evaluation of the potential occurrence
of ACMs and LBP shall be conducted for applicable on-site residential and agricultural (or other)
structures, to the satisfaction of DEH. Specifically, the following investigations shall be
required:


With respect to ACMs, a survey shall be performed to determine the presence or
absence of ACMs in applicable on-site structures. Suspect materials that will be
disturbed by demolition activities shall be sampled and analyzed for asbestos
content, or assumed to be asbestos containing. The survey shall be conducted by a
person certified by California Division of Occupational Safety and Health
(Cal/OSHA) pursuant to regulations implementing subdivision (b) of Section
9021.5 of the California Labor Code, who shall have taken and passed an
EPA-approved Building Inspector Course. Should regulated ASMs be found, they
shall be handled in compliance with the SDAPCD Rule 361.145 - Standard for
Demolition and Renovation. Evidence of completion of the facility survey shall
consist of a signed and stamped statement from the person certified to complete the
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facility survey indicating that the survey has been completed, and that either
regulated asbestos is present or absent. If present, the letter shall describe the
procedures that will be taken to remediate the hazard.


4.9.5

With respect to LBP, a survey shall be performed by a California Department of
Health Services (DHS) certified lead inspector/risk assessor to determine the
presence/absence of LBP in applicable on-site structures. All lead-containing
materials scheduled for demolition shall comply with applicable SDAPCD
regulations for demolition methods and dust suppression. Lead-containing
materials shall be managed in accordance with applicable regulations including, at a
minimum, the hazardous waste disposal requirements (Title 22 CCR Division 4.5);
the worker health and safety requirements (Title 8 CCR Section 1532.1); and the
State Lead Accreditation, Certification and Work Practice Requirements (Title 17
CCR Division 1, Chapter 8).

Conclusions

Implementation of the Project, including all three identified alternative alignments, would result
in significant potential impacts related to the possible occurrence of a gasoline UST and related
soil/groundwater contamination at the former Omori Farms site, as well as ACMs and/or LBP
from the demolition of existing on-site structures. Implementation of the mitigation measures
identified in Section 4.9.4 would avoid or reduce all identified potential impacts related to
hazards and hazardous materials to below a level of significance.
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4.10

VISUAL QUALITY AND AESTHETICS

This section describes existing visual setting of the Project area and vicinity, identifies associated
regulatory requirements, evaluates potential impacts, and identifies mitigation measures related
to implementation of the Project. A Visual Impact Analysis (VIA) was prepared for the
proposed project by HELIX in 2009, with an equal level of analysis given to each of the three
alternative alignments (2009f). The following analysis is based upon the VIA. The VIA is
included in Appendix K of this EIR.
4.10.1 Existing Conditions
Overview
As discussed in Section 4.1, Land Use, and shown in Figures 4.1-2a and 4.1-2b, the Project study
area includes a variety of land uses, including suburban and rural residential uses in the cities of
Oceanside and Vista and the unincorporated County, open space within Oceanside and Vista,
and agricultural facilities in Oceanside and the County. Major streets in the vicinity include the
existing segments of Melrose Drive, north and south of the Project study area; North Santa Fe
Avenue, which crosses the southern portions of the Project study area; and SR-76 (Mission
Avenue), to the north and west of the study area. Smaller roads in the area include Guajome
Lake Road, which crosses the northern portions of the Project study area; Spur Avenue, which
extends eastward from the current northern terminus of Melrose Drive; Old Colony Road, a dirt
road over which a large portion of the Project study area lies; and Darwin Drive and Sagewood
Drive, which connect neighborhoods southwest of the Project study area to North Santa Fe
Avenue and Melrose Drive, respectively.
Most of the City southwest, west and north of the Project study area is developed, with
single-family residential houses in large-scale planned communities. These areas generally are
characterized by large houses on curving streets and cul-de-sacs, intermixed with canyon and
hillside open spaces. Park, commercial and institutional (e.g., schools and churches) uses occur
within and around the dominant residential uses. Residential development extends northward
between SR-76 (Mission Avenue) and the San Luis Rey River, and is intermixed with remnant
agricultural fields. Guajome County Park, essentially an island of open space surrounded by
development, extends westward from the Project study area, while the open space surrounding
Rancho Guajome Adobe extends southeast from the Melrose Drive/North Santa Fe Avenue
intersection. Guajome County Park supports recreational and trail uses as well as natural open
spaces. The single-family residential development south of Guajome County Park is zoned for
medium-density and estate lots.
The areas southeast of the Project study area and Rancho Guajome Adobe within the City of
Vista are also densely developed with residential, commercial and institutional uses, as well as
some parks. In general, the development patterns in the City of Vista are similar to those in
Oceanside, but tend to include more roadways in grid-like patterns, as well as a wider variety of
housing types. The topography in this area of Vista also is generally more flat. A church with a
large surface parking lot has recently been constructed on a lot within the City of Vista, north of
North Santa Fe Avenue and south of Guajome Lake Road (see Figure 2-3).
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The unincorporated areas of San Diego County, immediately east of the Project study area, are
developed with a mix of large-lot rural residential development and agricultural facilities—
mainly nurseries, greenhouses and equestrian facilities. This area is characterized by small,
curving streets, some of which are unpaved. As indicated on Figure 4.1-2b, the County parcels
nearest to, and within the Project study area, are zoned for limited agriculture, which is intended
for crop or animal agriculture.
The most prominent open space areas in the region surrounding the Project study area include
Guajome County Park, which extends west/northwest, Rancho Guajome Adobe, which extends
east/southeast of the Project study area; and the San Luis Rey River, which flows generally east
to west, approximately one mile north of the Project study area. Open space areas and prominent
visual features in the larger region include the San Marcos and Merriam Mountains,
approximately four miles east and southeast of the Project corridors, and the undeveloped
portions (e.g., the Santa Margarita Mountains) of the Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton (MCB
Camp Pendleton), approximately 3.5 miles west and northwest of the Project corridors. Various
parks and schools within approximately one mile of the Project study area include the
aforementioned Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe; Spring Creek Park, north of
the Project study area; Mission Meadows Elementary School, east of the northern end of the
Project study area; Alamosa Park and Roosevelt Middle School, west of the Project study area;
and Guajome Park Academy Charter School and Vista High School, southeast of the Project
study area.
Elevations within the Project study area range from approximately 170 feet AMSL along the
alluvial or riparian areas in Guajome County Park and near the existing Melrose Drive/Spur
Avenue intersection, to 320 feet AMSL near the eastern corridor boundaries (see Figure 2-2).
Topography of the Project study area ranges from generally level to moderately sloping. The
most substantial topographic feature within the alternative alignments is a hill that dominates the
eastern edge of Guajome County Park, in the middle of the Project study area.
Landscape Units
A landscape unit is a portion of the regional landscape and can be thought of as an outdoor room
that exhibits a distinct visual character. A landscape unit often will correspond to a place or district
that is commonly known among local viewers. The Project study area is located within a single
landscape unit, which includes the cities of Oceanside and Vista and portions of the County. This
landscape unit extends westward to the ocean, and northward to the San Luis Rey River. Eastward
and southward, the limits of this landscape unit are less defined, as the developed areas of San
Diego’s North County have spread and met so that there is little distinction between them. The
landscape unit associated with the project is characterized by residential and commercial
development and attendant utilities, and institutional facilities (schools, churches, etc.),
interspersed with open spaces and agricultural facilities.
Some of this development has spread north of the San Luis Rey River, as well; however, the
undeveloped MCB Camp Pendleton comprises most of the landscape unit to the north.
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Project Viewshed
A viewshed is an analytical tool to aid in identification of views that could be affected by the
development of a project site (or, in this case, Project study area). It is a subset of a landscape
unit and comprises all the surface areas visible from an observer’s viewpoint. The limits of a
viewshed are defined as the visual limits of the views from the project site or corridors. The
viewshed for the Project includes the locations of viewers likely to be affected by visual changes
brought about by Project features within the Project study area.
The viewshed, shown in Figure 4.10-1, was determined via field visits to assess the visibility of
the Project from the surrounding area and by a computer analysis of the topography within the
Project study area and in the surrounding area. A one-mile and a half-mile radius line centered
on the Project study area is marked on the viewshed map for reference purposes. Beyond one
mile, atmospheric conditions limit clarity and visually mute the details of topographic variation,
highway fixtures and structures, such as overcrossings or bridges and ramps. The only areas the
computer-generated viewshed identified beyond one mile to be included in the project viewshed
were to the north, beyond the San Luis Rey River.
The Project viewshed shows little variation between the three Project alternatives. The viewsheds for
each of the Project alternatives were overlaid with transparency on an aerial photograph; the color
appeared more saturated where all three overlapped, and more transparent where only one viewshed
was identified (see Figure 4.10-1). Generally, the viewshed for Alternative B identified more areas
than the other two alternatives, which were similar enough as to be almost indistinguishable. The
viewshed areas identified on the map extend mostly west- and northward, and include houses, roads
and open space areas, with most areas within the viewshed located at the higher elevations in the
areas surrounding the Project study area. Pockets without views of the Project study area occur
where existing hills and ridges block views behind them.
The computer-generated viewshed map does not take into account buildings and vegetation that
limit existing views. Therefore, the shaded areas shown Figure 4.10-1 are approximations, and
indicate only where views may be available, local structures, vegetation and topography
permitting. In some areas, differences in elevation may not be great enough to register in the
data used to generate the viewshed. For example, most of Guajome County Park and Rancho
Guajome Adobe is shown to be in the computer-generated viewshed, indicating the potential for
views toward some portion of the Project study area from almost anywhere within the park.
Based solely on elevation, most areas could have views toward the northern end of the Project
study area; however, local vegetation, structures and variation of topography actually block
views toward the Project study area from the majority of both parks. Specifically, riparian trees
and shrubs in the low-lying areas and the ornamental trees surrounding the formal park areas in
the northwestern portion of Guajome County Park tend to block views toward the Project study
area. The houses north of North Santa Fe Avenue are at a higher elevation than most of the park,
and also block views toward the Project study area from park areas within Guajome County Park
northwest of the houses. For the houses immediately abutting the park in this area, vegetation
and privacy fences a minimum of five feet in height block most views of the park and Project
study area. Views from upper stories toward the higher elevations may be available where
vegetation allows.
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Houses in the surrounding area also block views toward the Project study area from other houses
behind them in the surrounding neighborhoods, particularly near the Melrose Drive/Spur Avenue
intersection. The computer-generated viewshed for this area highlights these houses as having
the potential to view the Project study area; however, the structures in the area limit views
toward the Project study area from many, if not all, of the houses not directly abutting Melrose
Drive north of Spur Avenue. Additionally, for the houses abutting Melrose Drive in this area, it
is likely that walls, fences and vegetation currently block views toward the Project study area.
Similar view obstructions exist south of the Project study area; structures, vegetation and
topography block views from many of the houses and streets highlighted by the computergenerated viewshed. There is more topographic variety south of the Project study area, however,
than to the north. To the south, houses are at differing elevations (e.g., arrayed across a hillside),
and more of them are likely to have views of the Project study area. Conversely, houses behind
the hills would have no views of the Project. The resulting viewshed in the areas south of North
Santa Fe Avenue and west of Melrose Drive is patchy, as reflected on the computer-generated
viewshed map (Figure 4.10-1).
Southeast of the Project study area, the computer-generated viewshed highlights most of the
Rancho Guajome Adobe and surrounding areas as within the viewshed. Several small hills,
particularly the higher points north and south of North Santa Fe Avenue and east of Melrose
Drive, prevent views of the Project study area from the points of public interest within Rancho
Guajome Adobe, in particular from Rancho Guajome Adobe building and grounds and the
Antique Steam and Gas Engine Museum. Similarly, views of the Project study area are not
available from Guajome Lake Charter Academy, located next to the museum. Some small
southerly portion of the Project study area may be visible from higher points within this area,
although they may not be distinguishable from other roads in the area, due to distance and
intervening vegetation.
Method of Visual Resource Analysis
The concepts contained in the following assessment evaluate visual resources both objectively
(visual character) and subjectively (visual quality). This is accomplished by comparing the
existing visual environment to the post-construction visual environment, and subsequently
determining whether the Project would result in physical changes that are deemed to be
incompatible with visual character or degrade visual quality.
Visual Character
Visual character is descriptive and non-evaluative, which means it is based on defined attributes
that are neither good nor bad, in and of themselves. A change in visual character cannot be
described as having good or bad attributes until it is compared to the “viewer response” to that
change. If there is public preference for the established visual character of a regional landscape,
and a resistance to a project that would contrast with that character, then changes in the visual
character can be evaluated.
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Visual Quality
Visual quality is evaluated by identifying three criteria – vividness, intactness and unity – present
in the viewshed. This approach to evaluating visual quality can help identify specific methods for
mitigating adverse impacts that may occur as a result of a project. Vividness is the visual power
or memorability of landscape components as they combine in distinctive visual patterns.
Intactness is the visual integrity of the natural and man-built landscape and its freedom from
encroaching elements. It can be present in well-kept urban and rural landscapes and natural
settings. Unity is the visual coherence and compositional harmony of the landscape considered
as a whole. It frequently attests to the careful design of individual components in the landscape.
Viewer Response
Viewer response is composed of two elements: viewer sensitivity and viewer exposure. Viewer
sensitivity is defined as both the viewers’ concern for scenic quality, and their response to
change in visual resources that make up the view. These elements combine to form a method of
predicting how the public might react to visual changes brought about by a roadway project.
Viewer Sensitivity
Existing viewers of the Project include motorists, bicyclists and pedestrians on local roadways;
residents; workers at local agricultural facilities; and recreational users in Guajome County Park,
Rancho Guajome Adobe and on the roadways surrounding the Project study area. Each of these
viewer groups has a different sensitivity, exposure (or view duration) and awareness, as briefly
described below. Additional information regarding viewer response is included in the VIA in
Appendix K.
Overall, motorists on scenic routes have high sensitivity to the visual environment surrounding
the roadway on which they are traveling. Motorists on North Santa Fe Avenue, viewing the
project site from eastbound and westbound lanes approaching Melrose Drive, constitute the
largest viewer group. North Santa Fe Avenue, east of Melrose Drive, is designated a scenic road
by the City of Vista.
While North Santa Fe Avenue and SR-76 (Mission Avenue) in the City, and other local streets
from which the Project may be visible, are not designated scenic routes, users of these local
streets may have a high sensitivity to changes in the visual character of the area. These roadways
do not support high speeds, and the drivers generally are familiar with the roadway
configurations and available views, especially to the open space of the adjacent parks and nearby
agricultural lots. Many of the smaller local roads in the Project area actually border on or
terminate at open space areas within Guajome County Park or Rancho Guajome Adobe.
Motorists on these smaller roadways have high sensitivity to changes in the visual environment,
as do bicyclists, equestrians and pedestrians. Furthermore, due to their lower travel speeds, such
viewers tend to experience similar, but longer views of the local visual environment than
motorists.
Residents of the area surrounding the Project study area have high sensitivity, and a high concern
about projects that would change the views from their homes and the visual character of the
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community. Most residents in the area do not have views of the entire Project study area from
their homes. The residences with the most expansive views of the corridors include those on the
south side of North Santa Fe Avenue, west of Melrose Drive. The residential lots on Old Colony
Road slope westward, and the existing houses overlook the Project study area from a higher
elevation. Residences remaining following Project-related displacement would continue to have
extensive views of the Project study area.
Workers at the agricultural facilities within and near the Project study area have a lower
sensitivity than local residents to changes in the visual environment. While they may value the
visual quality of the location of their workplace, their attention presumably is focused for most of
the day on work within the facility, rather than on views surrounding the facility. As such,
workers in the area have moderate sensitivity.
Hikers, equestrians, campers, picnickers and other users of Guajome County Park and Rancho
Guajome Adobe have high sensitivity to changes in the visual environment of the parks and the
surrounding area, especially since the visual quality of the parks is high. Recreational users
within Guajome County Park have the highest potential to see the Project study area from upper
elevation trails and other higher elevation areas. Most portions of the Project study area are not
visible from Rancho Guajome Adobe.
Viewer Exposure and Awareness
As with viewer sensitivity, each of the viewer groups described above has a different exposure
and awareness. Viewer exposure and awareness are typically assessed by measuring the number
of viewers exposed to the resource change, type of viewer activity, duration of their view, speed
at which the viewer moves, and position of the viewer, as well as the viewers’ familiarity with
available views.
Three roadways in the area are identified as potential scenic highways. These include SR-76,
from El Camino Real to I-15, excluding the portion within City of Oceanside; Osborne Street, at
North Santa Fe Avenue from Oceanside city limits to Vista Way; and Vista Way, from Vista city
limits to SR-76. The status of each of these is discussed below. None of these routes have views
of the Project study area, due to intervening topography and visual obstructions such as
structures and vegetation between those routes and the Project study area. As noted above,
motorists on North Santa Fe Avenue, viewing the project site from eastbound and westbound
lanes approaching Melrose Drive, constitute the largest viewer group. Accordingly, due to the
high traffic volumes and potentially expansive views, motorists’ exposure on these roadways is
high. The awareness of motorists on North Santa Fe Avenue is moderate.
Motorists on the portion of Melrose Drive, south of North Santa Fe Avenue, have high exposure,
due to the high volume of traffic, and direct views of the Project study area which extend
northward from the existing terminus of this roadway. Motorists on this portion of Melrose
Drive may have moderately high awareness. The portion of Melrose Drive between Spur
Avenue and SR-76 (Mission Avenue) has a much lower traffic volume. Similar to the southern
terminus of Melrose Drive, southbound motorists on this portion of Melrose Drive have direct
views of the Project study area. Since the intersection of Melrose Drive and Spur Avenue
currently is not signalized, however, motorists have moderate exposure and awareness. The
other residential roadways in the area have much lower traffic volumes and limited views of the
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Project. With the exception of Guajome Lake Road, where exposure is moderate and awareness
is moderately high, motorists on these other roadways have a very low exposure.
Residents with views of the Project site have a high view duration, especially when stationary
views from their private properties are available; their exposure is moderately high. Their
awareness generally would be high, as they would be familiar with existing available views and
aware of any changes to them.
In general, recreational users of the nearby parks have moderate exposure to views of the Project,
but exposures vary depending upon one’s location within the parks. For instance, views from
Rancho Guajome Adobe to the Project study area are extremely limited. Conversely, users
within Guajome County Park would have a high awareness of views while visiting the park
facilities. Additional, detailed information about specific views of the Project study area from
Guajome County Park is contained within the VIA in Appendix K.
Existing Visual Resources
During visits to the Project area in January and February 2008, team members took photographs
of the corridors and the surrounding area from public viewpoints; these illustrate the discussion
below. Team members also determined locations for the Key Views discussed at the end of this
section, and that support the analysis below.
General Visual Character
This section describes existing visual character in the Project study area, including a discussion
on lighting, before moving on to a description of the visual character of the surrounding area,
which includes both suburban, rural, scenic highway and open space land uses.
Project Study Area
Although the north and south ends of the Project study area extend into areas surrounded by
mostly suburban residential development, the visual character of the Project study area is
primarily rural and sparsely developed. The undeveloped natural areas of Guajome County Park
and Rancho Guajome Adobe are dominant visual features of the Project study area. The Project
study area also includes rural residential lots and agriculturally developed areas, which
encompass a small portion of North Santa Fe Avenue, Spur Avenue, Guajome Lake Road, and
the north and south termini of Melrose Drive.
At its southern extent, the Project study area extends along existing Melrose Drive to its
intersection with Sagewood Drive. Melrose Drive slopes downward to the north, as it narrows to
one lane in each direction at its terminus with North Santa Fe Avenue. One row of houses is
visible west of Melrose Drive, north of Sagewood Drive; no houses are located east of Melrose
Drive between Sagewood Drive and North Santa Fe Avenue (refer to Figure 4.10-2). The
undeveloped areas between Sagewood Drive and North Santa Fe Avenue are visually separated
from the roadway by a berm near Sagewood Drive, and a chain link fence near North Santa Fe
Avenue. A bare-earth path extends along the east side of the roadway in place of a sidewalk.
The houses west of Melrose Drive generally are at a higher elevation than the roadway, and
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separated from it by a sidewalk, regularly spaced trees, a slope and view walls (short block walls
topped with transparent Plexiglas supported by pilasters). The fence on the east and the slope on
the west narrow the views for northbound motorists on Melrose Drive approaching North Santa
Fe Avenue. The aforementioned Rancho Dos Palmas equestrian center, characterized by a
collection of small, red stables, is a feature of the view straight ahead.
This equestrian center is visible in Photograph A, (Figure 4.10-3), which was taken from the
southern terminus of Melrose Drive at North Santa Fe Avenue. The sidewalk in the foreground
extends along the north side of North Santa Fe Avenue. The riparian vegetation that grows
within the portion of Guajome County Park bordering North Santa Fe Avenue is visible between
the roadway and the equestrian center property. As represented by Photograph A, although the
buildings of the equestrian center are not large in scale, they are a dominant feature within views
of this area due to their bright color and position aligned along the outer edges of two terraces on
the hillside. The stable buildings are evenly spaced and uniformly sized, and create a repeating
pattern of red boxes separated by the green (sometimes brown) hillside behind them. A singlestory, white ranch house associated with this equestrian center also is visible, located at the top
of the hill above the stables, partially surrounded by broad-leaf trees and palm trees. Some
limited views of the distant mountains also are available in the background of this view from
northbound Melrose Drive.
The white buildings visible in the background of Photograph A, left of center, are the
greenhouses of Green Paradise Farms, located north of the park along Guajome Lake Road. The
trees on the hillside between the greenhouses and the equestrian center are located on the
residential lots north of the equestrian center. North of North Santa Fe Avenue, the Project study
area spans a hillside that slopes downward to the north, west and south (the three alternative
alignments described in this EIR are positioned at varying elevations across this hill). Half of the
residential lots north of the equestrian center are accessed off unpaved Old Colony Road (a
private road), and are placed randomly across the hillside that faces northwest, looking into
Guajome County Park. The houses are visually diverse because they are not all the same design
or color, and are not all at the same level of the hill. None are located at the top of the hill, where
they would be silhouetted against the horizon line. Trees and shrubs reach higher than the houses
at the top of the hill, ensuring that they are not visually dominant in views from the park and
surrounding areas. Most of the lots are planted with dense vegetation such as fruit trees,
ornamental trees, shrubs and other landscaping. The vegetation provides some unity among the
otherwise diverse houses, and the hillside has a visual character of a rural residential
neighborhood with mature vegetation.
Some of these houses can be seen in Photograph B (Figure 4.10-3), which is an eastward view
from within Guajome County Park. The large trees that visually unify the otherwise visually
diverse lots are visible growing across the hillside. The foreground is composed of riparian
vegetation along Guajome Creek, within Guajome County Park. The greenhouses north of the
park are visible on the left, as is a portion of Guajome Lake Road.
To the north of the residential lots, the corridors span another low area within Guajome County
Park before crossing Guajome Lake Road. This area of the park is characterized by a mostly
grassy hillside, sloping down to the north and west to some riparian areas with trees and small-
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scale brown or green vegetation. Few trails extend through this corner of the park, at the
southwest corner of Old Colony Road and Guajome Lake Road, near the area shown in
Photograph C in Figure 4.10-4.
North of Guajome Lake Road, the Project study area extends northward through two nursery
facilities, within which multiple greenhouses are located. These nursery facilities are located on
land that generally slopes down toward the northwest, but is characterized by flat pads with small
slopes between them. The greenhouses of Green Paradise Farms are large, white, tent-like
structures with many roof peaks; edges of typical greenhouse buildings are visible in Photograph
C. These buildings are visually dominant within the Project study area and the surrounding areas
because the roof corrugations comprise a uniform, linear, structural element repeated throughout
the nursery lot, and because they are bright white in color and are large in scale. The paved
portion of Guajome Lake Road east of the greenhouses is visible in Photograph C. Guajome
Lake Road is not paved west of Green Paradise Farms.
The Project alternatives converge just south of Spur Avenue, and have the same footprint,
northwest of the greenhouses shown in Photograph C, extending northward across a nursery site
neighboring the white-roofed greenhouses of Green Paradise Farms. This nursery also supports
greenhouses. In contrast with the aforementioned large, white structures, however, the
greenhouses on this site use black fabric supported by shorter poles. The darker color and
smaller scale facilities are much less visually dominant than the neighboring white facilities.
They are visible in Photograph D, Figure 4.10-4, which is a panoramic view looking generally
southward from the northern terminus of Melrose Drive at Spur Avenue. The fence extending
along the southern edge of Spur Avenue is visible on the extreme left edge of the photograph,
and the shrubs in the foreground of the right edge of the photograph are growing on the slope
below the southwestern corner of the Spur Avenue and Melrose Drive intersection. An access
road to the nursery site is visible in the foreground in the middle, and the black-covered
greenhouses are in the middle of the photograph. To the right (west) of this road is a small
riparian area along Spring Creek; some trees within the riparian area are visible on the right edge
of the photograph. The visual dominance of the white greenhouse tents over the other
greenhouses is demonstrated in this photograph.
Existing Outdoor Lighting. Existing outdoor lighting sources within the Project study area
include those associated with the developed portions of the corridors. Specifically, existing
streetlights occur along Melrose Drive south of North Santa Fe Avenue and north of Spur
Avenue. Exterior residential lighting, generally of low wattage, is associated with houses along
Melrose Drive and North Santa Fe Avenue, as well as with residential properties along Old
Colony Road and Glenview Lane.
Surrounding Area
Suburban Residential Areas. The denser suburban residential areas to the southwest and north of
the Project study area are characterized by smaller lots and houses with less variety of style and
color than the nearby large-lot residential areas. The older neighborhoods within these areas
have more mature trees and vegetation, while the more recently developed neighborhoods have
fewer trees. The landscapes surrounding the houses in these suburban areas are generally more
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green and lush than the vegetation within the nearby open space or agricultural lots. Photograph
E (Figure 4.10-5) illustrates typical houses overlooking North Santa Fe Avenue, in the vicinity of
the Project study area. The houses are boxy, bright and visually similar to each other. They are
set back from the roadway, separated from it by a landscaped slope. The yard of each house is
delineated by fences and walls; the walls in this photograph include Plexiglas view panels.
These houses are typical of the residential development that extends along most of North Santa
Fe Avenue, west of the Project study area. In this area, North Santa Fe Avenue has two travel
lanes in each direction, a median with some pockets of vegetation and sidewalks extending along
both sides of the roadway. The houses mostly are aligned along the south side of North Santa Fe
Avenue between Melrose Drive and SR-76 (Mission Avenue), with a small grouping of houses
on the north side. Although the houses are buffered from the roadway with walls and fences,
landscaping and, in some places, vegetated slopes, they are a dominant visual feature of views
along this roadway, particularly southward views. The existing visual environment visible from
westbound North Santa Fe Avenue is varied and complex, with multiple, human-scaled
components. Overall, it has moderately low unity and intactness, and moderate vividness. A
large number of travelers on North Santa Fe Avenue are the main viewers of this area, although
there would not be as many as on Melrose Drive. Northward views into Guajome County Park
are available where there are not houses north of North Santa Fe Avenue. Near the Project study
area, views into the park encompass a chain link gate and fence as well as large trees and riparian
vegetation. A parking and trailhead/staging area is located just west of the houses on the north
side of North Santa Fe Avenue. Between this and SR-76 (Mission Avenue), views to the north
from North Santa Fe Avenue encompass shrubs as well as riparian areas vegetated with
low-growing reeds and cattails.
East of the Project study area, North Santa Fe Avenue narrows to one lane in either direction.
Rancho Guajome Adobe extends to the south of the roadway between Melrose Drive and
Osborne Street. Agricultural facilities and the recently constructed North Coast Church are
located north of North Santa Fe Avenue, east of the Project study area.
To the northwest of the Project study area, SR-76 (Mission Avenue), between North Santa Fe
Avenue and Melrose Drive, has two lanes in each direction and an unpaved median. As shown
in Figure 4.10-1, SR-76 (Mission Avenue) also borders Guajome County Park, and the
associated wetland areas are visible from the roadway to the southeast, between North Santa Fe
Avenue and Guajome Lake Road. To the north, agricultural fields between the road and the San
Luis Rey River provide brief views of open space, which are then interrupted by houses that
border the north side of the roadway up to Melrose Drive. These are separated from the roadway
by small slopes vegetated with trees and low grasses and topped with a wall. Additional houses
are located between Guajome Lake Road and Melrose Drive, on the south side of SR-76
(Mission Avenue); however, these are set back farther from the roadway and are much less
visible. The most visible development, south of SR-76 (Mission Avenue) and west of Melrose
Drive, is the big-box commercial building (The Home Depot) at the southwest corner of the
SR-76 (Mission Avenue)/Melrose Drive intersection. A number of new houses, as well as
commercial development, also are under construction next to this establishment. East of Melrose
Drive, more houses are aligned along the south side of the roadway, but are set back from the
roadway more than the houses along North Santa Fe Avenue. More agricultural fields abut the
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north side of the roadway, with a few lots under construction or developed with commercial or
industrial facilities. Further east, SR-76 (Mission Avenue) narrows and extends along the south
side of the river, and agricultural fields are located south of SR-76 (Mission Avenue). In
general, it is bordered by some development and a mix of uses. The visual character of SR-76
(Mission Avenue) is comprised of more open and expansive than that of North Santa Fe Avenue.
North of the Project study area, Melrose Drive, south from SR-76 (Mission Avenue) to its
existing terminus at Spur Avenue, is composed of a wide expanse of pavement with a median
and sidewalks on both sides. The roadway currently is comprised of three lanes in each direction,
although the road striping near the terminus directs traffic into one southbound lane with a bike
lake, and two northbound lanes with a bike lane. The wide roadway and adjacent trees comprise
the visual character of Melrose Drive, between Spur Avenue and SR-76 (Mission Road), as
shown in Photograph F (Figure 4.10-5). Houses are aligned along both sides of Melrose Drive
and the northern side of Spur Avenue, separated from the roadway by sidewalks, fences or walls
and regularly spaced pine trees, shrubs or lawn. The fences (mostly wooden) are somewhat
visible behind the vegetation and trees that serve to visually buffer the structures from the street,
reducing their visual dominance. These visible residential elements create a balanced visual
environment. Additionally, the street trees and landscaping next to the sidewalk provide visual
intactness. While the visual environment is not highly vivid, the combination of the components
overall is balanced and unified. The houses bordering Melrose Drive are accessed via side roads.
None are accessed directly from Melrose Drive. The houses have a varied setback. The
locations of the structures average 20 to 50 feet from the edge of the roadway.
The residential area at the northeastern corner of Melrose Drive and Spur Avenue is offset from
Melrose Drive by a detention basin/wetland area. Spring Creek Park, at the southwestern corner
of Melrose Drive and Old Ranch Road, is not a dominant visual feature on Melrose Drive
because the pocket of green that comprises the park generally is lower in elevation than the
adjacent roadways, and is not highly visible.
Views from the sidewalks extending along both sides of Melrose Drive are similar to views from
the roadway. From the sidewalks on the south side of Spur Avenue and the west side of Melrose
Drive, near its terminus, the riparian vegetation below the roadway and greenhouses is visible. A
number of large sycamore trees are located there, and non-native shrubs with colorful berries and
flowers also are planted on the slopes below the sidewalks. The view from the sidewalks
generally encompasses this vegetation, beyond the iron picket fence.
Rural Residential Areas. A variety of houses and parcels are located north of Guajome Lake
Road, west of the Project study area and the greenhouses mentioned above. A cluster of houses
on relatively small lots is gathered around cul-de-sacs, accessed via Old Ranch Road, near SR-76
(Mission Avenue). Larger, residential lots also are aligned along Guajome Lake Road, Albright
Street and a private road in this area; some of the lots have private horse facilities. A large,
undeveloped parcel abuts Guajome Lake Road, north of Guajome County Park. Similar large-lot
equestrian residential and agricultural development exists east of the Project study area, as well,
within the County.
Open Space Areas. Guajome County Park, encompassing the undeveloped area west of the
Project study area, is bound by North Santa Fe Avenue, on the south (excepting the residential
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neighborhood north of North Santa Fe Avenue), Guajome Lake Road, on the northeast, SR-76
(Mission Avenue), on the northwest, and Old Colony Road, on the east. Rancho Guajome
Adobe, encompassing the undeveloped area southeast of the Project study area, extends
southward from North Santa Fe Avenue, east of Melrose Drive. A small strip of parkland
connects the two parks, and is nestled between North Santa Fe Avenue and the Rancho Dos
Palmas equestrian center, north of the Melrose Drive/North Santa Fe Avenue intersection. The
Project study area spans the connecting portion of parkland and extends northward near the
eastern boundary of Guajome County Park.
The northwest corner of Guajome County Park consists of a hill containing playground, picnic,
wedding and RV camping facilities. These areas are landscaped with ornamental trees such as
eucalyptus, olives and palm trees, as well as shrubs and lawn. Pathways provide access to the
edge of the lake and to an open lawn area on top of the hill with an event gazebo overlooking the
wetland area to the west.
An RV camping area extends partially down the eastern side of the hill, to the edge of the
planted trees. The trees block most eastward views, although some of the white-colored
greenhouses are visible from the hillside, as depicted in Photograph G in Figure 4.10-6. Riparian
vegetation in the middle-ground blocks views of the slopes in the background, although some
distant trees are visible. Trails are visible in this photograph, extending through the middle of
the scene.
Several trails extend through the park, providing access for pedestrians and equestrians. Most
extend through or beside the riparian areas, and some climb the hill to the camping areas, or the
hill next to Guajome Lake Road. Some trails within Guajome County Park extend parallel to the
Project study area, and rise high enough above the riparian areas to provide extensive views of
the land uses bordering the park, as well as the Project study area.
Photograph H (Figure 4.10-7) is a panoramic view representing the extensive views available in
this portion of Guajome County Park. This photograph covers 270 degrees, from west (on the
left) to north, east and south (on the right), and was taken from a trail accessible from North
Santa Fe Avenue, west of Melrose Drive. Houses located north of North Santa Fe Avenue are
visible on the left edge of the photograph. The low, white building in the background east of the
houses is The Home Depot, which is located at the southeast corner of the SR-76 (Mission
Avenue)/Melrose Drive intersection. Upper Pond, within Guajome County Park, is visible in the
middle-ground, and private houses accessed via a private drive extending perpendicular from
Guajome Lake Road are visible behind the pond, between the Home Depot building and the
greenhouses. The Green Paradise Farms greenhouses, east (right) of and behind the pond, are
seen as large white structures in the middle- to background of the view, almost directly north of
the viewer. Old Colony Road (marked with a dashed pink line) extends along the base of the
hill, just right of center in the background of the photograph; this road trends north to south,
providing access to private residences which are only partially visible between the dark
eucalyptus trees in the background east of the viewer. A white ranch house under several palm
trees is visible at the top of the hill; the house is part of the Rancho Dos Palmas equestrian center
north of the intersection of Melrose Drive and North Santa Fe Avenue. The red stables within
the equestrian center are visible downhill from the white ranch house. North Santa Fe Avenue is
visible on the far right side of the photograph, south of the viewer. The foreground of most of
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the photograph comprises the riparian vegetation beside which the trail trends. Grassy areas of
the park are visible behind the riparian trees and in front of the greenhouses, the hill and the
equestrian center.
The vegetation shown in Photograph H is typical of the open space areas of Guajome County
Park, which is characterized by varied topography, dense riparian vegetation surrounding
streams, open water in the low areas, and low-growing grasses on the higher slopes. Two other
ponds are located in the far western portion of the park, near SR-76 (Mission Avenue) and
Guajome Lake Road. Several stream corridors also extend through the park; the stream leaving
the Upper Pond (visible in Photograph I) is shown in Photograph I on Figure 4.10-7.
Although the parks are surrounded by developed land, and the houses, roads, agricultural
facilities and other uses are visible from higher elevations within Guajome County Park, most
publicly accessible locations within the parks are in the lower elevations and are surrounded by
trees and dense vegetation, which shelters the public from views of contrasting development.
The overall visual experience within the parks is of minimally disturbed, undeveloped natural
landscapes.
Although the area surrounding the Project study area is topographically varied, there are no
major ridgelines in the project viewshed; the closest ridgelines are associated with the San
Marcos and Merriam Mountains, approximately four miles east and southeast of the Project
study area, and the undeveloped portions of MCB Camp Pendleton (e.g., the Santa Margarita
Mountains), approximately 3.5 miles west and northwest of the Project study area. There are a
few natural rock outcroppings in the project viewshed, notably within the City of Vista, southeast
of the Project study area. Rock outcroppings near Guajome Park Academy Charter School are
visible from North Santa Fe Avenue.
Scenic Highways. According to the Scenic Highway Element of the San Diego County General
Plan, there are three potential scenic highways within two miles of the Project study area.
However, none of these routes is officially designated. The priority status of each was
determined by how many criteria (described in Appendix A of the Scenic Highway Element) the
route meets. The potential scenic highways in the area include:


First priority scenic route: SR-76, from El Camino Real to I-15, excluding portion within
City of Oceanside. Nearest the Project study area, this includes SR-76 (Mission Avenue)
from the City/County boundary (just east of its closest point to the San Luis Rey River)
eastward. This route is approximately one mile northeast of the Project;



Second priority scenic route: Osborne Street at North Santa Fe Avenue from Oceanside
city limits east to Vista Way. The intersection of Osborne Street and North Santa Fe
Avenue is approximately one-half mile east of the Project;



Third priority scenic route: Vista Way from Vista city limits to SR-76. This route is
aligned north and south, and is approximately two miles east of the Project.

In the Scenic Highways Element of the City’s General Plan, the City of Oceanside identified
several streets in the vicinity of Guajome County Park as part of a potential scenic loop-drive.
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These include SR-76 (Mission Avenue), North Santa Fe Avenue, Osborne Street, Bautista
Avenue, Ramona Drive, and Guajome Lake Road (the last four being entirely or partially within
the County). However, this scenic drive loop never was implemented.
The City of Vista identified the segment of Melrose Drive leading up to the intersection with
North Santa Fe Avenue and the segment of North Santa Fe Avenue, heading east from that
intersection, as part of a scenic roadway loop in the community of North Vista. Most of this
portion of the roadway loop is within the City of Oceanside’s jurisdiction.
Existing Outdoor Lighting. Existing outdoor lighting sources within the areas surrounding the
Project study area include streetlights along the aforementioned suburban streets, and lowwattage exterior residential lighting. The open space areas of Guajome County Park and Rancho
Guajome Adobe that are adjacent to the Project study area are undeveloped and do not contain
lighting sources. In general, rural residential areas tend to have fewer sources of exterior lighting
than suburban residential areas.
General Visual Quality
This section summarizes general visual quality of the Project study area and surrounding areas.
Again, visual quality is subjectively evaluated based on vividness, intactness and unity of the
view.
Project Study Area
The Project study area is composed of a variety of elements that combine to create a visual
environment with moderately high vividness. The residential structures within the developed
portion of the Project study area are visibly unique, and mostly are surrounded by vegetation that
screens them from view. The agricultural structures in the area, however, are more visually
vivid. The bright-white greenhouses with strong horizontal lines in the northern Project area and
the repetitive, red stables at the southern end of the Project study area are visually unique
features to the area, and create distinct patterns. Additionally, the undeveloped expanse of native
vegetation punctuated by bodies of open water within Guajome County Park is visually unique
when compared to the expanses of residential development that comprise most of the viewshed.
The visual intactness of the Project study area is low; the area comprises a mix of uses such as
residential, agricultural and open space. These elements encroach on one another; for example,
the suburban residential areas are highly visible from the open space of Guajome County Park
and Rancho Guajome Adobe, which themselves are two distinct, albeit tentatively connected,
parks. Agricultural uses abut the open space as well, and the Project study area spans each of
these areas.
Similarly, the visual unity of the Project study area is low. The proposed alignments span
multiple land uses that have low visual coherence. While the rural agricultural uses are
somewhat visually harmonious with the open space areas, the surrounding denser residential
neighborhoods have little visual coherence with either the agricultural or open space areas.
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Surrounding Area
The vividness of the area surrounding the Project study area is moderately high, due to the
variety of land uses. The open space areas of Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome
Adobe are visually distinct, particularly as they contrast with the developed residential areas
surrounding the parks. The suburban residential areas similarly contrast with the rural residential
and agricultural areas in the area. The resulting visual pattern, comprising the contrasting uses
and encompassing the vivid open space and agricultural areas, is unique to the region.
The intactness of the area surrounding the Project study area is moderate. Each municipality and
the County has relatively high intactness in the project vicinity. This portion of the City
comprises mainly suburban development abutting open space. The northwestern portion of the
City of Vista within the project viewshed similarly comprises mainly residential development.
The portion of the unincorporated County within the project viewshed comprises rural residential
and agricultural uses. The various uses come together at the Project, however, where the land
uses overlap and visually encroach on one another. The resulting intactness is moderate.
The visual unity of the area surrounding the Project also is low. The convergence of two
municipalities and the County with their varied land use leaves the corridors with low visual
coherence and harmony.
Key Views
This section describes the visual character and quality of the three Key Views of the Project area.
Key Views represent views available to primary viewer groups that potentially would be affected
by the Project, and support the analysis of potential project impacts. These three Key Views also
are used for visual photosimulations of the Project, prepared to illustrate proposed modifications
to the existing Project study area (see Figure 4.10-2 for Key View locations).
Key View 1
Key View 1, shown in Figure 4.10-8, was taken from northbound Melrose Drive, south of its
terminus at North Santa Fe Avenue, and north of the intersection with Sagewood Drive. From
Key View 1, Melrose Drive stretches out in front of the viewer, making up most of the
foreground of the photograph. The roofs and fences of houses west of Melrose Drive, are visible
on the left side of the photograph, on top of a slope. The slope is covered with shrubs, and trees
are regularly spaced next to the sidewalk. A chain-link fence and unpaved road shoulder are
visible. A large, dense tree comprises the foreground on the right side of the photograph; this tree
is located within the open space area east of Melrose Drive, between Sagewood Drive and North
Santa Fe Avenue. The existing terminus of Melrose Drive is visible in the distance, in the center
of the photograph. Green and brown riparian vegetation provides a backdrop for the road signs
and fixtures that indicate the road terminus. The trees visible in the distance of the photograph
are located in the riparian area that provides the connection between Guajome County Park and
Rancho Guajome Adobe. Red stable buildings of the Rancho Dos Palmas equestrian center are
visible above the riparian trees. White buildings, palm trees and other dense, green vegetation
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are visible to the right and above these stables. Distant mountains are visible to the left of the
stables.
Visual Character. The majority of the foreground of Key View 1 is composed of existing
Melrose Drive. The predominantly gray roadway is composed of straight, symmetrical lines,
while the areas surrounding the roadway to the left and right and in the background mostly
include earth-tone vegetation, with geometric structures visible behind the trees. The elements
composing Key View 1 generally are human-scaled; the two-lane roadway, the trees and the
structures are not monumentally large. The tallest visual elements in the view are the street-light
poles and the tree on the right-hand side. The view elements range from suburban (the closely
spaced residences on the left) to rural (the stables in the background), and include a mix of
structures, paving and vegetation. The relatively equally-scaled elements contribute to a
moderate visual continuity within the view and a balanced representation between the visible
land uses and diverse elements.
Visual Quality. The visual unity of Key View 1 is moderate; the elements are visually balanced
due to their relatively equal scale. The view represents an area where differing land uses come
together, however, and as a result, the visual environment is not highly compositionally
harmonious. The visual intactness of Key View 1 is moderate, as the varying land uses that are
visible do not encroach on each other (i.e., there is not a suburban residence in the open space
areas, or a red stable in the suburban neighborhood). The variety of structures visible, however,
shows that the area encompassed by the view is not highly intact (in contrast with a view of one
land use, for example). The vividness of Key View 1 is moderate as well. While the red stables
on the hill in the background create a distinct visual pattern of repetitive red boxes, there are few
other elements that have visual power or high memorability, and the visible components do not
combine to create a distinct view overall.
Viewer Response. Viewers of Key View 1 are motorists and passengers traveling on Melrose
Drive. Pedestrians and bicyclists on this road also may be present, though in smaller numbers.
These viewers have high exposure and moderately high sensitivity to the surrounding visual
environment.
Key View 2
Key View 2 is a southward view taken from southbound Melrose Drive, just north of its existing
terminus at Spur Avenue (see Key View 2 in Figure 4.10-8). The northern end of the Project
extends to approximately the point where this photograph was taken. The roadway striping and
barriers visible in the view indicate the end of the roadway; the terminus is marked with a white
fence, red signs, yellow directional signs and a black iron picket fence extending along the edge
of the properties south of Spur Avenue. Melrose Drive at this point is a wide street painted to
support one lane at its intersection with Spur Avenue. It has a median that supports evenly
spaced trees, and is bordered by pine trees and shrubs. The residential areas on either side of
Melrose Drive in this area are not visible in the view; instead, they occur to the left and right,
behind the viewer. The greenhouses of Green Paradise Farms between Spur Avenue and
Guajome Lake Road are visible above the fence, in the middle ground. Their elevation increases
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their visibility from areas surrounding the northern end of the Project study area. A variety of
trees create an articulated horizon line in the background above the greenhouses.
Visual Character. Melrose Drive comprises the foreground of Key View 2. A median composed
of patterned and colored concrete and evenly spaced trees extends the length of Melrose Drive,
from SR-76 (Mission Avenue) to Spur Avenue. The sidewalk, lane stripes and median are linear
elements that lead the eye to the greenhouse structures in the middle-ground. The surface of the
roadway generally is flat and rectilinear, but also has curved lines and a curved median. The
greenhouses also are rectilinear. The trees on each side of the view contribute some green and
earth-tone colors and irregular textures to the overall visual composition.
The scale of Melrose Drive in this view is wider and larger than in Key View 1, and is a more
dominant element. The roadway appears to be wide enough to accommodate more than one lane
in each direction; however, the roadway is truncated, which reduces the visual scale of the road,
and the greenhouses beyond the dead end enclose the visual environment, creating a closed
composition. The other elements in the view, however, provide variety and some balance to the
view of the roadway. The diversity within this view, although moderate, is less than within Key
View 1; the roadside and median vegetation, and the greenhouses are the dominant visual
elements and they are not visually complex. The limited variety of elements creates a more
consistent view, although the vegetation, greenhouses and roadway contrast with each other, and
the truncated roadway has low continuity.
Visual Quality. Key View 2 has moderate visual unity. The elements that compose the view
represent a limited variety of land uses, and the vegetation and greenhouses do not contrast with
each other, although they do contrast with the expanse of gray roadway. The width of the
pavement contrasts with the expected end of the roadway, resulting in low continuity and
coherence within the view. The visual environment of Key View 2 has moderately high
intactness; there are few encroachments into the view, which includes mostly roadway,
vegetation and greenhouses. The vividness of Key View 2 is moderately low; there are few
elements that are distinct and memorable, and the elements comprising the view do not combine
in distinct visual patterns.
Viewer Response. Viewers of Key View 2 are motorists and passengers traveling on Melrose
Drive. Pedestrians and bicyclists on this road also may be present, though in smaller numbers.
These viewers have high exposure and moderately high sensitivity to the surrounding visual
environment.
Key View 3
Key View 3 was taken from North Santa Fe Avenue, near Darwin Drive, and looks northward
across the westbound lanes of North Santa Fe Avenue toward Guajome County Park (see Key
View 3 in Figure 4.10-8). Only a small portion of the park is visible between the chain link
fence and the equestrian center. The previously described Rancho Dos Palmas equestrian center,
with red stable buildings spaced evenly across the hillside, is located north of the southern
terminus of Melrose Drive, near the terminus of Old Colony Road (Figure 4.10-2). The wall on
the left side of the photograph is located at the eastern edge of a residential neighborhood that is
north of North Santa Fe Avenue and west of Melrose Drive.
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Visual Character. The pavement of North Santa Fe Avenue dominates the foreground of Key
View 3. The dominant elements in the view are geometric, with straight horizontal and vertical
lines. The sidewalk that extends along the north side of North Santa Fe Avenue in the middle
ground of the photograph creates a strong horizontal line through the view. The power poles and
light pole are strong vertical lines, echoed in the background by the palm trees at the top of the
hill. The red and white stables and residential buildings on the hill in the background also are
geometric elements in this view. The vegetation within the view provides some green and
earth-tone contrast and a variety of texture. Although the power poles are taller elements, the
scale of most of the elements that compose Key View 3 are not monumental, and the view
overall is human-scaled. The roadway is a homogenous, prominent element that contrasts with
the articulated vegetation and the geometric patterns of the stables. The combination of these
elements is not highly consistent or harmonious.
Visual Quality. The unity of Key View 3 is low; the elements that compose the view are not
visually coherent or harmoniously combined. Overall the elements are contrasting and have little
unity. Similarly, the visual integrity of the view is low; the fences, walls and power poles in the
middle ground encroach on and partially obscure the vegetation and stables in the background.
The unique red stables and the visual patterns they create along the hill in the background of the
view. The other elements in the view are not vivid or unique, and the vividness of the Key View
is moderate.
Viewer Response. Viewers of Key View 3 are motorists and passengers traveling on North
Santa Fe Avenue. Pedestrians and bicyclists on this road also may be present, though in smaller
numbers. Key View 3 also represents a view similar to that available for residents whose
property abuts North Santa Fe Avenue, near Darwin Drive. These viewers have high exposure
and moderately high sensitivity to the surrounding visual environment.
Relevant Plans, Policies and Ordinances
City of Oceanside
The portions of the Project within the City of Oceanside span or abut open space, residential
estate and medium density residential zones. Each of these has a scenic park overlay, and the
residential zones, at the northern end of the Project, also have an equestrian overlay.
The general development regulations under the scenic park overlay state that all development
shall be compatible with the topography, vegetation and colors of the natural environment and
the established physical scale and character of the area, and not materially degrade the visual
resources of the site or adjacent public parks. The development regulations of the scenic park
overlay also provide guidelines concerning grading limitations, view preservation, building
height, and building materials and finishes. The purpose of the scenic park overlay zone is to
conserve and protect valuable natural resources of recreational and scenic areas in and adjacent
to public parks, including Guajome County Park. This overlay zone encourages the retention of
natural slopes and waterways, and minimizes grading and alteration of drainage patterns to
achieve a visually pleasing and compatible relationship between buildings and structures,
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parking areas, walkways and planting areas, and the natural environment. In addition, the scenic
park overlay zone provides standards and criteria for reviewing proposals for new construction,
exterior additions and alterations, relocation of buildings, and other development within the
zone.
The purpose of the equestrian overlay zone includes the creation, enhancement and protection of
the equestrian and rural atmosphere within the overlay area by integrating open space areas and
urban areas with horse trails. This overlay zone aims to achieve a visually pleasing and
compatible relationship between buildings and accessory structures, horse trails, open space and
planting areas, and the natural environment, by providing appropriate buffers between equestrian
and non-equestrian uses. Several bridle paths extend through and around Guajome County Park,
and several exist within or near the Project.
County of San Diego
The County’s General Plan does not apply any scenic designations to the Project study area or to
the adjacent area.
4.10.2 Thresholds of Significance
In accordance with Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines and County of San Diego
Guidelines for Determining Significance, the Project would result in significant direct or indirect
impacts on visual resources if it would, individually or when combined with other projects, result
in any of the following:
1. Introduce features that would detract from or contrast with the existing visual character
and/or quality of a neighborhood, community or localized area by conflicting with
important visual elements or the quality of the area (such as theme, style, setbacks,
density, size, massing, coverage, scale, color, architecture, building materials, etc.) or by
being inconsistent with applicable design guidelines;
2. Result in the removal or substantial adverse change of one or more features that
contribute to the valued visual character or image of the neighborhood, community or
localized area, including but not limited to landmarks (designated), historic resources,
trees and rock outcroppings;
3. Substantially obstruct, interrupt or detract from a valued focal and/or panoramic vista
from:
•
•
•
•

A public road,
A trail within an adopted County or State trail system,
A scenic vista or highway, or
A recreational area;

4. Not comply with applicable goals, policies or requirements of an applicable County
Community Plan, Subregional Plan or Historic District’s Zoning; or
5. Create a new source of substantial light or glare which would adversely affect day or
nighttime views in the area.
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4.10.3 Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to Significance
Potential modifications to the existing conditions as a result of implementation of the Project
were determined using the above-stated existing conditions and impact thresholds. Accordingly,
the visual impacts of Project alternatives were determined by assessing the change to visual
resources caused by the Project and predicting viewer response to that change. The resulting
level of visual impact is determined by combining the severity of resource change with the degree
to which people are likely to oppose the change.
The following comparative impact discussions highlight the similarities and differences of
visible Project features across the three alternatives, as well as resulting changes to the identified
key views. Because it is not feasible to analyze all the locations from which the Project would
be seen, it is necessary to select a number of key viewpoints that would most clearly display
visual effects of the Project alternatives. Project features and resulting visual changes common
to all three alternatives are introduced below, prior to the discussion of each alternative and
related key views.
Introduction of Features
Project Features Common to the Three Alignment Alternatives
Under all three alignment alternatives, the new roadway would have three lanes plus a sidewalk
and a bike lane in each direction, and a raised, landscaped median. The existing northern
terminus of Melrose Drive, near Spur Avenue, would be restriped to accommodate three lanes and
to match the proposed roadway south of Spur Avenue. The intersection of these two roadways
would be signalized. Project landscaping, although not specified at this time, would include
regularly spaced trees planted within the center median and along the sidewalk on either side of
the Project. Manufactured slopes of varying heights, lengths and visibility would occur
throughout the length of the roadway extension, and would be planted with native and
naturalized species. Noise attenuation barriers also would be required for each of the
alternatives, again to varying degrees and visibility. Specifically, the new roadway would, at a
minimum, require five-foot-tall noise barriers along most of its length to reduce noise levels
within Guajome County Park, Rancho Guajome Adobe and undisturbed private property, east of
the roadway. Noise barriers also would be required along portions of North Santa Fe Avenue
and along most of both sides of Melrose Drive between Spur Avenue and SR-76 (Mission
Avenue). All of the visual simulations in this EIR illustrate the noise barriers as vertical, freestanding masonry walls. Finally, the intersection of Melrose Drive and Spur Avenue would be
signalized with implementation of any of the three proposed Project alternatives.
Permanent streetlights would be provided along the new roadway for public safety. All Projectrelated lighting would adhere to City and County light pollution regulations. Short-term and
permanent lighting within the Project footprint would be of the lowest illumination allowed for
human safety, placed at 400-foot intervals, and shielded and directed downward and away from
adjacent properties and open space areas.
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Visual Changes Common to the Three Alignment Alternatives
Perhaps the most distinct visual change under all three alternatives would occur to the existing
intersection of Melrose Drive and North Santa Fe Avenue, and to the area to the north adjacent to
Guajome County Park. The roadway extension would raise the elevation of the existing
intersection by approximately six feet and reshape the existing terraced hillside to accommodate a
new roadway between manufactured cut slopes. The Project also would remove the visually
distinct red stable buildings associated with the Rancho Dos Palmas equestrian center, north of the
intersection, and replace these buildings with an expanse of pavement. The gray tones of the
pavement of the new roadway would dominate Key Views 1 and 2, under each of the
alternatives. Additional common visual changes include removal of the large, white
greenhouses, near the terminus of Melrose Drive at Spur Avenue, installation of a traffic signal
at the currently unsignalized intersection, construction of manufactured slopes on each side of
the new roadway, and recontouring of the slopes within the existing equestrian center (to be
removed under all three alternatives) and Guajome County Park, to the west. New and
recontoured slopes would be vegetated with native species. Existing disturbed land, west of the
roadway, would be converted to parkland within Guajome County Park, which abuts the Project
study area to the west. Although the recontouring, vegetation and conversion of this land to
parkland would occur with all three alternatives, the amount of land to be converted would vary
by alternative. Finally, due to the proposed road widening, the large tree pictured on the right
side of Key View 1 (Figure 4.10-3) would be removed regardless of alternative; as such, more of
the hillside and associated structures and vegetation in the background of this view would be
visible than under existing conditions. More of the vegetation at the southeastern corner of
North Santa Fe Avenue and Melrose Drive also would be visible after removal of this same tree.
Alternative A
Key View 1
Alternative A would have the straightest alignment of the three alternatives. Figure 4.10-9 is a
simulation of Alternative A, using Key View 1 as a base. From this view, the new roadway
would extend straight in front of the viewer. The point from which Key View 1 was taken in the
existing northbound lane of Melrose Drive would correspond to a point in the proposed
southbound side of Melrose Drive. The western edge of the roadway would mostly remain
undisturbed between Sagewood Drive and North Santa Fe Avenue, although the Melrose Drive/
North Santa Fe Avenue intersection would be raised by approximately six feet to match the
grade of the existing Melrose Drive at approximately the viewpoint of Key View 1. The new
roadway would gently slope upward toward the new intersection, and would have an even
steeper slope beyond the intersection. The viewer would see all lanes and the median of the new
roadway rising to a point in the middle of this view.
The most prominent visual change to Key View 1 would be the reshaped hill in the background.
The roadway would cut through this hill, creating a new horizon line comprised of manufactured
slopes on either side of a flat roadway, rather than the existing equestrian center and hill topped
with residences. Implementation of Alternative A would result in removal of the equestrian
facility visible on the hill in the background of Key View 1. The existing houses and
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surrounding vegetation at the top of the hill also would be removed, and the upper levels of the
hillside would be cut under this alternative. The resulting manufactured slopes, up to
approximately 70 feet tall on the east side of the roadway and 30 feet tall on the west side of the
roadway, would be vegetated with native plant species, mostly consisting of shrubs and lowergrowing plant species. The new surface of Melrose Drive would be at approximately the same
elevation as the red stable buildings on the existing lower bench of the hillside. The portion of
the equestrian center west (left) of the roadway would be recontoured at the time of Project
construction and planted with native plant species to approximate the original hillside. It would
become part of Guajome County Park, which is located just to the left of the area visible in
Key View 1.
The median of the roadway would be landscaped with regularly spaced trees, as would both sides
of the roadway. The large tree on the right edge of the existing conditions photograph would be
removed due to the roadway widening. Accordingly, more of the hillside in the background
would be revealed, on which multiple existing buildings and ornamental vegetation would
remain and become visible. The riparian trees at the southeastern corner of Melrose Drive and
North Santa Fe Avenue (on the right side of the roadway) also would be more visible in the
middle ground.
The proposed noise barriers would be visible from Key View 1, as illustrated in Figure 4.10-9.
The noise barriers on the north side of North Santa Fe Avenue would face the viewer and be
placed at an elevation slightly lower than the roadways, which would result in only the top half
of the barrier being readily visible from the roadway. The riparian vegetation at the southeastern
corner of the intersection, visible to the right of the roadway in the simulation would provide
some screening of the south-facing wall beyond the northeastern corner of the intersection. As
viewers travel northward on Melrose Drive past the vegetation, however, the noise barrier would
become more visible. The barriers would extend northward from the intersection at the top edge
of all but the highest portions of the manufactured slopes, roughly parallel to, but higher in
elevation than, viewers traveling on Melrose Drive. Some small segments of the noise barriers
would be placed directly next to the sidewalk, although the placement would vary up to
approximately 70 feet from the edge of the roadway. The elevation of the noise barriers and
their distance from the roadway would diminish their visibility to motorists on Melrose Drive
between North Santa Fe Avenue and Spur Avenue, for whom the barriers would be visible only
peripherally. The high elevation at which they would be placed, however, would make it more
likely that the barriers would be visible from farther distances (e.g., from the key views).
Specifically, as illustrated in Figure 4.10-9, the noise barriers extending along the edge of the
manufactured slopes would be visible from Key View 1.
Change to Visual Character/Quality. The change to the visual character of northbound Melrose
Drive, near North Santa Fe Avenue, as a result of Alternative A is illustrated in Figure 4.10-9.
As described above, the distinct visual patterns of the equestrian center would be removed, and
the terraced hillside would be reshaped to accommodate the new roadway between uniform cut
slopes, changing the view of rural structures to one with more roadway elements. As noted
above, removal of the large tree on the right of Key View 1 would reveal more of the hillside in
the background of this view, and more of the vegetation at the southeastern corner of North
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Santa Fe Avenue and Melrose Drive. The vegetation on the west (left) side of the roadway
would remain visible and undisturbed under this alternative.
The visual composition and strong perspective lines within the existing key view would be
extended into the background and emphasized by the widened roadway, manufactured slopes
and noise barriers. The green and earth-tone colors within the view would provide some balance
to the gray tones of the roadway and neutral colors of the nearby structures, although the
pavement would be a dominant visual element. The scale of the roadway would be increased
both in width and length and the view, as a result, would be less diverse. The noise attenuation
barriers would contribute to the increased scale of the roadway and the built environment;
however, the barriers would be small in relation to the width of the roadway and height of the
manufactured slopes, which would reduce their potential dominance and render them one small
piece in the overall view. The roadway and manufactured slopes would be the dominant visual
element in Key View 1, reducing the complexity of elements within the view.
The unity of Key View 1 would be moderate. The new dominant elements would contrast with
the existing hillside and the revealed hillside on the right side. They also would replace the
equestrian center, which would reduce potential visual conflicts. As a result, the continuity of
the visual environment would become somewhat more balanced between the remaining suburban
houses on the left side of the photograph, and the roadway pavement and vegetation visible
throughout the view. The proposed landscaping would provide some additional unity with
existing vegetation that would continue to be visible on the left side of the view, or be newly
visible on the right side of the view.
Alternative A would reduce the visible land uses and increase the dominance of a single element,
namely the roadway. As a result, the visual intactness would potentially be higher; however,
other elements of the Project would reduce the intactness of the Key View. In particular, the
visibly uniform shape of the manufactured slopes abutting the roadway would indicate that the
roadway encroaches into the hill, and the contrast created between the increased area of
pavement and the native vegetation would indicate that the roadway encroaches into an area that
may otherwise comprise mainly vegetation. The noise attenuation barriers would be contrasting
visual elements and would not blend with either the manufactured slopes or the abutting hillside.
As shown in Figure 4.10-9, the noise barriers would contrast with their surroundings, further
reducing the intactness of the visual environment. Overall, the resulting intactness of Key View
1 would be moderately low due to the number of Project elements that would encroach into the
existing Key View 1 and contrast with the surrounding visual environment.
The vividness of Key View 1 would also be reduced, mainly as a result of the removal of the
distinct red stables in the background of the view. The dominant, large-scale expanse of
monotonous pavement and vegetation that would replace these buildings would not be visually
distinct or unique, and while the large cut slopes would be dramatic and perhaps memorable, the
vegetation that would screen them also would reduce their visual power. The overall vividness
of Key View 1 would be low under Alternative A.
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Key View 2
As illustrated in Figure 4.10-10, Melrose Drive would extend away from the viewer and curve
slightly westward (to the viewer’s right) from its existing terminus at Spur Avenue, at which point
it would no longer be visible in Key View 2. Melrose Drive in the foreground of this view would
be restriped to match the existing roadway with the proposed roadway. The new roadway would
rise gently uphill as it extends southward, and would cut through the hills on which the existing
greenhouses are located in the background. The road would slope upward to approximately the
same elevation as the existing white greenhouses in the distance. The greenhouses would be
removed and the pads on which they are located would be planted with low-growing plants for
erosion control. Some of the manufactured slopes resulting from the proposed roadway alignment
would be visible in Key View 2; these relatively small cut slopes east of the roadway would be
approximately 20 feet tall, and landscaped with native plant species. The largest cut slopes would
not be visible from this viewpoint, but would require the removal of some of the trees on the
horizon line in the background. The intersection of Melrose Drive and Spur Avenue would be
signalized and would include a crosswalk; the new fixtures are visible in the center of Key View 2.
Some of the noise attenuation barriers that would be placed along each side of Melrose Drive
would be visible from Key View 2. The most visible barriers would be those placed on each side of
Melrose Drive just north of Spur Avenue at the edge of the ROW, which generally corresponds to
the back of the sidewalk. Barriers would not be required east of Melrose Drive immediately south
of Spur Avenue. Barriers on the west side of Melrose Drive would continue southward beyond
Spur Avenue where they would then follow the Project grading footprint and be at a lower
elevation than the roadway. Existing vegetation generally would shield the barriers south of Spur
Avenue from view. Portions of the more distant noise barriers that would be higher than the
roadway on the west would be visible in Key View 2, particularly those facing the viewer. Barriers
in the background of the simulation behind the highest visible point of the new roadway represent
the noise barriers south of Guajome Lake Road that would extend east to west above that roadway
for approximately 90 feet along the top of the southern slope, then turn to connect with the barriers
that would extend north to south along the east side of Melrose Drive. As travelers on Melrose
Drive proceed southward from Spur Avenue, the roadway alignment would shift the travelers’
viewpoint so that the barriers mostly would be in the viewers’ peripheral view.
Change to Visual Character/Quality. The most visible change to Key View 2 would be the
removal of the white, rectilinear greenhouses, which would be replaced by pavement,
manufactured slopes and vegetation, and noise barriers on each side of the roadway north of Spur
Avenue. Although the roadway in the existing view is wide, it is also short. The Project would
extend the roadway, expanding its visual scale and the overall scale of the visual environment of
Key View 2. The roadway would become the dominant element in this key view, as it would in
Key View 1. The removal of the greenhouses also would reduce the complexity and diversity of
the view, replacing these elements with slopes, vegetation and the dominant roadway. The new
noise barriers also would block views of vegetation on each side of Melrose Drive. The resulting
visual environment could encompass a lesser variety of elements, potentially raising the visual
coherence of the view and the unity as well. The manufactured slopes abutting the roadway,
though not as dramatic as those visible from Key View 1, would contrast with the hill visible in
the background. Proposed vegetation would screen these slopes, but would somewhat contrast
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with the pavement and roadway. The compositional harmony of the visual environment of Key
View 1 would be moderate and, therefore, unity also would be moderate.
Similar to the changes that Alternative A would cause to Key View 1, this alternative would
reduce visible land uses and increase the visual dominance of the roadway at Key View 2.
Although the visual intactness may be increased, the new roadway would contrast with the
surrounding vegetated lots that are sparsely developed. The noise attenuation barriers also would
contrast with both the roadway and the surrounding hillsides. The resulting intactness of Key
View 2 would be moderately low. The vividness of the visual environment of Key View 2
would be reduced due to a lack of highly memorable elements and distinct visual patterns.
Similarly, the manufactured slopes visible in this view would not be visually distinct or
memorable, particularly when screened by erosion-control vegetation and roadway landscaping.
The vividness of Key View 2, therefore, would be low.
Key View 3
With Alternative A, the slopes created by grading Melrose Drive would be the most visible part
of the Project from Key View 3, as illustrated in Figure 4.10-11. The proposed roadway would
extend across the hill in the background of the picture, removing the Rancho Dos Palmas
equestrian center and the house at the top of the hill, as well as some existing trees. The bed of
the roadway would not be visible; it would be located behind the proposed slopes from this
viewpoint.
The required noise attenuation barriers along most of Melrose Drive would be placed at the top
of the manufactured slopes and, thus, would be visible from Key View 3. In addition to the
noise barriers, the removal of several buildings and trees currently existing on the hill in the
background would be the most noticeable change caused by Alternative A in Key View 3. As
described under Key View 1, the proposed alignment would place the roadway across the center
of the equestrian center; the remainder of that property would be re-contoured and the portion
west of the roadway (in front of the road, closer to the viewer) would be revegetated with native
plants to match those within Guajome County Park. The manufactured cut slopes bordering the
roadway also would be vegetated with native and naturalized plant species.
Change to Visual Character/Quality. As a result of Alternative A, the visual environment of Key
View 3 would have fewer visual elements with less complexity and prominence than exist in the
view currently, primarily due to removal of the stable buildings and vegetation on the horizon
line. There also would be fewer colors and less diversity of texture within this view. The wall,
fence and utility fixtures in the foreground of Key View 3 would remain undisturbed under
Alternative A. The visual scale of the elements within Key View 3 would appear to be larger,
due to the removal of the individual stable buildings and other structures that would be replaced
with large, more uniform swaths of manufactured slopes and vegetation. Because there would be
fewer visually dominant and contrasting structures and elements than currently exist within this
view, the diversity of the visual elements would be reduced, and the continuity and coherence
would be increased.
Alternative A would alter the visual quality of Key View 3, as well. The removal of the visually
diverse and somewhat dissonant elements would increase the visual coherence of the
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environment and create more visual harmony within the overall composition of the view,
resulting in moderately high unity in Key View 3. On the one hand, Alternative A would
increase the visual integrity of the overall view because the proposed vegetated manufactured
slopes would encroach less on the surrounding visual environment than do the existing dominant
structures. On the other hand, the noise barriers would reduce the integrity of the resulting view
because they would visually contrast with the vegetated slopes that would comprise the main
view elements. Overall, the visual intactness of Key View 3 would be moderate.
The vividness of Key View 3 would be reduced to low under Alternative A due to the
introduction of more uniform and coherent vegetated slopes. The existing red stables and white
structures in the key view currently are dominant and memorable features. The slopes that
would replace them, while potentially dominant and visually powerful due to their height and
length, would be screened with vegetation which would render them uniform features lacking
visible distinction or memorability from Key View 3. The noise barriers, while potentially
visible, contrasting elements, also would not be memorable or visually distinct elements, and
would be small in the overall view. The resulting vividness would be low.
Alternative B
Key View 1
As illustrated in Figure 4.10-12, Melrose Drive would be widened to the east (right) in a manner
similar to Alternative A. The road under Alternative B would be located further east (to the
right) than Alternative A. The point from which the picture was taken would correspond to a
point in the southbound lanes of the new roadway. In this view, Melrose Drive would extend
away from the viewer into the distance and to the viewer’s right (to the east). The road would
slope slightly uphill away from the viewer, and would meet the existing hill in the background at
approximately the same level as, but at a point to the east of, the existing stables. The red stable
buildings of the Rancho Dos Palmas equestrian center would be removed and replaced with the
roadway and manufactured slopes on either side. As with Alternative A, the hill on either side of
the roadway would be cut, and some of the structures and vegetation at the top of the hill would
be removed. The resulting slopes would be up to approximately 78 feet high on the east side of
the roadway and approximately 54 feet high on the west side of the roadway, considerably higher
than under Alternative A. The manufactured slopes would be vegetated with low-growing,
native vegetation, and the remaining portion of Rancho Dos Palmas west of the roadway would
be recontoured, revegetated and converted to parkland.
The intersection of Melrose Drive with North Santa Fe Avenue, visible in the center of Key
View 1 in front of the hill, would be shifted further to the east than its existing location, and the
western edge of the newly aligned Melrose Drive would correspond to the existing eastern edge
of Melrose Drive at North Santa Fe Avenue. Pavement from existing Melrose Drive and the
existing intersection would be removed, and most of the area to the west of the new roadway
would be replanted with ornamental landscaping. A portion of this area would be retained for
utility easements, and may be demarcated by an unpaved road or path.
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Five-foot-tall noise attenuation barriers would be required along some of the western side of the
Melrose Drive extension, similar to Alternative A. None would be required on the east side of
Melrose Drive. The barriers under Alternative B would be placed at the top or toe of the slopes,
near the edge of the newly graded areas, but would not be required at the highest portion of the
cut slope west of the roadway. Due to this configuration, unlike Alternative A, in which the
noise attenuation barriers would be highly visible along both sides of Melrose Drive from Key
View 1, the barriers required for Alternative B would be most visible near the northwest corner
of the intersection of Melrose Drive and North Santa Fe Avenue, and less visible in the distance.
Although barriers are proposed that would extend east-west along approximately 60 feet of
North Santa Fe Avenue facing the viewer, most of the barrier would be placed at a lower
elevation than the roadway and only the top would be visible from this angle. The portion of the
barrier next to and at the same elevation as the proposed sidewalk at the northwest corner of the
intersection would be most visible to viewers at Key View 1. The east-west portion of the
barrier would connect to the north-south portion of the barrier, which would extend
approximately 600 feet along the west side of the Melrose Drive extension.
While the base of the noise barrier would be at the same elevation as the intersection, as it
extends northward, it would follow the top of the manufactured slope approximately 50 feet from
the roadway’s edge and at a higher elevation. As a result, it would be less immediately visible
from the intersection. The portion of the barrier extending north-south would be generally
parallel to Melrose Drive and, but for a small sliver to the left of the roadway, would not be
highly visible to viewers from Key View 1, as illustrated in Figure 4.10-12. Travelers on
Melrose Drive would have peripheral views of the barrier. Additional noise attenuation barriers
to be placed along the west side of Melrose Drive further to the north would not be visible from
Key View 1.
Change to Visual Character/Quality. Similar to Alterative A, the proposed features of
Alternative B would constitute a major change to the visual character of northbound Melrose
Drive near North Santa Fe Avenue, primarily through removal of the red stable buildings and
introduction of a new, dominant, geometric roadway with high manufactured slopes. The strong
perspective lines within the existing key view would be shifted to the right, and a new curve
would be added to the perspective as the roadway curves to the west in the distance (and
somewhat out of sight from Key View 1). The geometric visual composition would be extended
into the background and emphasized by the widened roadway and, although the green and earthtone colors within the view would provide some balance to the gray tones of the roadway, the
pavement would be a dominant visual element, as with Alternative A. The placement of native
and naturalized vegetation would occur on more new areas under Alternative B than Alternative
A, particularly to the west (left) of the new roadway.
The scale of the roadway would be increased both in width and length, and would become more
monumental compared to existing conditions. Along with removal of the rural structures, this
new dominant element and the associated uniform slopes would reduce the complexity of
elements within the view and make it less diverse, shifting the continuity from a balance of
several different land uses to a more developed land use.
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The Alternative B elements that would be visible in Key View 1 would be distinctly different
from the existing view, but, as under Alternative A, would have similar visual quality.
Specifically, the potential visual conflicts between the equestrian and rural land uses and the
surrounding suburban land uses would be reduced and the view of the roadway from this
location potentially would have higher unity. Overall, the unity of the elements visible in Key
View 1 under Alternative B, like Alternative A, would be moderate.
As with Alternative A, Alternative B would remove the noted red stables, which are a
contrasting and potentially encroaching element in the view, and would introduce the roadway as
a new dominant element, which in turn may increase the visual integrity of the visual
environment. The effects on intactness would be similar to Alternative A, with the roadway
cutting or encroaching into the landform and reducing the visual integrity of this dominant
element. Overall, the resulting intactness of Key View 1 under Alterative B would be moderate,
compared to moderately low intactness under Alternative A.
The reduction in vividness of Key View 1 would be similar to Alternative A, due to removal of
the stables and the introduction of the new dominant roadway. The large-scale expanse of
monotonous pavement, uniform slopes and regularly spaced vegetation would not be distinct or
visually memorable from a distance, and the proposed vegetation would shield the slopes to
some extent, further reducing their visual power. The overall vividness of Key View 1 would be
low under Alternative B (as for Alternative A).
Key View 2
In Key View 2, the view of extended Melrose Drive would be similar to the view from this
location under Alternative A. Melrose Drive under Alternative B, however, would curve
westward at a point further south; as a result, the roadway would appear straighter when viewed
from Key View 2 (see Figure 4.10-13). The new roadway would be as wide as the pavement of
Melrose Drive in the foreground of Key View 2, which would be restriped to match the proposed
three-lane extension. The intersection of Melrose Drive and Spur Avenue (the existing terminus of
the roadway in the foreground of Key View 2) would include a crosswalk, and would be
signalized; the new fixtures visible in the center of Key View 2.
As with Alternative A, the roadway would slope uphill as it extends southward, and would cut
through the hillside on which the greenhouses are located at approximately ten feet above the
elevation of the lowest of the existing greenhouses. The visibility and size (approximately 20 feet
tall) of the resulting manufactured slopes to the east of the roadway would be identical to the slopes
under Alternative A. The northern half of the largest slopes that would be created by Alternative B
would be visible from Key View 2, but the southern portion would not be visible. The visual
effects of removal of some vegetation along the horizon line would be similar to Alternative A.
The manufactured slopes and the lots that currently support the greenhouses also would be
landscaped with native vegetation and low-growing erosion control vegetation. Beyond the point
shown in Figure 4.10-13, the bed of the roadway under Alternative B would not be visible from
Key View 2. Instead, the roadway would curve westward and become more level at a higher
elevation than the location of the viewer, thereby limiting views of the road surface from a
distance.
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Noise attenuation barriers would be placed on each side of Melrose Drive just north of Spur
Avenue at the edge of the ROW, which generally corresponds to the back of the sidewalk. Barriers
would not be required east of Melrose Drive immediately south of Spur Avenue. Barriers on the
west side of Melrose Drive would continue southward beyond Spur Avenue where they would
then follow the Project grading footprint and be at a lower elevation than the roadway. Existing
vegetation generally would shield the barriers south of Spur Avenue from view. A portion of a
more distant barrier is visible just to the right of the center of the view, but would be a small-scale
element and would not be silhouetted against the horizon from this viewpoint.
Change to Visual Character/Quality. As noted above, the replacement of the greenhouses with
the new geometric roadway, associated slopes, noise attenuation barriers and regularly spaced
vegetation would be the most visible change to Key View 2. Less of the new roadway would be
visible from Key View 2 under Alternative B than Alternative A because of the elevation and
alignment of the alternative, which would flatten the roadway sooner, and cause it to curve
westward further south. The resulting view would have fewer curves, more straight lines and a
stronger geometric perspective than under the other alternatives.
The extended roadway would expand the overall scale of the visual environment of Key View 2,
while at the same time, the noise barriers would restrict the view on each side. The visual effects
of more vegetation juxtaposed with the gray pavement would be similar to Alternative A.
Removal of the greenhouses and blockage of views of vegetation on each side of Melrose Drive
by the noise barriers would render the visual environment less complex and diverse, and lend it a
higher continuity. The unity of the view would be moderately high (whereas unity of Alternative
A from this key view would be moderate), although the manufactured slopes abutting the
roadway would contrast with the more natural-appearing hill in the background.
Although the intactness of the view would be increased by the new roadway, the roadway itself
would encroach into the surrounding sparsely developed area. The manufactured slopes would
increase the level of encroachment on the existing topography, although not as dramatically as
from Key View 1. Similarly, the noise barriers would not be as highly visible in the distance, or
encroach as much as under Alternative A, although the barriers on each side of Melrose Drive
north of Spur Avenue would be similarly highly visible. Accordingly, the overall intactness of
the view would be moderate, compared to moderately low for Alternative A. Similar to
Alternative A, the vividness of the visual environment of Key View 2 would be reduced to low
due to the removal of the existing greenhouses. The new roadway and associated slopes and
fixtures would not be memorable visual elements, nor would they create distinct visual patterns.
Key View 3
As with Alternative A, Alternative B viewed from Key View 3 would reveal mostly the proposed
cut slopes (see Figure 4.10-14). The roadway itself would not be visible behind the slopes.
Additional Key View 3 similarities between the alternatives are discussed above. The wall, fence
and utility fixtures in the foreground of Key View 3 also would remain undisturbed under
Alternative B.
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Unlike Alternative A, however, most of the structures and vegetation at the top of the hill would
be removed with Alternative B. This would substantially change the horizon line in the
background of the view substantially, with the resulting horizon line comprising only the
manufactured slope and smaller vegetation, whereas Alternative A would retain a number of
existing mature trees that would be visible from Key View 3. Additionally, because this
alternative would require noise barriers only on the west side of Melrose Drive, fewer barriers
would be visible from eastbound views on North Santa Fe. Barriers would only be visible to the
right and extreme left edges of the view, on either side of the manufactured slopes. Although the
proposed barriers would face the park and the viewer from this point, they would not be as
extensive or as dominant as under Alternative A.
Change to Visual Character/Quality. With the removal of the red stable buildings and most of
the vegetation existing along the top of the hill in the background, the visual environment of Key
View 3 would be similar to Alternative A, but with fewer colors and less complexity and variety.
Key View 3 also would appear more expansive than the existing view. The resulting decrease in
diversity and increase in continuity would be similar to Alternative A. The increased continuity
that would result from implementation of Alternative B would, in turn, increase the coherence
and unity of the view. The foreground walls, fence, fixtures and proposed noise barriers would
contrast with the new view elements, but to a lesser extent than under Alternative A. The overall
unity, however, comprising mainly the slopes of the project in the middle- and background,
again would be moderately high under Alternative B.
The effects of the dominant and uniform slopes on the intactness of Key View 3 would be
moderate, similar to Alternative A, because Alternative B also would encroach into the existing
topography and vegetation. The remaining foreground elements would contrast with the other
view elements, as would the noise barriers, though to a lesser degree than under Alternative A.
Also similar to Alternative A, the vividness of Key View would change from moderate to low,
due to removal of the red stables and much of the vegetation on the horizon line, in conjunction
with incorporation of vegetated manufactured slopes, which would lack distinct visual patterns
and not be highly memorable.
Alternative C
Key View 1
Under Alternative C, Melrose Drive would be extended to the north by following a more
westerly alignment than the other two alternatives. In Key View 1, as illustrated in Figure
4.10-15, the roadway would curve westward north of the intersection with North Santa Fe
Avenue. This would align the face of the largest cut slope to face slightly southwesterly,
rendering it more visible for northbound motorists approaching North Santa Fe Avenue, as
illustrated in the center of the simulation in Figure 4.10-15.
At its southern end, near Key View 1, the western edge of existing Melrose Drive would remain
undisturbed between Sagewood Drive and North Santa Fe Avenue, and the roadway would be
widened to the east. The existing roadway at this point has one lane in each direction, and the
northbound lane from which Key View 1 was taken would correspond to a point in the new
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southbound side of Melrose Drive. The tree on the right edge of the photograph would be
removed, resulting in the same effects as described above for Alternatives A and B.
Similar to the other alternatives, the new roadway under Alternative C would slope upward in
front of the viewer and extend northward across and through the hill in the background of the
view. It would cross the hill at approximately the level of the existing red stables visible on the
lower bench of the hillside, and the upper bench and the remaining hill on either side of the new
roadway would be cut back. The tallest resulting slope would be 54 feet tall on the east side of
the roadway. As it curves westward north of the intersection, the road would not be visible
beyond the cut slopes. It would, however, result in a noticeable change in the view due to
removal of the tall non-native eucalyptus trees that currently extend above the horizon line just
left of center in the existing Key View 1.
Under this alternative, the five-foot-tall noise barriers would extend along the western side of
Melrose Drive, between North Santa Fe Avenue and Spur Avenue. Seven-foot-tall noise barriers
would be placed along most of the eastern side of the roadway between North Santa Fe Avenue
and Guajome Lake Road, except along the highest portion of the cut slope east of the roadway.
The barriers would be placed along the top of the manufactured slopes where possible; however,
Alternative C would have fewer slopes west of the roadway, and the barriers would, as a result,
be placed next to the sidewalk on the west side of Melrose Drive, near the intersection of North
Santa Fe Avenue. They also would extend along the north side of North Santa Fe Avenue, near
the intersection, both to the west and east of Melrose Drive. As illustrated in Figure 4.10-15,
viewers would see the face of the walls extending along North Santa Fe Avenue from this view.
As with the other alternatives, however, the walls would be placed at a lower elevation than
North Santa Fe Avenue, and only the top portion of the walls would be visible from Key View 1.
Melrose Drive would curve westward north of North Santa Fe Avenue, and the west face of most
of the barriers extending roughly parallel to Melrose Drive would be visible. Some walls in the
distance, particularly those on the east side of the road, would be silhouetted, demarcating the
horizon line created by the new cut slopes. Most of the barriers would be visible in peripheral
views from Melrose Drive, between North Santa Fe Avenue and Spur Avenue, and would not be
highly visible unless placed directly next to the sidewalk. Where situated close to the roadway,
the noise barriers would block views from the roadway to Guajome County Park.
Change to Visual Character/Quality. Similar to the other alternatives, the red stable buildings on
the hillside in the background would be removed, lessening the diversity and complexity of the
view. The strong perspective lines of the roadway would be emphasized and expanded, and the
new vegetation would provide some green and earth-tone colors within the view, as would the
newly revealed mountains in the far background. As with Alternatives A and B, Key View 1
would be composed of new, different elements under Alternative C, and the resulting visual
quality of Key View 1 would be more similar to the existing visual quality.
The manufactured, uniformly-sloped, cut slopes bordering the roadway, and associated roadway
vegetation, would increase the continuity of the visual environment of Key View 1, and shift the
balance of the key view toward a more developed land use. The newly revealed hillside and
mixed land uses existing to the east of the Project would provide some diversity within the view,
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but would not offset the dominance of the new roadway. The houses visible on the left side of
the view also would remain, and would provide some contrast within the view. The resulting
unity of Key View 1 under Alternative C, therefore, would be moderate, similar to Alternative A.
The intactness of the visual environment of Key View 1 potentially would be high due to the
dominance of the new roadway and associated slopes and the removal of potentially conflicting
view elements, except that the manufactured slope abutting the roadway on the east would
encroach into existing topography. As such, the visual integrity within the view would be
reduced and the resulting intactness of Key View 1 would be moderate, similar to Alternative A.
Furthermore, while the scale of the slopes may appear monumental to viewers close by, the new
elements would not be visually distinct or memorable from a distance. For this reason and the
reasons described above, the vividness of Key View 1 would be low under Alterative C, similar
to the other alternatives.
Key View 2
As with the other alternatives, Melrose Drive under Alternative C would extend southward away
from the viewer and curve slightly westward (to the viewer’s right), south of which point it would
not be visible in Key View 2. As illustrated in Figure 4.10-16, the new roadway would rise gently
uphill as it extends southward, and would be at approximately the same elevation as the lower
greenhouses to be removed. Cut slopes approximately 15 feet high would be visible on the east
side of the roadway. The largest cut slope, which would be approximately 54 feet tall under
Alternative C, would not be visible from this viewpoint, similar to Alternative A, although this
alternative would require the removal of some vegetation at the top of the hillside in the
background.
As with the other alternatives, noise attenuation barriers would be placed on each side of Melrose
Drive, just north of Spur Avenue, at the edge of the ROW, which generally corresponds to the back
of the sidewalk. Barriers would not be required east of Melrose Drive immediately south of Spur
Avenue. Barriers on the west side of Melrose Drive would continue southward beyond Spur
Avenue where they would then follow the Project grading footprint and be at a lower elevation
than the roadway, and would be screened from view by existing and new vegetation. The noise
attenuation barriers that would be placed along most of the western (right) side of the roadway
under Alternative C in the distance would not be visible in Key View 2. The noise barrier on the
east side of the roadway beyond Guajome Lake Road similarly would be screened from view by
the roadway curve and existing and proposed vegetation. The more distant noise barriers would
become more visible as a viewer travels southward, as discussed for Key View 1. The features of
the new crosswalk and signal at the intersection of Melrose Drive and Spur Avenue would be
visible in the center of Key View 2.
Change to Visual Character/Quality. Similar to the other alternatives, under Alternative C the
new roadway would replace the greenhouses visible in Key View 2. It would be a strong
geometric element with more curvilinear lines than the other alternatives. The lane lines and
pavement would extend away from the viewer and would curve sooner (farther north) than under
the other alternatives. Removal of the greenhouses in the background of the view and the
introduction of noise barriers that would block views toward vegetation on each side of Melrose
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Drive, north of Spur Avenue, would decrease the diversity of elements within the view. The
lower level of diversity would correspond to a slightly higher level of visual continuity. The
unity of the view, as a result, would be moderately-high similar to Alternative B, and higher than
the moderate level for Alternative A.
The manufactured slopes abutting the roadway, however, would contrast with the more
natural-appearing hill visible in background, and the roadway and related elements would
visually encroach into the surrounding area. The manufactured slopes also would contrast with,
and encroach into, the surrounding, more natural-appearing topography. However, the overall
intactness of the view would remain moderate. The noise attenuation barriers, immediately north
of Spur Avenue, would be similar to those proposed under Alternatives A and B. The noise
barriers, south of Spur Avenue, would not be visible as they would with Alternatives A and B.
The vividness of the visual environment of Key View 2 would be low due to removal of the
existing visually distinct greenhouses, and the new roadway and associated slopes and fixtures
that would not be memorable visual elements.
Key View 3
As illustrated in Figure 4.10-17, more manufactured slopes would be visible under this
alternative than Alternative A or B because the northern half of the roadway would include more
manufactured fill slopes that would face westward, toward Key View 3. As with the other
alternatives, the existing topography of Rancho Dos Palmas, west of the new Melrose Drive,
would be recontoured and revegetated with native plants. It would become part of Guajome
County Park, which is located between North Santa Fe Avenue in the foreground of the picture and
the existing Rancho Dos Palmas and the proposed project features in the middleground. The
slopes next to the roadway also would be vegetated with native and naturalized plants. As with
Alternatives A and B, several mature trees and some houses on the top of the hill in the
background would be removed.
More of the noise attenuation barriers would be visible under Alternative C than under the other
alternatives. The barriers would face the viewer on North Santa Fe Avenue and, although they
would not be silhouetted against the horizon line, they would be strong horizontal elements that
would extend through, and contrast with, the vegetated slopes. The, wall, fence and utility
fixtures in the foreground of Key View 3 would remain undisturbed under Alternative C.
Change to Visual Character/Quality. As with the other alternatives, the visual environment of
Key View 3 would be less complex, and more uniform under Alternative C. Noise attenuation
barriers would create strong horizontal lines, and the removal of the vegetation at the top of the
hill would create a more fluid, less complex horizon line in some areas, although less vegetation
would be removed than under Alternative B. The scale of the key view, as with the other
alternatives, would appear larger due to the greater expanse of visible open space, although the
foreground, human-scale elements would remain undisturbed. The removal of buildings would
lower the diversity of elements within the view, and the continuity would be higher. There
would be fewer dominant elements after the removal of the stables, although the noise
attenuation barrier would be an extensive horizontal element. The unity of the key view under
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Alternative C would be moderate, lower than Alternatives A and B, because the noise attenuation
barriers would more markedly contrast with the slopes in the view.
The intactness of the view would be moderate, as under the other alternatives. The contrasting
stable buildings would be removed and the manufactured slopes would somewhat encroach on
the existing surrounding visual environment; however, the noise barriers would create a higher
degree of contrast within the view than under the other alternatives. The vividness of the visual
environment would be low, due to removal of the red stables and the fact that the manufactured
slopes would not be memorable. The noise attenuation barriers, though a contrasting and
encroaching element, would not create a distinct visual pattern within the view.
Key View Impact Summary
All three Project alternatives would cause a low level of change to the visual quality of the
selected and simulated key views. As viewed from existing Melrose Drive, both north and south
of the Project area, and from North Santa Fe Avenue, each alternative would remove some
visually dominant and vibrant rural features (e.g., the red stables and the white greenhouses) and
would expand the visual extent of the natural vegetation within the adjacent Guajome County
Park. The new roadway generally would create more open views with larger-scale visual
elements (such as the expanse of new pavement and the proposed manufactured slopes). The
noise attenuation barriers would be the most visible and contrasting elements of the Project from
each of the Key View points. The noise attenuation barriers, as illustrated in Figures 4.10-9
through 4.10-17, would contrast with the proposed vegetated slopes, as well as the nearby natural
vegetation within existing Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe.
In general, the intactness and vividness of the views would be reduced due to the removal of
vivid and unique visual elements currently existing within the Project study area. The unity of
the key views generally would remain the same, and in some instances may be slightly higher,
also due to the removal of unique visual elements. Increased unity within the views also would
be attributable to the expansion of the roadway as a dominant visual element.
The level of change each alternative of the Project would have on the Key Views is summarized
in Table 4.10-1, below.
Table 4.10-1
CHANGE TO VISUAL QUALITY OF KEY VIEWS BY PROJECT ALTERNATIVE
Key View

Unity

Intactness

Level of
Change

Vividness

Alternative A
Existing Key View 1
Proposed Key View 1
Existing Key View 2
Proposed Key View 2
Existing Key View 3
Proposed Key View 3

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderately High
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Moderate
Moderately Low
Moderately High
Moderately Low
Moderately High
Moderate
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Moderate
Low
Moderately Low
Low
Moderately Low
Low

Low
Moderately
Low
Moderately
Low
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Table 4.10-1 (cont.)
CHANGE TO VISUAL QUALITY OF KEY VIEWS BY PROJECT ALTERNATIVE
Key View

Unity

Intactness

Level of
Change

Vividness

Alternative B
Existing Key View 1
Proposed Key View 1
Existing Key View 2
Proposed Key View 2
Existing Key View 3
Proposed Key View 3

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderately High
Moderately High
Moderate

Moderate
Moderate
Moderately High
Moderate
Moderate
Moderately High

Moderate
Low
Moderately Low
Low
Low
Moderately Low

Low
Moderately
Low
Moderately
Low

Alternative C
Existing Key View 1
Proposed Key View 1
Existing Key View 2
Proposed Key View 2
Existing Key View 3
Proposed Key View 3

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderately High
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate
Moderate
Moderately High
Moderate
Moderately High
Moderate

Moderate
Low
Moderately Low
Low
Moderately Low
Low

Low
Moderately
Low
Moderately
Low

Overall, as the table indicates, the extension of Melrose Drive would result in a minor level of
change in the visual quality of the key views.
Additionally, each key view under all three alternatives would experience changes due to the
addition of street lighting at regular intervals along the roadway. Short-term and permanent
lighting within the Project footprint would be of the lowest illumination allowed for human
safety, placed at 400-foot intervals, and shielded and directed downward and away from adjacent
properties and open space areas. Furthermore, many portions of Alternatives A and B and some
portions of Alternative C would be recessed substantially below existing grade and between cut
slopes; accordingly, few opportunities for impacts from light pollution would occur, especially
for Alternatives A and B. The Project would not produce glare. No significant impacts from
light and glare are anticipated.
Each Key View was selected to represent views available to the largest number of viewers,
which resulted in views from local roadways. As discussed above, viewers on these roadways
mostly would be motorists and their passengers. These viewers generally have high exposure and
moderately high sensitivity to changes in the visual environment. Pedestrians, equestrians and
bicyclists also may be present; they would have low exposure and high sensitivity.
The low level of change to the key views in combination the low to high exposure and
moderately high to high sensitivity would result in a moderate level of impact to visual
resources. The project, therefore, would not result in significant aesthetic impacts as viewed
from the three key views.
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Additional Views
The key views analyzed above represent points from which the Project would be most visible,
areas with the greatest numbers of viewers and the visual environment with the highest potential
for change due to the Project. Project features also may be visible from other points within the
Project’s viewshed, as discussed below.
Guajome County Park/Rancho Guajome Adobe
Although most of Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe are within the computergenerated viewshed for each Project alternative (see Figure 4.10-1), vegetation and topography
limit views of the Project study area from most areas within both parks. Areas within Guajome
County Park where views of the Project study area are available include trails and the slope of
the hill east of the RV camping site, and some additional trails that traverse the higher elevations
within the park. Refer to Photographs B, G and H for typical views from Guajome County Park.
Guajome County Park. Views from the trails within the portion of the park nearest the Upper
Pond would be similar to those represented by Key View 3, which also is an eastward-looking
view encompassing most of the Project study area. Under each alternative, the most visible
elements of the Project from trails in this area would be the manufactured slopes abutting the
proposed roadway and the proposed noise attenuation barriers. The equestrian center, residences
and large lots with landscaping, and white greenhouses, all currently visible from within the
park, would be removed and replaced with manufactured slopes vegetated with native plants
similar to plants already within the park. Therefore, the planted native vegetation would provide
some screening of the new structural features and visual coherence with existing native
vegetation within the park, which would continue to be visible in the foreground of views from
the trails within the park. Accordingly, views to the east from trails within the park would have
higher unity and intactness, and reduced vividness.
Proposed noise attenuation barriers, required to limit traffic noise within the park, would be
placed along most of the western edge of the Project grading footprint for Alternatives A and C.
As such, the proposed noise barriers also would be visible from within the park. Fewer barriers
would be required for Alternative B, as it is the most easterly alternative and would, therefore, be
farthest from the park and generate the fewest noise impacts to parkland. The noise barriers
would appear as horizontal, linear, dominant built-elements that would contrast in color and
texture with the surrounding vegetation that otherwise would dominate views from trails within
Guajome County Park. The barriers would comprise unique structural elements in such views.
The current views from the trails in this area include the greenhouses, north of Guajome Lake
Road, and houses, south of Guajome Lake Road and east of Old Colony Road. Each alternative
would include removing the greenhouses, as well as some, if not all, of the residential lots along
Old Colony Road. The new Melrose Drive would be located between park users and the
residential lot(s). The agricultural lots would be planted with erosion control vegetation upon
Project implementation.
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The resulting change to the visual environment east of Guajome County Park, as visible from
park trails, would be similar to the change to Key View 3. The visual elements composing
eastward views from the trails would be different from the existing elements, but the overall
visual quality would be similar. Viewers within the park have high sensitivity; they are hikers,
equestrian riders and other park users who expect mostly rural views (although residential uses
abut the park on many sides and would not be changed by the Project). The low level of change
to the visual quality of the visual environment as seen from trails within Guajome County Park,
in combination with the high viewer response, indicates that the Project would have a moderate
impact on distant views from trails within Guajome County Park.
Under each of the three alternative alignments, the crossing of Melrose Drive over Guajome
Lake Road would be placed west of the intersection of Guajome Lake Road and Old Colony
Road. Viewers on the park trail that meets Guajome Lake Road in the northeastern corner of the
park would have much closer views of the manufactured slopes and noise barriers of the Project,
as well as the proposed Melrose Drive bridge over Guajome Lake Road, than viewers at any
other point within the park.
Under Alternative A, the eastern noise barrier, south of Guajome Lake Road, would extend
parallel to the roadway at the toe of the western-facing slope, would curve to face northward
along a small portion of the southern shoulder of Guajome Lake Road, and would end
approximately 40 feet east of the existing trail connection with Guajome Lake Road. The
existing trail connection to Guajome Lake Road would remain undisturbed and continue to be
the main connection between the park and Guajome Lake Road. The barrier would be
perpendicular to and would face one portion of the existing trail within the park. However, the
trail extends northward, and would be at the closest point approximately 230 feet from the
barrier. The five-foot-tall barrier would not be silhouetted when seen from the trail; instead, it
would be located in front of a 40-foot tall Project slope just south of Guajome Lake Road and the
slope would provide a visual backdrop for the barrier.
The existing trail connection also would be the main connection with Guajome Lake Road under
Alternative B. The noise barrier along the eastern edge of Alternative B would be placed along
the toe of the manufactured slopes along most of the western side of the new Melrose Drive
segment, and at the edge of the roadway approaching the overcrossing at Guajome Lake Road.
At this point, the barrier would be approximately 30 feet higher in elevation than the trail and, at
the point where the trail turns northward, approximately 430 feet east of the trail. The barrier
would extend along a small portion of the southern side of Guajome Lake Road, and would end
approximately 180 feet east of the trail connection point. At five-feet-high, the barrier would not
be silhouetted, and would not be a major or dominant view component, although it would
contrast with the surrounding vegetation. The manufactured and existing slopes east of the
proposed roadway would be visible behind and above the barrier.
Alternative C, the westernmost alignment, would extend directly over the existing trail
connection between the trails in the park and Guajome Lake Road, and replace it with a trail
segment following the lower edge of the grading for the southern overcrossing buttress, south of
the existing creek. The proposed noise attenuation barriers would extend along the western edge
of the Melrose Drive alignment and would curve to extend approximately 60 feet along the south
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side of Guajome Lake Road. The new trail connection would be closer to the proposed noise
barriers than under the other alternatives. The barrier would be approximately 40 feet south of
the new trail segment and 20 feet higher in elevation. Viewers on the trail segment would see
the barrier silhouetted above them when looking southward; the barrier and the manufactured
slope would block southward views. Viewers also would be closer to the proposed overcrossing
while still in Guajome County Park than under the other alternatives, with similar views as taken
from along Guajome Lake Road, discussed below.
The proposed noise attenuation barriers would not be viewed from closer than 40 feet away
under any of the three alternatives. Under Alternative C, however, when viewed from the new
trail segment, the structures would block views to the south and strongly contrast with the visible
surroundings, introducing more structural elements into the visual environment, which would
result in discontinuity with the vegetated surroundings. The unity and intactness of the visual
environment would be lessened due to these contrasting elements that would visually encroach
on views from the trails. Because they would be unique, they may be vivid; however, the
structures would not be memorable, and the vividness of the overall view also would be reduced,
creating a high degree of change to the visual environment of the trails. Associated impacts of
noise attenuation walls on views from trails with Guajome County Park would be significant
under Alternative C.
Rancho Guajome Adobe. Under each alternative, most of the Project would not be visible from
Rancho Guajome Adobe. The proposed roadway and slopes would be on the eastern side of the
hill that is west of the park, and therefore would not be seen. The proposed multi-purpose trail
would extend eastward toward this park, however, and would be visible. The fence and any
retaining walls required to accommodate the trail would be the most visible elements of the
equestrian trail. These would be seen where North Santa Fe Avenue is visible, and would not be
dominant elements.
Overall, views from the two parks would change due to the Project. The level of change would
be low, with the exception of changes to views from trails within Guajome County Park under
Alternative C; impacts resulting from these changes would be significant. The Project would
have a less than significant impact to visual resources seen from Rancho Guajome Adobe.
Guajome Lake Road
A typical view from Guajome Lake Road is illustrated in Photograph C (Figure 4.10-4).
Although not included in this EIR section, Figure 13 from the Project VIA (Appendix K)
contains a photograph representing a view from trails within the park near Guajome Lake Road
and from the road as well.
Views from the highest point along Guajome Lake Road—between Old Colony Road and
Albright Street—encompass most of the Project study area. Under each Project alternative, the
red stables and the residential structures on the hill east of the park would be removed, and the
manufactured slopes on either side of the new Melrose Drive would be the most visible elements
of the Project, not unlike views from North Santa Fe Avenue discussed in Key View 3 above
(although looking more southerly). The manufactured slopes would be vegetated with native
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vegetation to be visually coherent with the existing native vegetation within Guajome County
Park, which is present in the foreground of most views from Guajome Lake Road.
As noted above, the Project would include a new overcrossing for Melrose Drive to cross over
Guajome Lake Road and the small creek area extending along the southern edge of Guajome
Lake Road. The overcrossing would be level with the roadway above; the existing slopes on the
north side of Guajome Lake Road would be expanded and heightened, and additional slopes
would be created on the south side of Guajome Lake Road to ensure a safe clearance under the
new structure. The grading of Guajome Lake Road would extend approximately 400 feet from
the edges of the new Melrose Drive in each direction. This would create an appearance that
Guajome Lake Road is depressed below the overcrossing.
The new configuration would not be highly visible from a distance, because most of the new
slopes would be north- and south-facing on either side of Guajome Lake Road, facing the road.
The new Melrose Drive, extending south of the creek across the existing hillside, would require
westward facing slopes at the southwestern corner of the overcrossing up to approximately 28
feet tall under Alternatives A and C, and 12 feet tall under Alternative B. Although discernable
from farther distances, these slopes (and the overcrossing structure) would be minor elements in
the overall view.
The slopes north and south of Guajome Lake Road and the overcrossing structure would be
major view elements, however, from Guajome Lake Road from the western edge of the
agricultural property (Photograph C) looking eastward, and from west of Glenview Lane looking
westward. As a viewer approaches the overcrossing, the slopes would block north- and
southward views, and the overcrossing structure would be visible overhead, silhouetted against
the sky. The slopes would be uniform and manufactured, and the overcrossing structure would
be a new, large-scale, geometric, structural element. Under all three alternatives, this would be a
major change in the visual environment for this focused area along Guajome Lake Road. This
would impact views for only approximately 1,000 feet along Guajome Lake Road, however,
which has a low number of viewers, and the impact of the change would be less than significant.
Melrose Drive, North of Spur Avenue
The Project would require noise attenuation barriers beyond the grading footprint of each
alternative. These walls would be necessary for the residences on either side of Melrose Drive,
north of Spur Avenue, between Spur Avenue and The Depot Road/Rancho Rose Way, as well as
along the eastern edge of Spring Creek Park to reduce the noise created by the increased traffic
resulting from Project implementation. Barriers also would be required on the east side of
Melrose Drive between Rancho Rose Way and SR-76 (Mission Avenue). Residences on the
west side of Melrose Drive, south of Spring Creek Park, currently have walls on the Melrose
Drive side of the property. These walls would be increased in height from 5.5 feet to 6 or 7 feet
tall. Most of the new barriers would be 5 feet or 5.5 feet tall. Some, near Appaloosa Way, would
be 6 feet and 6.5 feet tall. The barrier along the edge of Spring Creek Park would be five feet tall.
At the southeast corner of Melrose Drive and Old Ranch Road, the barrier would range from 7 to
12.5 feet tall. Five-foot-tall barriers also would be required on both side of Melrose Drive, just
north of Spur Avenue next to existing open space. The initial design evaluated in this EIR
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assumes the barriers would be free-standing masonry walls placed at the edge of the Melrose
Drive right-of-way (which could be at the back of the sidewalk).
The visual character of existing Melrose Drive in this area would be changed due to the
introduction of the noise barriers required under all three alternatives. Particularly for motorists
in the outside lanes, bicyclists on the shoulders or in the bike lanes, and pedestrians on the
sidewalks, the roadway would appear more enclosed due to the barriers lining both sides of the
street. The walls would be physically at the viewer’s side, in the peripheral view, but due to the
slight eastward curve of the Melrose Drive alignment north of Old Ranch Road, the walls also
would be visible in forward facing views for both northbound and southbound viewers. While
most would not be tall, the barriers would be long and homogenous, and would be dominant
features that would contrast with existing elements along the roadway. This change to the visual
environment of Melrose Drive, north of Spur Avenue, would be substantial and, due to the high
number of travelers on Melrose Drive, the impact caused by the noise barriers would be
significant.
Old Ranch Road
The noted noise attenuation barriers also would be visible from Old Ranch Road, as travelers
approach Melrose Drive. The walls on the other side of Melrose Drive from the travelers’
approach would be the most visible. If placed at the back of the sidewalk, the barriers would
have a similar significant visual impact as when viewed from Melrose Drive.
Spur Avenue
Some portions of the Project would be visible from Spur Avenue, particularly near and from the
intersection of Melrose Drive and Spur Avenue. Specifically, the proposed roadway extension
would be visible to the south for viewers at the intersection of these roadways. The elements of
the Project that would be most visible from Spur Avenue would be the new signal at the
intersection and the removal of the fence and sidewalk at the south side of the existing end of
Melrose Drive. The proposed noise attenuation barriers would not be placed at the west side of
the intersection, and therefore would not be visible in forward facing views for viewers on Spur
Avenue.
Besides the removal of the greenhouses, most of the proposed changes would occur on
westward-facing slopes south of Spur Avenue. The existing greenhouses generally are not visible
from Spur Avenue, as topography and vegetation screen southwestward views from the existing
road. Similarly, changes to westward facing slopes would be blocked by topography or would be
minor elements in views for travelers on Spur Avenue.
Therefore, the proposed Project would have a minor impact on views from Spur Avenue; this
impact would not be significant.
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North Santa Fe Avenue, East of Melrose Drive
Project features visible from North Santa Fe Avenue, east of Melrose Drive, would include the
proposed noise barriers on the west side of the extended Melrose Drive, the noise barriers that
would extend eastward along the north side of North Santa Fe Avenue under Alternatives A and
C, and the multi-purpose trail and crossing.
When approaching the Melrose Drive/North Santa Fe Avenue intersection, westbound travelers
on North Santa Fe Avenue would see the noise attenuation barrier proposed for the west side of
Melrose Drive and the barrier proposed for the north side of North Santa Fe Avenue under each
alternative. The former would face the viewer, and while the base of the barrier would be at a
lower elevation than the intersection, the top half of the wall would be visible. The latter would
be at the same elevation as the roadway, but would be at the viewer’s right, in the peripheral
view. An additional wall would be placed at the southeastern corner of the intersection under
each alternative. This wall also would be visible peripherally for westbound viewers, and would
be placed below the level of the roadway, with only the upper portion visible. The southern
extent of this wall may also be visible, albeit partially, for eastbound viewers.
These barriers, along with the newly configured intersection and the new roadway, would be new
elements in an area that currently comprises a mix of buildings, driveways, fences, a slope
covered with low-growing vegetation, and, near the existing intersection, riparian trees. The new
intersection may increase the unity and intactness of the area, although the proposed noise
barriers would contrast with the manufactured slopes and block the potentially more open views
of Guajome County Park. The barriers likely would be visually similar to the existing walls
visible at the edge of residential areas west of Melrose Drive. The vividness of the area may
decrease due to the Project, because none of the new features would be highly memorable or
distinct. The overall low change to the visual quality of the area, combined with the large
number of viewers, suggests that the change would have a moderate, less-than-significant
impact, regardless of which alternative is implemented.
The Project includes a multi-purpose trail along the east side of the proposed Melrose Drive
extension, and a crossing over North Santa Fe Avenue either at the existing church parking lot
traffic signal or at the Melrose Drive and North Santa Fe Avenue intersection to provide
equestrian access to Rancho Guajome Adobe.
Under Option 1, the trail would extend along the east side of Melrose Drive, south of North
Santa Fe Avenue to Willowbrook, and then along the north side of Willowbrook to the point
where the road turns. The trail would be delineated by a post and rail fence. Retaining walls
south of North Santa Fe Avenue for Option 1 would be visible from Melrose Drive, North Santa
Fe Avenue or Willowbrook Drive.
Under Option 2, the trail, delineated by a post and rail fence, would extend along the north side
of North Santa Fe Avenue before crossing to the south side at the church access road traffic
signal. A retaining wall ranging from two to six feet would be required along the north side of
the trail. The retaining wall and the post and rail fence would be visible peripherally for travelers
on North Santa Fe Avenue, while the trail and crossing itself would be a flat surface that would
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not be highly visible from the roadway. These features would not change the overall visual
environment of North Santa Fe Avenue and would not result in a significant visual impact.
Other Roadways
As shown in Figure 4.10-1, the Project viewshed highlights other potential areas from which the
Project would be visible, such as from SR-76 (Mission Avenue), North Santa Fe Avenue, west of
Champlain Street, and the residential areas north of Spur Avenue. As mentioned above in the
viewshed discussion, local structures, vegetation and minor topographic variations generally
block views from these areas toward the Project. Therefore, these areas would not be impacted
by the Project.
A portion of the noise attenuation barriers required north of Spur Avenue may be visible from
eastbound SR-76 (Mission Avenue), near the Melrose Drive intersection. However, these would
begin south of the intersection, and only the northernmost portion of the barrier would be visible
from this roadway. The barriers would not have a significant impact on the visual environment
of SR-76 (Mission Avenue).
Additional Views Impact Summary
Views from and within Rancho Guajome Adobe would not include most Project features. The
proposed multi-purpose trail in the vicinity of that park would not be substantial in scale, highly
visible or contrasting with the surrounding area.
The Project would not be visible from most areas of Guajome County Park. When viewed from
trails near the northeastern corner of the park, however, the Project would detract from and
contrast with the existing visual character and quality of the park, particularly due to the noise
attenuation barriers associated with Alternative C. The change created by Alternatives A and B
would be less than that of Alternative C, because of the distance of the barriers from the trails
and their placement at the toe of the manufactured slopes. The noise barriers would create a
significant visual impact to views from trails within Guajome County Park under Alternative C
because they would be larger in scale and block views from trails in this area. As such, the
Project Alternative C would have a significant visual impact on views from this portion of
Guajome County Park.
Additionally, the required noise attenuation barriers, north of Spur Avenue, would contrast with
the existing neighborhood setbacks, size and streetscape. The barriers would be highly visible,
and would extend along most of both sides of the almost the entire length of Melrose Drive
between Spur Avenue and SR-76 (Mission Avenue). Such barriers would be dominant features
that would contrast with the existing visual environment and would not be screened by existing
vegetation. This change to the visual environment of existing Melrose Drive would be
significant.
Permanent lighting would be of the lowest illumination allowed for human safety, and would be
shielded and directed downward and away from adjacent properties and open space areas. It also
would be recessed below grade between cut slopes along most of the roadway under each
alternative, and few opportunities for impacts to additional views from light pollution would
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occur. The Project would not produce glare. No significant impacts to additional views from
light and glare are anticipated.
Removal of Significant Features
The Project would not remove or change a designated landmark, historic resource or rock
outcropping. Implementation of any of the three alternatives would result in removal of some
mature trees currently growing on residential lots along Old Colony Road. The trees are minor
visual elements and do not constitute the most vivid elements in the area, nor do they, alone,
support the visual character or image of the Project area. The removal of such trees, however,
would change the character of the horizon line created by the hill in this area, when viewed from
a distance. The more visually dominant native vegetation within the adjacent Guajome County
Park would be expanded to include the slopes on the west side of the Project, and visually
expanded by similar vegetation on the slopes east of the Project.
Despite removal of some mature trees on adjacent residential lots, the Project would not result in
a substantial adverse change to the visual character of the area on and near the Project study area.
Obstruction, Interruption or Detraction from Valued Focal and/or Panoramic Vista
The Project would not substantially obstruct, interrupt or detract from valued focal and/or
panoramic vistas from most of the areas identified within the Project viewshed. As described
above, however, the noise attenuation barriers proposed for Alternative C would block views
from trails within Guajome County Park. As such, the Project would have a significant visual
impact to views from this area.
Compliance with Applicable Plans and Policies
The Project study area is located within the City and the County. Portions of the Project,
specifically the multi-purpose trail, also extend into the City of Vista. Each of these
communities have goals, plans and policies related to visual resources that are applicable to the
Project. The Project complies with applicable City design guidelines, including the City’s
Engineering Division Street Light Design Policy Manual for New Street Light Installations (City
of Oceanside 1999). The Project also would comply with the City’s circulation master plan, the
trail master plan and the light pollution regulations. It also complies with the policies applicable
to visual resources found in the County’s General Plan, the County’s Zoning and Land Use
Ordinance, the Bonsall Community Plan, and the City of Vista General Plan, and would not
result in a significant impact related to consistency with applicable goals, policies or
requirements of the stated plans.
Refer to Appendix B of this EIR for details of the proposed Project’s compliance with the
applicable visual resources policies.
4.10.4 Mitigation Measures
The Project would result in visual impacts caused by the proposed noise attenuation barriers
under all three alternatives. Specifically, impacts on the visual environment of the trails within
Guajome County Park would occur under Alternative C, and on the visual environment of
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Melrose Drive, north of Spur Avenue, and Old Ranch Road under all three alternatives. The
following mitigation measures would reduce direct impacts to visual quality and aesthetics for
any of the three identified alternative alignments.
Visual Quality and Aesthetics – 1. Prior to construction of noise walls along Melrose Drive,
north of Spur Avenue, the City shall negotiate with the appropriate Home Owners Association(s)
the placement of noise barriers along the property lines of APN 15777052, 15777054-15777062,
15777064-15777068, to the satisfaction of the City Director of the Planning Department. This
will allow the height of the noise walls to be reduced relative to the requirements specified in
Section 4.7, due to topographic considerations, and landscaping to be used to screen views of the
walls.
Visual Quality and Aesthetics – 2. A comprehensive landscape plan and noise attenuation wall
specifications (e.g., materials and color) designed to soften the visual impact of noise attenuation
barriers shall be prepared and approved concurrent with the final roadway implementation plans.
Landscaping and wall design shall be subject to approval by the City Director of the Planning
Department and Director of the County Department of Parks and Recreation prior to installation.
Design elements of the landscape plan shall include, but not be limited to the following (where
feasible):




Construction of combination berm and wall noise barriers in Guajome County Park;
Planting of native landscaping to reduce visibility of noise walls in Guajome County Park
and Rancho Guajome Adobe; and
Planting of non-native landscaping to reduce visibility of noise walls from Melrose
Drive, north of Spur Avenue.

Installed landscaping shall be subject to review and approval by the Director of the City Planning
Department and the Director of the County Department of Parks and Recreation prior to final
sign-off of construction of the roadway and associated improvements. The City shall be
responsible for maintenance of the landscaping until it is established (anticipated to be
approximately five years).
4.10.5 Conclusions
The Project would cause a low level of change to the visual environment of the Project study
area and the surrounding area, as seen from the identified Key Views and from area roadways.
For each Key View, the resulting visual environment would have visual character composed of
different visual elements. The resulting unity of each key view would be similar or slightly
increased; the intactness would be similar to existing conditions; and the vividness would be
reduced. The low level of change caused by project features within the key views would be
viewed by motorists, pedestrians, equestrians and bicyclists. In combination with the exposure
and sensitivity for each of these viewer groups, the moderate impact of the Project on the key
views would not create a significant visual impact.
The proposed noise attenuation barriers would change the visual character of Melrose Drive,
north of Spur Avenue. The roadway would appear more enclosed due to the barriers lining both
sides of the street. While most of the barriers would not be tall, they would be long and
homogenous, resulting in dominant features that would contrast with existing elements along the
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roadway. These features would contrast with the visual environment of Melrose Drive and
conflict with the visual quality of the area. The resulting visual impact, therefore, would be
significant. Implementation of Mitigation Measures Visual Quality and Aesthetics-1 would
reduce this impact for most of the noise barriers north of Spur Avenue. The visual impact of the
walls on the west side and at the northeast corner of the Melrose Drive/Spur Avenue intersection,
however would remain significant. Additionally, due to the uncertainty as to whether the Home
Owners Association(s) would agree to placement of the noise walls away from the right-of-way,
the visual impact of all the walls north of Spur Avenue could remain significant.
The proposed noise attenuation barriers would create a significant and unmitigated visual impact
to views from trails within Guajome County Park under Alternative C, due to the high level of
change and contrast to the visual character of the park in this area. The noise attenuation wall
under Alternative C also would substantially obstruct views from a trail within a recreational
portion of Guajome County Park. The change created by Alternatives A and B would be less
than Alternative C, because of the distance of the barriers from the trails and their placement at
the toe of the manufactured slopes. As a result, the barriers under Alternatives A and B would
not be significant. Implementation of Visual Quality and Aesthetics-2 would reduce this impact.
However, as the installation of screening vegetation would not be possible for all noise walls, the
associated visual impact would remain significant.
The Project would not impact a designated landmark, historic resource, visually significant trees
or rock outcroppings. Therefore, it would not result in an impact on significant visual features.
Additionally, the Project would comply with the goals and policies relevant to the visual
environment of the City’s General Plan, the County’s General Plan, the County’s Zoning and
Land Use Ordinance, the Bonsall Community Plan and the City of Vista General Plan, and,
therefore, would not result in a significant impact related to consistency with applicable portions
of community plans.
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Photograph A
2: Equestrian Ranch north of the Melrose Drive and
North Santa Fe Avenue intersection

Photograph B
3: Rural Residential and Agricultural lots east of
County Park
Guajome Regional
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Photograph C
5: Eastward view along Guajome Lake Road

Photograph D
6: Panoramic view of greenhouses south of Melrose Drive terminus at Spur Avenue
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Photograph
Photograph E:
8: Suburban development south of Project
project corridors, along North
Santa Fe Avenue

Photograph F
9: Northward view of Melrose Drive terminus at Spur Avenue
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Greenhouses

Photograph G: Panoramic view looking eastward from the eastern edge of the RV campground in Guajome County Park

Photograph 11: Panoramic view looking eastward from the eastern edge of the RV campground in
Guajome Regional Park
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4.11

AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES

This section describes existing agricultural resources in the Project site and vicinity, identifies
associated regulatory requirements, evaluates potential impacts, and identifies mitigation
measures related to Project implementation. An associated Agricultural Resource Report was
prepared by HELIX (2009b), with the results of this analysis summarized below and the
complete report included as Appendix L of this EIR.
4.11.1 Existing Conditions
The study area used for the following evaluation is based on specific requirements identified in
the noted technical report, pursuant to the County of San Diego Guidelines for Determining
Significance and Report Format and Content Requirements, Agricultural Resources (County of
San Diego 2007a). Specifically, an 88.69-acre Project site was identified, with this site including
the combined area of the three alternative alignments plus applicable adjacent parcels that would
be directly or indirectly impacted by the Project (refer to Appendix L). A zone of influence
(ZOI) was then identified for the Project site, with the ZOI determined by creating the smallest
rectangle that completely contains the project site, extending that rectangle 0.25 mile on all sides,
and then further extending the 0.25-mile rectangle to include the outer boundaries of any
intersected parcels (refer to Figure 4.11-1). The identified Project ZOI encompasses
approximately 1,346.78 acres, including 1,435.47 acres within the outer ZOI boundary minus the
88.69 acres within the noted combined Project site.
Regional Context
The Project site and vicinity were associated with Spanish Mission lands and were used for
raising and pasturing livestock as early as the late 18th Century. Rancho Guajome was
established in the mid 19th Century, with related agricultural use in the form of livestock
operations and other activities continuing until the early 1970s (ASM Affiliates [ASM] 2009).
The County acquired a 566-acre portion of Rancho Guajome in 1973, with this area subsequently
included in the designation of Guajome County Park. Agricultural activities have continued up
to the present time in areas adjacent to the park.
The Project region includes a mix of agricultural uses, open space and urban development
(residential communities and associated uses). Agricultural uses in the Project region are
relatively extensive, with most operations concentrated in several large areas located to the north,
east and northeast of the Project (Figure 4.11-2). Existing agricultural uses in the nearby Project
vicinity include several greenhouse sites to the east, small nursery properties to the east and
north, minor field crop sites to the east and south, and three areas mapped as fallow (likely
former field crops) to the west and northeast. More distant agricultural uses to the north (i.e.,
north of SR-76 and/or the San Luis Rey River) include extensive field crops, nurseries (flowers,
ornamental landscaping and fruit trees) and mixed use orchards (predominantly avocado), as
well as relatively minor greenhouse sites (flowering/foliage plants and gourmet food products).
More distant agricultural uses to the east include extensive mixed use orchards (predominantly
avocado), variably sized areas of field crops (predominantly strawberries and tomatoes), and
several nursery and greenhouse properties. Existing agricultural uses in more distant areas to the
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northeast (i.e., northeast of Camino Del Rey) include extensive mixed use orchards (avocado and
citrus), and relatively large nursery, field crop and greenhouse sites.
The locations of mapped Important Farmland designations within the Project region are shown
on Figure 4.11-1, with a summary of Important Farmlands in the alternative alignments and ZOI
summarized in Table 4.11-1. As seen from this information, Important Farmland designations
within the alternative alignments are limited to four categories, with only Unique Farmland and
Farmland of Local Importance exhibiting potential value for agricultural use in terms of soil
quality (with additional discussion of Important Farmland designations and soil quality provided
below and in Appendix L). Notable Important Farmlands mapped within the Project ZOI include
relatively minor areas of Unique Farmland, Farmland of Local Importance and Grazing Land.
More distant Important Farmland designations include generally scattered patches of Prime
Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance and Farmland of Local Importance to the north and
east of the Project, along with more extensive occurrences of Unique Farmland.

Table 4.11-1
IMPORTANT FARMLAND DESIGNATIONS WITHIN THE PROJECT SITES AND
ZONE OF INFLUENCE (ZOI)
Important Farmland Designations
Prime Farmland
Farmland of Statewide Importance
Unique Farmland
Farmland of Local Importance
Grazing Land
Urban and Built-up Land
Other Land
Water
Total

Alternative A
0
0
22.68
0.38
0
17.84
30.44
0
71.34

Acreage On-site
Alternative B
Alternative C
0
0
0
0
22.72
22.63
0.38
0.38
0
0
18.81
16.06
39.77
33.81
0
0
81.68
72.88

ZOI (Acres)
0
0
65.38
222.69
77.80
405.77
531.86
43.28
1,346.78

Source: HELIX 2009b

Topography in the Project region is characterized by generally level to rolling terrain in
developed areas to the west and south, rugged upland areas of the San Marcos and Merriam
mountains to the east and southeast, generally level alluvial areas to the north and west in
association with the San Luis Rey River corridor, mountainous terrain (e.g., the Santa Margarita
Mountains) to the northwest, and variable terrain associated with more distant agricultural uses
to the north and northeast. Local elevations range from less than 100 feet AMSL in nearby areas
of the San Luis Rey River Valley, to approximately 1,000 feet AMSL in portions of the Merriam
and San Marcos mountains to the southeast.
The Project vicinity is characterized by a Mediterranean climate, with moderate year-round
temperatures and relatively low precipitation levels, most of which falls during the winter
months. The SDCWA service area encompasses most of the urbanized area of the region. A
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number of areas within the region also likely utilize groundwater in lieu of (or to supplement)
municipal service.
Soils in the Project region are generally characterized by: (1) well- to excessively drained loamy
sands and sands in alluvial areas, such as the San Luis Rey River Valley; (2) well-drained loamy
sands and clays in moderately sloping coastal plain areas; and (3) well-drained sandy to rocky
loams with clayey subsoils overlying weathered bedrock in steeper upland areas, such as the
Merriam and San Marcos mountains.
On-site Conditions and Agricultural Resources
Historical Agricultural Use
Agricultural use has occurred more or less continuously in the Project site and vicinity since the
late 18th century (GEOCON 2003). These activities consisted primarily of livestock and related
operations until the early 20th century, with commercial cultivation occurring within the Project
site vicinity since at least the 1920s. These activities have apparently operated continuously up
to the present time, although the nature of local agriculture has shifted somewhat during this
period. Specifically, on-site field crop operations have been reduced from relatively extensive
cultivation during the 1920s through (at least) the 1960s, to the maximum current area of
approximately two acres. In addition, on-site greenhouse and nursery operations began as minor
areas in the 1950s or 1960s, and expanded to their current extent by the mid 1980s.
Existing Agricultural Use
Existing on-site agricultural use includes approximately 18.22 acres of commercial greenhouses
located on two separate parcels in the northern and central portions of all three alternative
alignments, between 2.52 and 2.72 acres of commercial nursery operations located on two
separate parcels in the northern portion of all three alternative alignments, a 2.08-acre field crop
operation in the central portion of the Alternative B alignment, and approximately 1.77 acres of
the same field crop area located in the central portion of Alternatives A and C (refer to Figure
4.11-2).
The noted greenhouse uses are associated primarily with Green Paradise Farms, which includes
approximately 18.15 acres in the northern portion of all three alternative alignments. This
operation incorporates indoor (greenhouse) crops, such as cucumbers, eggplant, tomatoes, and
peppers on roughly three-quarters of the site, as well as outdoor (in-ground) crops, including
green onions, turnips and various leafy green vegetables on much of the remainder of the site.
All water use is from municipal sources, with pest/weed control including non-chemical
biological and botanical efforts, as well as hand-spraying chemical applications (primarily
Pyrellin® E.C.). Agricultural chemicals used for the greenhouse operation are stored on-site in a
locked and labeled storage cabinet, with the site owner stating that the described agricultural
operations have been ongoing for approximately the past 20 years (Nishio 2008). The remaining
on-site greenhouse uses include approximately 0.07 acre located along the northern edge of
North Santa Fe Avenue east of Melrose Drive in all three alternative alignments. This area is
part of a larger (10.97-acre) operation to the north (owned by Ramos Family Trust), which
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includes numerous greenhouse structures and smaller areas of in-ground cultivation. The portion
of the noted greenhouse operation within the three Project sites is associated with a proposed
trail alignment.
The on-site field crop operation includes crops such as corn and tomatoes, with produce sold
seasonally at an adjacent roadside stand. Water use for agriculture is derived predominantly
from municipal sources provided by the Vista Irrigation District (VID), although an on-site well
is occasionally used to supplement irrigation supplies. No known information is available
regarding production or water quality parameters for the noted well. All vegetable cultivation on
the described site is organic, with no agricultural chemicals used or stored on-site. Field crop
operations, as described, have occurred continuously for approximately the past 45 years
(Quesada 2008).
The on-site nursery operations include two properties encompassing a total of up to 2.72 acres
(depending on the alternative) in the northwestern and north-central portions of all three
alternative sites. The property to the northwest is an approximately 2.4-acre wholesale facility
that produces cut greens used as decorative elements in floral arrangements. Specific operations
include approximately 1.4 acres of outdoor (in-ground) cultivation consisting mainly of
eucalyptus species, as well as roughly one acre of indoor (container stock) cultivation for species
including various types of ivy. All cultivated plants are cut, packed and shipped to wholesale
customers, with the plants then allowed to re-grow for subsequent harvests. All water use is
from municipal sources supplied by the VID, with an on-site well previously used to supplement
this supply (but currently inoperable with no known production or water quality data available).
Pest and weed control operations include chemical applications such as Orthene® 75S
(insecticide), Avid® 0.15EC (miticide/insecticide), Roundup® (herbicide), and Deadline® T&O
(snail bait). Chemical use is generally minor and infrequent, with extended periods of time
(months) often occurring between applications and no chemicals stored on-site. The described
nursery operation has been ongoing over approximately the past 35 years (Mikamo 2008). The
second on-site nursery area includes between approximately 0.12 and 0.32 acre (depending on
the alternative) located along the north side of Guajome Lake Road and east of the proposed
Melrose Drive corridor. This area is part of a larger (approximately 8.9-acre) off-site operation
that produces a variety of in-ground and container stock ornamental plants. The described onsite portions of this operation are associated with proposed Project grading.
Soils and Related FMMP Farmland Designations
Soils within the Project site have been mapped by the U.S. NRCS, formerly the SCS (1973).
Several of these mapped soil types are identified as meeting applicable criteria for the California
Department of Conservation (CDC) Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) Soil
Candidate Listing for Prime Farmland and Farmland of Statewide Importance (2006). These
candidate soils are used (along with other information) to identify the corresponding FMMP
Important Farmland designations previously discussed (refer to Table 4.11-1). Because the
candidate soil criteria are less restrictive than those used for corresponding Important Farmlands,
however, the candidate soil designations typically encompass additional areas. The County
Guidelines for Determining Significance for Agricultural Resources (County 2007a) use
candidate soil designations (rather than the corresponding Important Farmlands) for a number of
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resource/impact evaluations to provide a more conservative analysis (as outlined below in
Section 4.11.3 and in Appendix L).
As shown on Table 4.11-2, the following areas of candidate soils are mapped within the Project
alternative alignments: (1) Alternative A includes approximately 31.89 acres of Farmland of
Statewide Importance candidate soils and 13.23 acres of Prime Farmland candidate soils; (2)
Alternative B includes approximately 31.62 acres of Farmland of Statewide Importance
candidate soils and 14.84 acres of Prime Farmland candidate soils; and (3) Alternative C
includes approximately 35.49 acres of Farmland of Statewide Importance candidate soils and 14
acres of Prime Farmland candidate soils. Approximately 25.2 acres of Alternative A, 30.31 acres
of Alternative B, and 24.51 acres of Alternative C have been developed for uses such as
structures and roads. Accordingly, the underlying soils in these areas have likely been altered or
lost due to grading, compaction and/or placement of fill.

Table 4.11-2
ON-SITE SOILS, LAND CAPABILITY UNITS,
STORIE INDEX RATINGS AND CROP SUITABILITY
Soil
Symbol1

Capability
Unit

Storie
Index

BlC2

IVe-3

BsD

Acreage On-Site

Alt.
A

Alt.
B

Alt.
C

41

2.92

2.92

2.92

IIIe-5

27

10.07

15.03

6.82

DaE2

IVe-5

27

0.69

1.03

0.75

FaD2

IVe-1

48

0

0.51

0

FaE2

VIe-1

35

14.77

17.96

15.09

LeC2

IVe-3

31

18.89

18.95

18.98

LeD2

IVe-3

29

1.15

1.15

1.15

PeC

IVe-3(19)

49

0.52

0.52

0.52

PeC2

IVe-3

44

7.76

7.37

11.19

SbA

IIs-5

62

03

03

03
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Soil
Candidate
Listing2

Crop Suitability
Poor or none for avocados, citrus,
tomatoes, and truck crops; fair for
flowers.
Fair for tomatoes; poor or none
for avocados, citrus, truck crops,
and flowers.
Poor or none for avocados, citrus,
truck crops, and flowers; fair for
tomatoes.
Poor or none for truck crops; fair
for avocado, citrus, tomatoes, and
flowers.
Poor or none for truck crops,
tomatoes, and flowers; fair for
avocados and citrus.
Poor or none for avocados, citrus,
and tomatoes; fair for truck crops;
good for flowers.
Poor or none for avocados, citrus,
truck crops, and tomatoes; fair for
flowers.
Poor or none for avocadoes, citrus
and truck crops; fair for tomatoes;
good for flowers.
Poor or none for avocados, citrus,
and truck crops; fair for tomatoes;
good for flowers.
Poor or none for avocados; good
for tomatoes; fair for citrus, truck
crops, and flowers.

Statewide
Importance
None
None
None
None
Statewide
Importance
Statewide
Importance
Statewide
Importance
Statewide
Importance
Prime
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Table 4.11-2 (cont.)
ON-SITE SOILS, LAND CAPABILITY UNITS,
STORIE INDEX RATINGS AND CROP SUITABILITY
Soil
Symbol1

Capability
Unit

Storie
Index

SbC

IIe-1

StG

Acreage On-Site

Alt.
A

Alt.
B

Alt.
C

73

11.59

13.16

12.27

VIIIe-1

<10

0.70

0.71

0.75

TuB

IVs-4

39

0.65

0.71

0.73

VaB

IIe-1

81

1.64

1.68

1.73

Total

71.34

81.69

72.89

Soil
Candidate
Listing2

Crop Suitability
Good for tomatoes; poor or none
for avocados; fair for citrus, truck
crops, and flowers.
NR
Poor or none for citrus and
tomatoes; good for avocados and
flowers; fair for truck crops.
Good for avocados, citrus, truck
crops and flowers; fair for
tomatoes.

--

Prime
None
Statewide
Importance
Prime
--

1

See Figure 7 and Appendix B of the Agricultural Resources Report (Appendix L) for soil locations, and soil series and
type names/descriptions, respectively.
2
Listings per the CDC FMMP Soil Candidate Listing for Prime Farmland and Farmland of Statewide Importance
(2006).
3
Approximately 31.8 feet2 of this soil type occurs on all three sites.
NR = not rated.
Source: HELIX 2009b

The Storie Index designation and the Land Capability Classification, which evaluate soil
potential for agricultural use, indicate that over 80 percent of soils in all three alternatives exhibit
Storie Indices of less than 50 and Capability Classes of III through VIII (Table 4.11-2). The
Storie Indices ratings translate to Grade 3 through 6 soils, which encompass agricultural
limitations ranging from moderate to severe and require special management techniques or are
unsuitable for the cultivation of crops. The Capability Classes ratings reflect severe to very
severe limitations to the cultivation of crops (Classes III through VII), or generally preclude
agricultural use (Class VIII, SCS 1973).
Climate
The Project site is located in Sunset Zone 23, which incorporates thermal belts of the Coastal
Zone and has a highly favorable climate for growing subtropical varieties, particularly avocados.
Specifically, the described presence of more substantial topography in this area provides
favorable conditions for air drainage to reduce the extent and severity of freezes, and water
drainage to prevent root rot in susceptible crops (e.g., avocados). While Zone 23 exhibits
generally mild winters, low temperatures occasionally range from the low 20s to the upper 30s
with associated frost/freeze potential. Sunset Zones also incorporate the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) hardiness ratings, which designate 11 zones depicting the lowest
temperature at which individual plant species will thrive (County 2007a). Based on the noted
information, the Project area is subject to generally mild year-round temperatures and infrequent
episodes of freezing and severe frost. These conditions, along with the topographic and air/water
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drainage factors, noted above, make it potentially suitable for a number of temperature-sensitive
crops such as citrus, avocadoes, nuts, vegetables, and nursery products (e.g., flowers).
Water Resources
Municipal water service is currently provided to all of the existing on-site agricultural operations
by the VID, as previously described. Two existing groundwater wells are located within the
northwestern and east-central portions of the Project site. The well in the east-central area is
used intermittently to supplement municipal supplies, while the other well is currently
inoperable. There is no known production or water quality data available for either well
(Mikamo 2008, Quesada 2008).
Topography
As detailed in Section 4.5.1, Geology and Soils, topography within the Project site vicinity is
characterized by generally level to moderately sloping terrain in developed properties, with more
extensive slopes present in nearby open space areas such as Guajome County Park. Elevations
within the Project site range from approximately 140 feet AMSL along the alluvial valley near
the existing Melrose Drive/Spur Avenue intersection, to 340 feet AMSL near portions of the
eastern site boundaries.
Williamson Act Contracts and Agricultural Preserves
The California Land Conservation Act of 1965, commonly referred to as the Williamson Act
(California Administrative Code Section 51200 et seq.), enables local governments to enter into
10 year contracts with private landowners for the purpose of restricting specific parcels of land to
agricultural or related open space use while providing tax benefits to the owners. No Williamson
Act contract lands or agricultural preserves are located within or in close proximity to the Project
site (refer to Figure 9 of Appendix L).
Identification of Agricultural Resources
Agricultural Resources were identified based on criteria in the County Guidelines for
Determining Significance and Report Format and Content Requirements, Agricultural Resources
(County 2007a). Specifically, these criteria include factors such as current and/or historic
agricultural use, as well as FMMP-designated Unique Farmland. Based on the above described
considerations, identified agricultural resources within Alternatives A, B and C total
approximately 38.35, 43.23 and 39.96 acres, respectively (refer to Section 4.11.3 below, and
Figure 8 of Appendix L).
Regulatory Setting
Williamson Act Contracts and Agricultural Preserves
As previously mentioned, the Williamson Act (California Administrative Code Section 51200 et
seq.) was designed as an incentive to retain prime agricultural land and open space in agricultural
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use, thereby slowing its conversion to urban and suburban development. In the Williamson Act,
the legislature found that “the discouragement of premature and unnecessary conversion of
agricultural land to urban uses is a matter of public interest” and that “agricultural lands have a
definitive public value as open space” (Government Code, Section 51220[c][d]). During the past
25 years, very few property owners have requested Williamson Act contracts on their land within
San Diego County and many have initiated the process of non-renewal.
Right to Farm Act
The Right to Farm Act is designed to protect commercial agricultural operations from nuisance
complaints that may arise when the operation is conducting business in a “manner consistent
with proper and accepted customs.” The Act specifies established operations that have been in
business for three or more years that were not nuisances at the time they began, shall not be
considered a nuisance as a result of a new land use.
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program
The FMMP produces Important Farmland maps and statistical data used for categorizing
agricultural lands and tracking agricultural designations/uses (CDC 2008, 2004). Agricultural
lands are rated according to soil quality and irrigation status, with Important Farmland maps
updated every two years based on aerial photograph review, computer mapping analysis, public
input, and field reconnaissance. There are eight categories identified on the Important Farmland
maps, including Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, Unique Farmland,
Farmland of Local Importance, Grazing Land, Urban and Built-up Land, Other Land, and Water.
County of San Diego
The County General Plan provides guidance for the protection, promotion and preservation of
agriculture in San Diego County. Aspects of agriculture are discussed in the General Plan Open
Space Element, Land Use Element, Conservation Element, and Community Plans.
The County Agricultural Enterprises and Consumer Information Ordinance (San Diego County
Code of Regulatory Ordinances, Section 63.401 et seq.) is similar to the State Right to Farm Act
discussed above. The ordinance defines and limits the circumstances under which agricultural
activities, operations and facilities would constitute a nuisance, and recognizes the value of the
commercial agricultural industry. The ordinance also establishes a procedure whereby
prospective purchasers of property are notified of the inherent potential conditions associated
with agricultural operations found throughout the unincorporated area.
County Board of Supervisors Policy I-38, Agricultural Preserves, sets forth policies for the
implementation of the Williamson Act and the associated establishment of agricultural preserves.
Board Policy I-38 establishes criteria for the establishment, modification and disestablishment of
an agricultural preserve.
County Board of Supervisors Policy I-133 establishes the Board’s support and encouragement of
farming in the County through establishment of partnerships with landowners and other
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stakeholders to identify, secure and implement incentives that support the continuation of
farming as a major industry in San Diego. The intent is to develop and implement programs
designed to support and encourage farming in the County.
City of Oceanside
The City’s General Plan identifies the following agricultural policies:
2.03

Agricultural Subdivision
a. The City shall assure in all actions that the legal parcels or interests in agricultural
lands are of sufficient size to viably conduct agricultural practices.

2.5

Agricultural
a. Agricultural areas are characterized by their primary function that is to farm,
graze or conduct animal husbandry. Agricultural areas typically involve
contiguous tracts of agricultural land uses with only a very minor intrusion of
non-agricultural land uses. These nonagricultural land uses are only of the type
and size to service the special needs of the agricultural area.
b. Residential development shall be permitted provided such development does not
interfere with existing agricultural operations and that the open space character of
the area is preserved. Appropriate minimum lot areas shall be determined by the
area’s topography, adjacent land uses and the availability of public services and
utilities; however, under no circumstances shall lot areas be less than two and
one-half (2.5) acres. Lot configurations and dimensions shall provide areas of
sufficient size to conduct limited, low-intensity agricultural activities such as
orchards, gardens and the keeping of livestock.
c. The City shall, in all proposed actions converting agricultural lands to other uses,
consider the loss of those lands to the potential agricultural productivity to the
community; and shall assure that land use compatibility to agricultural lands is
fully defined and assured.
d. Land use compatibility is of primary importance to agricultural areas, since land
use conflicts between agricultural and non-agricultural uses can force the
economic non-viability of agricultural areas.

3.19

Agricultural Resources
a. The City shall apply agricultural land use designations and zoning classifications
to areas of significant productive agricultural use.
b. Extension of City service to agricultural areas will be limited.
c. The City shall encourage participation of agricultural property owners in
Williamson Act contracts.
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4.11.2 Thresholds of Significance
In determining whether impacts to agricultural resources are significant environmental effects,
the City is deferring to applicable elements of the County Agricultural Guidelines (2007a),
including the Local Agricultural Resource Assessment (LARA) Model, as well as Appendix G of
the State CEQA Guidelines. In accordance with these parameters, potential agricultural resource
impacts would be significant if the Project would:
1. Have important agricultural resources, as defined by the LARA Model; and result in the
conversion of agricultural resources that meet the candidate soil quality criteria for Prime
Farmland or Farmland of Statewide Importance, as defined by the FMMP; and as a result,
would substantially impair the ongoing viability of the site for agricultural use;
2a. Propose a non-agricultural land use within one-quarter mile of an active agricultural
operation or land under a Williamson Act Contract (Contract) and, result in land use
conflicts between the agricultural operation or Contract land and could result in
conversion of agricultural resources to a non-agricultural use;
2b. Propose a school, church, day care, or other use that involves a concentration of people at
certain times within one mile of an agricultural operation or land under Contract and
result in land use conflicts between the agricultural operation or Contract land and could
result in conversion of agricultural resources to a non-agricultural use;
2c. Involve other changes to the existing environment, which due to their location or nature,
could result in the conversion of off-site agricultural resources to a non-agricultural use
or could adversely impact the viability of agriculture on land under a Williamson Act
Contract; or
3. Conflict with a Williamson Act Contract (Contract) or the provisions of the California
Land Conservation Act of 1965 (Williamson Act);
4.11.3 Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to Significance
LARA Model
The LARA model takes into account the following factors in determining the importance of an
agricultural resource:
Required Factors:
• Water
• Climate
• Soil Quality

Complementary Factors:
• Surrounding Land Uses
• Land Use Consistency
• Topography

Based on the ratings of these factors, it is determined if the site is considered an important
agricultural resource (see Table 4.11-3). It is noted that the ZOI is used to define what areas are
considered “surrounding” in the surrounding land uses and land use consistency factors analysis.
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Refer to Figure 4.11-1 for a depiction of the Project site ZOI. Below is the analysis of the three
required and three complimentary factors for each of the Project alternative alignments.

Table 4.11-3
INTERPRETATION OF LARA MODEL RESULTS
LARA Model Results
Possible
Scenarios

Required factors

Scenario 1

All three factors rated high

Scenario 2
Scenario 3
Scenario 4
Scenario 5

Two factors rated high, one
factor rated moderate
One factor rated high, two
factors rated moderate
All factors rated moderate
At least one factor rated low

Scenario 6

Complementary Factors
At least one factor rated high
or moderate
At least two factors rated
high or moderate
At least two factors rated
high
All factors rated high
N/A

All other model results

LARA Model
Interpretation

The site is an
important agricultural
resource

The site is not an
important agricultural
resource

Source: County 2007a

Required Factors
Water
The LARA Model water ratings are assessed as high for all three Project alternatives. These
ratings are based on the Project location within the SDCWA service area, as well as the fact that
existing water infrastructure and metered water service are currently provided locally by the VID
and the City.
Pursuant to Table 3 of the County’s Guidelines for Determining Significance of Agricultural
Resources, sites that have imported water available for agricultural use receive the highest water
rating in the LARA Model, regardless of groundwater availability. This conclusion is based on
the fact that imported water is considered essential to long-term agricultural use in San Diego
County, due to the limited availability of local rainfall and groundwater resources. It should also
be noted that all three Project alternatives are within an area underlain by groundwater aquifers
associated with alluvial and sedimentary deposits, as well as fractured crystalline bedrock. As
previously noted, two existing groundwater wells are present within the northwestern and
east-central portions of the three alternative Project sites. The well in the east-central area is
used intermittently to supplement municipal supplies, while the other well is currently
inoperable. There are no known production or water quality data available for either well
(Mikamo 2008, Quesada 2008).
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Climate
The climate ratings are given as high for all three Project alternatives, based on their location
within Sunset Zone 23. As noted under Existing Conditions, Zone 23 is rated as high importance
for agriculture because it provides highly favorable climatic conditions for growing a number of
the most productive crops in the County (e.g., avocadoes). Zone 23 exhibits mild year-round
temperatures and related production capabilities, with proximity to urban areas and infrastructure
allowing efficient delivery to local and regional markets. Based on the historical use of the
Project area and vicinity for temperature-sensitive commercial crops, including specialty
vegetables and nursery products, as well as the fact that conditions that could result in
microclimates with increased frost susceptibility are generally absent, the Sunset Zone 23
designation is considered appropriate for the three Project alternatives.
Soil Quality
Soil quality ratings for all three Project alternatives are moderate. These ratings are based on the
Soil Quality Matrix analyses conducted as part of the LARA Model, with Alternatives A, B and
C exhibiting Soil Quality Matrix scores of 0.37, 0.33 and 0.41, respectively, and all three sites
having a minimum of 10 acres of contiguous mapped CDC Prime Farmland or Farmland of
Statewide Importance candidate soils (refer to Appendix L).
Pursuant to Table 8 of County Guidelines for Determining Significance of Agricultural
Resources, sites that have a Soil Quality Matrix score of between 0.33 and 0.66 or that
encompass the minimum 10-acre area of candidate soils are rated as moderate for soil quality.
The presence of CDC Prime Farmland and Farmland of Statewide Importance candidate soils is
used in the LARA Model soil quality rating because these designations are used to define the
corresponding FMMP Prime Farmland and Farmland of Statewide Importance categories, as
well as the fact that limited quantities of these high quality soils occur in the County. The
requirement for 10 contiguous acres of Prime Farmland and/or Farmland of Statewide
Importance candidate soils in the soil quality rating is included to address the following two
related considerations: (1) 10 acres is an appropriate threshold for general agricultural viability in
the County, and is the minimum eligible size identified for Williamson Act contracts in Board
Policy I-38; and (2) sites with 10 or more contiguous acres of high quality soils will generally be
more valuable for agricultural use than sites with scattered pockets of high quality soils,
regardless of the overall acreage of such soils or the overall size of the property.
Complementary Factors
Surrounding Land Use
The surrounding land use ratings for all three of the Project alternatives are high, based on the
fact that more than 50 percent of lands within the Project ZOI are “compatible with agriculture,”
as shown in Table 9 of the County Significance Guidelines. Specifically, approximately
1,056.43 acres (or 78 percent) of the 1,346.78-acre ZOI encompass lands that are compatible
with agriculture, including existing agricultural uses, protected resource lands or rural residential
areas. Surrounding land use is included as a complementary factor in determining the
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importance of agricultural resources, due to the fact that compatible land uses make a site
generally more attractive for agricultural use. This conclusion is based on the expectation that
such compatible uses will result in fewer potential nuisance issues (noise, dust, etc.) from nonagricultural neighbors than would likely occur in association with more urban uses.
Accordingly, while agricultural uses can be viable in a more urban setting depending on the
specific use, the likelihood of establishing agricultural operations and the long-term viability of
such pursuits will generally be higher in areas with compatible land uses as described.
Land Use Consistency
The land use consistency rating for all three Project alternatives is moderate, based on the fact
that the median parcel size of the Project site is slightly (not more than 10 acres)larger than the
median parcel size of the ZOI (per Table 10 in the County Guidelines for Determining
Significance of Agricultural Resources). Specifically, the median parcel size is approximately
0.61 acre for Alternatives A and C, and 0.93 acre for Alternative B, while the median parcel size
within the ZOI is approximately 0.25 acre. As outlined in the County Significance Guidelines,
land use consistency is included as a complementary factor in determining the importance of
agricultural resources, based on the assumption that larger parcel sizes will generally represent
areas that have not been significantly urbanized and are more likely to support and be compatible
with viable agricultural operations. Median parcel size is used in the analysis to account for the
fact that a small number of very large or very small parcels could potentially skew the results, if
the average parcel size was utilized.
Topography
The topographic (slope) rating identified for all three Project alternatives in the LARA Model
analysis is high. This rating is based on the generally level nature of the alternative sites, with
associated mapped topsoils mostly exhibiting slopes ranging predominantly between 0 and 15
percent. Slope is included as a complementary factor in the LARA Model to reflect the fact that
topography can represent an important element in the overall viability of a property for
agricultural use. Specifically, sites with more level terrain can typically accommodate a greater
range of potential agricultural uses, and are more amenable to efforts such as the use of
mechanized operations and the effective management of irrigation runoff and erosion.
LARA Model Results
A summary of the LARA Model factor ratings described above for the three Project alternatives
is provided in Table 4.11-4. Based on these ratings and the associated interpretation guide
provided in Table 4.11-3, all three Project alternative alignments are considered important
agricultural resources, pursuant to the LARA Model analysis and guidelines.
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Table 4.11-4
SUMMARY OF LARA MODEL FACTOR RATINGS

Factors
Required Factors
Water
Climate
Soil Quality
Complementary Factors
Surrounding Land Use
Land Use Consistency
Topography (Slope)
Important Agricultural
Resource?

LARA Model Rating
Alterative A
Alternative B
Alternative C
High Mod. Low High Mod. Low High Mod. Low
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

YES

X
X

YES

YES

Source: HELIX 2009b

Alternative A
Alternative A includes approximately 38.35 acres of important agricultural resources, based on
associated criteria in the County Agricultural Guidelines (2007a, refer to Appendix L). Of the
noted acreage, approximately 26.68 acres of Alternative A also encompass Prime Farmland or
Farmland of Statewide Importance candidate soils that are available for agricultural use.
Pursuant to direction in the referenced County Agricultural Guidelines (i.e., Section 2.3 of the
Report Format and Content Requirements, 2007a), the determination of significance for impacts
to on-site agricultural resources is based on “[w]hether at least half of the site’s agricultural
resources, that meet the Prime or Statewide Importance soil quality criteria, would remain
available and viable for agricultural use.” Accordingly, based on the acreage noted above, these
criteria would require that approximately 13.34 acres of applicable areas within Alternative A
remain available and viable for agriculture. Per Section 3.0, Project Description, the Project
would not retain any existing agricultural uses, or provide opportunities for any additional or
future on-site agricultural operations. Based on these considerations, the above significance
guideline, and the cited criteria from the County Agricultural Guidelines, the Project would
substantially impair the ongoing availability and viability for on-site agricultural use under
Alternative A. As a result, direct impacts to important agricultural resources for Alternative A
would be significant.
Alternative B
Alternative B includes approximately 43.23 acres of important agricultural resources. Of the
noted acreage, approximately 27.31 acres of Alternative B also encompasses Prime Farmland or
Farmland of Statewide Importance candidate soils that are available for agricultural use.
Pursuant to the County Agricultural Guidelines criteria noted above for Alternative A, the
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Project would require that approximately 13.66 acres of applicable areas within Alternative B
remain available and viable for agriculture. For similar reasons as described above for
Alternative A, the Project would substantially impair the ongoing availability and viability for
on-site agricultural use under Alternative B. As a result, direct impacts to important agricultural
resources for Alternative B would be significant.
Alternative C
Alternative C includes approximately 39.96 acres of important agricultural resources. Of the
noted acreage, approximately 30.06 acres of Alternative C also encompasses Prime Farmland or
Farmland of Statewide Importance candidate soils that are available for agricultural use.
Pursuant to the County Agricultural Guidelines criteria noted above for Alternative A, the
Project would require that approximately 15.03 acres of applicable areas within Alternative C
remain available and viable for agriculture. For similar reasons as described above for
Alternative A, the Project would substantially impair the ongoing availability and viability for
on-site agricultural use under Alternative C. As a result, direct impacts to important agricultural
resources for Alternative C would be significant.
Impacts to/from Off-site Agricultural Resources
Potential Impacts to Surrounding Agricultural Resources from the Proposed Project
Williamson Act Contract Lands
As previously noted, there are no Williamson Act contract lands or agricultural preserves located
within or adjacent to the Project alternative alignments or ZOI. The closest such designations
include Contract No. 76-01 (Mission), which is located approximately 0.3 mile north of the ZOI
(and encompasses existing field crop operations), and preserve No. 44 (Thompson), which is
located approximately 0.8 mile east of the ZOI (with no associated current agricultural use, refer
to Figure 9 of Appendix L). Accordingly, development of any of the Project alternatives would
not result in significant impacts to the noted off-site designations and associated uses, including
the conversion of agricultural resources to a non-agricultural use or a reduction of agricultural
viability. This conclusion is based on the noted distances, the nature of the proposed
development, and required Project conformance with regulatory noise and air/water quality
standards (e.g., NPDES water quality criteria). That is, the Project roadway would not involve
uses that are incompatible with agriculture operations on contract lands or preserves, including
sensitive receptors that could result in conflicts related to nuisance factors (such as noise, dust
and odors), or uses that involve substantial issues related to agricultural theft, trespassing,
vandalism, or the generation of noise levels or air/water quality contaminants that could
adversely affect agricultural activities.
Agricultural Operations
Existing agricultural uses within the Project ZOI include approximately 54.78 acres of
greenhouses, 17.74 acres of nurseries, 7.13 acres of field crops, and a 25.1-acre fallow site that
was likely used formerly for field crops (refer to Figure 4.11-2). Of these described uses,
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approximately 10.5 acres of greenhouses, 12.4 acres of nurseries, and 3.1 acres of field crops are
adjacent or in close proximity to the Project site boundaries, with the remaining areas located at
greater distances. Portions of two of the off-site nursery and greenhouse properties would also
be directly impacted by the proposed Project. Specifically, approximately 0.07 acre of the 10.97acre greenhouse site located north of North Santa Fe Avenue and east of Melrose Drive would be
impacted by the proposed multi-purpose trail, and approximately 0.12 to 0.32 acre (depending on
the alternative) of an existing 8.9-acre nursery site located north of Guajome Lake Road and east
of Melrose Drive would be impacted by Project grading. These impacts to off-site agricultural
operations would be less than significant, based on the following considerations: (1) the small
impact areas involved, including less than 1 percent of the greenhouse site and up to 3.6 percent
of the nursery site; (2) the fact that the impacted portions of both properties would be along the
edge of the operation and fronting existing roadways, with the availability and viability of the
remaining areas unaffected; and (3) similar reasons regarding potential conflicts as described
above for Williamson Act Contract lands. No significant impacts to other off-site agricultural
operations (including fallow areas) within the ZOI would occur in association with any of the
Project alternatives. This conclusion is based on similar reasons as described above under
Williamson Act Contract Lands, including the nature of the proposed development, the
intervening distances for applicable sites and required regulatory conformance. Additionally,
while the Project would involve the presence of local traffic volumes in association with
proposed roadway construction and operation, this situation is not expected to result in
significant adverse effects to local traffic volumes/movements or related agricultural trips (e.g.,
material or commodity deliveries). This conclusion is based on the fact that the Project would
generally improve local traffic circulation, as well the availability of several alternative access
routes in the immediate Project vicinity.
Important Farmlands
Important Farmland designations mapped within the Project ZOI include six of the eight
identified categories, as shown on Table 4.11-1 and Figure 4.11-1. No significant impacts to
these designations or associated existing or potential agricultural uses would occur from
implementation of any of the Project alternatives. This conclusion is based on the lack of Prime
Farmland or Farmland of Statewide Importance within the Project ZOI, and similar reasons as
described above for other off-site agricultural resources.
Potential Impacts from Surrounding Agriculture to the Proposed Project
No significant impacts to the development and operation of any of the three Project alternatives
would occur from surrounding agricultural resources and uses. This conclusion is based on the
nature of the proposed development, which is generally not subject to adverse agriculturalrelated impacts (e.g., noise, odor or dust generation) due to the lack of on-site residents or
sensitive receptors/uses.
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4.11.4 Mitigation Measures
Potential mitigation and design options identified to address direct on-site agricultural impacts in
the County Agricultural Guidelines (2007a) include: (1) on-site preservation of agricultural
resources at a 1:1 impact-to-mitigation ratio; and (2) purchase of off-site agricultural
conservation easements at a 1:1 impact-to-mitigation ratio.
On-site Mitigation
The preservation of on-site agricultural resources can involve efforts such as locating proposed
development in areas that are least suitable for agricultural use, and establishing limited building
zone (LBZ) easements to ensure long-term protection and viability of agricultural resources.
Based on the previous descriptions of Project agricultural resources and impacts, on-site
mitigation requirements (i.e., areas available and viable for agriculture) would encompass
approximately 13.34 acres for Alternative A, 13.66 acres for Alternative B, and 15.03 acres for
Alternative C.
While agricultural property owners/operators would receive pertinent
compensation for associated Project impacts, the City has not proposed on-site mitigation for
effects to identified agricultural resources, and the preservation of adequate on-site mitigation
areas for any of the three alternative alignments may not be feasible. Specifically, the alignment
footprints cannot be substantially reduced without jeopardizing the Project objectives, and areas
potentially available for on-site mitigation under the proposed design may not be viable for
commercial agriculture due to their small size and fragmented nature. Accordingly, the Project
does not include any mitigation or reduction of direct impacts to agricultural resources through
on-site preservation of identified agricultural resources.
Off-site Mitigation
Off-site mitigation through agricultural easements for the long-term protection of future
agricultural use would involve between approximately 26.7 and 30.1 acres, depending on the
selected alternative. The establishment of protective agricultural easements involves placing a
voluntary restriction on the subject property to protect agricultural lands and related resources,
such as surface or groundwater, with the intent of preserving the viability and availability of the
subject lands for agricultural use. Such easements generally allow monitoring and enforcement
of the easement conditions by the public agency (or other appropriate entity) purchasing the
easement, with conditions typically variable with site-specific resources and other
considerations.
The City is not proposing to acquire off-site agricultural easements as a part of the Project. This
decision was based on the lack of an established local or regional program to facilitate the
purchase of appropriate easements, as well as the inherent difficulties and complexities involved
with implementing such purchases on a project-specific basis (e.g., identifying appropriate
easement locations and willing landowners, and assessing appropriate values for the Project and
easement sites). Based on these considerations, the Project does not include any mitigation or
reduction of direct impacts to agricultural resources through purchase of off-site agricultural
conservation easements.
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4.11.5 Conclusions
All three Project alternatives would result in significant, direct impacts to on-site agricultural
resources, based on the results of the associated LARA Model analysis. Specifically, Project
implementation on any of the three alternative alignments would result in the permanent loss of
agricultural resources, and the proposed design would not retain any existing on-site agricultural
uses or opportunities, and the City would not purchase any off-site agricultural conservation
easements. Accordingly, Project implementation would substantially impair the ongoing
availability and viability for on-site agricultural use on any of the three Project alternatives, with
the associated impacts considered significant and unmitigated. Alternative A would result in the
smallest area of impact to identified agricultural resources within candidate soil areas (26.68
acres), followed by Alternative B (27.31 acres), and Alternative C (30.06 acres).
Development of any of the Project alternatives would not result in significant impacts to or from
off-site agricultural resources, including Williamson Act contract lands/agricultural preserves,
agricultural operations or Important Farmland designations. This conclusion is based on the
intervening distances to many of the noted resources, as well as the nature of the proposed
development. That is, the Project roadway would not involve uses that are incompatible with
agricultural operations or designations, including sensitive receptors that could result in conflicts
related to nuisance factors (such as noise, dust and odors), or uses that involve substantial issues
related to agricultural theft, trespassing, vandalism, or the generation of substantial noise levels
or air/water quality contaminants that could adversely affect agricultural activities. Specifically,
the Project would not involve on-site residency or other uses that would be likely to generate
substantial conflicts or potential theft, trespassing or vandalism issues with surrounding
agricultural sites. The Project roadway would also be subject to applicable regulatory
requirements to control the generation of related noise and air/water quality contaminants.
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4.12

CULTURAL RESOURCES

This section describes existing cultural resources within the Project study area and vicinity,
identifies associated regulatory requirements, evaluates potential impacts, and identifies
mitigation measures related to implementation of the Project. An Archaeological and Historical
Resources Survey and Evaluation Report was prepared for the Project by ASM Affiliates (ASM)
(2009). The results of the report are summarized below, with the report included in Appendix M
of this EIR.
4.12.1

Existing Conditions

Cultural Setting
The prehistory of San Diego County is divided into three general temporal periods: Paleoindian,
Archaic and Late Prehistoric. The Paleoindian Period, dating from 11,500 to 8,500/7,500 years
before present (BP), is typified by a collection of artifacts called the San Dieguito complex. The
San Dieguito complex is represented almost entirely by flaked stone tools, such as patinated
scrapers, scraper planes, knives, and large spear points; rare crescentic stones; and occasional
manos and metates. San Dieguito sites are located on terraces and ridge tops, lack subsurface
material and middens, and are interpreted to represent a band-level, generalized hunter-gatherer
society that occupied the inland coastal areas of San Diego during a climatic period of somewhat
cooler and moister conditions than at present. The minimal presence of a seed grinding
technology was thought to distinguish the San Dieguito complex from later Archaic Period
people.
The Archaic Period began at least 8,500 years ago, and possibly as early as 9,000 BP. The
Archaic life ways appear to differ from those of the earlier San Dieguito peoples in two ways:
gathering activities predominated, with an emphasis upon shellfish and seed collecting; and
Archaic people employed primarily portable grinding slabs for plant food processing, and
possibly for processing other types of foods. Archaic Period occupation was heaviest along the
coast and major drainage systems extending inland. Coastal Archaic sites are characterized by
shell middens, flaked cobble tools, basin metates, manos, discoidals, and flexed burials,
belonging to the La Jolla complex.
In northern San Diego County, a number of Archaic Period sites exhibit a collection of artifacts
that differ from the coastal La Jolla material. Known as the Pauma complex, these sites are
typically located on small saddles and hills overlooking stream drainages, and are characterized
by surface artifact scatters of basin and slab metates, manos, some scraper planes, a small
number of Pinto and Elko series spear points, waste material from the manufacture of stone
tools, and, rarely, discoidals. It is possible that the Pauma complex is an inland or seasonal
counterpart of the coastal La Jolla complex. Due to the apparent overlap between San Dieguito
and La Jolla sites, there is also speculation that differences between the artifacts of the San
Dieguito, La Jolla and Pauma complexes simply reflect different activities of the same culture.
Between 1300 and 800 BP, groups of people from the Colorado River region began migrating
into southern California, although early Late Prehistoric Period sites dating to this period are
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difficult to identify. It is generally accepted that these eastern groups were the ancestors of the
ethnohistoric Kumeyaay of southern California. At the time of contact, however, the northern
portion of San Diego County was occupied by the Shoshonean-speaking Luiseño, who migrated
from the Great Basin deserts. In general, the Late Prehistoric Period is characterized by the
appearance of small pressure-flaked arrow points, bedrock grinding surfaces associated with an
emphasis on plant food collection and processing (especially acorns), the replacement of flexed
inhumations with cremations, and pictographs, belonging to the San Luis Rey complex.
Sometime subsequent to the initial appearance of the Luiseño, pottery production began.
Luiseño culture and society remained stable until the founding of the Mission of San Juan
Capistrano in 1776 and Mission San Luis Rey de Francia in 1798, and subsequent displacement
by Hispanic populations. The ethnohistoric Luiseño village of Wahaumai was located southeast
of the Project study area. However, the introduction of European diseases, along with the effects
of “missionization” greatly reduced the native population of southern California. The Project
study area was originally part of the Mission lands and was used for raising and pasturing cattle
and sheep. By 1831, Mission San Luis Rey de Francia claimed 3,000 Indian neophytes, more
than any other mission in California. After 1820, California was under Mexican rule, and
secularization of the missions became official in 1834.
The establishment of ranchos, under the Mexican land grant program, further disrupted the way
of life of the native inhabitants. In 1854, Governor Pio Pico granted Rancho Guajome to
Luiseño brothers Andreas and Jose Manuel, who were neophytes at the Mission San Luis Rey de
Francia. Soon after they obtained the rancho from the Mexican government, the brothers sold
the 2,219-acre ranch to Abel Stearns. In 1851, Stearns gave the rancho to his sister-in-law,
Ysidora Bandini, as a wedding present upon her marriage to Cave Johnson Couts. Couts, while a
lieutenant in the U.S. Army, was stationed at the Mission San Luis Rey de Francia and noted in
his diary that the Guajome area had good and abundant water, with springs running into a creek.
Couts began construction that same year on a magnificent adobe ranch house, located southeast
of the Project study area. The Couts family owned Rancho Guajome for 122 years. The creation
Guajome Lake, and the channeling of the creek feeding into Guajome Marsh, were attempts to
control flooding and create pastures for livestock. Upper Guajome Pond was created through the
construction of an earthen dam, and was also an attempt to control water flow. In 1970, the
ranch house was designated a National Historic Landmark. In 1973, the ranch house with 566
acres of the original land grant was purchased by the County Department of Parks and
Recreation, and the County has restored the residence and the outlying structures (chapel,
kitchen and wells/reservoirs).
Cultural Resources
Records Search
A records search was conducted at the South Coastal Information Center (SCIC) at San Diego
State University (September 27, 2002 and October 17, 2008) and at the San Diego Museum of
Man (October 25, 2007). The inland San Luis Rey River area near the Project study area has
been the focus of several archaeological surveys, the most extensive of which were associated
with the construction of SR-76 to replace Mission Avenue. A series of surveys conducted by
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Caltrans District 11 personnel have resulted in information about cultural resources in this part of
the County. Although the Caltrans surveys were conducted along the Mission Avenue corridor,
amendments to the SR-76 project required consideration of improvements to Guajome Lake
Road. Two prehistoric archaeological sites were located near the intersection of North Santa Fe
Road and Mission Avenue. The park itself was surveyed by Gary Fink in 1973 and 1974; five
prehistoric archaeological sites were found and site testing was done in 1976. A sewer line
survey was conducted near Spring Creek, near the north end of the Project, by Dennis Gallegos
and Andrew Pigniolo in 1987; two isolated artifacts were found. The north end of the Project
study area as it crosses Spring Creek was also surveyed by Joan Brown in 1992. The south end
of the Project study area was surveyed by Carolyn Kyle in 1987.
SCIC resource maps show 31 previously recorded prehistoric and/or historic sites located within
a one-mile radius of the study area, with three previously recorded sites (CA-SDI-8872/
SDM-W-568 and CA-SDI-12,736/SDM-W-5107A) within the Project study area. The Museum
of Man records search included three sites not shown on the SCIC records search. One of these,
SDM-W-3934, was recorded within the Project study area. No prehistoric or historic sites
eligible for or listed on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and/or California
Register of Historical Resources (CHRH) are recorded within the Project study area.
CA-SDI-8872/SDM-W-568 was recorded in 1974 as an isolated bedrock milling feature with
three grinding features (a basin, slick and possible mortar) next to Upper Guajome Pond, with a
mano located nearby. CA-SDI-12,736/SDM-W-5107A was recorded in 1992 as a low density
artifact scatter. CA-SDI-12,737 was recorded in 1992 as a collection of farm equipment and
road grading machines. SDM-W-3934 was recorded in 1987 as an isolated bedrock outcrop with
three slicks on a graded knoll next to Melrose Drive. At the time it was recorded, the surveyors
noted that no artifacts or soil discoloration indicating midden were present.
Native American Consultation
A Sacred Lands File records search was conducted by the California Native American Heritage
Commission (NAHC) on October 19, 2007. No recorded Sacred Lands were identified within or
near the Project study area. The absence of recorded locations, however, does not mean that no
areas of traditional importance exist within or near the Project study area. A list of individuals
with potential knowledge of such sites in and around the Project study area was provided by the
NAHC. Letters were sent on November 6, 2007 to Russell Romo (Chairman), Carmen Mojado
(Co-Chair), Henry Contreras (Most Likely Descendant), and Mel Vernon of the San Luis Rey
Band of Mission Indians; Shasta Gaughen (Assistant Director) of the Cupa Cultural Center; Rob
Roy (Environmental Director) of the La Jolla Band of Mission Indians; Christobal C. Devers
(Chairperson) and Charles Devers (Chair, Cultural Committee) of the Pauma and Yuima Band of
Mission Indians; and Angela Veltrano (Rincon Culture Committee).
The Pala Band of Mission Indians sent a response on November 13, 2007. The response
indicated that although the Project study area is not within Pala’s traditional area, the tribe would
like to be informed about the Project’s progress. Pala also requested Native American
monitoring during all surveys and ground disturbing activities. The San Luis Rey Band
contacted ASM to request Native American participation in field surveys. Carmi Mojado of the
San Luis Rey Band participated in the updated survey conducted in August 2008.
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Site Survey
Prehistoric Cultural Resources
An intensive archaeological survey was conducted for the Project on October 16, 2002. All
undeveloped open land within the three alternative alignments was surveyed at 10-meter
intervals. The following areas could not be surveyed:
 The open land west of the intersection of Melrose Drive and Spur Avenue;
 Areas under cultivation along Guajome Lake Road;
 Land under and around existing buildings and structures; and
 Private property for which owner permission was not granted.
Subsequent to the original survey, the Project study area was expanded to include areas not
covered in the 2002 survey. An updated intensive cultural resources survey of the expanded
study area was conducted on August 27, 2008. All accessible undeveloped open land was
surveyed. Table 4.12-1 presents a summary of field conditions during the 2008 survey. Inability
to obtain access was a major constraint during the survey. Much of the area south of North Santa
Fe Avenue and west of Melrose Drive has been covered with landscaping, pavement and
structures. Mature landscaping prevented observation of the ground surface within the parcels.
A survey was conducted the eastern portion of Guajome County Park (APN 15906038). The
western portion of Rancho Guajome Adobe (APN 15911242) was also surveyed, with much of
the associated area located in Guajome Creek where vegetation made the survey difficult and
visibility was limited to 0 to 5 percent. A survey of the potential multi-use trail extending west
from the Melrose Drive/North Santa Fe Avenue intersection to Rancho Guajome Adobe was
conducted on December 7, 2009. The ground visibility at the time of that survey was limited due
to dense grasses and stormwater runoff. Noise walls required north and south of the study area
would be constructed entirely within existing developed areas; therefore, these areas were not
surveyed.
Table 4.12-1
RESULTS OF 2008 SURVEY FOR PARCELS WITHIN THE STUDY AREA
APN

Visibility

Comment

15741213
15741214
15741226
15784015
15784016
15785015
15785016

Poor over most of parcel
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

15906038

Poor

15908001
15908003
15908004
15908005

Poor
Unknown
Poor
Unknown

Developed and planted
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
No artifacts found in Project study area; CA-SDI-8872/SDM-W-538
is outside study area
Residential development
Unable to access
Residential development
Unable to access
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Table 4.12-1 (cont.)
RESULTS OF SURVEY FOR PARCELS WITHIN THE STUDY AREA
APN

Visibility

Comment

15908006
15908007
15908008
15908017
15908018
15908023
15908024
15908027
15908028
15908029
15908030
15908031
15908032
15908033
15909025

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

15909026

Poor

15911229
15911230
15911235
15911236
15911242
15911247
15911252
15911253
15918023
15918024
15918034
15921017
15921021
15921022
15921024
15921025
15921027
15921030
15921032
15921033
15921034
15921035
15921036
15921037
15921038
15921039
15921040
15926123
15926124
15926125

Poor
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Poor
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Poor
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Poor
Unknown
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor

Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Property developed; unable to relocate CA-SDI-12,736/SDM-W5107A
Property developed; unable to relocate SDM-W-3934
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
No artifacts found in Project study area
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Developed and planted
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Unable to access
Paved
Unable to access
Developed and planted
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
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Table 4.12-1 (cont.)
RESULTS OF SURVEY FOR PARCELS WITHIN THE STUDY AREA
APN

Visibility

15926126
15926127
15926128
15937204
15937208
15937209
15937223
15937224
15937225
15939010
15939011
15939012
15939023
15940001
15940002
15940003
15940004
15940005
15940006
15940007
15940021
15940101
15940102
15940103
15940104
15940105
15040106
15940107
15940108
15940109
15940118

Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Fair
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Unknown
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor

Comment
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Unable to access; fenced
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Unable to access
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found
Developed and landscaped; no artifacts found

Attempts were made during the surveys to relocate the four previously recorded sites identified
within or adjacent to the Project study area. CA-SDI-8872/SDM-W-568 was relocated near
Upper Guajome Pond, but is outside the Project study area. The survey revealed that the site is
in poor condition because the bedrock is highly exfoliated. CA-SDI-12,736/SDM-W-57107A
was not relocated due to poor visibility and dense vegetation cover. It is possible that the site
was destroyed during construction of the North Coast Church project. CA-SDI-21,737 also was
not relocated. It is likely the machinery was removed prior to construction of the North Coast
Church. SDM-W-3934 was not relocated because permission was not granted for access. It is
unlikely that the site exists because the property has been extensively developed.
During the 2008 survey, an isolated stone flake was found next to Melrose Drive, close to
recorded site SDM-W-3934. No other artifacts were found in the Project study area during the
2002, 2008 or 2009 field surveys. The Archaeological and Historical Resources Survey Report
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concludes that the inaccessible areas are not likely to contain archaeological resources, so the
limitations of the survey are considered minimal. These areas are all residential or commercial
developments.
Historic Cultural Resources
Archival and map research did not reveal any potentially significant historic cultural resources in
the Project study area. There is no evidence that Cave Couts extended his construction at
Rancho Guajome into the area north of North Santa Fe Avenue. No rancho structures or features
have been found in or near the Project study area. Historic map research revealed that, before
1938, Guajome Creek was mapped as a marshy area. Guajome Lake was developed between
1938 and 1942. Upper Guajome Pond was constructed between 1942 and 1948.
An historic building survey was conducted on December 7, 2007. Ten residential buildings were
identified as over 45 years old and therefore potentially eligible for listing to the NRHP or
CRHR. A supplemental survey was conducted in September 2008 to include the expanded study
area. An additional 16 residential buildings were identified.
A total of 26 residential structures within the Project study area were constructed prior to 1963,
as listed in Table 4.12-2.

Table 4.12-2
ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT FOR HOUSES OVER 45 YEARS OLD
APN

Address

Date

Current
Use

Alignment

15908023

2283 Glenview Lane.

1927/32

Residence

A/B

15921036

2476 Guajome Lake Road

1940

Residence

SA

15908031

2260 Glenview Lane

1945/49

Residence

A/B/C

15908032

2274 Glenview Lane

1946

Residence

A/B/C

15921040
15908003
15918034
15921033
15918024
15908007

2535 Guajome Lake Road
2340 Glenview Lane
2460 Guajome Lake Road
2414 Glenview Lane
2425 Majella Road
2315 Old Colony Road

1946
1949
1950
1950
1951
1952/56

Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence

SA
B
SA
SA
SA
A/B/C

15908006

2331 Old Colony Road

1953

Duplex

A/B

15908008

2319 Old Colony Road

1953

Residence

A/B/C

15908027
15921032

2511 N. Santa Fe Avenue.
2360 Glenview Lane

1953
1953

Residence
Duplex

B
B
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Eligibility
to NRHP/
CRHR

Style
Spanish Revival/
Pueblo
Minimal Traditional,
poor integrity
Minimal Traditional
Minimal Traditional,
poor integrity
Spanish Revival
Rustic Ranch
Ranch
Minimal Traditional
Minimal Traditional
Ranch, wood siding
Flat roof, block
structure
Ranch, picture
windows, poor
integrity
Minimal Traditional
Minimal Traditional

Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
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Table 4.12-2 (cont.)
ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT FOR HOUSES OVER 45 YEARS OLD
APN

Address

Date

Use

Alignment

15741213

2701 Guajome Lake Road

1955

Greenhouses1

C

15908033
15908004
15918023
15741214
15908001
15921026
15921030

2504 Guajome Lake Road
2332 Glenview Lane
2431 Majella Road
2555 Guajome Lake Road
2355 Old Colony Road
2465 Guajome Lake Road
2502 Guajome Lake Road

1955
1956
1956
1958
1958
1959
1960

Residence
Residence
Residence
Poultry Shed1
Residence
Residence
Residence

B
B
SA
A/B/C
A/B
SA
SA

15921024

2527 Guajome Lake Road

1962

2 Residences

SA

15921039

2529 Guajome Lake Road.

1962

2 Residences

SA

Eligibility
to NRHP/
CRHR

Style
Vernacular, Wood
Siding
Ranch
Ranch, remodeled
Ranch, stucco
No Access
Ranch
Minimal Traditional
Ranch
Ranch & Minimal
Traditional
Minimal Traditional,
poor integrity, remodeled

Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible

1

Originally constructed for residential use.
SA = Structure located within the study area, but not within Alignments A, B or C.
Source: ASM 2009

As indicated in Table 4.12-1, none of the buildings within the study area are considered
historically significant and none are considered eligible for the National or California Register of
Historic Places. Most of the buildings in the Project study area were constructed after World
War II (WW II) in the Minimal Traditional and Ranch styles. The Minimal Traditional style
developed in the 1930s Depression, and was loosely based on the vernacular Tudor style that
preceded it. Houses in this style have dominant facades, often with one front-facing gable,
moderately sloping roofs, eaves that do not have a wide overhang, large chimneys in some cases,
and little, if any, detailing. Houses in this style were built in large numbers after WW II and they
dominate large tract developments of the time. They are generally small, single story, modest
buildings.
The Ranch style originated in California in the mid 1930s and by the 1950s and 1960s it was the
dominant style throughout the country. This style is characterized by a sprawling design, long
asymmetrical façade, low-pitched roof with moderate to wide overhanging eaves, and the use of
ribbon and picture windows. The front façade often features a mixture of cladding, including
brick, stone and wood, and some traditional detailing features, such as shutters, ironwork and
wooden porch supports. Private Patios are often located to the rear of the house.
The houses in the Project study area are modest examples of the Minimal Traditional and Ranch
styles, and do not represent outstanding examples of the style. Therefore, they would not qualify
for listing on the NRHP and CRHR. Many of the buildings have also been extensively modified
over the years, as new windows and doors were inserted and additions constructed.
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A formal evaluation of the residence at 2283 Glenview Lane for listing on the NRHP and CRHR
was conducted in April 2009. The evaluation included field inspection and documentation of the
structure, a title search, archival research at the San Diego Historical Society and the Vista
Historical Society, and interviews with Peggy Tilleard, the current owner, and Jean Bice, the
daughter-in-law of the original owner. The residence at 2283 Glenview Lane is a one-story
bungalow over a basement. According to the County Assessor records, the house was
constructed in 1927. Unlike the majority of buildings in the Project study area, it was
constructed in a combination of Spanish Revival and Pueblo styles. Character-defining features
of this building include stucco exterior cladding, a red tile roof over one wing, a flat roof with
parapet over a second wing, and a large window with a segmental arch in the front elevation.
The 1,500 sf bungalow contains eight rooms and three bedrooms and has a complex rectangular
ground plan due to several additions. The earliest wing of the house is adjacent to Glenview
Lane and features a garage/basement over which are the main living rooms. The south façade
features a French door with a large view window above it that is multi-paned and has a
segmental arch (Figure 4.12-1). The roof over this wing of the house is a red-tile, shed roof,
which appears to have been inserted at some time when the roof was raised and triangular
windows inserted below it. The remaining windows in this wing of the house are all wood
framed. To the east of the original wing is a wing with a flat roof and parapet that appears to
have been added to the house early in its history. It features wood-framed windows and a
bathroom appears to have been added to the north wall of the wing at some point. A third wing
extends to the west of the house and features a wall of five large fixed windows in wooden
frames on the north façade and a large fixed view window on the south side. A wooden deck is
located on two sides of this wing. Finally, a wing was added to the south side of the building,
possibly as late as the 1970s. According to Peggy Tilleard, this wing contains two units from a
motel that were purchased by Mr. Bice and added to the house to provide more bedroom space.
This wing features two large aluminum sliding windows and a glazed door on the east side. Part
of the wing is supported on a red brick pillar.
A chain of title confirms that the house was constructed by Clair and Mildred Bice in 1927. The
Bices moved to Vista from Bishop and Clair Bice owned Bice Electric in Vista for many years.
It remained in the Bice family until 1976, when it was purchased by Adrian L. Donica. Mr.
Donica sold it in 1988 to Geoffrey Tilleard and it has remained the property of the Tilleard
family up to the present. Peggy Tilleard was told by Mr. Donica that the 1927 house was moved
at some point up the hill to its present location from its original location nearer North Santa Fe
Avenue.
2283 Glenview Lane has poor integrity given the many alterations and additions to the house
over the years. It appears that three major structural additions were made to the house. The first
was likely added early in the history of the house, possibly in the 1920s. The second major
addition was likely added in the 1950s, and the final addition to the main façade was likely added
in the 1960s or 1970s. The final addition compromises the Spanish Revival/Pueblo appearance
of the house. Given the poor integrity of the house, 2283 Glenview Lane is recommended not
eligible for listing on the NRHP and the CRHR.
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Regulatory Setting
National Register of Historic Places
The NRHP was established by the National Historic Preservation Act (1966). The NRHP
criteria for evaluation state that the quality of significance in American History, architecture,
archaeology, engineering, and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and
objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and
association and:
A. that are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of our history; or
B. that are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or
C. that embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period or method of construction, or that
represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a
significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction;
or
D. that have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or
history.
California Register of Historical Resources
Public Resources Code §5024.1, Title 14 CCR, §4852, states that any object, building, structure,
site, area, place, record, or manuscript shall be considered by a Lead Agency to be "historically
significant" if the resource meets the criteria for listing on the CRHR. These criteria are that the
resource:
1. Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns
of California's history and cultural heritage;
2. Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past;
3. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of
construction, or represents the work of an important creative individual, or possesses high
artistic values; or
4. Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.
The fact that a resource is not listed in, or determined to be eligible for listing in the CRHR, not
included in a local register of historical resources (pursuant to §5020.1(k) of the Public
Resources Code), or identified in an historical resources survey (meeting the criteria in
§5024.1(g) of the Public Resources Code), does not preclude a Lead Agency from determining
that the resource may be an historical resource as defined in Public Resources Code §5020.1(j) or
5024.1.
A project with an effect that may cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an
historical resource is a project that may have a significant effect on the environment (14 CCR
§15045.5).
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Substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical resource means physical
demolition, destruction, relocation, or alteration of the resource or its immediate surroundings,
such that the significance of an historical resource would be materially impaired.
County of San Diego
The Resource Protection Ordinance is intended to protect environmentally sensitive lands in the
County, which include significant prehistoric or historic sites. These are defined as sites that
provide information regarding important scientific questions about prehistoric or historic
activities that have scientific, religious or other ethnic value of local, regional, State, or Federal
importance (Resource Protection Ordinance §89.602(o)). Such locations include, but are not
limited to:
1. Any prehistoric or historic district, site, interrelated collection of features or artifacts,
building, structure, or object either:
(a) Formally determined eligible or listed in the National Register of Historic Places by
the Keeper of the National Register; or
(b) To which the Historic Resource (“H” Designator) Special Area Regulations have
been applied; or
2. One-of-a-kind, locally unique or regionally unique cultural resources which contain a
significant volume and range of data and materials; and
3. Any location of past or current sacred religious or ceremonial observance which is either:
(a) Protected under Public Law 95-341, the American Indian Religious Freedom Act or
Public Resources Code §5097.9, such as burial(s), pictographs, petroglyphs, solstice
observatory sites, sacred shrines, religious ground figures, or
(b) Other formally designated and recognized sites which are of ritual, ceremonial or
sacred value to any prehistoric or historic ethnic group.
The uses permitted and the development standards and criteria to be met for environmentally
sensitive lands are identified in Resource Protection Ordinance §89.604. Development,
trenching, grading, clearing and grubbing, or any other activity or use damaging to significant
prehistoric or historic site lands are prohibited, except for scientific investigations with an
approved research design prepared by an archaeologist certified by the Society of Professional
Archaeologists (Resource Protection Ordinance §89.604(g)).
4.12.2

Thresholds of Significance

The Project would have a significant impact with respect to cultural resources if the Project
would:
1.

2.

Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource as
defined in §21084.1 of the Public Resources Code or §15064.5 of the CEQA
Guidelines;
Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological resource as
defined in §21083.2 of the Public Resources Code or §15064.5 of the CEQA
Guidelines;
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3.
4.

4.12.3

Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal cemeteries; or
Be inconsistent with County’s Resource Protection Ordinance relative to prehistoric
and historic sites.
Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to Significance

Alternative A
Archaeological Sites
No archaeological sites were identified within the Project study area during the field survey.
However, two previously recorded sites (CA-SDI-12,736/SDM-W-5107A and SDM-W-3934)
were not relocated during the survey. CA-SDI-12,736/SDM-W-5107A is mapped outside the
direct impact area of Alternative A and appears to have been destroyed during construction and
development of the North Coast Church project.
An isolated stone flake was found next to Melrose Drive, close to recorded site SDM-W-3934.
This flake is located within the disturbance footprint of Alternative A. Once owner permission is
obtained for access, a field check should be conducted to determine the condition and integrity of
the site, and whether it would be eligible for the CRHR. If the site is eligible for the CRHR,
significant impacts could occur.
Much of the Project study area is developed and could not be evaluated in the field for
archaeological resources. Portions have been developed as residences, commercial agriculture
and landscaped areas. Although unlikely, it is also possible that unanticipated archaeological
discoveries could be made and significant impacts could occur from grading.
Implementation of biology mitigation requiring creation of wetland vegetation could impact
significant archaeological sites. However, due to the fact that the location of offsite wetland
creation is unknown at this time, the impact is considered to be potentially significant.
Historic Structures
Alternative A would affect nine historic buildings. As none of these structures are eligible for
listing on the NRHP or CRHR, the loss of these buildings would not be significant.
As wetland mitigation would occur in natural areas, impacts to historic structures are not
anticipated.
Human Remains
No recorded Sacred Lands were identified within the Project study area by the NAHC or Native
American community. In addition, no archaeological sites were identified within the Project
study area during the field survey. However, the discovery of Native American remains is
always a possibility. Should human remains be present, significant impacts could occur from
grading.
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Depending on the area selected for wetland mitigation, human remains may be present and be
potentially impacted by planting activities.
County Resource Protection Ordinance
No prehistoric or historic sites formally determined eligible for, or listed on, the NRHP, or to
which the Historic Resource (“H” Designator) Special Area Regulations have been applied occur
within the footprint of Alternative A. Similarly, no one-of-a-kind, locally unique or regionally
unique cultural resources or locations of past or current sacred religious or ceremonial
observance are identified within the Project study area. Therefore, the Project is not anticipated
to impact cultural resources considered significant prehistoric or historic sites under §89.602(o)
of the Resource Protection Ordinance. Therefore, Alternative A would be consistent with the
ordinance.
Alternative B
Archaeological Sites
No archaeological sites were identified within the Project study area during the field survey.
Therefore, the potential for impacts to identified archaeological sites would be the same as
Alternative A. The potential for unanticipated archaeological discoveries during grading would
also be the same as Alternative A.
Historic Structures
Alternative B would affect 14 historic buildings. As none of the buildings are eligible for listing
on the NRHP or CRHR, the loss of these buildings would not be significant.
Human Remains
As discussed for Alternative A, no impacts to human remains would be expected. The potential
to encounter human remains during grading would also be the same as Alternative A.
County Resource Protection Ordinance
As discussed for Alternative A, Alternative B is not anticipated to not affect cultural resources
considered significant prehistoric or historic sites under §89.602(o) of the Resource Protection
Ordinance. Therefore, Alternative B would be consistent with the ordinance.
Alternative C
Archaeological Sites
No archaeological sites were identified within the Project study area during the field survey.
Therefore, the potential for impacts to identified archaeological sites would be the same as
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Alternative A. The potential for unanticipated archaeological discoveries during grading would
be the same as Alternative A.
Historic Structures
Alternative C would affect six historic buildings. As none of the buildings are eligible for listing
on the NRHP or CRHR, the loss of these buildings would not be significant.
Human Remains
As discussed for Alternative A, no impacts to human remains would be expected. The potential
to encounter human remains during grading would also be the same as Alternative A.
County Resource Protection Ordinance
As discussed for Alternative A, Alternative C is not anticipated to affect cultural resources
considered significant prehistoric or historic sites under §89.602(o) of the Resource Protection
Ordinance. Therefore, Alternative C would be consistent with the ordinance.
4.12.4

Mitigation Measures

The following mitigation measures would reduce direct impacts to cultural resources to below a
level of significance for any of the three identified alternative alignments.
Cultural Resources – 1. If habitat restoration activities that would involve ground disturbance
are proposed, a qualified archaeologist shall conduct a record search and field survey to
determine the potential for presence of historical and/or prehistoric resources and make
recommendations for avoidance, testing or monitoring, as appropriate.
Any such
recommendations shall be implemented to the satisfaction of the Director of the City Planning
Department.
Cultural Resources – 2. Prior to disturbance of APN 15909026, a qualified archaeologist shall
relocate CA-SDI-12,736/SDM-W-5107A to ensure the site will not be affected. If CA-SDI12,736/SDM-W-5017A is relocated within the area of disturbance, limited testing shall be
accomplished to confirm the presence or absence of the site. If the site is an historical resource
or unique archaeological resource, then a research design and data recovery program shall be
carried out by a qualified archaeologist, to the satisfaction of the Director of the City Planning
Department.
Cultural Resources – 3. Upon ROW acquisition on APN 15911229 and prior to grading, a field
check for SDM-W-3934 shall be conducted by a qualified archaeologist to determine the
condition and integrity of the site, and to evaluate the site’s significance. Limited subsurface
testing may be necessary to make this determination. If the site is an historical resource or
unique archaeological resource, then a research design and data recovery program shall be
carried out by a qualified archaeologist, to the satisfaction of the Director of the City Planning
Department.
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Cultural Resources – 4. Prior to grading, after demolition and removal of all structures, a
supplemental survey of the selected alignment alternative and acquired parcels shall be
conducted by a qualified archaeologist and Native American monitor. All archaeological sites
identified as a result of the supplemental survey shall be evaluated for integrity and significance.
A research design and data recovery program shall be carried out by a qualified archaeologist for
historical resources or unique archaeological resources, to the satisfaction of the Director of the
City Planning Department.
Cultural Resources – 5. Prior to grading, the City shall retain a qualified archaeological monitor
and Native American monitor to implement the archaeological monitoring program described
below. A qualified archaeological monitor is defined as an individual who has experience in the
collection and evaluation of cultural resource materials, and who is working under the
supervision of a qualified archaeologist. Mitigation conditions shall be placed on Project grading
plans.
A. The archaeological monitor and Native American monitor shall attend any
preconstruction meetings with the Grading Contractor and/or Construction Manager to
make comments and/or suggestions concerning the archaeological monitoring program.
The requirement for archaeological monitoring shall be noted on the Project construction
drawings.
B. The archaeological monitor and Native American monitor shall be present on-site fulltime during grading and/or other ground altering activities of native soils to identify any
evidence of archaeological resources (e.g., faunal remains, pottery, stone tools, charcoal
deposits, historic artifacts, etc.).
C. If artifacts are found, the archaeological monitor shall be empowered to divert, direct or
temporarily halt excavation equipment in the area of discovery to allow evaluation and
recovery of potentially significant archaeological resources. The archaeological monitor
shall immediately notify City staff of such finding at the time of discovery. The City
shall respond to the finding within 24 hours and shall approve recovery and evaluation
procedures to be performed. The archaeological monitor, with assistance if necessary,
shall examine, recover and evaluate the significance of any newly discovered
archaeological resources consistent with current professional standards, before grading
activities will be allowed to resume. If artifacts of Native American origin are
discovered, the Native American monitor shall be consulted to aid in evaluating
significance. For historical resources or unique archaeological resources, a research
design and data recovery program shall be prepared and carried out to mitigate impacts to
the satisfaction of the Director of the City Planning Department, before grading activities
in the area of discovery will be allowed to resume. Any human remains of Native
American origin and items associated with Native American burials shall be turned over
to the appropriate Native American group for reburial in accordance with Section
5097.98 of the Public Resources Code and Section 7050.5 of the Health and Safety Code.
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D. All cultural materials collected shall be cleaned and catalogued. All artifacts shall be
analyzed to identify function and chronology, as they relate to the history of the area.
Faunal material shall be identified as to species and specialty studies shall be completed,
as appropriate. All newly discovered archaeological sites shall be recorded with the
South Coastal Information Center.
E. A monitoring results report and/or evaluation report, if appropriate, which describes the
results, analysis and conclusions of the archaeological monitoring program (with
appropriate graphics) shall be submitted to the Director of the City Planning Department
for approval within three months following termination of the archaeological monitoring
program. For historical resources and unique archaeological resources, a research design
and data recovery program shall be included as part of the evaluation report. A
mitigation report for historical resources or unique archaeological resources, if required,
shall also be submitted to the Director of the City Planning Department. Finally, any
cultural materials recovered as the result of the archaeological monitoring program, with
the exception of human remains of Native American origin and items associated with
Native American burials, shall be curated at a San Diego County facility that meets
federal standards per 36 CFR Part 79. The collections and associated records shall be
transferred, including title, to an appropriate curation facility in San Diego County,
accompanied by payment of the fees necessary for permanent curation. Evidence shall be
submitted to Director of the City Planning Department in the form of a letter from the
curation facility identifying that archaeological materials have been received and that all
fees have been paid.
donated to a qualified scientific institution, where they will be
afforded long-term preservation to allow future scientific study. The archaeological
monitor shall submit a letter of acceptance to the Director of the City Planning
Department from the qualified institution.
Cultural Resources – 6. If human remains are encountered, California Health and Safety Code
Section 7050.5 states that no further disturbance shall occur until the County Coroner has made
the necessary findings as to origin. Further, pursuant to California Public Resources Code
Section 5097.98(b), remains shall be left in place and free from disturbance until a final decision
as to the treatment and disposition has been made. If the County Coroner determines the remains
to be Native American, the Native American Heritage Commission shall be contacted within a
reasonable timeframe. Subsequently, the Native American Heritage Commission shall identify
the “most likely descendant.” The most likely descendant shall then make recommendations,
and engage in consultations concerning the treatment of the remains as provided in Public
Resources Code 5097.98.
4.12.5

Conclusions

Although not currently anticipated, the Project alternatives have the potential to result in
significant impacts to historical and/or archaeological resources, as well as human remains.
Implementation of Cultural Resources Mitigation Measures 1-5 would reduce Project impacts to
historical and unique archaeological resources to below a level of significance. Implementation
of Cultural Resources Mitigation Measure 6 would reduce Project impacts to human remains to
below a level of significance.
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4.13

PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES

This section describes existing paleontological conditions within the Project study area and
vicinity, identifies associated resource sensitivity based on regulatory and academic guidelines,
evaluates potential impacts, and identifies mitigation measures related to implementation of the
Project. A Geologic Reconnaissance Report was prepared for the Project by GEOCON (2002a),
with two subsequent letter reports providing updates related to site conditions, Project design and
technical review (GEOCON 2002b and 2008a). All of these studies are used, along with other
applicable data, for geologic background. The referenced GEOCON reports are included in
Appendix E of this EIR.
4.13.1 Existing Conditions
Paleontology is the science dealing with pre-historic plant and non-human animal life.
Paleontological resources (or fossils) typically encompass the remains or traces of hard and
resistant materials such as bones, teeth or shells, although plant materials and occasionally less
resistant remains (e.g., tissue or feathers) can also be preserved. The formation of fossils
typically involves the rapid burial of plant or animal remains and the formation of casts, molds
or impressions in the associated sediment (which subsequently becomes sedimentary rock).
Because of this, the potential for fossil remains in a given geologic formation can be predicted
based on known fossil occurrences from similar (or correlated) geologic formations in other
locations.
Based on the Project Geologic Reconnaissance Reports (Appendix E), geologic formations
observed or expected to occur within the Project study area and vicinity are described below in
order of increasing age. This discussion is followed by assessments of paleontological resource
sensitivity and potential project impacts, with additional description of site geology provided in
Section 4.5, Geology and Soils, of this EIR (see Figure 4.5-1 for the location of surficial and
geologic units). Native topsoils and human-derived deposits, such as fill, are not included in the
following stratigraphic descriptions or assessments of resource sensitivity and potential impacts,
due to their recent age and lack of potential to contain fossil resources.
Stratigraphy
Alluvium (Qal)
Alluvial deposits are mapped within the study area along two relatively large drainages located
near the south end of the existing northern segment of Melrose Drive (Spring Creek), and
adjacent to North Santa Fe Avenue (Guajome Creek). On-site alluvium generally consists of
unconsolidated sandy deposits with variable amounts of clay, silt and cobble size grains.
Santiago Formation (Tsa)
The Eocene age (approximately 55 to 38 million years old) Santiago Formation is mapped in
portions of the central and (to a lesser extent) southern study area, and likely underlies the entire
study area at depth. This unit also occurs extensively to the west and south of the study area
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(CGS, formerly CDMG 1996). Observed occurrences of the Santiago Formation consist of
poorly consolidated and poorly bedded fine- to medium-grained sandstone, with interbeds of
siltstone and claystone.
Bonsall Tonalite (Kg[b])
Cretaceous granitic rock, identified as Bonsall Tonalite, is mapped in the central and southern
portion of the study area, and likely underlies the entire study area at depth. Weathered portions
of this unit near the surface are characterized by granitic rocks of variable hardness that excavate
as fine- to coarse-grained sand with gravel, cobble and boulder size fragments. The Bonsall
Tonalite becomes harder, less weathered, and more difficult to excavate with depth.
Paleontological Resource Sensitivity
Each of the above units has been evaluated for paleontological resource potential and assigned a
sensitivity rating, based on the following criteria derived from sources including Deméré and
Walsh (1994). The sensitivity levels described herein are the same as the resource potential
ratings.


High Sensitivity. High resource potential and high sensitivity are assigned to geologic
formations known to contain paleontological localities with rare, well preserved, critical
fossil materials for stratigraphic or paleoenvironmental interpretation, and fossils
providing important information about the paleoclimatic, paleobiological and/or
evolutionary history (phylogeny) of animal and plant groups. In general, formations with
high resource potential are considered to have the highest potential to produce unique
invertebrate fossil assemblages or unique vertebrate fossil remains and are, therefore,
highly sensitive.



Moderate Sensitivity. Moderate resource potential and moderate sensitivity are assigned
to geologic formations known to contain paleontological localities. These geologic
formations are judged to have a strong, but often unproven, potential for producing
unique fossil remains.



Low Sensitivity. Low resource potential and low sensitivity are assigned to geologic
formations that, based on their relatively young age and/or high-energy depositional
history, are judged unlikely to produce unique fossil remains. Low resource potential
formations rarely produce fossil remains of scientific significance and are considered to
have low sensitivity. When fossils are found in these formations, however, they often
provide significant additions to the geologic understanding of the area.



Marginal/Unknown Sensitivity. Marginal/unknown resource potential and marginal/
unknown sensitivity are assigned to geologic formations that are composed either of
volcaniclastic (derived from volcanic sources) or metasedimentary rocks, but that
nevertheless have a limited probability for producing fossils from certain formations at
localized outcrops. Volcaniclastic rock can contain organisms that were fossilized by
being covered by ash, dust, mud, or other debris from volcanoes. Sedimentary rocks that
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have been metamorphosed by heat and/or pressure caused by volcanoes or plutons are
called metasedimentary. If the sedimentary rocks had associated paleontological
resources, those resources may have survived the metamorphism and still be identifiable
within the metasedimentary rock. Because the probability for such occurrences is limited,
however, these formations are considered marginally sensitive.


No Sensitivity. No resource potential is assigned to geologic formations that are
composed entirely of volcanic or plutonic igneous rock, such as basalt or granite.
Specifically, these rocks exhibit a molten origin and therefore do not have any potential
for producing fossil remains. Accordingly, these formations have no paleontological
resource potential or sensitivity.

Table 4.13-1 shows the associated paleontological resource sensitivity ratings for each of the
described geologic formations. As indicated, the Bonsall Tonalite is considered to have no
sensitivity for paleontological resources, while alluvium has a low sensitivity rating and the
Santiago Formation exhibits a high sensitivity rating.
Table 4.13-1
PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCE POTENTIAL
MELROSE DRIVE STUDY AREA
Geologic Formation

Sensitivity Rating

Alluvium
Santiago Formation
Bonsall Tonalite

Low Sensitivity
High Sensitivity
No Sensitivity

Source: Deméré and Walsh 1994

Regulatory Setting
The Project is subject to a number of regulatory requirements and/or guidelines related to
potential paleontological resource issues. These standards typically involve measures to assess
the paleontological resource potential of an area and to avoid damage to any such resources that
may be encountered on a project site.
California Environmental Quality Act
Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines requires that paleontological resources be evaluated to
determine whether or not a proposed action will have a significant adverse effect upon such
resources.
County of San Diego
The County Guidelines for Determining the Significance of Paleontological Resources (2007f)
provide direction for evaluating environmental effects related to paleontological issues.
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Specifically, these guidelines address potential adverse effects to unique paleontological
resources or sites. The following County documents are named in the Guidelines for
Determining Significance of Paleontological Resources
Grading Ordinance
The Grading Ordinance provides for the requirement of a paleontological monitor at the
discretion of the County. In addition, the suspension of grading operation is required upon the
discovery of fossils greater than twelve inches in any dimension. The ordinance also requires
notification of a county official (e.g., Permit Compliance Coordinator) under such circumstances.
The ordinance gives the county official the authority to determine the appropriate resource
recovery operations, which the permittee shall carry out prior to the county official’s
authorization to resume normal grading operations.
Conservation Element (Part X) of the General Plan
The Conservation Element of the San Diego County General Plan provides policies for the
protection of natural resources. In addition, Appendix G of the Conservation Element lists
Unique Geologic Features for conservation, many of which are fossiliferous formations.
4.13.2

Thresholds of Significance

The Project would have a potentially significant environmental impact to paleontological
resources if the Project would:
1. Directly or indirectly damage a unique paleontological resource or site, or include
grading or excavation that will disturb the substratum or parent material below the
major soil horizons in any paleontologically sensitive area of San Diego County.
The identified guideline is derived from Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines and the
noted County Paleontological Resource Guidelines.
4.13.3

Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to Significance

Alternative A
Excavation within the area located between Spur Avenue and Guajome Lake Road would have a
potentially significant impact on paleonotologic resources associated with the Santiago
Formation that occurs within this general area. Other portions of Alignment A do not contain
geologic formations which are considered likely to possess paleontological resources.
Alternative B
As with Alternative A, excavation within the area located between Spur Avenue and Guajome
Lake Road would have a potentially significant impact on paleonotologic resources associated
with the Santiago Formation that occurs within this general area. Other portions of Alignment B
do not contain geologic formations which are considered likely to possess paleontological
resources.
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Alternative C
As with Alternative A, excavation within the area located between Spur Avenue and Guajome
Lake Road would have a potentially significant impact on paleonotologic resources associated
with the Santiago Formation that occurs within this general area. Other portions of Alignment C
do not contain geologic formations which are considered likely to possess paleontological
resources.
4.13.4

Mitigation Measures

Implementation of the following mitigation measures would reduce direct impacts to
paleontological resources to below a level of significance for any of the three identified
alternative alignments.
Paleontology – 1.
Monitoring shall be conducted by a Qualified Paleontologist or
Paleontological Resources Monitor under the supervision of the Qualified Paleontologist. A
Qualified Paleontologist is defined as an individual with a Ph.D. or M.S. degree in paleontology
or related field who has knowledge of San Diego County paleontology and documented
experience in professional paleontological procedures and techniques. A Paleontological
Resources Monitor is defined as an individual with at least one year of experience in field
identification and collection and salvage of fossil materials and who is working under the
supervision of a Qualified Paleontologist.
Paleontology – 2. The Qualified Paleontologist shall attend pre-grading or pre-construction
meeting to discuss grading plans and consult with the grading and excavation contractors
regarding the potential location and nature of paleontological resources and associated
monitoring/recovery operations.
Paleontology – 3. The Qualified Paleontologist or Paleontological Resources Monitor shall be
on-site full-time during all grading/excavation activities involving previously undisturbed areas
of the Santiago Formation to inspect for well-preserved fossils.
Paleontology – 4. In the event that well-preserved fossils or other unearthed paleontological
resources are found, the Qualified Paleontologist or Paleontological Resources Monitor shall
implement appropriate salvage operations, potentially involving simple excavation,
plaster-jacketing of large and/or fragile specimens, or quarry excavations for richly fossiliferous
deposits. The Qualified Paleontologist or Paleontological Resources Monitor shall have the
authority to divert, direct or temporarily halt construction activities in the area of discovery to
allow evaluation and recovery of fossil remains in a timely fashion.
Paleontology – 5. The Qualified Paleontologist or Paleontological Resources Monitor shall
record stratigraphic and geologic data to provide a context for the recovered fossil remains,
typically including a detailed description of all paleontological localities within the Project site,
as well as the lithology of fossil-bearing strata within the measured stratigraphic section, if
feasible, and photographic documentation of the geologic setting.
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Paleontology – 6. Paleontological resources collected during the monitoring and salvage
program shall be cleaned, sorted, repaired, stabilized, and catalogued to a point of identification,
pursuant to acceptable industry standards. Curation of prepared fossil remains, typically
involving scientific identification and cataloguing of specimens, and entry of data into one or
more accredited institutional databases, shall occur. Transfer and deposit of cataloged fossil
remains, along with copies of all pertinent field notes, photos and maps, shall occur to an
accredited scientific institution in California that houses paleontological collections for archival
storage and/or display (such as the San Diego Natural History Museum).
Paleontology – 7. A final report shall be prepared to summarize the results of the mitigation
program, including field and laboratory methods, stratigraphic units encountered, and the nature
and significance of recovered paleontological resources. The final report also shall include
appropriate graphics to document the stratigraphy and precise fossil collecting localities.
4.13.5

Conclusions

Implementation of the Project would result in significant impacts to paleontological resources in
association with proposed grading and excavation in previously undisturbed areas of the
Santiago Formation. With implementation of Paleontology Mitigation Measures 1 through 7, the
described impacts to sensitive paleontological resources for the three alternative alignments
would be reduced to below a level of significance.
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4.14

RECREATION

This section discusses the potential impacts to recreation and the effects of implementing the
Project. The effects included in this section are focused on opportunities for recreational
activities associated with the area’s parks and trails. Other environmental effects on parkland
such as land use, biological resources, noise and visual quality/aesthetics are evaluated in other
sections of the EIR, and are cross-referenced within this section, as appropriate.
4.14.1

Existing Conditions

Existing Park and Recreational Facilities
The City maintains a variety of recreational facilities, including 30 City parks, four community
recreation centers, two municipal swim centers, one senior center, 3.5 miles of public beach, and
a fishing pier and marina. Other facilities open to the public, although not owned by the City,
include Guajome County Park and Mission San Luis Rey de Francia. Three golf courses are
located within the City limits. The sizes of the recreation facilities available to the citizens of
Oceanside range from the 100-acre Oceanside Harbor beach and boat launch to several half-acre
pocket parks.
Spring Creek Park, which is City-owned and operated since 1993, is located north of the Project
at the southwest corner of the intersection of Melrose Drive and Old Ranch Road. The park is a
three-acre neighborhood park, and includes open fields for passive or active recreation, as well as
playground equipment.
Guajome County Park, which is owned and operated by the County, is located in the City of
Oceanside. Rancho Guajome Adobe, which is also County-owned and operated, is located in the
City of Vista. Parkland in the Project vicinity is located primarily to the west and southeast of
the Project study area. Portions of parkland near Old Colony Road and at the intersection of
Melrose Drive and N. Santa Fe Avenue are included in the Project study area. The two parks
encompass 557 acres and offer opportunities for hiking, horseback riding, picnicking, fishing,
birding, and camping, as well as an historic adobe ranch house built in the 1850s. Habitats
within the parks include riparian communities, such as spring-fed lakes and marsh, as well as
upland habitats, such as grassland and sage scrub communities (see Section 4.4, Biological
Resources).
Regulatory Setting
City of Oceanside
Existing and proposed park and recreational land uses in the City may be subject to the goals and
policies outlined in the City’s General Plan Land Use, Recreational Trails and Environmental
Resource Management Elements; Master Plan of Parks and Recreation (1996); Bicycle Master
Plan (2008a); and Zoning Ordinance (1992). Applicable plans, goals and policies are addressed
in Section 4.1, Land Use.
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County of San Diego
Guajome County Park, although it is within the City limits, is owned and operated by the County
and is subject to County plans, goals and policies, including the elements of the County General
Plan, and Bonsall Community Plan, as well as the Zoning and Land Use Ordinance. Pertinent
County plans, goals and policies are discussed in Section 4.1, Land Use, of this EIR.
4.14.2

Thresholds of Significance

Impacts to park and recreation facilities would be significant if the Project would:
1. Impact an existing neighborhood and regional park or other recreational facility through
increased use or reduction in park area; or
2. Require the construction or expansion of recreational facilities which might have an
adverse physical effect on the environment.
4.14.3

Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to Significance

Alternative A
Existing Facility Impacts
Implementation of Alternative A would have a significant impact on Guajome County by
reducing the land devoted to parkland use. Alternative A would result in the direct loss of 3.55
acres of parkland. This reduction in park area is considered a significant impact. As the
roadway would not generate additional population that would use the park, no impact would
occur from increased park use nor would there be an increased demand for parkland.
In addition to loss of parkland, implementation of Alternative A would impact equestrian access
to Guajome County Park. Horse trails within the park are frequently accessed from Old Colony
Road. This access point would be eliminated with the implementation of Alternative A.
However, access to the park would be improved with the new multi-purpose trail proposed as
part of the project (refer to Section 3.3.1.1 and Figure 3-2). This trail would tie into the existing
and planned trail network. The new trail would run north-south from Spur Avenue to North
Santa Fe Avenue and would include connections to the existing trails running along Guajome
Lake Road and North Santa Fe Avenue, with new road crossings provided. A trail also would be
installed along the south shoulder of Guajome Lake Road, with an access point to Guajome
County Park provided southwest of the Guajome Lake Road/Melrose Drive intersection. The
sidewalk along the western side of Melrose Drive would connect to an existing trail in the
southeastern corner of Guajome County Park. South of North Santa Fe Avenue, the proposed
trail would connect to existing Rancho Guajome Adobe trails at Willowbrook Drive and/or near
the adobe. The addition of multi-purpose trails as defined corridors for use would encourage
pedestrian/equestrian use of the park without substantially deteriorating it. Therefore, the Project
would not significantly affect trail access and use within Guajome County Park and Rancho
Guajome Adobe.
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Recreation activities at Spring Creek Park would not be directly affected by Alternative A
because there would be no encroachment into the park or increase in users of the park. However,
operation of the project would increase traffic by approximately 11,000 ADT (from 8,600 to
19,600 ADT) along the segment of Melrose Drive that runs adjacent to the park. While entering
and leaving the park from Old Ranch Road onto Melrose Drive would be more difficult due to
the increased traffic, this impact would not be significant.
Policy Consistency
Impacts related to consistency with applicable City and County plans and policies are addressed
in Section 4.1, Land Use.
Alternative B
Existing Facility Impacts
Impacts to Guajome County Park would be similar to those discussed under Alternative A above,
except that Alternative B would result in the direct loss of 3.62 acres of parkland. As with
Alternative A, a proposed multi-use trail would avoid significant impacts to trail access and use
within Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe.
As with Alternative A, Alternative B would not result in loss of parkland within Spring Creek
Park but would result in an increase in the traffic at the entrance from Melrose Drive (with this
impact considered less than significant).
Policy Consistency
Impacts related to consistency with applicable City and County plans and policies are addressed
in Section 4.1, Land Use.
Alternative C
Existing Facility Impacts
Impacts to Guajome County Park would be similar to those discussed under Alternative A above,
except that Alternative B would result in the direct loss of 8.35 acres of parkland. As with
Alternative A, a proposed multi-use trail would avoid significant impacts to trail access and use
within Guajome County Park and Rancho Guajome Adobe.
As with Alternative A, Alternative B would not result in loss of parkland within Spring Creek
Park but would result in an increase in the traffic at the entrance from Melrose Drive (with this
impact considered less than significant).
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Policy Consistency
Impacts related to consistency with applicable City and County plans and policies are addressed
in Section 4.1, Land Use.
4.14.4

Mitigation Measures

The following mitigation measure would reduce direct impacts to Guajome County Park to
below a level of significance for each of the three identified alternative alignments.
Recreation – 1. Prior to grading, the City shall acquire developed land contiguous to Guajome
County Park and/or other appropriate areas to compensate for parkland taken by the proposed
project, subject to approval by the Director of the County Department of Parks and Recreation.
Appropriate land shall not include features such as graded slopes, noise walls, or drainage
conveyances. The land shall be equal to the area of park impacted to parkland. The acquired
land shall be deeded to the County. The acquired land shall be recontoured and vegetated with
native habitat (e.g. coastal sage scrub) to prevent a loss in the ecological functions and values
associated with the existing parkland system, to the satisfaction of the Director of the County
Department of Parks and Recreation.
Vegetation shall be in accordance with a Revegetation Plan prepared in accordance with the
County's most current Report Format and Content Requirements for Revegetation Plans and
approved by the County and City. The Revegetation Plan shall address the following:
responsible parties, types and areas of habitat to be revegetated, functions and values of habitat
to be revegetated, planting and seeding methods, irrigation, maintenance, and monitoring. In
addition, success criteria shall be established for native plant cover, weed cover, species diversity
and recruitment, survivorship, and plant density. Monitoring of the revegetation area shall be
conducted for a minimum of five years unless success criteria are met prior to the five-year
period.
4.14.5

Conclusions

Implementation of the Project would result in encroachment into Guajome County Park.
However, with the acquisition and conversion to parkland included in Recreation - 1, the impact
to parkland would be reduced to below a level of significance.
The addition of a new multi-purpose trail within the Project ROW would avoid impacts to trail
access and use within existing parks.
The Project would not increase users to existing parks, nor would it result in increased demand
for parkland.
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4.15

UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS

This section describes the existing conditions related to utilities and service systems in the
Project study area and vicinity, evaluates the potential impacts and identifies mitigation measures
related to implementation of the three alternative roadway alignments. Utilities and service
systems include the supply of potable water; water and wastewater infrastructure; stormwater
drainage; solid waste facilities; and electricity and gas. Correspondence with the appropriate
providers is included in Appendix Q of this EIR.
4.15.1

Existing Conditions

Water Supply
Water in the Project study area is supplied by the City and the Vista VID. Both receive water
from the SDCWA, which purchases water from the Metropolitan Water District (MWD) of
Southern California. According to the SDCWA 2005 member rate survey, the water supplied to
the City is approximately 90 percent imported, and 78 percent of the water supplied to VID is
imported. Table 4.15-1 summarizes the water supply and types of water use for each supplier.
Table 4.15-1
ESTIMATED WATER SUPPLY AND USE
Estimated Water Supply
Supplier
City of
Oceanside
VID

Estimated Water Use

Imported

Local

Reclaimed

Residential

Agricultural

Public/Other

Industrial/
Commercial

Irrigation

Reclaimed

90%

10%

>1%

63%

7%

3%

10%

16%

>1%

78%

22%

0%

68%

9%

3%

11%

9%

0%

Source: SDCWA 2005

The City and VID have both declared a Level 2 Drought Alert (City of Oceanside 2009c and
VID 2009b). Projects within the jurisdictions of the City and of VID are required to comply with
associated conservation measures. Specifically, both jurisdictions have outlined the following
mandatory water conservation measures and seasonal landscape irrigation schedules that became
mandatory July 1, 2009:








No washing down of paved surfaces.
Stop water waste from inefficient landscape irrigation.
Water outdoors before 10:00 a.m. and after 6:00 p.m.
Wash vehicles using a bucket and hand-held hose equipped with a positive shut-off
nozzle.
Serve and refill water in restaurants only upon request.
Offer hotel guests the option of not laundering towels and linens daily.
Limit residential and commercial landscape irrigation to no more than three days per
week year round (customers will determine which three days to water). This does not
apply to commercial growers or nurseries.
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Water landscaped areas, including trees and shrubs not irrigated by a landscape irrigation
system, no more than three days per week year round (customers will determine which
three days to water) using a bucket, hand held hose with positive shut-off nozzle (hand
watering), or low-volume non-spray irrigation.
Limit lawn watering and landscape irrigation using sprinklers to no more than 10 minutes
per water station per day (no more than 3 days per week year round and customers will
determine which 3 days to water). This does not apply to landscape irrigation systems
using water-efficient devices including but not limited to: drip, micro-irrigation, stream
rotor, rotary heads, hose end sprinklers with timers or valves operated by weather-based
irrigation controllers.
Turf and/or plant establishment is allowed if required by a landscape permit or necessary
for erosion control. New turf and/or plantings are exempt from irrigation limitations for a
period of 30 days following the date of planting.
Ornamental water features are prohibited unless re-circulated water is used.
Repair all leaks within 72 hours of notification by the City of Oceanside.

Water and Wastewater Infrastructure
A number of underground utility lines are located in the intersection of North Santa Fe Avenue
and Melrose Drive. Two 24-inch water mains and one 42-inch transmission main are located
within North Santa Fe Avenue. These water mains run east/west in North Santa Fe Avenue and
at two locations have junctions spurring mains south into Melrose Drive. One of these mains
appears to run east into Willowbrook Drive, while the other runs south through the center of
Melrose Drive (PDC 2009f).
Additionally, an 8- to 12-inch sewer main runs east-west through North Santa Fe Avenue. This
main has 3 junctions where 8- to 12-inch sewer mains connect from the south in Melrose Drive.
Two of these mains appear to then run east into Willowbrook Drive, while one is located on the
west side of Melrose Drive (PDC 2009f).
Storm Water Drainage
There is currently a storm drain system that runs north in Melrose Drive and connects to a
culvert system that discharges into Guajome Creek (PDC 2009f).
Solid Waste Disposal
The City Municipal Code, Article II (Solid Waste Services), Chapter 13 (Solid Waste and
Recycling) regulates waste disposal in the City. Municipal solid waste is currently transported to
the West Miramar, Otay, Ramona or Sycamore landfills in San Diego County, or to a landfill site
in Orange County.
In order to continue to meet the waste disposal needs of the County through 2020 and beyond,
the County has planned for two landfill projects. The first project, Gregory Canyon landfill,
would provide an additional 33.4 million tons of landfill capacity. The second project, the
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phased expansion of the Sycamore landfill in 2005 and 2011, would provide an increase in the
annual rate of solid waste acceptance to 535,000 tons in 2005 and 2.7 million tons in 2011.
The County produced its Construction and Demolition Recycling Guide (2008a) to offer
guidance on reducing waste from construction and demolition activities. Included in the guide
are guidelines on reusing, recycling and disposing of demolition debris; handling hazardous
waste; BMPs; and a listing of recycling centers by region, with several located in the City of
Oceanside.
Electricity and Gas
Gas and electric service in the Project study area is provided by SDG&E. Users of electrical
services in the Project vicinity include residential and agricultural parcels, as well as street lights
and signals in Melrose Drive and North Santa Fe Avenue. Service is provided by overhead
transmission lines in the vicinity of the Melrose Drive and North Santa Fe Avenue intersection.
The overhead lines continue northeast along Glenview Lane.
4.15.2

Thresholds of Significance

Project-related impacts associated with public utilities would be significant if the Project would:
1. Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the San Diego RWQCB;
2. Require or result in the construction of new water or wastewater treatment facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects;
3. Require or result in the construction of new storm water drainage facilities or expansion
of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental
effects;
4. Have insufficient water supplies available to serve the project from existing entitlements
and resources, or new or expanded entitlements are needed;
5. Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment provider which serves or may
serve the project that it has inadequate capacity to serve the project’s projected demand in
addition to the provider’s existing commitments;
6. Be served by a landfill with insufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the project’s
solid waste disposal needs;
7. Not comply with Federal, State and local statutes and regulations related to solid waste;
or
8. Result in a determination by any other utility provider which serves or may serve the
project that it has inadequate capacity to serve the project’s projected demand in addition
to the provider’s existing commitments.
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4.15.3

Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to Significance of Impacts

Alternative A
Water Supply
Aside from construction-related water usage, the Project would only require water for irrigation.
Permanent irrigation would be required for ornamental landscaping such as roadway medians
and street trees. Temporary irrigation would be required for a period of three to five years on all
disturbed soil for soil stabilization and native landscape establishment. However, the Project
would eliminate the water demand related to approximately 33 acres of existing agricultural uses
(see Section 4.11, Agricultural Resources, and Appendix L). In addition, the water demand
related to a number of existing residential users would also be eliminated, depending on the
alternative alignment selected. Thus, impacts on water supply from Alternative A would not be
significant.
Water and Wastewater Infrastructure
The Project would generate no wastewater and would, therefore, not be subject to wastewater
treatment requirements. Additionally, the Project would not require new water or wastewater
facilities.
Potholing would be conducted to ascertain the precise depths and alignments of water and
wastewater infrastructure in the Project vicinity, due to the quantity of these utilities, along with
the complexity of their alignments. Potholing would allow for a more accurate determination of
where the utilities are located and at what depth.
Although it cannot be confirmed until the utilities are potholed, no conflicts are evident between
the existing and proposed water and wastewater utilities associated with Alternative A. The
Project does not propose any water and sewer main improvements. The culverts proposed as
part of the storm drain improvements (see below) would be approximately at the same elevation
as the existing culverts. Because of this uncertainty, however, a potential conflict may arise
between the existing sewer system and the proposed culvert.
The Project would change the elevations of some of the existing roadways, which could impact
existing utilities. In particular, the intersection of North Santa Fe Avenue and Melrose Drive
would be raised four to 10 feet for a span of approximately 200 to 600 linear feet. This
additional cover would locate the existing utilities deeper than what is standard, and could result
in related impacts to pipeline integrity and related maintenance. The 24-inch mains and the
42-inch main can have no more than 10 feet of cover in order to maintain the integrity of the
aqueducts entering the City. Additionally, sewer manholes may be buried with additional fill.
Project design entails two to six feet of cut along Melrose Drive, south of the North Santa Fe
intersection. This cut would occur for a distance of approximately 150 to 250 linear feet and
would include a small crest in the existing roadway. Record drawings could not be located for
this portion of roadway, but there is a likelihood that cutting this portion of roadway down would
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impact the cover over the existing utilities (Appendix Q). It is possible that this exposure would
impact the water main and franchise utilities. Therefore, the potential for conflict with existing
water and wastewater infrastructure is considered to be significant.
Storm Water Drainage
The proposed Project storm drain improvements would tie into existing storm drain facilities.
The culverts under the intersection of North Santa Fe Avenue and Melrose Drive would be
realigned to convey floodwaters under the intersection. Project runoff would be treated with a
combination of natural and mechanical BMPs (see Section 4.6, Hydrology and Water Quality,
and Appendix G). With these measures, Project-related storm water drainage improvements
would not result in significant environmental impacts.
Solid Waste Disposal
While the Project would not generate operational waste, construction and demolition activities
would be required to comply with Federal, State and local statutes and regulations related to
solid waste. The Project would comply with the City Municipal Code (Section 13.17 – Disposal
of Construction Material) during construction and demolition activities. Sufficient landfill
capacity exists or is planned in the region to serve the Project (Appendix Q). As the Project
would not generate solid waste during its operation, no impacts associated with solid waste
would occur.
Electricity and Gas
SDG&E evaluated the potential for the Project to conflict with existing facilities (personal
communication, Jany Staley, May 20, 2009 [see Appendix Q]). No conflict with existing service
capacity was identified, although conflicts could potentially occur with existing infrastructure
and associated impacts are considered significant.
Alternative B
Water Supply
As with Alternative A, Alternative B would result in a demand for water related to irrigation of
roadway landscaping. However, as with Alternative A, Alternative B would reduce the overall
demand for water in the Project area by eliminating agricultural uses. Thus, impacts on water
supply from Alternative B would not be significant.
Water and Wastewater Infrastructure
As with Alternative B, construction of Melrose Drive could impact existing utilities by placing
additional fill material over them which could adversely affect their integrity or access for repair
and maintenance. Therefore, the potential for conflict with existing water and wastewater
infrastructure from Alternative B is considered to be significant.
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Storm Water Drainage
As with Alternative A, planned drainage improvements included as part of the roadway design
would adequately accommodate storm water. Thus, Alternative B would not result in a
significant environmental impact related to the local storm water system.
Solid Waste Disposal
As with Alternative A, construction of the roadway along Alternative B would not represent a
long-term source of solid waste and construction waste can be handled by the local landfill.
Thus, Alternative B would not result in a significant environmental impact related to the local
storm water system.
Electricity and Gas
As with Alternative A, no conflict with existing service capacity is anticipated with respect to
electricity and gas supply.
However, conflicts could potentially occur with existing
infrastructure and associated impacts from Alternative B are considered significant.
Alternative C
Water Supply
As with Alternative A, Alternative C would result in a demand for water related to irrigation of
roadway landscaping. However, as with Alternative A, Alternative C would reduce the overall
demand for water in the Project area by eliminating agricultural uses. Thus, impacts on water
supply from Alternative C would not be significant.
Water and Wastewater Infrastructure
As with Alternative B, construction of Melrose Drive along Alternative C could impact existing
utilities by placing additional fill material over them which could adversely affect their integrity
or access for repair and maintenance. Therefore, the potential for conflict with existing water
and wastewater infrastructure from Alternative C is considered to be potentially significant.
Storm Water Drainage
As with Alternative A, planned drainage improvements included as part of the roadway design
would adequately accommodate storm water. Thus, Alternative C would not result in a
significant environmental impact related to the local storm water system.
Solid Waste Disposal
As with Alternative A, construction of the roadway along Alternative B would not represent a
long-term source of solid waste and construction waste can be handled by the local landfill.
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Thus, Alternative C would not result in a significant environmental impact related to the local
storm water system.
Electricity and Gas
As with Alternative A, no conflict with existing service capacity is anticipated with respect to
electricity and gas supply.
However, conflicts could potentially occur with existing
infrastructure and associated impacts from Alternative C are considered significant.
4.15.4

Mitigation Measures

Public Utilities – 1. Prior to grading, the City shall require preparation of a Utility Location and
Assessment Program to ensure Project construction will not compromise the integrity or access
to existing utilities, to the satisfaction of the City Engineer or the Water Utilities Director. The
Utility Location and Assessment Program shall include, but not be limited to, location of existing
utilities, evaluation of Project impacts and identification of appropriate recommendations.
Recommendations may include, but not be limited to, replacing existing pipes and/or manholes,
structurally reinforcing existing pipes or raising existing pipes to a standard depth at the new
elevation.
Public Utilities – 2. Prior to finalization of Project design, the City shall resolve any conflicts
with gas and electric facilities, to the satisfaction of SDG&E.
4.15.5

Conclusion

No Project impacts to the capacity of utilities and service systems were identified.
Implementation of the above mitigation measures would reduce the potential for conflicts with
existing infrastructure to below a level of significance.
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